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PQoonttiy nod Trod. enquiries invited. 
NOTE. ¿orge tspe sloeks si sell brs,te/sso. 

BARGAIN PARCELS 
Including variable condensers. if, collo, loud- 
speaker plugs/sockets. knobs, pots, conden- 
sers. resistors, flute, boltn. cabinet fIttings, 
switches, transformer choke, rectifier, tran- 
sistors at a small fraction of list value. Due 
to heavy demand we are now packing them 
in several oison-TRI ONE. 
3 lbs. (post 3/-) .................. 9/- 
7 lbs. (posi 5/-) .................. 17/6 
14 lbs. (post 6/-) .................. 29/- 

OPERATION thon three IF, stages coupled to s 
loubled-tuned dsscrimiosior ierminotlseg in 

on L.F. stage giving smple output for ali 
una/uy nmpliflers. 

avoid disappointment 

ORDER NOW £8-lO 
STEREO FM HERE! 

Foco l)rn,nark'n Largeat Radio Factory 

THE NEILSON 5ARENA' TI900H 
Alt waee AP/FM stereo receiver anopliller, 5 sauce baWls. 2 
sinus pressure-chamber speakers, S scatto, tour channel 
Euh9' transistoeinrd, ssatoeai oiled teak cabinet, internal/ex- 
ternal speaker, A.F.C.. FM & AM tuning controlo, internat or 
external aerIals, tape recorder, graos inputs, 200/250v. S.C. 
operation tuning Indicator, bass, treble YnloWe 65 G n controlo. Sise OOio. X 5iso. X Sun. 
Or complete with $tcren Multiplier, en sisll 69 Gns. 

-, =var 
Illllll 

ARENA TÌ900F te above. lOss 59 Gns. 
Aeessa Hi4'i speakers stocke,i ali brssflches. 

TRA N S/CEI V ERS 
The cry lutent Silver/Black finish. They 
nieren excellent performance svith reliability, 
long telescopic aerial, crystal controlled. 
Note n licence is required to trsnsnsit. They 
compare with ouch dearer 
nsodels ' 2/6 p. 5 p. 
These cannot be operated in U.K. 

Value in VALVES GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS 
BY RETURN OF POST 

Satisfaction or Money Back Ooarantee on gnosis it returned unused within 14 days. 
ALL VALVES ARE NEW UNLESS OTHERWISE INFORMED. FREE 
TRANSIT INSURANCE. POSAOE 1 volve Sd. 2-11 Od. per valse. Free over 12. 

lIA 2/3 OGSOT 9/8 20P4 17(9 ECC88 9(8 GZ34 10/8 SP61 2/9 
IRS 4(9 61,1 9/6 25L66T 7/ ECPSO 7(9 ETti 12/- TDD4 7/- 
184 4(9 51,60 8/8 25Z40 7/- ECFS2 7/6 KT63 5/9 1114/19 7/8 
185 4(6 SLit 7(9 309'S 9/- ECH2O 19/- KT8O 19/6 025 916 
1T4 2/- 8LD20 8/8 3OFL1 9(9 ECH35 11/- KTS8 27(6 026 9/6 
2D21 5/8 SPIS 12/- 301,15 11/8 ECH42 10/6 KTW81 5/9 1335 12/6 
3A5 6/- OPIO 9/8 30P4 11/8 ECRS1 6(9 KTW83 5!- 037 11/- 
3Q4 5/3 8Q70 7/- 30P12 9/- ECH83 7/S KTZ83 7/- 0107 12/8 
51340 6/- 8Q70T 8(9 SOpLO 11/- ECLSO 5(9 511314 7/- 0191 12(6 
5Y30T 6/6 6SL7GT 6(9 35A5 9/6 ECL82 7/6 NIl 9/8 0281 9/8 
5Z40 6/9 OSN70T 6/S 35L60T 9/6 ECL83 10/6 N78 13/- U282 15/- 
5Z40T 9/6 6U40T 9/6 35W4 6/6 ECL86 9/6 RiSS 13/- 0329 8/8 
8/30L2 9/8 6V80 4(9 35Z40T 5/S EF38 4(9 PC86 9/8 13801 19/- 
6A90 7/6 OV8OT 8(9 30L80T 8/8 EF39 7/- PC97 7/6 UABC8O. 6(8 
OAKS 4/9 8X4 4/8 80 7/8 EF4O 10/- P2C84 6/6 UAF42 7/9 
8AQ5 5/- 8X50 5/- 195BTA 19/6 EF41 9/- PCCS5 7/6 11B41 6/8 
8AT8 5/- 8X50T 6/9 807 9/6 EF5O 3(3 PCCSS 11/9 UBC41 8/9 
OBA6 5/6 738 11/8 955 3/8 E9'80 4/3 PCCS9 11!- DBCS1 6/9 
6388 5(9 737 7/8 956 3/- EFSS 8/3 PCC199 9/9 IJBFSO 7 8 
6BH6 8/8 7C5 9:8 AZ3I 8/8 EP86 7/8 PCF8O 619 UBFSS 718 
8BJ8 7/- 7C8 7/8 CBL31 19(8 EP89 8(8 PCF82 8(9 031,21 10/9 
8BR7 9/8 7H? 7/6 DA9'98 7(3 EF91 3/8 PCFS8 5/3 UC92 8(9 
6BW8 7/6 757 14/8 DFSO 7/3 EF1O3 8f- PCL82 7(9 UCCS5 7(3 
8BW7 5/- 724 7/- 13K92 8(8 EF1S4 8/- PCLS3 9/8 UCPSO 9(8 

STEREO PORTABLE 
CABINETS 

Latest black ansI sllvcr nsetat finish. 
Consisting of centre cabinet size 
latin. X l3iss. s Sss. sleep with lift ut, 
lid together with tsso 10 X 6 speaker 
cabinets schick slip on ends of niales 
cabinet sise ¿lin XI3in. s Sin, making 
overall rise of ISIin.x 13m, o Sin. 
High qssailty chrorsss Ottings. Wilt 
take alnsost any ouiochangrr 0e 
taprsleck. Apposa. 
half prIce at 
Dills, but leso chrome, 
takes 1x4 speaker £2.19.9 
MONO PORTABLE CABINETS. 
BSS. false deck or single record 
slayer, nerv ottragtigt 
finish, half price. 
AUTOCHANGE PORTABLE CABI- 
NETS. As used on 19 gas. recarsi 
player. Due to tortunate purchase we 
oIler rnisspiets with motor 
lsncse,l und ail fittings at only - 
PLEASE NOTE. A ide rsssge 5f 
esbinOls Is sllOre st sIi 0rsoeOC. 
lOO HI-STABS 916 
l%ta 5% iSOlI toS mß 
CO-AX, low loso. Od. psi. 25 ichS, lilt; 
50 pile. 22/-; 100 yds42f8, l'luce 1/3. 
100 RESISTORS 616 
SIZES i-3 mutt 
MICROPHONE CABLE Highest 
s1uality. black, grey, ahile, Sd. por 

lOO CONDENSERS 916 

ENORMOUS PURCHASE GUARAN. 
TEED. APPROX. HALF PRICE. 

WORLD FAMOUS MAKE 

* TAPE * 
\Vc otter you fatly tensiliscil polycaterl 
my/or and P.V.C. tapes of identIcal 
quality hl.0, wide range recording 
characteristics as top grate tapes. 
Quality cootcol manufacture. They 
are truly worth n few more copper, 
than acetate. sob.otnodard. joined or 
cheap importa. TRY ONE AND 
PROVE IT YOURSELF. 

Standard Ploy Long Ploy 
Sin. bOlt. 2/3 3iss. 22lit. 2/9 
4isi. 300ft. 4/6 405. 400lt. 5/6 
Sin. 600f t. 7/6 5to. 900ft. 10/6 
Olio. 900ft. 10/6 05m. 1,200ft. 13/. 
71st. 'S,200ft. 12/6 7th. I,800ft. 18/6 

Double Ploy Triple Play 
305. 300th. 4/. dio. 000f t. 13/. 
410. 000ft. 8/. 5to. 1,800ft. 25/- 
lin. 1.200f t. 15/. 05to. 2,40011. 94/. 
Olin. 1.800f t. 1910 705. 3,0001t. 44/. 
7m. 2.400f t. 27/. 

Quadruple Play 
Fcsloge 1/. cmi 3/ss. 000f t. 8/6 

Post Free less 5% on three ree 

Transistor/sed 

FM Tuner 
CALLERS WELCOME Demonstration with. 

out ob/i,atIon to a/I 
branches 

15 Watt 
TUNER AMPLIFIER 

KIT 
14 TRANSISTOR 

consisting o! S'MT41 tuner 
ouf the excellent Sincloir 
Z12 (huiltt together with 
complete Integrated control. 
Kit consisting complete vol. 
on/off treble nod boss, 
component sels with corn- 
plein connecting Instruc- 
ttons and circuits, battery 
version 

£13.190 
or complete with AC moins 
,,.,.,.e,,sck01lO5 

se .. 
" EïSIDN with S 

-' 
',? y e 

Z.12 omplifiers 018.10.0 
AC. STEREO 222.10.5 

- Ibis beautifully compact 
- 

"e. "t._y 
6 Ironsislor machine (sloe 

: V,,) da4xS/mn.twillgive oulel' 
er. more interi errore ieee re- 

q f oeption. Months of use from a 
( 9 battery its 

. iv HIGH 
standard volt oc 

small power reqniremenio con be QUALITY: y 

drawn from on, Low 
-. 

amplifter. 
' 

BATTERY OR MAINS 
noise ireqoency changer with 

' smoothS gang toning feeding no less 

LATEST 

GA RRA RD 
All Fodory Frech. Alt ,rith cartridge. 
FY28 'eeo,oic Stereo cartridge fitted la 
cay deck foe IO!- crier 

SEP12 .................... £4. 7.6 
SP25 ...................... 09.19.0 
AUTOSLIM ................ 05.10.0 
Model 1.000 ................ 16. 6.0 
Model 2,000 ................ 06.10.0 
Model 3,000 ................ 28.10.0 
ATOO .................... 19.19.0 
A70 ...................... 018.10.0 
LAB8O .................... 024.19.0 
401 ........................ 020.19,0 

B.S.R. BARGAINS 
TU14 .................... 09/- 
GUI ...................... 85/- 
UA14 ...................... 89/. 
UA16 ...................... 99/. 
UA25 SUPERSLIM ........ 02.10.0 

CARTRIDGES 
G.C.2 Garrord Mosso 10/. 
EVS6 Garrard Stereo Coromlc 24/. 
EUPHONIC SUPER Ceramic 

Stereo Diamond lOOmV 
Output .................. 29/. 

DECCA DERAM Stereo 09/. 

lcamouu nmke. Consisting integrated contenir. high/Ion 
gaio pee-amp stages feeding EL34 push-pull output. O core 
transformer, complete with iitetructloine doon to the last 
bolt. current node! at fraction of list prier. 8f G ns. 

SILICON H.T. RECTIFIERS 
(lunranteed performance. Top flakes. Tested 250V. working. 

120 ma. 2/9 200 ma. 7/6 (J for 6/8) (3 for 19/6) 

SP25 ON PLINTH 
Lstest (birraril quality single player on Carrant catching 
yllnth. Paclory fresh. tïnunualvalue at Gns. 

TECHNICA L 

TRADING - 

10 Toltenhnm Court RosO. Wi 
LONDON Tel.: MUSeum 2629 

Park Crescent Place 
BRIGHTON Tel. 680722 

TH 
350-352 Frittes Road 

PORTSMOU Tel. 22034 

TON 
72 Eut Street 

SOUTHAMP Tel. 25851 

WORTHIN 
132 Montague Street 
Tt. 2585 

81 

CALLERS. Wide retter of 111-Fi rqolpotrot oreilehie ti oil 
broOClleC. WE OFFER PACKAGE DEAL DIR000FES. 
AM/FM 9 TRANSISTOR 
purchase we can offer these black/mUIR chronte receivers 
nornially apprOn. 15 gsa. covering lull nietliulo o-ave anti 
I'M. bands. Built-in aerials, medium sloe, 9+ Gns. 
ALL BRANCHES tore o st-We raspe of lt'o,t.iroor seto frost 
55/- lo £70 

ELPICO MONO PRE-AMPS 
DPA1S, Lcst.cst black/satin chrome finish nulilple Input 
channels selector, bass ansi treble controlo. Matches ill 
pick-ups nsl mUses. Provision tape recording. 4 Gns Norittally 10 gnu. our price 

TRANSISTORS 
Mallard Matched Output Kit. OC8ID sud 2-0081 9/6 
H.P. Kils 0C44, 00.15 (2) 3 transistors . 9/6 

HEAVY DUTY. 
14/20 WATT AMPLIFIER KITS 

fiCO 3/- 10Cl' 11/- DLO6 7/3 E0,32 5/- PCL84 9/- 00H21 10/9 Miniatore (eraosic, Oliver, Mien. etc. 
fico 5/fil lOCO 12/6 DL92 EL33 ig,-I PCL8S 9/01 UCH42 8/fi I lily tos IVI'. LIST VALVE OVER Li. 
fiCe 4/-hon 7/81DL94 6/61EL34 1l/6IPCL86 B16IUCH61 7- I 25 ELECTROLYTICS 
OCt 1l/1 1OLD11 14/61 DL96 7/31 EL35 si_I PL33 8/6 0CL62 SI_ Assorted Ito 500 old ti ta 400 9/6 00060 17/-110P13 
ODO 4/-110P14 

9/6IEABC8O 
9/61EAF42 

6/OIEL3S 
6/-lEtAl 

o5/-1PL36 
9/91PL38 

11/..IUCL83 
12/6IUP41 

10/6 i voit. LIST VALUE o9'Eit os 
50 TAG STRIPS 7(6 Ori 6/6/12AT7 4/91EB41 416IEL42 8/9IPL81 7/91UF42 /9 

I 
Ilias-st sIzes 2 to 95 way 6F60 5/-i 12AU7 5/6! EB92 2/91 EL84 o/oh PL82 5/Dl UF8S 7/6 

I 
25 POTENTIOMETERS 6F13 4/6112AX7 

6P14 7/8h123707 
6/-IEBC3I 
9/-IEBC41 

7/6IEMSO 
9/61EM81 

7/-1PL83 
7/OIPLS4 

6/-lorDe 
7/-10141 

6/9 
10/- IttelOding with switch, long 

aid hort spindle, pre'.cts. OF1S 9/6112K70T 
6F23 8/-I12KSOT 

5,-IEBC91 
9/OIEBFOO 

6/OIEMO4 
7/9IEY51 

7/9IPY31 
7/6IPY32 

718,0L44 
916l0L46 

14/- 
10/fi 

p9/6 
I 

log intl lin. Unusrtj, 
6J50 4/-.112Q70T 6/61EBF99 7/-1Ey86 7/31PY33 7,610184 6/6 I 

lk'2ttt.0 LIST VAL.UE APP/lOX. 
OJSOT 6/611407 10/6/ EBL21 11/-1 EY88 s/oh pyflO 5/Sl 0H00 9/6 I 

OJO 3/SI19AQS 5/OIECC4O 9/61EZ40 7/6IPYO1 5/910y21 8/9 I CONNECTING WIRE 
6170 5/61 20D1 s/oh ECC81 4/9 EZ41 9/01 P'132 5/fil 0Y41 7/- I P.V C. Bright Coloor.. Fi e 4/ 6J70T eioh 20F2 9/61 ECC82 5/61 EZ8O s/oh Py83 s/el uros 5/6 I lItt, coils ooiy. 
6K70 z/h SOLl 16/-I ECCSI 6/- EZS1 6/-I PESO 8/fil VR1O5 5/- I CALLERS. A rep seide rsttge of 

6K70T 5/9 hQPl 9/Oh ECC84 7/-1 PTO 6/-1 PY800 7/- VR1SQ 5/_ I eierlrouic esotpotteul. oteofl pots ni sii 
6K90 S/9l20P3 9/OIECCO5 fi/910Z32 e/61PZ30 9/61Z66 7/9 I broocheS. Your ettqttirieS s'elt-stued 

Slorltsls of Ittok. Quad, t'hoptttoo, Uootltttott, A rittolrottq. Tripletooe, 1.Ittear, I/ogres, Troto:, Fcrrograph, Whorfedole, etc 
l'osi: III,. 1/5,1/ lo. 2f62 lIs. 2/9, 4lIt. 3/lit lit. 4/-, II II,. 5/6. AU Mail Orders to Brighton please 
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Shop Hours9 am. -6p.m. Our new branch at 
Early Closing Wednesday 

323 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. W.2 
All orders by post must be IS NOW OPEN 
sent so our Acton Address Personal shoppers only 

All enquiries stamped addressed envelope 

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD. 
21D, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3 

82 

Post Free in U.K. While Stocks last 

Money Orders, Postal Orders or Cheques should be crossed and 
made payable to Andrew Merryfield Ltd." 

ANDREW MERRYFIELD LTD. 
Dept. PL/8o4, 29 Wright's Lane, Kensington, London, W.$ 

* Operated from PP3 Battery. * Tunable over medium and * Fully comprehensive instruc- long waveband. 
tiOns and point-to-point wiring * Car aerial and earpiece 
diagram. socket. 

TRANSISTORISED SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Size 5 X 3 X l". For 1F and RF alignment and AF Output, 
700 c/s frequency coverage 460 Kc/s to 2 Mc/s in switched frequen- 
cies. Jdeal for alignment to our Elegant Seven and Musette. 
Built and tested. 39/6. P. & P. 3/6. 

ELEGANT SEVEN Mk. II 
SPECIAL OFFER. r X 4 P.M. 
Speaker at no extra charge. Power supply 
kit to purchasers of 'Elegant Seven' parts, 
incorporating maint transformer, rectifier 
and smoothing condenser, A.C. mains 
200/250 volts. Output 9v. 100 mA. 7/6 
extra. 
Buy yourself an easy to build i trantistor 
radio and tace atleastClo.0.0. Now you 
can build this superbi transistor Superhet ONLY 
radio for under £410.0. No one else can 
offer such a fantastic radio with so many I £4 4 O 
de luxe star features. P!us7/óPost&Packing * De luxe grey wooden Cabinet size _______________________ 
12f" X ay X 3h". * Horizontal easy .to read tuning scale printed 
grey with black letters, size 11 X 2. * High 'Q' ferrite rod aerial. * IF. neutralisation on each separate stage. * D.C. coupled puth 
pull output stage with separate AC. negative feedback. * Room 
filling output 350mW. * Ready etched and drilled printed Circuit 
board back printed for foolproof construction. * Fully comprehensive 
instructions and point to point wiring diagramt. * Car aerial tocket. * Fully tunable over medium and long wave, 168-535 metres and 
1250-2000 metres. * All componento, ferrite rod and tuning assembly 
mount on printed board. .* Full after sales tervice. * Parts list, 
and circuit diagram 2/6, tree with partt. 

NEW LUSTRAPHONE 
Moving-coil Microphones 

' Specification: Moving-coil Model 
LD6z, medium impedance (nominal 
600 Ohms at z k/cs) in cream plastic 

9 ft. co-axial 'lead which can be 
casing with a fabric . blast guard, 

extended to considerably greater 
lengths, fitted with a Selling-Lee 
co-axial plug-list price £3.756d. 
Yours for only 26/-. This high 
quality mie, is omni-directional 
in the horizontal and approaches 
cardioid characteristic in the verti- 
cal planes. Frequency response 

70-t 2,000 cycles/sec. Sen- 
sttsvity apprOx.-75 db (m). 

The impedance of this microphone enables you to use it with a 

screened lead a hundred feet or more from your equipment 
without undue attenuation or hum pick-up. 
A transistor adaptor can be easily made to use this mie, with 
practically any tape recorder or amplifier (circuit supplied). 

each Order NOW 

POCKET MULTI-METER 
1000 O.P.V. on both A.C. and D.C. volts. 015, 
Size 31x21 x Iin. Meter size 21x lain. Sensitivity 

0-150, 01000. D.C. current OI5OmA. Resistance 
0100ko. Complete with test prods, bat5ery and full 
instructions, 42/6. P. & P. 3/6. FREE GIFT for 

- . limited period only. 30 watt Electric Soldering Iron 
value 15/-to every purchaser ofthe Pocket Multi-Meter 

CYLDON 3to4WAll'ANPLIFIER 
U.H.F. TUNER 

chassis 8r 
complete with <2ix1. 
PC.88 and PC.86 Double Valves. Full vari- w o u n d 

comprising 

able tuning. New ni a i n s and unused. Size 
iiIl 

transformer, output transformer. 4r X 5 X - volume and tone controls, re- Complete with sistors, condensers, etc. 6V6, circuit diagram. ECC8 I and metal ¡rectifier. 35f- plus 3/6 Circuit 1/6 fi-ce with kit. 29/6 
P. & P. plus 5/6 P. & P The above Amp- 

lifier built andested 10/6 extra. 

MULTIPLEX DECODER 
Now is your chance to benefit in full from the new B.B.C. stereo 
transmissions with our Multiplex Decoder. Design features: Highly - 

efficient Mullard vinkor pot cores. Two semiconductor diodes. 
Double purpose valve. Printed circuit type construction high input 
impedance. Specification: Cross talk minus 26db at I kc/s. Input 
requirements 0.5-1.5 RMS. Stability plusorminusø.1%. Voltage 
requirements H.T. 190-250 volts. D.C. at 5 ma. Heaters 6.3 volts 
AC. at 300 ma. Self powered unit shortly available, price to be 
announced. Size 5 X 3. I. Fully built and tested, price 
£44.0 plus 3/- P.&P. charges. . - 

"MUSETTF" 
6-TRANSISTOR 

i SUPERHET 

PORTABLE RADIO 
* 2 Speaker. * 6 Transistors Superhet Output 

200 mw. * Plastic Cabinet in red, size 4 
X 3 x I and gold speaker 
louvre. 

39/6 strap. Circuit 
* Horizontal Tuning Scale. Inc. carrying * Ferrite Rod Internal Aerial. * IF 460 Kc/s. Diagram 2/6- * All components Ferrite Rod P. & P. 3/6 free with parts 

and Tuning Assembly mount 
on printed board. * Printed Circuit Board. 

the Wyndsor Vanguard... 
the most versatile 
recorder at its priee* 

offering so many 
outstanding features... 
4 crack-3 speeds s Push button coetrols -7 in. spools - 

Separate Record - 
s Recording mecer and 

and replay amp- Playbock indicator 
liters Straight through amp- 

.5 Double play liter facility 

S Sound-on- - Bass. treble, volame 
Sound and record gain con- 

troIs 
S Detachable lid 

fittedtspeaker ____ . -. Manyotherfeatures 
S Tape Monitor- 

ing facility & 
- * All British 

Before you buy 
and full value 
for money at 
only 59 gns. 

tope recorder - inc.io ft. LP 

an ordInary I 

write for full 
I detallo of the 

tape and Tape 

Vanguard and 
manual. (less 

other modelo, 
mike). 

WYNDSOR RECORDING CO. LTD. (Dept. PEI) 
Wyndsor Works, Bollevue Road, Friern Barnet, London, Nil. ENT. 2226 

SPECIAL OFFER of GUARANTEED 
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Order form and more Sinclair designs on pages following 

83 

* 5 YEAR GUARANTEE This makes the perfect personal radio, EASIEST OF ALL SINCLAIR RADIO 
ready to serve wherever and whenever SETS TO BUILD-AND IT IS 
required. Its minutely proportioned BRITISH! 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION Complete kit of parts to 
The Sinclair Micromatic is housed in a neat plastic case wich attractive aluminium front panel build Sinclair Micromotic 

59/6 and aluminium tuning dial co match, calibrated in KcIs and metres. Including lightweight 
Three speciul Sinclair transistors are employed in u six stage circuit of exceptional power and eorpiece, cose ond 
sensitivity. Two stages of powerful PF. amplification are followed by a double diode detector instructions 
from which che signai tuned in is passed to u high gain three stage audio amplifier. Automatic 
Gain Control counteracts fading from distant stations and maintains signal strength. The set is Sinclair Micromotic ready built 
powered by two Mallory Mercury Cells Type ZM.3I2 which are readily obtainable from radio with lightweight earpiece, 6 shops. Boots Chemists. Stores, etc.. and cost /7 each. Thecells will give approximately7ø hrs. con- in presentation case. 
tinuous working life. Inserting the earpiece plug switches the set on, withdrawing it switches off. 

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 Newmarket Rd., CAMBRIDGE 
Telephone 52996 (STD Code OÇA3) 

* POLISHED ALUMINIUM 
FRONT PANEL WITH 
SPUN ALUMINIUM DIAL 

* AMAZING RANGE 
POWER & SENSITIVITY 

* NEWCIRCUITRY 

* BANDSPREAD FOR 

EASY RECEPTION 
OF POP' STATIONS 

* A.G.C. 

* IN KIT FORM OR 

READY BUILT 

THE SINCLAIR MICROMATIC is a 
brand new design from an organisation 
world-famous for its production of 
micro-electronic equipment for con- 
struçtors. lt has behind it the Sinclair 
tradition of specialisation in micro- 
radio circuitry which, in the MICRO- 
MATIC, reaches fantastically high levels 
of performance. We have combined 
new circuitry with new elegance to 
make the SINCLAIR MICROMATIC 
professionally .right in every detail 
whether you build it yourself or buy it 
complete in presentation case. 

case houses transistors, ferrite rod 
aerial and batteries and yet is con- 
siderably smaller than an ordinary 
matchbox. The MICROMATIC has an 
elegantly designed alu minium front 
panel with matching calibrated slow 
motion dial. New circuitry assures re- 
ception from a wide range of stations 
over the medium waveband, with 
excellent selectivity and quality. Here 
is a new set you will be proud to be 
seen using; you will also find it an ¡deal 
gift to give anyone. YET THIS 
BRILLIANT NEW. DESIGN IS THE 

.__ 

\ 

* ONLY ONE CONTROL 

* CALIBRATED DIAL 

* SIZE-lrxltv ;: 

THE WORLD'S 
H SMALLEST RADIO 

Photograph shows actual size 

SINCLAIR MICROMATIC 
PROFESSIONALLY RIGHT IN EVERY DETAIL 

[iAIR MCROMATIC \ 

'y...' « S L 

L.'i7' 

I 
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fl DE-LUXE PRE-AMP 

SINCLAIR STEREO ¿o CONTROL UNIT 
THE SINCLAIR STEREO 25 has been designed specially to ensure the 
highest p6sslble standards of reproduction when used with two Z.12s or 
any other first class stereo power amplifier. Best possible components 
are used In the construction of this superb unit, whilst its appearance 
reflects the professional elegance characteristic of all Sinclair designs 
in hi-fi, radio and TV. The front panel of the Stereo 25 is In solid brushed 
and polished aluminium with beautifully styled solid aluminium control 
knobs. Mounting the unit is simple, and power is conveniently obtain- 
able from the Sinclair PZ.3 which can also be used to supply two Z.12s 

FOR USE WITH ANY GOOD STEREO SYSTEM 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TONE CONTROLS 
Perforrnonce ygornn obtained ucing Trobln +12dB to -IOdE oc IO ko/o. 
Sterno 25, tw Z.120 ond o PZ.3. Boon + 5dB to -12dB oc 00 cfi. 

SENSITIVITY for IO 
SIZE-6 n.o2l,n.o2in. ovnroll, 

into .5 ohms lood per Chonnel. plus knobs. 
Mit-2 mV into 50K ohms. FINISH - Front pond sect- 
Pick-up---3 mV into 50K ohms. ioned in brushed und polished 
P.odio-20 nV into 4.7K ohms. solid olunminiunn with cIid olmo- 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE niniun. knobs. Bloch fignoring on 

- 

-=-- - 

-- 
_, ._-b---. 

.-. 

PU Mic Ra 
Treble 

8ass 
Volume 

Balance 

Ji 

i fl J 

IL !r"'21'' 

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS 
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results.'' 
HA.. Londo, N.6 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 Newmarket Rd., CAMBRIDGE 
Telephone 52996 (STD Code OCA3) 

to make a complete stereo assembly. Hi-fl enthusiasts seekIng the (Mit. nd Rdio)-25 c/ to 30 front ponol. 

ultimate In domestic lIstening will find all they want from this com- d/ ± B nxtnndn& to 00 BUILT, 

bination of SInclair units. With a Micro FM for tunar, they will have an EQIALISATION - Correct 
Installation to compare favourably with anything costing from four to to within 1dB on RIAA curve 
five times as much. (row 50 c/. to 20 kc/.. "Although a complete 

- novice to radio I was 

SINCLAIR MICRO-FM ÊÇX 
COMBINED FM TUNER AND POCKET FM RECEl VER local ...... very strongly. 

7 TRANSISTORS HT.. Warrington. Lanc,. 
Th,. unique. tt.p.rbly oflg,flSStfd FM ,t.p.h.t 

. Far more sensitive 

NO ALIGNING iI.:::dOt°1 (Micro-FM) than many 
pack.t ,.csiv.r ¡ont whenever vat. '«inh. Prab- commercial models.' 

PULSE COUNTING MM. Nw Rowncy. Kent ________ .iinin:t.daking theiiMreayfa 
DISCRIMINATOR ,n.a,n.ent you han, built it. The pt.ke "Z.12 received in per. 

- - counting dingritnilnatar nnorse bent ponnible fect order. lt is wonder. 
ful to hear records A.F.C. 

goad reception in oil bot the nerv poareet re- properly. 
g.pt. an area.. lit. Sinclair r-i;cra-FM will g,vS 

TUNES 88;I08 Mc!s J. de HO.. London. N.2 ya:.Il 'I consider your after 

i SIZE-less than 3» x > 
« you pound.. sales service is excel- 

E! lent. I wish very much 
UItvOFflI/ FM prheC .*n 7trn torn and2diaden. h: F0hi, Cowpeknd that other suppliers 

. treated their customers flcation which dinpnnne with IF. trantlarworn and all problewn of earpiece. eic. 
aiignwnnt. The tn.I if. awpliter produca. a nquare wane which ¡n the way you do. I have 

ANYONE tried out the Micro-FM . 

in far lending to an,pIif.er or recorder and the other enable. the f I I - with the Z.l2 and my 
u I ILS ind:pnndent.e-contained packet JJU. I Quad speaker and am 

- very pleased with the 
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SINCLAIR Z.1 2 
COMBINED 

11 WATTS R.M.S. OUTPUT 
8 TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT WITH 

CONTINUOUS SINE WAVE (24W. PEAK) CLASS B ULTRALINEAR OUTPUT 

The amazing adaptability and rugged construc- 
tion of this very powerful and exceptionally 
compact amplifier make it possible to use just 
one type of unit with outstanding success in an 
unusually wIde variety of applications. Eight 
special H.F. transIstors are used in a highly 
original circuit to achieve the characteristics 
demanded of any quality amplifier irrespective 
of price, yet this Sinclair unit costs well under 

12 WAlT HIGH-FIDELITY 
AMPLIFIER AND PRE-AMP 

IDEAL FOR HI-FI (STEREO OR MONO) 

CAR RADIO, ELECTRIC GUITAR, P.A., 

INTERCOM, ETC. 

these in mono and stereo are gIven in the man- 
ual supplied with every unit. A number of 
different control networks are also shown. The 
Z.12 wIll operate efficiently from any supply 
between 6 and 20 V. d.c. making it very con- 
venient to run the amplifier from a car battery. 
Where it is required to run the Z.12 from maIns 
supply, the PZ.3 is recommended. Those wishing 
to have a ready made pre-amp control unit can 

-. 

J*w 

) 

A new Sinclair Set-see page 83 - 
ADDRES.... ........ 

. 1 -. ...................................................................................................................... I 

SINCLAIR RA Iii ON I Cs LT D. Fo, ,hich enclose co,h/cheqoeeoney orde, I ............................................ PE.267 

22 Newmarket Road, Cambridge 52996 
J..... ----------------- L. - ----- 
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 £5, including its own integrated pre-amplifier. feed inputs via the Stereo 25, which, with two 
The Z.12 accepts radio, microphone and pick-up Z.12s will provide the finest stereophonic hi-fi 
inputs. Detailed instructions for connecting possible-and the saving in cost is fantastic. 

PZ.3 MAINS POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
This petiaI power e 2" 
ally good sn,00th- 
ing. Ripe:,:: 

0.05 o. The PZ.7 
'\ 

I 

will power two i 

Z.12s and a Stereo 
-. 23 with ease. '. 

79/6 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS tested and 
guaranteed. 

Size 3 in. X 1 in. X 1 in. 
. 

Ready for 
immediate use 8 9¡ 6 Class "B" ultralirsear output W,th Z.l2 
manc,oI. 

RESPONSE 15-50,000 c/s j i dB. 
Suitable for 3, 75 or 15U speakers. Two 3U 
speakers may be used in parallel YOUR SINCLAIR GUARANTEE 
INPUT-2mV into 2k 

If you ere not completely satinfied 
when you recelos your purchase 

OUTPUT-12 watts R.M.S. continuous sine way fron, us, your money will be re- 
funded at once in full and without 

(24 w. peak); 15 watts music power (30 w. peak. question. 
Signal to noise ratio better than 50dB. If you prefer not to cut this page. please 
Quiescent current Consumption-i 5mA. mention PE.267 when writing your order. 

NCLMRRAONjLTDNEWMARTROAD,CAMBRWGE 
IPlease send items detailed below: NAME .......................................................... 

I 
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 HIGH FIDELITY 

Ldufr 
SPECIFICATION-Bass Unit: Natural 
resonance 40 c.p.u. Flux densIty 14000 Gauss. - Total flux 56,000 Maxwells. Tweeter UnIt: 
Flux density 6,000 Gauss. Total flux 9,000 
Maxwells. Overall: Height lUn. (28 cm), 
width 61m. (10.5 cm). depth 21m. (6.4 Cm). 

- weight 5 lb. (2.3 kg). Power handling 10 watts -. 
- In recommended enclosure. Impedance 5, 8 or 

15 ohms. 

The SUPER 6 
LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE 
TRANSISTOR RADIO 
* 6 transistors and diode. * 350mW. * Superhet, 
Ferrite rod aerial. * Component positions and 
references printed on back of board * Wooden 
cabinet, 11 x7x3in. * Vinyl covered * 6x4in. 
speaker. * Booklet 2/-. Free with kit. * Lining up 
service. * All parts supplied separately. Write for 
list. S.A.E. please. VT9 or PP.9. (3/9 with kit). 

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS ONLY £4.00 
OR FULLY FUlLY 86.7.6 Yaw L Curr. Paid' (PLUS 5f- POST) 

F ULLY GUARANTEED I 811E12 10/- UF41 Sf6 ZCÖGT 6/- 3S4 4/- 6AL5 3/- 3/- I2AT7WA 37 4/- 
ML6 6/- SF2 8/6 I VP89 6/- 1D8GT 6/- 3V4 5/9 6AL5W 7/- 6K80T 8/3 5/6 38 4/- 

I NDIVIDUALLY PACKED 
N78 15/- 
NEl? 7/- 

t SP4I 1/4 
I 

SF61 4/- 
I 

UL41 7/6 
UL84 5/6 

1E7G 7/8 
¡F2 3/- 

4C27 35/- 
4D1 4/- 

6AJ&5 2/6 
6AM6 4/- 

6K8M 8/6 12AV7 5/- 50CD6G 

0.4.2 5/9 I Sl'210 3/8 
i 

UIJ5 7/- 1060T 6/- 5A173G 5/- 6AQ 7/- 
6LG 6/- 
6L60A 7/6 

12AV6 5/6 
12AX7 6/- 

21/6 
5OLGCT 8/- V A L V E S 0B2 6/- T41 12/6 17219 8/6 1L4 2/6 2A174G 5/- 6AQ2W 9/- 6L70 4/- 12AY7 10/- 23A 7/6 0B3 7/- TP22 5/- I UY2I 7/6 1LA6 6/- 5B/251M 6AS6 4/- 6L34 3/- 12BA6 5/6 57 6/- 

AC/EL 4/6 EBC4I 8/6 EL37 16/- 0C3 5/- TP25 15/- j U185 5/- 1LOE 7/- 40/- 6AS6W 9/- 6LD20 5/9 12BE6 7/- 58 6/- 
i*CP4 6/- EBCSO 5/- EL3R 17/6 0D3 5/- l'Tu 5/- VP23 3/- ILH4 4/- 5B/253M 6AS70 15/- 6N7 8/- 12B117 7$- 59 6/- 
AC6PEN5/- EBPSO 6/6 EL4I 8/- OZ4A 5/- TT15 35/- VPI.13 9/- 1N2IB 5/- 15/- 6.4T6 4/- 6N70 5/9 12C8 3/- 75 5/6 
AL6O 5/- EBP83 7/6 EL42 SI- PC86 9/- TTR3I 45/- 

I 
VR99 5/- 1N43 4/- IB/254M 6A1J6 6/- 61'25 12/- 12H6 2/- 76 5/- 

AR8 5/- EBFSO 8/9 ELSO 8/-. PC8S 9/- TZSO 16/- I VRIOIJ3O 1N70 4/- 40/- 6AX4 8/- 6Q70 5/- 2J5QT 2/6 77 8/6 
ARP3 3/- EBL3I 20/- EL8I 8/- PC97 9/6 U81 8/- 5/- 1R4 5/- 5B/22M 6B40 17/- 6R7 5/6 12J70T 6/6 78 5/- 
ARPI2 2/6 EC52 4/- EL83 6/3 PC900 12/- U12/14 8/- VR15013& lBS 3/6 35/- 6B7 8/- 68A7 7/- 12K70T 2/- 80 5/6 
ARP24 10/- EC3 12/8 EL84 4/5 FCC84 5/8 U17 5/- 5/- 154 5/- 5R40Y 9/- 6B80 2/6 68A70T 8/6 12X856 10/- 81 9/- 
ATP4 2/3 EdO 4/- Et85 7/6 PCC89 10/- U18 6/- VU33A 4/- 1S 4/8 STR 7/- 6BA6 5/- 6SK7GT 4/- 1SQ7GT 3/3 82 8$- 
ATrI 5/6 EC9O 2/- EL9I 4/8 PCF8O B/S U25 13/- VUSD 6/- 1T4 3/- SU4G 4/6 6BA7 5/- 68C7 7/- 125A7 4/6 84 8/- 
AU7 55/- EC9I 3/- EL9 5/- PCF82 6/6 . 

6BE6 4/8 68C7GT 5/- 128C7 4/- 85A2 8/- 
AZ31 9/- ESI 4/- EM8O 6/- PCF84 6/- I 6BJ8 7/6 6SFSGT 5/8 12807 3/- 307). 5/8 
B6H 15/- ECC82 5/- EM81 1/- PCF86 8/- I R A N S I STO RS 61137 7/- 66H7 3/6 2SH7 3/- 313C 25/- 
BD78 48/- ECC83 8/- EM84 6/3 PCF8O2 9/6 6BR7 9/- 6S37 5/- 12S37 5/- 350B 8/- 
BL63 18/- EcC84 5/8 EN3I 10/- PCF8O 11/- OCIG 28/ 0081D 5/ 0C201 12/6 XCS41 1O/ 611W8 7/- 6S370T 5/6 1281(7 5/ 357A 78/ 
B84 8/- ECC8S 8/8 E8U74 80/- PCL8I 9/- . 0C22 23/- OCR1M 5/- 00202 15/- X0142 15/- 6C4 2/- 6SJ7Y 8/6 128N70T5/8 368A8 30/- 
B81 20/- ECCO! 4/- E8V208 6/- PCLS2 7/- OC2 9/8 0082 10/- 0C203 12/8 XCIS5 20/- 3C20 2/8 68K7 5/6 128R7 5/- 393A 27/6 
BS84 47/8 ECCI8O 9/8 5/6 PCL83 8/6 OC3 1218 OCS2DM 5/- 0C204 17/6 XCIS6 22/6 6CSGT 8/- 68L70T 5/8 12Y4 2/- 446A 8/- 
B2134 18/- ECF8O 7/- 

,EY51 
EY8G 6/8 PCt84 7/- 0C44 6/- 0083 5/- 0C206 22/8 2N247 9/6 6C6 4/- 68N7 3/6 14L7 7/- 6080 22/- 

CC3L 2/- ECF82 7/- EY91 3/- ¡'CLOS 8/6 OC4 5/- 0083B 5/- AAZ12 6/- 2N412 7/6 6C6G 3/- 6SQ7CT 8/- 1457 18/- 8146 25/- 
CS'23 10/8 ECH42 8/- EZ4O 6/8 PCL86 8/- 2N502 47/- 0071 4/6 0c122 5/- ACS2S 7/8 2N285 10/8 0072 5/ 

8C80 - 3/- 6887 2/- 15D2 6/- 703A 30/- 
CL33 9/- 
CYS! 6/6 

ECE8I 5/- 
ECH83 7/6 

EZ4I 8/6 
EZ8O 5/8 

FEN25 4/8 
PEN46 3/- 0075 9/- 0C170 6/- BCZ11 7/6 2N1090 20/6 

6C1I6 4/6 
6CL6 9/- 

6V4GT 9/6 
6V60 5/- 

20P4 12/6 
21B8 7/- 

705A 15/- 
7125 30/- 

Dl 1/6 ECL8O 6/- EZ8I 4/3 PFL200 17/8 OCS1 5/- 0C200 10/6 BY38 7/6 2N1001 29/- 6CW4 12/- 6V60T 7/8 2SL6GT 5/8 717A 3/- 
D41 3/3 ECLS2 6/3 F/6007 5/- PLI6 9/- 6D6 3/- 6V6M 8/- SOYS 6/- 724.4 15$- 
D61 6/- ECL83 10/- F/6061 5/- PL3S 13/- 6ES 6/- 6X4 3/6 25Z40 6/6 757 18/- 
D77 3/3 ECL88 9/- F/6083 4/- PL8O 7/- U28 13/- VX3308 5/- 2A3 5/- 5V4G 8/- 5/3 0X50 5/- 3525 7/6 801 6/- 
DA3O 12/6 EF36 3/6 FW4/500 6/6 PL82 6/8 1127 8/- W21 5/- 21336 8/- 5X4G 8/8 6FSGT 5/9 6X00T 5/3 SSZ6GT 9/6 803 22/8 
DAFSE 8/- EF37A 7/- FW4800 8/8 P183 8/- U0 4/8 W11H 6/- 2C26 7/- 3Y30 4/8 6F6G 4f- 6Y60 6/- 28D7 6/- 807 8/- 
DD41 4/- EF4O 8/- 01/236(029/- PL84 6/6 us2 4/8 W1I13 9/- 2C26A 3/- SY3UT 5/- 6F7 6/- 630L2 8/6 30 5/- 808 8/- DF73 S/- EF4I 6/- 050/SG 5/- PL500 13/6 UlSI 11/6 X66 7/8 

18/- 
2C34 7/- SY3WCTB 

9/ 6F17 6/- 6Z4 5/- i/- 813 65/- DF8I 3/- EFÖO 2/6 (jM4 45/- PÌ'324A 5/- USO! 17/- XSOM 2C45 22/6 6F80 6/6 7B7 7/8 30C18 W 815 35/- 
DF92 3/- EFS2 6/- (3232 j5/ FTS5 13/- UABC8O 8/- X1I8 8/- 2C46 30/- 5Z40 6/8 6F12 4/0 7C5 -/ 30P5 8/6 9292 50/- 
DF8O 8/- EFS3 4/6 (0Z34 10/- FT25H 7/6 UAF42 9/- X145 8/- SCSI 12/- 6A27 4/- 

3/ 6F13 5/- 7C6 7/- 3OFLS 10/6 832 35/- 
D5163 5/- EPOS 8/- HKS4 22/8 F125M 7/6 UBC4I 6f- YF 1/- 2021 5/- 6AC7 6F32 4/- 7C7 8/- 30FL12 19/- 832A 45/- 
DK9O 5/6 EF7I 7/6 HL2K 2/8 FX4 14/- UBF8O 5/8 Y63 5/- 2X3 3/- GAGs 2/6 6F33 20/- 7X7 7/3 30FL13 6/- 868A 14/- 
1)L92 4/- EF72 5/- HL23 6/- FX25 3.2/8 UBF89 8/6 Y65 4/- 3A4 4/- 6AG7 6/- 6060 2/8 7Q7 7/- 30FL14 13/- 884 19/- 
DL9S 4/- EF73 5/- HL23D1) 5/- FY33 8/6 UBL2I 19/- Y66 8/- 3517 5/- 6.9.166 10/- 651651 1/8 7V7 5/- 30L53 15/- 014 4/6 
»124 5/9 EF74 4/- HL4I 4/- FY80 6/6 VOCOS 6/8 2800V 20/- 35124 9/- 6A37 3/ 634WA 10/- '° 8/- 30022 9/- 955 2/6 
DL9G 7$- EF8O 6/- RVR2 9/- FY81 5/6 13CH42 8/- 2801V 10/- 306 4/- OAKS 5/- 

635 6/- 724 4/6 30F19 13/- 926 2/ 
DL81O 8$- EF95 4/8 K3A 30/- FY82 5/6 UcH8l 6/- 1A3 3/- 3E29 59/- 84KO 6/- 

oase /_ 802 2/8 39FL1 10/- 957 5/- 
0Y86 7/8 30F80 6/6 KT32 8/- FY83 6/- UCL82 8/- 1ASGT 5/- 3Q4 8/- 

7/0 
6AK7 6/- 

OJO 3/6 9D2 3/- 30PL13 10/- 958A 4/- 
E8OF 23/- EF89 5/- KT33C 8/- FY890 7/ UCL82 9/- 1B22 30/- 3Q50T 6AK8 5/9 6J6W 8/- 9D6 2/- 3SLOGT 7/- CR. Tube, 
E88CC 12/- EPOs 3/6 KT44 5/8 FZ1.35 9/- 0370 5/- 10F9 9/- 33T 17/8 VCR97 40/- 
E9OCU 19/- EPOS 2/- KT63 4/- FZI-73 12/- OJ7M 8/- 12A6 2/6 33W4 5/- VCRS17 50/- 
RASO 1/- 
EA73 7/- 

EF93 5/- 
EPOS 5/- 

ICT6O 16/- 
KT67 25/- 

QF2I 6/- 
Q025 5/- p.c. R A D I O LT D 

6K60T 5/6 
85.10 2/- 

12AH7 5/- 
12AT6 5/- 

33Z3 16/- 
3sz40T 6/- 

VO.R517B55/- 
vcR517c60/- 

5/8 EF183 6/6 KT76 8/6 QF239 Sfr 6K7(5T 4/9 12AT7 4/- 35Z30T 6/- seri 20/- 
EAC91 3/6 
EAP42 8/- 

EF18I 6/6 
E1190 7/6 

KT98 22/- 
KTWOI 4/6 

Q895/10 0/6 
Q6l202 8/. 170 GOLDHAWK ROAD, W. Il JIANY OTHERS ¡N STOCK fuel ode Cathode Roy TeSe. 

EB3O 1/6 EL32 3/8 KTW63 5/- QVO4/7 8/- Shepherds Bush -49-46 002 Special Voire,. IJ.K. Order, below £1 F. & F. 1/.; over 
51B91 3/ - ELS4 10/- KTZ41 6fr RS 8fr Open 9-5.30 p.m. Thursday p.m. £1.2!-; over £3. P. 8F. free. C.O.D. 2/6 extra. Overseau 
551C33 6/- EL33 5/- ..KTZ63 5 - RK72 6/- Postage extra at Cost. 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS: 
The unit is a compact and self contained loudspeaker system which only 

needs to be fitted into a simple cabinet of the recommended design to 
produce a high fidelity loudspeaker of the highest quality. 

The unit consists of a 5m, bass unit 4m, tweeter and crossover network 
mounted on a duralumin plate which forms the front panel uf the corn. 
piece enclosure. 

Tite method of asoembly of the module is unique in that the cone and 
Synthetic rubber Surround of the Sin, bass unIt are mounted directiy onto 
the duralumin front panel and the ceramic magnet Is Supported on sob- 
stantial pillars attached to the panel. The conventional chassis with ail 
Ito disadvantages io thus eilmmnated. 

The tweeter is a special version of the 400T Unit with a doped cambric 
surround and extremely light Suspension System. 

The crossover network is a five element circuit using ferrite cored 
inductors and reversible electrolytic capacitors mounted on a printed 
circuit board. 

Free constructional details of the recommended cabinet are readily 
available from us. 

Where larger power handling is required several units may be mounted 
in a large cabinet, multiple units may also be mounted in a column enclos- 
ure to form a high power handling, high quaSty line source. The unit muy 
also be mounted directly into existing equipment or in cavities in walls, etc. 

The unit forms the drive system of rise 'Minette' enclosure for details 
see separate leafier. Patent S applied for. 

Price £8 plus £I.8.3 tax 

Foe fumO.,' doloilapleuoeeoslaei: 
RICHARD ALLAN 
RADIO LIMITED 
Bradford Rd., Gomersal. 
Nr. Leeds, Topics. 
Tui.: Ciecklteaton 2442/3 

AUTOCHANGERS AND PLAYER DECKS. (All 
7/6 post). With Mono Cartridges. Stereo 10/- extra. 
AT6 £8.17.6; 1000 £6; '2000 £6.S.0; 3000 £8; AT6O 
£10; UA16 £5.17.6; UA2O £5.19.6; SRPI2 £4.5.0; 
LAB8O (less cart.) £24. 

AMERICAN TAPE. POLYESTER. 7" 1200 ft. 12/6; 
7" 1800 ft. 19/6; 5" 1200 ft. 15/-; 5*" 1800 ft. 22/6; 
7" 2400 ft. 25/-; 5" 1800 ft. 35/-; 7" 3600 ft. 58/6. 
ACETATE. 5" 600 ft. 8/-; 5" 900 ft. 10/-; 51" 1200 ft. 
12/6; 7" 1200 ft. 11/-; 7" 1800 ft. 15/-. MESSAGE. 
3° 150 ft. 3/6; 3" 225 ft. 4/11; 3" 300 ft. 7/-. 
POST. MESSAGE TAPES 6d. each. OTHERWISE 
1/6 (1); 2/6 (2); 3/6 (3 or more). 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
66 ELMS ROAD, ALDERSHOT, Hants. 

(a mixa, from StatIon and Bune.) Atdurhut 22240 
CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON CATALOGUE 64. 

BULK ENQUIR1EIINVITED FOR EXPORT 
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207 EDG WARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 - Tel: PAD 3271 I 42 TOTTENHAM CT. ROAD, LONDON, WI Tel: LAN 2573 
118 E D G WAR E ROAD, L ONO ON, W 2 Tel: PAD 9789 152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 Tel: FLE 2833 
33 TOTTEN HAM CT. ROAD, LONDON, W.l Tel: MUS 2605 i 
The above branches open all day Saturday. Early closing Thursday. I Both open all day Thursday. Early closing Saturday. 
Please address all Mail Orders and Correspondence to 3-IS Cavell Street, Tower Hamlets, London, E.l. Tel.: STE 4821/2 

LASKY'S FOR SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
87 

- -.-. M_ 

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER 
Free etandiog table cabinet, clue - 

172 X 9 X 5)4e., lobbed tse a-O' LP 
medium Mahogany. Scale marked - 
21 to 68 (UHF band). Deagned 
to accept the above 1F Amplifier 
with space for a Valve UHF Tuner. 
cabinet only 27/6 Pont 3/6 

Special Package 08er lFAnzplißer, - 
eer with salve. od Table PACKAG E PRI CE, 59/6 Poet 6/- 

WATER TEMP. THERMOSTATS 
Erl tbk made-on6, for ocr in high quality wuahing machine, muge adjustable between 
1145F and 230'F. Rating 200/280 YAC.. 28 ampo (abooD.C. up to 125 V.A.). Size 
25 X J(x 15 wIth, 18m, capillary tube and Sin. l,ulb. $,ngle hole lining 3/liOn epimlle. 

LASKY'S PRICE 15/- PontI! 

T H E Z-12 12 watt aropUfier and pre-amplitier. Fully built and teated £4 9 6 
PZ-3 power pack for Z-12 ............................................................... £3 19 6 

IEROBOARD High grade laminated board n-ilk copper oir/ps - bonded to it and pierced wllh bolee. 
Boards Accessories 
42/1503 2) X Sin .................. 3/11 Terminal pins - pkt. of 50 .............. 3f- 
4311304 2) X 31 In ................... 3/3 Spot face cotter tool .................... 7/3 
43/1207 31 X 5 iO ................... 5/S Pin Inserting tool ...................... 9/6 
4611508 3) X 3f in ................... 3/11 Post Sd. pee item entra. 
44/1505 32 X 17 in ................ 16)6 Orders u! 18/. und over pout fiee. 

TRANSISTORS AU. BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED 
GET 81, GET 85, GET 86 2/6; 873A, 874P 3/5; OC4S, 0071, OC8ID 4/6; OC 44, 
OC 70, OC 76, 00 81 5/6; paIr (10/61; AP 117, OC 208 6/6; OC 42. OC 43, 
012 73, OC 82G 7/6; oc soi, oc 284 15/-; 00 202, oc 206 19/6; 0C28 24/6; 
OC 73 8/-. 

TRA N SF1 LTERS By BRUIR CRYSTAL CO. Available from stock. 
TO-OlE 465 ko/e. ± 5 ko/e. TO-OSO 470 ic/°. ± 1 kr/s. 916 EACH TO-OlD 470 kr/n. ± 5 kr/s. TP-OlE 465 kr/u. ± 3 ko/u. 
TO-02B 465 ho/s. 1 kO/a. TF-01D 470 he/s. ± 2 ko/e. Post Id. 

TRANSISTORISED UHF MODEL 2 
Metal case size 3) (plus spindle) X 2) X i)i. Fully tunable with sue - 

motion drive. comp. with two AF186 tranzietor, and leads.' 
LASKY'S PRICE 25/6 

TRANSISTORISED VHF TUNER 
Sob-mIniature turret type ftttesl with 12 orts of coils asid 3 Mallard APiOS transIstors 
ir, rneial cuse sire 3 X 1k X 2kb. LASKY'S PRICE 37/6 
Add 2/6 Post ami Packing or, each. 

MAKERS' SURPLUS TELEVISION IF 
AMPLIFIERS 
38 Mc/e. Contains a large number 01 components, iF 
tran,lOrmee,. resistors, capacitor,, etc.. and the bibs - 
Ing vaives QnFCF8O, 2xEB92, EF8O, EF18II and 
EF184. Overall size 11)' X 3 X 4' deep. Ideal fOe !' servicemen and experimenter,. This 1F amp. when 
used with the Valve model UHF Tuner (above) provide, 
a suitable conversion lar B.B.C.2. Circuit supplied. 

LASKY'S PRICE 29/6 Post2/6 

TYPE LRPC 6. Tape record/play bark amp. (for use willi sell ooclllating erase head). 
Output 750mW. orslpat imp. 80. Size 4) X 2X lis ..... LASKY'S PRICE 39/6 

FULLY ENCAPSULATED MODULES 
Special function mortales - all one rise i) X I X um. Complete with detailed 
function and installation instructions. Send SAX. for data. 

TYPE PA-I.. Public address amp. for use with carbon, crystal or DyoamrC micro- 
phOny,. 311 output nip ............................................................. PRICE 301- 

TYPE OR-i. Oeamopbone amplifier provides sufficient power to Oil average coons. 

30 output imp ......................................................................... PRICE 30/. 
TYPE CO-i. Morse sude practice oscillator - for use with nsoese key and 30 
speaker ..................................................................................... PRICE 20/- 

TYPE MT-i. Metronome module-provides audible and visual beat from 10 10240 
beato per minuto (foe usc sitb 317 speaker or lud. lansp) ...................... PRICE 22/6 

SINCLAIR SUPER MINIATURE KITS 
We stock the complete range. Write, for details of package deals. 
THE MICRO-6 miniature radio only il X ls.j X iin ...................... £2 19 6 

THE MICRO-FM. (tuner/receiver) ................................................ £5 19 0 

T H E X-20 20 watt P.W.M. aniplifier Kit 67.19.6. Folly built ............... £9 19 6 

STEREO 25 pee.ampcootrolunitfullybultt ...................................... £9 196 

TAPÈ' RECORDERS 
MAGNAVOX 363 DECKS ,°"r 

3 rnodel-l/, 3, 7 i.p.e. The very latest speed ¿j' 
available with either truck Or track henal. / / 

include: control:dlgitol counter: Features pause 
l'ewind; 4 fully r1 faut forward and nOs pote 

screened induction motor: interlocking keys. - i 

¡ 

Sise Of top plate: 13/ X 11 X him, deep bets's' 
unit plate. For 200/250 y. AC. situino, 50 C.p.u. 
operation. New suiuucsl and fslly guaranteed. '-, 

LASKY'S PRICE j £1O.1O.O 

LASKY'S PRICE £13.9.6 I[JJ 
Carriage und Packing 7/6 extra. 

SPECIAL FOR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS - ike neo hlagnils'Ox.CoiLrO ::r"Uea .0e 
1101125 V, 50 or 00 c.p.u. mains noie as'ailable, prices au aboie. Foot to any part 
of the ss'orld 35/-. 

MARTIN RECORD/REPLAY TAPE AMPS. 
Latest models now available from stock-for use with the Magnavox 303 Tape Deck 

t track model .................. LASKY'S PRICE £14.l9.6 
Carriage and 

j track model .................. LASKY 'S PRICE £15.19.6 Packing 4/6 extra 
Optional extra: Control panel escutcheon to take leek iiii,l amplifier controls, 
LASKY'S PRICE 12/6. Post and Packing 2/6. 

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS! 
SPECIAL PURCHASE-UHF/VHF T.V. TUNERS 
Well known British makero' uarpluu stocke. Now available fo: the fir,t 
time to the Home Constructor. Add 2/6 Fout and Packing on each. 

VALVE UHF MODEL (ittstslrrslsd) 
In metal ease sise 4 X 6 X hin. Folly tunable-complete with PCCS6 
and PcC8S valves. LAS KY'S PRICE 29/6. Without solves 12/6 

TRANSISTORISED UHF MINIATURE MODEL I 

Shielded met-al case only 3/ X 15 X 3m. Fully tunable-complete ottie 
two AF 139 transistors. LASKY'S PRICE 39/6 

CONSTRUCTORS BARGAINS 
The ' SIxteen Multirange 
METER KIT ".' :,. 
This outstanding steter rias 'featured by Penchent Wireless - 

in the Jan. '04 issue. Laoky's are able to 00er the corn- - 

plete kit of parts as specified by the designer. -., . -- 
RANGE SPECIFICATION: D.C. volte: 0.1.5.25.20.250.500 c - 

at 10,0000/V. AC. volts: 01550-250-000 at 1.0000/V. 
D.C.current: 0.505tA, 02.5-50250rAA. Resistance: 0-2,000Cl, .' 
0200tL3, 020 910. Basic oioveseot: 405tA lsd. moving 
coil. 'iVith universal shunt full scale defection current io 
SOSiA. Black plastic case-31x910 1/io. Controls: 1,2 ' 
po,itioo range switch; separate slide suitok for AC. volts- 
D.C. shots: Obras zero :idjustcoent pitt, nseter. lictor zero. 
Power requirerriento: One 55v. and one 1.5v. batto. Complete Data and circuit avail. 
with ali tracts and toll construction details. lOP. Torras able separately, 2/6; 
available. relsmded il ail parto 

LASKY'S PRICE £5.19.6. s2/'r. nl 

NEW-LASKY'S MINIATURE TRANSISTOR 
AMPLIFIER MODULES 
Incorporating the very latest circuitry 
to provide high sensitivity suri good 
qualitymn conjunction with extreme small I/I 

Newt ehrt troLtoro uscii tLugbout. 'I' 
Ahi designed to operate on Os'. miniature 
battery. Add 1/-on each tor post & pecking - - 

5OusV,osstput 15ou 
400,sieeSXlX!ifl ....... PRICE 27/6 
TYPE LRPC 2, 5 traosistor. Input cens- lrisV, output 330 
mW, output tnsp. OttO, sise SIX OIX lin.... PRICE 22/6 
TYPE LRPC 3 5 transistor. Input urns, 5 nsV. output 400 n,V, output insp. 15Cl, star 
2/ X 11 X lin ............................................................................ PRICE 25/- 

TYPE LRPC 4. 5 transistor. Input urns. 130 osV, output 330 essV, output imp. 15Cl, 
size2/ X 1/ X lin ...................................................................... PRICE 22/6 

TYPE LRPC 5, 6 transistor. Input sens. Oust, os'stput 3W. output mir. 30. Oize 5' 
xit x lis ............................................................................... PRICE 59/6 

fT LASSTS 
RIDI0 

For the Finest Value and Service to 
HOME CONSTRUCTORS & 
ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIASTS 

We consider our construction parcels to be the finest value on the home constructor market. It on receipt you feel not 
competent to build the set, you may return it a. received withtn 7 dayswhen the sum perd wifl be refunded less pootuge. 
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HA.52A. FM. RECEIVER. Covering 152-174 Mc/o. Identleat Io appearance to HA.55A 
Built-Ic epeaker, etc. 220. Coro. 10/-. 

Euì 

HAM- I. 4 BA N D 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER .i4 wavebando covering 636 ko/oSO Mc/o l'valve 

__________ onperhet circuit. Incorporateo 9 meter, B.F.O.. 
BANDSPREAD TZINING. BUILT-IN 41e. 

- - .. SPEARER, FERRITE AERIAL ARO EX- - - - - -- - -- - TERNAL TELESCOPIC AERIAL Operation 
! 220/240v. AC. Supplied brand new with howl- 

- -- book, 218/1,6/O. Corr. 10/-. 

GARRARO RECORD PLAYERS ATO Mark II ........................ 28 19 8 
BRAND NEW AND 0lA2.AITEED SF22 Player, ¡nono or etereo... £9 19 0 SEP-la Flayer, mono ............ 24 4 0 AT 60 Changer mono or etereo 29 19 0 1006 Changer, mono or etereo £5 5 

- £19 19 2000 Changer, mono or Increo 26 60 A coo car ........................ 
ASO Changer, mono or etereO 27 10 0 LAB8O .............................. £256 
3000 Changer-Stereo ......... 17 7 0 401 Traneerlplion ............... 157 9 0 

All plan P. & F. 5/-, 

MAIN LONDON 
AGENTS FOR 

t 

SINCLAIR TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS 

TE-20 RF SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Accurate wide range eignal 

TE-960 20,0060/VOLT GIANT MULTI- 
LAFAYETTE . TE-46 METER 6 lu. full view meter. 2 coloor 
RESISTANCE CAPA- orale. 0/2.S/16/256/1,000/I,000 V. A.C. / 
CITY ANALYZER 6/25/12,1/1050/25O/1,000/L000 V. D.C. 

2 P}'-I,OOO MFD.2 olome- 0/SOgiAJllO/100'300 mA/IO amp. D.C. _______ 
200 Megohou. Aim cheche OQKJ200K/50 MEG. OHM. 112/19/6. 1, 
impedance, turno, ratio, 
Inonlation 200/260v. AO. ' & P. II'. .1 

Brand New 115. Carr. 7/6. 

HA-63A COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVER OUTSTANDING VALUE 

111gb clans receiver covering 050 kc/s.'31 mcl.. on 4 
bands. Incorporata 7 ,alves plus rectifier. RF stage, 
Illumiouted 8' meter. i .li0aV sensitivity, electrical 
bandsproud on the 80/40/20115 and 10 metre bands, 
slide rule dial aerial trimme'. B.F.O., noior limiter. 
Output for phones or speaker. Operate. on 110/220/ 
240 y. A,C. Supplied brand new and guaranteed with 
manual. 24 gus. Care. 10/-. 

LAFAYETTE HA.55A 
AIRCRAFT RECEIVER 

108-136 Bc/s. High selectivity nod 
acnntivlty. Incorporated I HF stage. 
Including 6CW4 NuvI.tor, 8 tube. for 
11 tubr performance, solid state power 
supply, adjo.tabls squelch control, slide 
rule dial, bisilt in 410. speaker and Iront 
panel phonc jack. 220/240V. A.C. 
Supplied brand new and guaranteed. 
£39.76. Care. 10/'. 108-178 MS/s 
Ground Plane .Autenna 09/6. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE CT.52 
A compact (9X8X 189') general purpose 'scope. T/B 
10 SIs-40 ks/s. Band width I McI,. Mollard DG 7/6 2 
CRT. For operation onlOO)230 V. AC. Supplied complete 
with metal transit case, strap, test leads, and visor hood. 
Brand new. 222.10.0. Carr. 10/.. Sopplied complete with 
instructions. - 

OS/aB/U OSCILLOSCOPES 
High quality Portable 

American O.cUlo.cope. 3' ,- c.r.tT/B3c/i'IOkc/.X ERSKINE TYPE 13 DOUBLE 
Amp: 0.2 Me/s. 0o.rer BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE 
.-rqub-emeflt.105-126v. Time base I c/a-760 bc/s. Calibrators at 

- 

' eu conditi tally 100 kr/s und I Mc?.. Separate 11 and Y3 
tented. - £25. ' Carr. amplifiers op to 0.0 Me/s. Operation 
10/- SultablsI3O/ii5v 110/230 volt AC. Supplied In perfect 
Translormer 15/6. working order. 222110/-. Carriage 20/-, 

- 

Gií3UU s-34 LISLE STREET. LONDON. WC.? 
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CODAR Z12 AmplIfier 89/6; Z12 Poem Pack 79/8; Btereo 25 Pee- 
EQUIPMENT Amplifier £9.198; Micro FM RadiO Kits 65.19.6; Micro 6 

All items available 00 Rodio Kit 59/6; Micro Amp Kit 26/6. Poet Paid. 
advertised 

T RA N S ISTO RIS ED 
TWO-WAY 
TELEPHONE 
INTERCOM. 
Operative over amazingly 

s long distances. ßrporate 
call and peros to toit 
buttons. 2-wire connection. J 1000'o of applications. 
Beautifully finished lu 
ebony. ßoppited complete ritt batteries and wall 
bracketi. 
66.10.0. PaIr. P. .t P. 3/6. 

MAGNAVOX 363 TAPE DECKS 
New 3-opeed tape deck, supersedes old 
Colimo stúdlu dreh. 2.track 110.10.0. 
4track 813.10.0. Caer. Paid. 

PCRI RECEIVERS 
Brand neo- condition, fully tested oral 
checkesi before deupatch. 3 as-aveband with 
R.F. otage. wonderful valUe. 860-2080 
metres, 190570 metres. 5.6.18 Mc/o with 
internai speaker. 68.19.8. Carr. 10/8 itt 
circuit. Plagio enterssal power seltz 230 var. 35/- or 12 v.d.e. 19/6. 

AMERICAN TAPE 
First geode quality American topeo. 
Brand new. Discounta for quantities. 
lin.. 225ft. LP. acetate ........... 4/- 
311n..600ft. T.P. mylar .......... 10/- 
Sis., 600ff. std. piautic .......... 
Sin., 90011. LP. acefale .......... 8/6 

10/- 
Sin., 1,20011. D.F. mylar .......... 15/- 
lin., 1.000ft. T.P. mylar .......... 35/- 
Silo., 1,lOOft. LP, acetate ........ 12/9 
Sits.. 2.800f t. D.F. mylar ........ 22/9 
Silo. 2,4001t. T.P. soplar .......... 4I- 
710., 1,2001 t. otd. mylar .......... 12/6 
7m., 1.800f t. L.P. acetate ........ 15/- 
7iu., 1,600lt. LP. mylar .......... 20/- 
7hs., 2,4001 t. D.P. mylar .......... 25/- 
lin. 36006k. TP. mylar .......... 18/6 
Postage 1/-. Over £3 post paid. 

CALLERS WELCOME! 
Open 9 n.m. to 6 psi. ,,,ry doy Monday 
to Saturdoy. Teide supplied. 

2-WAY RADIOS 
Superb qu.-tlity. BrouI 

II new awl guarasrtee.t. 
:t;Trossistor 18.19.0 pr. 
4 Trass.Istoe 67.19.8 pr. 
a Transistor £8. 4.0 pr. 
Ii Transistor 19.19.6 9e. 
6 Trans. De Luxe 117.10.0 
pr. IO TransIstor 622.10.0 
pr. 13 Trans. 100MW 

t - 131.10.Opr.Iltrans. 1W' 
£35.00 pr. l'mt entra. 

- 

riese tqsua,et be operated 
io U.K. 

MODEL ZQM TRANSISTOR CHECKER 

lt bao the fullest ca- 
pacity for checking - 

on A. B and fico. 
Equally adaptable 
for checking dindes. _________ 
etc. Spec. AtOl- 
0-9967,B: 2-200. Icot 
0.50 microaotpo. 0-1 
nah. Rrsl,tancc for 
dIode 2000 - 1 
MEO. Supplied complete ao itt nstructlosoa. 
buttery and leads. 16/19/6. P. & P. 2/0. 
VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 
Brand New-Fully Shrouded. Input 230e. 
50/60 eIo Output 0-260 Volta. 

lAmp ........ 04.10.0 

*2.5 

Amp .... 65.17.6 
_________ 5 Amp 19.0.0 

8 Amp ...... 813.10.0 
10 Amp ...... 117.0.0 
12 Amp ...... 819.10.0 
20 AmP ...... 632.10.0 
2.2 Mop Portable- 
Metal Coae with Meter- 
Fusco, etc. 69/17/6. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 
200 V. P.l.V. 200mA ............... 2/6 
200 y. P.I.V. 6 amp ............... 5/8 
400 V. Ply. 3 atop. (O.C.R.) 10/- 
400 V. P.I,V. 3 amp ............... 7/8 
1,000 y. Ply. 050 mA ............ 
000 V. P.I.V. SOOmA ............... 5/6 
600 V. Ply. S amp ............... 7/6 
400 V. PLy. SOOmA ............... 3/6 
70 a'. P.I.V. 1 amp ................ 3/8 
150 V. PLy. 165m,'. ............... 
100 V. Ply. 25 amp ...................... 19/8 
700 y. PlY. 100 amp ................... 48/0 
Dlalrounto for quantitien. Post entra. 

TEll SINE SQUARE WAVE NOMBREX EQUIPMENT AUDIO GENERATORS 
- Sine lOCpstolOO Trauoistorised Audio Oenerataor 10,100.000 cl,. 

ooa at''.ator 150 ke/s. 
ll'tA 20 be/o. Outpttt 350 Mc/e. 110.11.0. 
I 

i' W1LA Impedance 5.000 Tranolstorised reoiotance capacity bridge 10. 
8' ,,jj-'- shun. 200/240 . 

AC. operation. 
100 MegO. I pf'10060F. £9. 

I 

/ 

- 
Supp e ran 

Teansistorloed Induction bridge 260N-100E. 
£18. Malos operated Transistor power supply New and Ouaran' unit, output 1.12v. up to 100 mA. £810.0. teed n-Ith InotrUc' Ali abo e Ost aid ith b tte tion manual and leads. 115. Caer. 7/0. 

CLEAR LASTIC PANEL METERS 
First grade quality, Moving Cull panel meters. available 

- - en-etock. 0.h.E. tor Illustrated leaflet. Discounts for 
- quantity. AvaIlable as follows: Typo MR. 39F. I 21/321n. 

a - square ironts. 
100-0-lOOto.'. - 27/6 200mO ..... 22/8 100v D.C. .. 22/8 

671 500.0'SOOtoA - 22/6 loom.' ..... 22/8 120V p.C. .. 22/8 
________ 1.0-ImA ..... 22/8 500mA. .. . 22/6 300V p.C... 22/0 
-: - 

-- ImA ......... 22/0 7SOmA ..... 22/6 300V D.C. .. 22/0 
2mA ......... 22/6 lA D.0 22/6 710V D.C.,. 22/6 
Smh .......... 22/0 2h D.C.. 22/0 15V AC. ... 22/6 
10m-A ........ 22/0 SA D.0 ..... 22/8 30V A.C. ... 68/6 

SO60A ........ 32/8 20m-A ........ _ 22/6 '3V D.0 ..... 12/6 120V A.C. .. 20/9 
100iA ...... 29/6 50m-A ........ 22/8 10V D.C. 22/8 200V .4.C. ..,12)6 
2008A ...... 27/0 100m-A ........ 12/0 10V D.C. 2210 500v AC. .. 22/0 
59060-A ..... 25/ l2OmA ....... 22/6 10V D.0 22/8 'S"Stetre1mA29/6 
S0.0-Soto'. .. 10,9 POST EXTRA. Larger sises available-send for lists. 

TE-51 NEW 
l0,0000IVOLT 
MULTIMETER 
o / 6 / 00 / 120 / -- - 

1,200V. A.C. 
013/30/00/300! 
600 I 3000V. B.C. 
0/ 80/aA i 12 /300 
MA. D.C. 
o i 80K I 8 Meg. £3 

95/-. P.6 P.2/6. 

MODEL 50500. WITN 
METER PROTECTION. 

.'-;';-'.,, 20,0000.p.v.0J.li.5/5/50/ 
050/1.000 V. D.C. 0/1.5! 
00/00/230 1,000 V. A.C. 
0/.0S/.5/S/ 50/230 estA, 
0/3Ki50K/300K/5 meg, 
O. ,0001-.2 mM-10 
--22 db. 15.19.6. P. & 
P. 2/-. 

MODEL TE-11 
20,000 O.P.V, 0/0.6/ 
6/30/1201600/1.200/ 
3,000/6.000 V. D.C. 
o /6/30/1201000/ 
1,200 V. AC, O I 
60gaA/6/60/600 M_4. 

0/6K/600K/6 Mre./ 
60 Mrg, Q SO PF. 
.2 MFD. 25.19.6. 
P. .t P. 3/6. 

MODEL 500. 30.000 
o.p,v. 0!.IIi/2.5110! 
22/ 100 / 150 / 500/ 
2.000v. D.C. 
o i 2.5 I 00 / 25 i 
100 / 250 500/ 
1,000v. A.C. 
o i IO/dA i 0 j 50 I 
bOrnA. 12 amp. 
D.C. 
0/60E / 6 Meg.! 00. 
Meg 0. 28(17/6 
Poet Paid. 
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Callers side entrance 
Borratts Shoe Shop. R A D I O EXC l'i A ÑGÈ Ltd Sawr2i.mj 

61a HIGH STREET, BEDFORD. Phone: 51367 
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NEW ROAMER SIX 
NOW WITH PHILCO MICRO-ALLOY R.F. 
TRANSISTORS 

Listen to stntions half a world away with this 6 

6WAVEBAND!! 
8 stages-6 transistors and 2 diodes 

waveband portable. Tunable on Medium and 
Long Waves, Trawler Band and two Short Waves. 

Sensitive Ferrite rod aerial and telescopic aerial for short waves. Top 
grade transistors. 3-inch speaker, handsome case with gilt fittings. Size 
7 X 5 X lin. (Carrying StraD 1/6 extra.) * EXTRA BAND FOR EASIER TUNING O LUX ETC. 
Total cost of all 

£3. 19.6 
P. & P. Parts Price List on, easy build 

parts now only 3/6 plans 2,'- (Free with kit) 

MELODY SIX 
8 stages-6 transistors and 2 diodes 

Our latest completely portable trànsistor 
L ì i;r' radio covering Medium and Long Waves. 

- i,:lt... . Incorporates pre-tagggd circuit board. 3m. 
heavy duty speaker, top grade transistors, 

- volume control, tuning condenser, wave - - change slide switch, sensitive 6m. Ferrite 
rod aerial. Push-pull output. Wonderful 

reception 01 B.B.C. Ilome and Light, 208 and many Conlmnental stations. 
Handsome leather-look pocket size case, only 6- X 3 X lmn. app rox. 
with gilt speaker grille and supplied with hand and shoulder straps. 
Total cost of all £3 9 6 P. & P. Ports Price List and easy build 
parts now only ' ' 316 plans 2'- (Free with kit) 

Ports Price List ond easy build plans ¡/6 (FREE with Kit) 

TRANSONA SIX 
8stages-6 transistors and 2 diodes 

This is a top performance receiver covering full 
Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. 
High-grade 3m, speaker makes listening a 
pleasure. Push-pull output. Ferrite rod aerial. 
Many stations listed in one evening including 
Luxembourg loud and clear. Attractive case in 
grey with reti grille. Size 6 4 X lin. (Uses PP4 battery available 
anywhere.) Carrying Strap 1/- extra. 
Total cost of all 59/6 P. & P Ports Price List and e'asy build 
parts now only 3/6 plans 116 (Free with kit) 

arge speaker). 
anywhere.) 
Total cost of all 
parts now only 

Size 

SUPER SEVEN 
9 stages-7 transistors and 2 diodes 

Covers Medium and Long Waves and Traw- 
ler Band. The ideal radio for home, car, or 
can be fitted with carrying strap for outdoor 
use. Completely portable-has built-in 
Ferrite rod aerial for wonderful reception. 
Special circuit incorporating 2 RF Stages, 
push-pull output. 3m, speaker (will drive 

71. 51 lifl. (Uses 9v battery, available 

£3.1 9.6 
P. & P. Ports Price List and easy build 

3/6 plans 2/- (Free with kit) 

* EXTRA BAN D FOR EASIER TUNING Total cost of Darts now only 
£5. 19.6 

P. & P. Parts Price List and easy build plant 
OF LUXEMBOURG, etc. 5/6 3/. (Free with kit) 

NEW MELODY MAKER SIX 
., 3 WAVEBAND PORTABLE. 8 stages. Six transistors and two diodes. 

Covers Medium and Long Waves and extra Band for easier tuning of Luxembourg, etc. Top 
quality Y Loudspeaker for quality output. Two RF stages for extra boost. High 'Q' 6' Ferrite 

vt Rod Aerial Approx 350 Milliwatts push pull output Handsome pocket size case with gill 
: fittings. Size 6 X 3 X 1 in. (Uses long-life PP6 battery). Carrying strap 1/6 extra. 

- _-- - This amazing receiver £3 9 6 P. & P. Paris Price List and easy build plans 2/.. (Free with 
may be built for only ' 3/6 kit) 

POCKET FIVE 
NEV( TRANSONA FIVE 7 stages-5 transistors and 2 diodes. I "Honte, Light, A.F.N. Lux, a//at good s'o/urne" Covers Medium and Long Waves and Traw. 

Fully tunable over Medium and Long Waves were received loud and clear. Designed round 

GP., DurJ,ant er Band, a feature usually found in only the 
7 stages-5 transistors and 2 .iodes most expensive radios. On test Home, Light, 

Luxembosirg and many Continental stations 
and Trawler Band. Incorporates Ferrite rod supersensiiise -Ferriie Rod Aerial and fine aerial, tuning condenser, volume control, new tone 25m, moving coil speaker, built into type fine tone super dynamic 22 in. speaker. etc. Attractive case. Size attractive black and gold case. Size 6 x 4' > 11m, with red speaker grille. (Uses 1289 battery available 

s < l X 3in. (Uses 1289 battery, anywhere.) aaiIabIe anywhere.) 
Total cost of all 42/6 P. & P. Parts Price List and easr build Total cost of all 42/6 P. & P. 
Darts now only 3/6 plans 2/. (Free with kit) parts now only 3/6 

pRgss, - 

Pocket 5 34e,t assi Long was-c 
n'r,iou tb miniature peaker 

29/6 P.&P. 

BACKED BY OUR SUPER AFTER SALES SERVICE 

A wonderful range of transistor radios using first grade components for guaranteed recuits' 

QUALITY AND PRICE! 

NEW ROAMER SEVEN Mk IV 
7 WAVEBAND PORTABLE OR CAR RADIO 

Amazing performance and specification * Now with PHILCO MICRO-ALLOY R.F. TRANSISTORS 
FULLY TUNABLE ON ALL WAVEBANDS 9 stages-7transistorsand2diodes 

Covers Medium and Long \Vaves, Trassler Band and three Short Waves to approx. 15 metres. 
Push-pull output for room filling volume from rich toned T' X 4 speaker. Air spaced ganged tuning 
condenser. Ferrite rod aerial for M & L Waves and telescopic aerial for S Waves. Real leather-look case 
with gilt trim and shoulder and hand straps. Size 9 X 7" x 4 approx. 

The perfect portable and the ideal car radio. (Uses PP7 batteries available anywhere.) 

it J 

NOT BUILD ONE OF OUR 
A, PORTABLE TRANSISTOR 
jRADIOS... FIRST FOR PERFORMANCE, 
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n t t t t n e ene nascent-tn t e n e ten 
WELCOME TO OUR LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE 

233 Tottenham Court Road, W.1 
We open MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. 

THURSDAY il a.m.-2.30 p.m. 
Teepfloñe No.: MUSEUM 7349 

WHEN YOU ARE IN TOWN, WE HOPE YOU WILL VISIT US THERE ttsnnnnntte tee ntnnetee atte nei 

90 

SINE/SQUARE GENERATOR. Model - 

j IG-82U. Freq. range 20 c/s-i Mc/s in 5 

bands less than 0.5% sine wave dist. less - = 
- -. than 0-i5, sec. sq. wave rise time. 

Kit £25.15.0 Assembled £37.1 5.0 IG-82U 

TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY. 
I Prices and' specificl 

Model IP-20U. Up to 50V, i5A Output. 
I 

tions subject to change 
Ideal for Laboratory use. Compact size. 

i without notice 
Kit £35.8.O Assembled £47.8.Q I 

- - -- . - 

1111111 III II Ill lIlITIlllIIjljllIl IlIIlIIII luth 11111111 11h.hIhI lui ill I 

TRANSISTOR RECEIVERS 
"OXFORD" LUXURY PORTABLE 
Model UXR.2. Specially designed for 
use as a domestic or personal portable 
receiver, Many features, including solid 
leather case, Kit £14.18.O mcl. P.1. 

Oxford TRANSISTOR PORTABLE. Model 
UXR-1. Pre-aligned l.F. transformers, 

- printed circuit. Covers L.W. and M.W. 
0 Has 7 .. 4 loudspeaker. Real hide case. 

Kit £1211.0 mcl. P.1. 

JUNIOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 
SHOP. Model EW-1. More than a toy! 

UXR.1 Will make over 20 exciting electronic 
devices, mcl.: Radios, Burglar Alarms, 

Çi .1 etc. 72 page Manual. The ideal present! 
- -«e Kit £7.1 3.6 il. P.T. 

!>..-«MOHICAN» GENERAL COV. RE- 
CEIVER for Amateur or Short Wave 
listening. Send for leaflet. 

GC-IU Kit37.17.6 Assembled £15.17.6 

500 kc/s. Kit £35.17.6 Assembled £45.15.O 

DE LUXE LARGE-SCALE VALVE VOLT- 
METER. Model IM.13U. Circuit and speci- 
fication based on the well-known model V-lA 
but with many worth-while refinements. 6 
Ernest Turner meter. UnIque gimbal bracket 
allows operation of instrument in many posi- 
tions. Modern styling. - 

Kit £18.18.0 Assémbled £26.18.0 

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model AG-9U 
10 c/s to 100 Icc/s switch selected. Distortion less thar 
01%, 10V sine wave output metered in volts and dB's 

Kit £23.15.0 Assembled £31 .15.1 

VALVE VOLTMETER. Model V-lA. 7 voltagc 
ranges d.c. volts to 1,500. A.C.to 1,500 r.m.s. and 4,00( 
peak to peak. Resistance 01 o to 1000M o with interna 
battery. D.C. input resistance 11Mo, dB measure 
ment, has centre-zeo scale. Complete with test prods 
leads and standardising battery. 

Kit £13.18.6 Assembled £19.18.6 

MULTIMETER Model MM-lU. Ranges O-15V tc 
1,500V ac. and d.c.; 150A to 15A d.c.; 02n to 20Mo 
4 50A meter. Kit £12.18.0 Assembled £1 8.11.1 

R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model RF- - 
lu. Up to 100 Mc/s fundamental and 200 
Mdx on harmonics. Up to lOOmV Output. 

K!t £13.18.0 Assembled £20.8.0 

VVM, IM-13U 

RF-IU 

Kit (STEREO) £24.18.O mcl. PT. enthusiast. Four channels. Battery operated. Similar styliñg to Model 
Kit (MONO) £20.19.0 mcl. PT. AA-22U Amplifier. Kit £II.16.6 Assembled £16.17.6 

II lIlllIIillllIilIIIIlI 1111111 IIIiItIlllI I IlIllIllIllIllI IllIllIllIl 111111 1111111 IlIlIllIllIllI III III 1111111 IlIIIlIIl IIll 1111111111 III Ill III 11111 1111111111 1111111 III lIllIllIlIllIl 111111 111111111 III III III Il I III 

Make the most of your leisure time.. 
Here's the STEREO. DECODER you 
have been looking for 
Add Stereo RADIO to your listen- 
ing pléasure at low cost. FM 
DECODER SD-I. This model will 
convert Heathkit valve (Mono) FM 
and AM/FM tuners to stereo. lt 
can also.be used wlth,mOst other l 

makes of FM tuner having facilities 
for multiplex output. Own buit-in power supply. Compact, 

s 3' s 9 deep. Kit £8.10.0. Assembled £125.0. 
Send for full specification details. 

TEST INSTRUMENTS - 

Our wide range includes: 

3' LOW-PRICED SERVICE OSCILLO- 
SCOPE. Model OS-2. Compact size 5':: 
ir:: 12' deep. Wt. only 9lb. Y" bandwidth 
2 c/s-3 Mdx ±3dB. Sensitivity l0OmV/cm 
T/B 20 c/s.-200 kc/s in four ranges, fitted mu- S . 

metal CRT Shield. Modern functional styling. 
Kit £23.18.0 Assembled £31.18.0 . , 

5' GEN.-PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE. 
-. Model I0-12U. An outstanding model with ' 

professional specification and styling. Y 
bandwidth 3 c/s-45 Mdx ± 3dB, T/B 10 dx- OS-2 

HI-Fl FM TUNER. Model FM-4U. Available in two units. R.F. 
tuning unit (2.15.0 IncI. PT.) with IF. output of 10.7 Mc/s 
and I.E. amplifier unit, with power Supply and valves (13.13.0). 

Total Price Kit £1 6.8.0 

Hl-FI AM/FM TUNER. Model AFM-1. Available in two units 
which, for your convenience, are sold separately. Tuning heart 
(AFM-T1-4.13.6 md. P.T.) and IF. amplifier (AFM-A1- 
£2211.6). Printed Circuit board, 8 valves. Covers L.W., M.W., 
S.W., and F.M. Built-in power supply. Total Price Kit £27.5.0 
STEREO DECODER available, please see below. 

Hear the BBC stereo FM programmes on the TRAN- 
SISTOR STEREO FM TUNER. Elegantly designed to 
match the stereo Amplifier, AA-22U. Available in two units, 
sold separately can be buijt for a' Total Price: 

Hl-FI MONO AMPLIFIER. Model MA-12. 10W output, wide.freq. 
range; low distortion. Use with control unTt. 

Kit £12.1 8.0 Assembled £16.1 8.0 

3 + 3W STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-33. An easy-to-build, low 
cost unit. 2 inputs per channel. Kit £13.7.6 Assembled £18.18.0 

DE LUXE STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-33H. De luxe version of 
the S-33 with two-tone grey perspex panel, and hIgh sensitivity nees- 
saryto acceptthe Decca Deram pick-up. Kit15.17.6 Assembled £21 7.6 

HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model 5-99. 9+9W output. Ganged 
controls. Stereo/Mono gram, radio and tape inputs. Push-button selec- 
tion. Printed circuit construction. Kit £28.9.6 Assembled £38.9.6 

TRANSISTOR MIXER. Model TM-I. A must for the tape 

HI-FI AMPLIFIERS 

NERS 
- FM-4U 

TFM-IS 

TUNERS - RECORD PLAYERS 
- 

10W 
POWER 

-' 
1 

. 

9+9W 
STEREO 

M - 
I & t 

AMP. AMP. 
MA-12 S-99 
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Deferred terms avail- 
able in U.K. over £10. 

Prices quoted are 
Mail Order Price.s 

e:. 

T0DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. P.E.2, Gloucester Please send FREE catalogue to 

Without obligatIon please send me (Tick here) my friend.. 

FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE .................. D NAME .............................. 

FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S) .................................... a ADDRESS ........................ 
(Please wrlie in BLOCK CAPITALS) 

N 

...................... P.E.2. 

;!1l 

STANDARD: Size 26":-:23'x 14 deep. 
Berkeley Kit £25.I2.O Assembled £33.I7.O 

11111111 III Il I IllIlIlIllIllIll Ill III 111111 IlIlIllIllIll Ill III liii III lilIlIllIllIllIl 111111 

Complete your motoring pleasure with 
this outstanding car radio. Model CR-i. 

- Will give you superb LW and 
MW entertainment wherever 

- you drive. Tastefully styled to 
- harmonise with any car colour 

scheme. Available for your 
convenience in two parts. 
Can be built for a total price 

Kit (esci. L.S.) £12.17.O md. P.T. Hi-Fi Loudspeaker £18.6 
extra. Send for full details. 

I SEND FOR THE LA TES T I 

FREE CATALOGUE 

COMMUNICATIONS TYPE RECEIVER. Model 
RG-I. A high performance, low cost receiverfor the 
discriminating listener. Frequency coverage: 600 
kc/s-1.5 Mc/a and 17 Mc/s-32 Mc/a. , 

Kit £39.16.O Assembled £53.O.O 

REFLECTED POWER METER and SWR 
BRIDGE. Model HM-1IU. Indicates reliability, but 
inexpensively, whether the RF power output of your 
TX Is being transferred efficiently to radiating - 

antenna. Kit £8.1O.O Assembled £IO.15.O HM-I1U 

LOW..COST ANALOGUE COM 
Excellent for training engineering, physics and 
maths students in the principles and applica- 
tions of analogue computers. 9 d.c. oper- 
ational amplifiers in one Compact unit. 
Kit £97.8.O. Assembled £122.O.O. Full 
specification sheet available. 

PUTER, EC-IU 

For example: U accurately matched ganged controls to ±1dB. Rumble and variable low 
MALVERN Kit £18.1.O mcl. P.T. 

III IliIllIllIllIllIl III 111111 III IllIÌIIIlll IlIlIIIIIIIIlItIIlIIÌI 
pass filters. Printed circuit boards. 

111111 11111 III III IIIIII 1111111111 II!ÌI IIIltlIIIlItIlIIIIIIII 
Kit £19.19.O Assembled £27.5.O 

IlllIIIIlI 11111111 

Enjoy 
llilIIltll 

building a 
III 11111111 Il 

Heathkit model 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM. Model 
SSU-1. Ducted-port bass reflex cabinet 

- 'in the white'. Two speakers. Vertical - 
horizontal models with legs, Kit £12.12.0, 
without legs, Kit £II.17.6 mcl. PT. 

The BERKELEY SLIM-LINE 
55U1 SPEAKER SYSTEM, fully finished 

.._-, walnut veneered cabinet for faster con- 
-J struction. Special 12' bass unit and 

4 mid/high frequency unit. Range 
3O-17000 c/s. Size 26 :: 17" only 71" deep. 
Modern attractive styling. Excellent value. 

Kit £19.10.O Assembled £24.O.O 

'1, COTS WOLD SPEAKER SYSTEMS. 
Outstanding performance for price. 
MFS: Size 36 : 16f" :: 14 deep. 

I Kit £25.12.0 Assembled £33.1 7.0 

"AMATEUR" EQUIPMENT 
80-10m TRANSMITTER, DX-40U. 
Power inputs 75w. C.W., 60W peak 
CC phone. Output 40w to aerial. 
Provision for VFO. ' 

. Ç 
Kit £29i9.0 Assembled £4L8.0 . 

SSB ADAPTOR, SB-lOU .., (è 
Kit £39.5.0 Assembled £45.18.0 

AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER. DX-40U 
Model RA-1. To cover all the Amateur 
Bands from 160-10 metres. Many special 
features, including: half-lattice 'crystal 
filter; 8 valves; signal strength 'S' 
meter; tuned R.F. Amp. stage. 

Kit £39.6.6 Assembled £52.10.0 

180-10M TRANSMITTER. Model DX- 
bOU. Careful design has achieved high 
performance and stability. Compretely 
self-contained. 

Kit81.10.0 Assembled £106.15.0 - RA-1 

20+20W TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model AA- 
22U. Outstanding performance and appearance. Kit £39.10.0 
(less cabinet). Attractive walnut veneered cabinet £25.0 extra. 

Assembled mcl. cabInet, £59.15.0 

GARRARD AUTO/RECORD PLAYER. Model AT-60, less 
cartridge £13.1 .7. With Decca Deram pick-up £17.1 6.1 mcl. P.T. 

Many other Garrard models available, ask for Lists. 

HI-FI MONO AMPLIFIER. Model MA-5. A general purpose 
5w Amplifier, with inputs for Gram., Radio. Modern functional 
appearance. Kit £11.9.6 Assembled £15.15.0 

TRU VOX D'-93 TAPE DECKS. High quality stereo/mono tape decks. 
093/2, f track, £36.15.0 D93/4, f track, £36.15.0 

TRANSISTOR INTERCOM. Models XI-lU and XIR-1U. A time- 
saving device for office, shop or for the home. Master unit XI-lU wIll 
operate upto 5 remote stations. Master, XI-lU Kit11.9.6 Assembled 
£17.9.6. Remote, XIR-1U Kit £4.9.6 Assembled £5.18.0. Send for t 
full specification leaflet. 

MONO CONTROL UNIT. Model UMC-1. Designed to work with 
the MA-12 or similar amplifier requiring 0.25V or less for full output. 
5 inputs. Baxandall type controls. Kit £9.2.6 Assembled £14.2.6 

WIDE RANGE OF HI-FI CABINETS, send for details. STEREO CONTROL UNIT. Model USC-I. Push-button selection, 

TAPE AM PLIFIERS 

20+20W - - 
STEREO -. 
AMP. 
AA.22U - -' 

TAPE DECKS 

GARRARD 

CONTROL UNITS 

, 
\ 

TRU VOX 
DECK 

AM/FM 
TUNER 
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Power handling capacity in appropriate enclosures:- 
780 Mk. V Price £3 . 19 . 7 

8 in. 6 watts r.m.s. 12 watts peak. (inc. 11/7 PT. and P. & P.) 

7100 Mk. V Price £4 .14.3 
10 ¡n. 8 watts r.m.s. 15 watts peak. (inc. 13/9 PT. and P. & P.) 

7120 Mk. V Price4. 18.6 
12 in. 10 watts r.m.s. 18 watts peak. (No P.T. but Inc. P. & P.) 

Send for fu/I technical data sheet with 
suggestions for enclosures to: 

PqREPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LTD 
Frederick Street, Wolverhompton England 

LOUD SPEAKER MANUFACTURERS TO THE 

RADIO INDUSTRY SINCE 1930 

VIKING 10-12. A twelve watt anspllfier for see on 230-240 volt AC. 
main,. Suputo suitable Microphone. Recors! Player, Tuner. Tape Recorder. etc. 
Printed circuitry. Five MuSard vulves, reliable components. Front panel contains 
2 Input Jacks. 2 Volume Controls. I Tone. Neon and On/Oft switch. Designed 
toRt into same typeand size cabinet as Stereo. Fully guaranteed. Send for leaflet. 

Price (amplifier less case) £719.6 pino 12/6 P. h P. and Ins. 

VIKING X.P.15. A frustrated order offered at a fraction of costoeigisaI 
price 39 gus1). 15 watte output. Suitable for 210240 Voit AC. miflo. Attractive 
Biaok chassa with slotted Chromed steci top cover, sise 15 SC 74 X 7m. 4 loput 
Jacke, 2 volume controls. 2 tone. S Muliard valves. Fully guaranteed. Rend for 
leaflet. 

Price Complete 612.19.6 plus 12/6 P. & P. and Jus. 

Famous VIKING P.A. BASS AMPLIFIERS, 15. 30. 40. 60 and 
100 watts. Se,sfforleofisl.. 
SPEAKER-ENCLOSURES - SPEAKERS - MICROPHONES - RECORD 
PLAYERS sud TAPE DECKS. Bcedfoe fnp0eIs. 

Terms: C.W.O., C.O.D. Money back guarantee. 

37 HILLSIDE 
V 1K I N G (ELECTRONICS) LTD. STONEBRIDGE 

Telephone: ELG 3644 LONDON, N.W.IO 

ï 

'1/ 

Brook Road, London, N.22. Tel.: BOWes Park 7487 

VIKING STEREO 4+4 - 

HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER 

( 

A high quality st,ereo ampUfler, built to meet the requiremento of budget Hi-Fl. 
Elegant styled cabinet inblack revine and u oodgrainedends. BrushedalUmlnissoi 
panel, black and sliver knobs. Quality components throughout. Ganged Bass 
and Treble controls, separate volmne controls for each channel. Valves(Standani 
Model) 2 X ECLSO (De.Laxe Model) i X ECC83 (2) X ECL86. Output 3 ohms 
nuatohing, suitable AC. maIns 230-240 volt. CabInet sise, i6in. vide. 5)iss. high, 
8io. depth. Foil icetractions and gssaruotee. Send for leaflet. 
STANDARD MODEL(ascpliller only). - . . 4h1,1L0 plus 12/6 p. & P. asad Ins. 
DE-LUXE MODEL (amplIfier only) ..... 412.12.0 plus 12/6 P. & P. and lac. 
CABINET extra ii reqoired ............ £1. 5.0 
CABINET erparotef y ................ 41,15.0 plus 7/6 P. & P. and In, 

SPEAKER VALUE 
DIRECT FROM 

-, 

I 

The 700 Mark V Range 

Specially designed to provide outstanding range. 
smoothness and uniformity of frequency response 
with freedom from self generated forms of distortion 
up to levels more than adequate for domestic listening. 
The speakers in this range all have a highly developed 
dual- radiating system with optimum termination of 
both cones - voice coil impedence 15 ohms. 

Does your hi-fi cause disharmony in the home ? Does it 
clutter up the room ? Does it irritate your wife ? Why 
not bring harmony into the home with Record Housing 

Our Scan Equipment Gabinet (8.8.0) 
with matching Loudspeaker Enclosure 

(8.8.0) and Storage Units (6.l7.6) will 
blend harmoniously into any setting. 
Whatever your 
set-up there's a 
Record Housing 
cabinet to meet 
your needs. Am- ?'" 
piflers. tuners, .,- 
turntables, loud- 
speakers, records, ¿- 
tapes, tape decks. 
-and even'a 
comp'ete tape re- 
corder-you name 
it -wel house 
it I Send br fully I 

illustrated cata- Ii 
-t 

Iogue describing 
over twenty di!- FREE HI-Fl 
ferent cabinets 
andU.K.stockists' HOUSING ADVISORY 
List. - SERVICE 

RECORD HOUSING (Dept. P.E.2) 

YOU CAN 
NOW BUYTHE 
WORLD'S FINEST 

- 

the 1i° 

RECORD 
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"C" CORE POTTED OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. Made IN FRA-RED by the lamons "Parmeko" company these are the 
beet illoney can buy-we can offer a bargain 15 watt H EATERS rating, centro tapped primary with secondary for 
ohm speaker. Potted and Is, black stove enamelled 
case for upright 

-- 

Mate ni, one of these lotrst kylic 000nting these Ill k ne heaters. 1er bathroom, eke. They amplifier or rig look perfect at only 12/6 plus5 3/0 
ideal 

mp t k from our ay te Carriage and lusurnee-huer fe kh follow instructlons-usee silk.c enclosed elemente deuigoe,l loe the ceereet 

lin. MEG. POTS. By Erie, standard (In pimll ii,, 
' 

inlraeesi eavelsngth (1 microns). Price br 70 vatIs elen,ent, all poets, 
long, 7d. raeh In doe, lots, otheru-f se lId. metrd casing as illustrated, 21/8, 1,10e 3/4 liest and i,,e. Pull ,sc,trh 3/- 

diD. MEG. POTS WITH D.P. SWITCH. Again by Erle. F '- 'UNE° .-. 
' ' 

' I Standard sire spindle lin. lenglh. ltd.. each l doe. 
lots, otherwise 1/3 euch. of euceptional quality, tiviog 

' 

MINIATURE PICK-UP. S'or pop records-this iswiade 
really fantastic resulte with 
virtually no noise. Suitable 

by Co.n,ocord-bas a Crystal cartridge and Ion la for mains or battery operation. 
sapphire stylus-offered for lees than the wholesale 8 teonsistoru, three LS'. stages, 
price of the stylus only-namely 3/9 each or 18/- doc. doUble tuned discrinanator. 

Complete, neu asid built up 
MINIATURE RELAYS sith ren,ovabls rovérs. Very al I ready to verh on chassis. 
sensitive (will close on only 20 n,A). Doll resistooce Sire OX 4 x2' with tuning scale allst los notion drIve. .t £12.120 
10,000 ohms-contacta are three seto; triple set for tuner fer only f810,0. 

h cc oc er p to open circuit and the third hab to NOW INSTANT START 
equipment). 7/8 eaCh. CiRCULAR FLUORESCENT 
CAE CHARGER OUTFIT. 3/4 1sep troonfornier ml . 

,__-_ Beings sunshine into your home. 150 
scleniuu, full wave rectifier only 27/4 plus 3/4 post. .-" watts of light but ases only 40 5'. 

FLUORESCENT 
13e iink 

! 

could be adjustable over 30 to S.000.F. Suitable foe 
conteolling furnace, oven, kiln. Immersion heater 
or to make fiamestat or lire alarm, 8/8 plus 2/9 post 
and insurance. 
Type 'D'. We call this Ihr Ier'stat as it eels io and out 
It oroun,l freezing point. 2/3 an,ps. Bas aesop uses, 
one of which would be to keep the loft pipes fr01,1 
Iroeziug if u leugth of our blanket wire (10 yds. 10/-) 
s wound eound the pipes. 7/8, P. Ii F. ill. 
Type 'E'. This is a standard reirigeratar thrru,ostat. 
Spindle adjustments cover normal rrtrigerator tern' 
perature, 7/6 plus 1/' P. & i'. 
Type "F". Diets encauod for controlilog the temp. of 
Ilqssld-paeticularly those In glass tanks, vats sr sis,ks 
-theentostat is held (hall submergeai by rubber sucker 
or twice Clip-Ideal lar 0th tanks-developers and 
s,hesoical 'bathe 01 all types. Adjustable over raogc 
30F to ISO'S'. Price 18/- plus 2/. post asid ills. 

750 mW TRANSISTOR AMP. 
4 transIstors in' 
eluding two in 
push'pull Input 

- i g mlcfo- 

Speakers Si,,. 12/8; Sin. 13/8; 

-leed back loops 
-sensitivity S 

PRICE 1916 

Post and ise. 2/ti. 
lin. X din. 14/8. 

STUPENDOUS OFFER HEAT & LIGHT UNIT 
LII FOR £2 . 

Bring luxury to your bath' 

where you flow only have 

£109 6 
ntl sold fu lght- 11th p toii0mbt 

Median, Wave. Long '. You will ballt 
liai. Pushpull utput. 1 7 0 tt e I il 
A.V.C. ami feed back. r glass encased eleiiient, opal boo I foi up to 100 retI. lamp naa'rust sputi 
Ferrite aerial. Six -. reflector, chite ensarneliwl bane heat shield, pull switch. Magnificent unti. 
transistors. Cabinet .., ou ,ll normcallyat £45.0 only 49/ plus 7/U, is tannl Insurance. 

I Ith rr SUPERTONEGCV 
st5rap. You get ev'cry -- Saves you work- .. 
thing you scemi ansi isstructroso. 30/6 pIus 3/li is. It's partly built . 
n p. Battery 1/9 extra. Data separately 2/6. LIke its predecenuers this Intent - 

PP3 ELIMINATOR ance!_nuch 
has luilfi lirrlorns- . 

. 
T''fIlI PIty your pocket radio from the luise eooilen cabinet anti biflun 

i Save L.. Oomplete component hit eoimiprises speaker ein give, and «lue to 
I 14 rectifiers. malo, dropper resistances, its being partly built cou iii - , 

I I smoothing condenser and instructions. Only have It going in U« evening. i 

6/6 plus 1/- pont. Note these feature:. 
io' , j 

HI-Fl SPEAKER BARGAIN cimsding3isAFil7. - ,', 
12W. High fidelity loud- Tsi3o.tone Cabinet, nine 11X8 - . 

- 
sPeaker. NIgh flux per- .1lc?nsnItrequireniento,'Ysmsh'Pulloutput, A.V.C. amid leemlbamik, etc. yp Printed circuit board ail ,Iresl only connections, e.g. to oluomc with ertis j I orlo e control-WC. Snitch sod Tuning (Joimdenner. 
p 

to -'t " Fee-signed 110 tagen completo u-lib lull Instructions. Price only 
nw by fanions maker. iv.. 13.19.6 plus ti/ti post and insurance. 

THIS MONTH'S SNIP 
post and insurance. 

L2kW FAN HEATER .9' famous Garrard model 
3 heat positions to suit changes - " 1000 complete with cera. 

f1, ,. io weather 1kW, ì(kW and nile cartridge. The out- 
X, 2)kW; also blown cold for standing feature of thIn 
'tac nunsmer,banthermostaticsalety .- record player is Its low 

cut ont. 'Pcoper" price 15.17.8 mann arno whicb facilitates 
Your, In, only 13.15.0, Plus 7/6 excellent tracking Chame- 
pont and insurance. - teristien and reduces record .' wgartoamlninsnm. 

MAIBS TRANSFORMER. Upright mounting with Sien 23,', wide X 11I feunt to 
primary tapped 200, 220, 240 y. ET, secondary i, 250- erar cleimmance 4 1-' ¡abose unii 
0-220 V. mt 100 nsA. and it has too LT. secoodaries uf 21' l,cioo look. .Supimlle,l nuoiimlcte iritis truiplate if required and 63 s. 1/. amimp.-unused Iremovesl from equipment), 15/- service sheet. l'rive £79.6 plus 7/6 carriage and Insurance. 
pIon 3fb post and insurance. 

SNIPE RSCO PE 
i'- -k Famous war.timc 

f.' lpmirBA..115r\\ "cat's eye" used for 
S N5ITIV LAY seeing in the dark, 

Thin Is an mira-resi 

LUOPESCEPtT siiage Convertereell 

SCOCEW caeniunii screen 
which lights up (like 

VIEWINfi W7,4D 

J cleaned by the 
infrared strike it, 

.5. golden opportunity br mille interesting experImente. 
5/' each, post 2f'. Datr will be nuppllesi with cells il 
requestrd. 

FLUORESCENT SNIP 
Your epportunity to instal nnn'Ilichec strip lighting at 
silly prior-thin nmuntis we 011er the lanmous AMi. 
(Masilal Insisisi sinn lighting trnnsformer saltable for 
unie 4It, 40 watt tube. Thin translornier in listed ¡mt 

over £7, but this nmnflth ynu eau buy the completo hit 
enmnprinimig Instant start chokejtransfortsier. tu-n tube 
ends and two Terry clips tu hoi,! tube. Special snIp 
price only 14/U pius 4/li post unit hisuruncc-sboii't nose 
this tretimenilous bargain. 

TUBULAR HEATERS 
Nero asni unused nsadc by G.E.C.-rated at 60 u-mItts 
per loot-thenc are Ideal in airing cupboards, bedrooms, 
offices, stores, greenhouses, ste-curtains or papers 
can touch them without fear of ncorehing or fire. 
Supplied noniplete with Outfit brackets and avuilablc 
in the lollowing sises. Price, which are about quarter 
of list price Includes carriage by B.R.S. 

8ft. 301-; jOlt. 36/-; 22h. 42f-. 
Also ir tom assemblies (one pipe above the cusen; 

41t. 40/-; 5ft. 46f-; Oft. 52/-. 

THERMOSTATS 
Type 'A' 35 ansp. for controlling moni heatern..grceo- 
house, airing cupboard. Home spindle for pointer 
knob, quickly adlustable from 305-80'F. 9/6 plus 
If- post. Suitable box for is-all mounting, If-I'. .t P. 1/-. 
Type 'B' Il amp. This isa 17m, long ros! typc n,ade 
by the fanious Susavlc Co. Spindle adjusts thin fron. 
50.200'b'. Internal cenen- alteen the setting no this 

py t (Dept PE), 102/3TAMWORTH ROAD, CROYDO N,SU RREY (Opp W CroydonStn) 
I1I fo oiuprhenive lbt also at 266 LONDON ROAD,CROYDON, SURREY 
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SEMI-CONDUCTOR BARGAINS 
Type Type Type 

No. Price No. Price No. Price 
2741727 15/- MATIO1 8/6 0071 '4/ 
2741728 10/- MATI2O 7/0 0072 5/- 
2741742 25/- MATI2S 8/8 0(272 6/- 
2741747 26/- OAO 51- 0026 5/- 
2741740 10fr 0.410 6/- OCiO 7/- 
t.C107 9/- 0A47 5/- 0(278 5/- 
.4(2127 9/- 0A70 2/- 0028D 51- ACYI7 8/8 OATh 2/6 0(201 5/. 
.&CYIO 1/6 0A81 2/6 OC8ID 5/- 
,tCYSD 8/8 OA8o 1/- 0082 5/. 
.tCY2O 5/6 OAíIO 2/6 0(203 5/. 
.&CY21 8/- 0A91 2/8 0(204 8/- 
.40122 4/8 0A200 3/3 0C139 8/6 
.t.F114 7/- 0A2tr2 4/3 0(2140 12/8 
AllOt 6/6 0C22 10/- OCt70 5/- 
AF516 7/- 0(223 17/6 0(2171 6/- 
AF117 5/- 0(224 22/0 00200 9/- 
A6'lla 12/6 0(226 7/8 0(2201 12/6 
.'.1°139 17/8 0(228 15/- 0(2302 13/8 
.tF186 19/6 0(2211 17/6 0(2202 12/6 
.4FZ12 III- 0(239 12/6 0CP71 19/6 
A8Z21 15/- 0(236 15/- 0RP52 8/6 
BC1O7 14/6 0(242 8/8 ORP6O Sfr 
BY100 5/8 0(244 6/. 6B078 6/6 
BYZ13 7/6 OC4o 4/- 00205 0/6 
Os[ATSOO 719 0(270 4/- SB121 10/- 

dts ikjtum;hldrn 
- ceiling ntounting mortel. 09 watt modal 99/6. 

Plus 10/' carr. and ins. 

3M SCOTCH TAPE 
Br.ttid tete. unused and guaranteed perfect and not accolti1 ll tiny city- 
a connoisseur's tape Ost normal spOolS. 

Standard Pitip Slit. 60066. 9/- Long Play 5155. 10011. 11/6 
52m. 90016. 11/6 2lin, 1,200tt. 16/- 

7lit. 1,200tt. 16/- 7io. 1,800it. 23L- 
£3 post tise. Others. sr add 2/. post sud tttsuntcce. 

MAINS TRANSISTOR POWER PACK 
.tesigsted to operate teunsistoe sets astil amplifiers. Adjustable output 
6v-9 to 12 volts for up to 50055tA (class B scoeking). Takea the place of 
any' of the following batteries. PPI, PP3. PP4, PP6, PP7, PPO. atol 
others. Kit comprises: mains trairstorinee.rectifler. smoothing and load 
resistor, 2,000 ansi 200 fluid, condensers. oesuer Ilude tul Instructions. 
BraI otop at only 14/8, Plus 3/6 pOst, 

BATTERY CHARGER-FREE 
St'. Nickel cadntiunt Battery type PPa (fits all popular paoknt 
teastoistoes). Coy be eee8sseged 000 li.stCi. Pelos ,ith tree batteryckiurger, 
kit only 57/- p. 6 i. '2/'. Chargeable replacements 4100 tu stock tor (27 
12/6, 1612 32/-. 

PHOTO ELECTRIC KIT 
Ail poets to flashe light operates! switch/buegl,:e 
alarsst/counter, etc. Kit comprises printed circuit, 
Lnminoted Boards snut chemicals. Latching relay. 
Inlra.retl snsitiee Photocell astil Hood. 2 Transistor,. 
conti., Tersnisml block. PisoOc case. Ettentiai data. 
circuits intl P.C. chassis phono of 10 photo electric 
devices Including auto, cat paeklsig light, ssuodulatstt 
light alarnu, Siustple itssisible ray essitch-'counter- 
otray light alariss-nettcbling tone electronic alarru- 
projector ia:tup stabiliser, etc., etc, Orly 39/6 plot 
2/- post and isisurance. 

MULTI PURPOSE .NEON TEST UNIT 
Robust, ooeiul anti iststructive-teot iflsulat1on 
capacity - continuity - resistor - soiunse controls 
-atoo tris a, signal itujector and LT. fault Ondee kit 
comprites neon indIcator, 4 way valer snitch, ebonite 
tubes, resIstors, condensers, tersttinalu. etc., with 4iag. 
only 9/6 plus 2/- post tutid Insurance. 

Where postage is not ttsllnitely titled as Ott 
entra then orders over £3 are post irer. Below 
£3 add 2/9. 

ELECTRONICS (CROYDON LIMITED 
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cure send the coupon today, enclosing 
your cheque or P.O. for 9/-. 
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I 
Home Radio Ltd., Dept. PE, 187 London Road, Mitcharn, Surrey - - - - - .- - - -- 

Dr. Kl//em "Does it give you any worries?" patient jubilant). 
The Prescription: Take one Home Radio Catalogue Annually. 

Are you tired, listless, dispirited, head- r"' 
achy and unable to get all your corn- Please write your Name and Address in block capitols 
ponents easily and quickly? Then 
follow Dr. K's advice and send today Name ............................................................................................................................. 
for the Home Radio Catalogue. (We 
regret it cannot be obtained on the Address 
National Health.) All the same you do 
get 218 pages, 6,000 items, 1,000 illus- 
trations for 7/6 plus 1/6 P.& P. Every 
catalogue contains 5 vouchers each 
worth 1/- if used as directed, which 
makes it wonderful value. For a quick . 

. 

. I 

I 

u 

Dr. Ku/ein "Now then Mr. Sparks, what Patient 

(smiles en- seems to be the trouble?" 
couragingly) 
Prit ient "I get these awful headaches 

doc!" - Dr. Ku/ein 

Dr. Killeni "Oh yes! Well now let me see - have you a hobby?" 

Patient "Yes . . . ham radio." 

"Well, yes and no... as far as 
the actual construction goes NO 
-but where to get hold of all the 
components I need . . . YES." 
"Oh I see, this is obviously 
another case of catalogue starva- 
tion. Now just send this pres- 
cription along to Home Radio of 
Mitcham, and they'll soon get 
you perfectly in tune." (Exit 

\PREVENTS THAT "TH/N/ciNG FEELING' 
--LE - 

3:I DIPLNi 
-iii: [ A RUGA 

PARTS 
H EARTS 
PILMS 

1 

C 

i 

-HOME RADIO LTD., Dept. PE, 187 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 2YQPhone:M1T3282 

(ITA HOME RA DIO CAThLOGUE N 
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no need to fear that once one becomes a professional, 
the pleasures of amateur electronics will disappear. Our March issue will be published on 
Electronics is a BIG subject, you know. FrIday,. February Ii 

AU correspondence Intended for the Editor should be addressed to: The Editor, PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS. George Newnes Ltd., Tower 
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. Editorial and Advertisement Offices: PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, George Newnes Ltd., 
Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. Phone: Temple Bar 4363. Telegrams: Newnes Rand London. Subscription Rates 
Including postage for one year, to any part of the world, 36s. © George Newnes Ltd., 1967. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and 
articles published In PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS is specially reserved throughout the Countries Signatory to the Berne Convention and 
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore e,pressIy forbidden. 

about the day to day activities of the engineer-often 
from first hand as well as from the visual displays. 

The electronics-minded found an amazing variety of 
doors open to them. They will be able to practice 
their skill or art in environments as diverse as medical 
research or coal mining; in rail transport or in the 
armed forces; or perhaps in the field of atomic and 
nuclear research or radio communications. When the 
vast variety of opportunities in the non-nationalised 
sector of our economy is also taken into account, the 
choice awaiting qualified engineers is truly staggering. 

And finally, to those who may hesitate to mix 
business and pleasure, a word or two of reassurance: 

EDITORIAL 95 

THE 73 PAGE 112 

MARKET PLACE lIS 
AUDIO TRENDS 121 

BOOK REVIEWS 125 

ELECTRONORAMA 126 

MEETINGS 134 

NEWS BRIEFS. 146 

DETACHED PARTICLES 149 

READOUT ISO 

broaden out still further? 
Now, at last, a determined effort has been made to 

contact those youngsters who will soon be making 
decisions concerning their future. The staging of the 
Engineers' Day Exhibition at the Science Museum in 
Londonduring the last Christmas holiday period was 
an excellent idea. If attendance is any criterion, its 
success would seem assured. 

This exhibition sponsored by the Ministry of 
Technology contained exhibits by some 20 national 
industries and Government departments. The school 
boy (and school girl) visitors for whom it was primarily 
intended had the opportunity of learning something 

RECEIVERS-RI 155 

GENERAL FEATURES 

STICK-ON WIRING 
LAS E RS 

FREQUENCY DIVISION 
SILICON PLANAR 

TRANSISTORS 

NEWS AND COMMENT 

128 

96 
102 
122 

141 

in character from the daily job of work. 
Since a considerable number of our readers are still 

at school, and since an even larger number are 
undoubtedly parents, we feel there are certain good 
reasons for focusing attention here on the 
opportunities that exist for a career in electronics. 

Every day advertisements for electronic engineers in 
the National Press make abundantly clear the fact 
that demand exceeds supply. But if the shortage of 
qualified engineers is serious today how much more 
acute will this become in the vital years ahead as the 
horizons of technology-especially electronics- 

AUTO CALENDAR 
DOORBELL. REPEATER 

RECORDING LEVEL 
INDICATOR 

CAR BURGLAR ALARM 

SPECIAL SERIES 

THE ELECTRONIC ORGAN-3 
CLASSIC COMMUNICATIONS 

107 

118 

130 

137 
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CAREERS IM ENOIMEERIMO 

IT may at first seem out of place for a hobby magazine 
Ito concern itself with the subject of careers. A hobby 
after all is supposed to be an activity pursued for 
pleasure and quite apart from one's normal occupa- 
tion. It is also usually, but not necessarily, distinct 

THIS MONTH 

CONSTRUCTIONAL PRO ECTS 

VERSATILE BLOCKING 
OSCILLATOR 

VOL.3 No.2 
PRACTICAL 

FEBRUARY 1967 ELECTRONICS 
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making checking, circuit reading, and fault location so 
much easier. 

Cir-kit is generally obtained in sheet form and strip. 
The sheet can be cut to almost any required shape with a 
pair of scissors or metal shears. Curved, angular, and 
straight strips can-be cut from the sheet. Both sheet 
and strip forms have an adhesive backing and protective 
paper. Hence the copper can be stuck to laminated 
plastics, cardboard, wood or similar insulating material. 

It is possible to arrange crossed over-lapping strips, 
frequently seen on circuit diagrams, without short-circuit 
risks; not easily achieved with conventional, printed 
circuit board without connecting link wires. 

-! 1W 

HOWTOUSE 
A series of photographs is shown here to illustrate 

how Cir-kit is actually applied to the s.r.bp. board. 
Cut one of the required lengths of copper strip (or '- 

STIÓKON, 
WIRING 

ARELATIVELY new proprietary brand of circuit wiring 
technique, which is versatile in experimental work, 

is now available to readers from Peak Sound (Harrow) 
Limited. 

It has been given the name "Cit-kit" because it is 
quite a simple way of making a component layout match 
closely to its associated circuit diagram, therefore 4,ri' 

Il 

position. 
It is best to use the solderipg iron in the same manner 

as with transistor leads, i.e. a hot iron applied quickly to 
avoid excessive overheating (4). 

Crossovers can be effected by building up the circuit 
on both sides of the board or by placing one strip over 
another. The makers claim'that the adhesive acts as an 
insulator, but to be quite sure it is better to léave the 
paper backing on where the top piece overlaps the 
underneath strip. 

Where high component density is necessary the sheet 
material can be stuck on the laminate. Instead of 
etching the waste areas, cut them and peel them off, 
leaving a "printed circuit" appearance. * 
96 

- 
.b 

I- 

4 
)_ t.- 

d. 

L 

cuttings from the sheet); stick down before proceeding 
to the next piece. Do not remove the paper backing 
until after cutting (I); maximum protection is still given 
to the adhesive until it is required to be stuck in position. 
No moistening of the adhesive is required. 

It is not necessary to drill any holes until the whole 
layout is complete. This way the adhesive will have a 
better chance to settle. If a mistake is made the strip 
can still be lifted and adjusted without spoiling it or the 
board. 

When satisfied that each piece is correctly laid, smooth 
down all the strips firmly, then mark the hole positions 
with a scriber on the copper (2). 

Use a small sharp drill (No. 60) to take the component 
wires (3). It is possible that a burr will form on the 
adhesive side of the copper during drilling and lift it 
slightly from the board. If this does happen, press 
down firmly again. Do not worry too much about this 
as the soldered wires will ultimately hold the copper 
quite firmly. The adhesive may become temporarily 
softened by hèat and the copper again may lift slightly. 
Wait for it to cool and press down again firmly into 

- 

L - 

. - - .. 

- - 

1. 

-------,' 

,1 
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O 

Fig. I. Basic Circuit to which must be added certain com- Fig. 3; Basic board plus components for making up the 
ponents as shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 sIren 

s 
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A ________ - Fig. 2. Waveforms at base and collector of TRI 
3kI DO 

E j 
RI 

JR1 

B:IÁ 

oa 

0081 GO B'i 

-- bos G 

trailing edge. See Fig. 2. 

SIREN (o)TRl bcst 

In Fig. 3 is shown the siren circuit. Here, C2 is an 
electrolytic capacitor connected between the junction 
of Rl and VR1, and battery positive. The open 
primary terminal of Ti is connected via a small 3 ohm 
loudspeaker to battery negative. Switch S2 is used to 
disconnect the battery from the timing Circuit. Rl and 
C2 in this configuration provide a time constant so that 
an increasing voltage to the base progressively raises the 
pitch of the note until charging is completed. (b) Tal collector 

With the release of Sl, capacitor C2 now replaces the 
battery and discharges through VRI, TI, R2, and the 
base/emitter diode of TRI the whole action providing a 

The basic configuration is shown in Fig. I. To this 
may be added a few components as described later to 
give the required function. 

The heart of these three projects.is an astable blocking 
oscillator; the transformer TI provides regenerative 
feedback, by phase inversion, from the collector to the 
base of TRI. The pulse repetition frequency of this 
oscillator is a function of the product of the base 
resistor chain (RI, VRI, R2) and the capacitor CI and, 
as such, a considerable degree of pitch variation is 
obtained through varying the potentiometer VRI. 

The waveshape characteristics, in the process of 
blocking and relaxing, are ramp or sawtooth at the base 
and pulse at the collector with a negative pip on the 

novelty would be to inject some realism into those toy 
electric motor car circuits that are proving so popular. 

MORSE OSCILLATOR 
In the morse practice oscillator (Fig. 4) C2 is omitted 

and CI is changed to lOOpF. This circuit runs at a 
frequency of about I,000c/s with a range of pitch 
adjustment provided by VRI. S2 can be made a morse, 
key to switch on the oscillatory action of the circuit. 

SIGNAL INJECTOR 
Finally, we come to the test signal injector which 

provides again an audio signal of about I ,000c/s. The 

by G.M.HARVEY 

FROM one simple basic Circuit configuration three 
versions of a blocking oscillator can be built using 

Cir-kit stick-on wiring to provide a useful test signal 
injector, a morse praCtice oscillator, and an electronic 
siren. 

BASIC CIRCUIT 

S 

slow pitch decay. The setting of VR1 will be a 
compromise between final pitch and decay raté and i 
therefore arbitrary. A possible application of this 

Versatilé 
Blocking 

Oscillator 

I 

i _ 
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Fig. 6. Component layout of the basic board. Connections 
for C2, LSI, SI, S2 and BYI as required are shown. C3 
would be connected to F 

98 

FIg. 7. Copper CSr-kst stuck on the underside and 
soldered 

To check that this injector circuit is functioning, 
there should be an audible whistle coming from the 
transformer. If this is not working, the connections to 
one of the transformer windings should be reversed to 
correct the feedback phase. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Make up the basic circuit first as shown in Fig. 6 

using the Cir-kit technique described on page 96. 
Then add the extra components requiredreferring to 
the appropriate circuit diagram in Fig. 3, 4, or 5. * 

TO BYl+ 

C2 
(AS REQUIRED) G 

Ia 
2 

(SEXT) 
.;., 

-'-i- 

ÌA 
¿k\ñ 

TO S2\. LJTO 52 

Switches 
SI Single-pole on/off toggle 
52 Single-pole push button switch or Morse key 

(see text) 

Miscellaneous 
BYI Battery 9V type PP9 
LSl 3û 3m diameter loudspeaker (see text) 
Cl r-kit copper "wiring" kit (see page 96) 
P.V.C. wire, tinned copper wire 

4 

Ls1 ÍtT 
LS1 - - 

t- 

- 

This demonstrates the excellent practicability of this 
injector as a valve and transistor circuit tester. To use 
it to test a radio or audio amplifier, a probe from C3 
should be applied to the valve grid pin or transistor base. 
C3 should be rated at a high voltage (about 350V) to 
avoid accidental damage to TRI from valve circuits. 
The test piece common line is connected to TRI emitter. 

The volume control of the unit under test should be 
turned to a maximum and signal injection should be 
applied to the output stage, then progressively to each 
preceding stage until the faulty or inoperative stage has 
been discovered; this of course becomes evident by the 
disappearance of the signal. 

Potentiometer 
VRI l0kuì linear carbon preset skeleton 

Capacitors 
CI OO5F disc ceramic 20V - 

or lOOpF disc ceramic 20v (see text) 
C2 5OOsF elect. ISV 
C3 00 IF ceramic 750V (Radiospares Hi-K) 

Transformer 
TI 50 : I "Miniature" output transformer (Radio- 

5 pa res) 

Transistor 
TRI 0081 (Mullard) 

i: 
FO 

r 
putlsta en from F 

_1II_oouTPu1 BYI_è.. 

GO B'1 9V t GO- OuF_-oRL1kn 9v 

HO_F_II .I_J ' HO-I -i;- 

loudspeaker is shorted out, the output being taken va 
capacitor C3 from the collector. See Fig. 5. 

The signal content is harmonically broad as the out- 
put pulse is sharp edged and of brief duration, a 
characteristic of the blocking oscillator, and as such 
could be used for fault finding in a.f. and r.f. stages. 

When unloaded, the output voltage was 4 volts peak- 
to-peak with no substantial reduction at loads down to 
I kilohm. Below this value the output falls rapidly. 

COMPONENTS... 

Resistors 
RI 39kO R2 15kO 
Both 10% watt carbon 

52 

QA Fig. 4 (left). Mone 
D 

oscillator set-up. 
S2 is a morse key 

E 

¿ Flg.5(right).Signal 
Chone C2 to 1QpF L I 

sil injector. The out- 
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PART THREE 

THE CONSOLE: 

By ALAN DOUGLAS, Sen.Mem. I.E.E.E 

But you can see that each manual overhangs the next to 
a definite extent and is also spaced away from its 
neighbour by a known amount. 1f an organ were to 
have four or five keyboards, some of these dimensions 
would change slightly, showing how critical it is to 
assure comfort. 

One often sees statements claiming that a console is 
made to Royal College of Organist's (RCO) standards, 

- ,- 

-t 
-s. 

rL ri 

:1 LJ 
L: 

;L : 

a 

t _Li 
i1i 

/ 

_ 
Ulg 

Ä. 

not properly related. 

GOOD CONSOLE DESIGN 
Fig. 3.1 shows a section of a good three manual con- 

sole design and you will notice several things. Both 
upper manuals are slightly inclined to the horizontal, the 
top one having a little more rake. The bottom one is 
parallel with the ground. All proper organ keys are 
the same size so far as the visible parts are concerned. 

in the centre of the pedalboard. Therefore a position 
is found where middle D is comfortable, then each key 
to the left or right is progressively raised slightly so that, 
at the extreme ends, only a limited leg extension is 
required. 

To relate these things, we go back to Fig. 3.1 and drop 
a plumb line from Mid D to the pedal key below. This 
should be D15. The whole pedalboard is then moved 
fore or aft until the distances shown are reached. All 

99 

T HE organ is the only keyboard instrument in which 
the feet are used to play notes as well as the hands. 

Therefore the feet cannot be used to help to balance the 
body. All organists know that some consoles are 
extremely comfortable to play, others never seem right. 
This is because the proportions of the different parts are 

but in fact there are no RCO standards except that an 
agreed design was reached for a pedalboard many 
years ago and we can certainly call this an RCO 
pedalboard. However there are many slight variants 
on this in existing pipe organs. The Incorporated 
Society of Organ Builders is now working on dimensions 
for a standard console. 

It is obvious that, feet being larger than fingers, more 
space must be allowed between pedal keys than between 
manual keys. To prevent the reach for the furthest 
away keys becoming too great for comfort, these are 
inclined towards a point behind the centre of the bench. 
However, this would still make it uncomfortable if the 
keys were fiat, as the knee would be bent up too much 
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The horseshoe type console of a 00000000 - 

modern Compton theatre organ 
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Fag. 3.1. This sectional drawing shows the, critical dimen- 
sions in a three manual console 

these measurements added together give an excellent 
playing balance, but of course there are shorter and 
taller people and they can generally accommodate 
themselves by means of an adjustable bench. 

A great many small organs have short stub pedals of 
13 notes compass and these include all the undesirable 
features of the flat pedalboard. No proper use can be 
made of published organ music with these elementary 
devices and this is indeed an example of spoiling the 
ship for a hap'orth of tar. But for the rhythmic fan 

the late Robert Hope-Jones, with his usual prophetic 
imagination, saw that the silent film needed a new form 
of sound accompaniment, he met with a very chilly 
reception from the British organ builders-in spite of 
the fact that he was an accomplished organ builder and 
had many fine instruments to his credit, some of which 
are still in regular use. So he wasted no time but went 
to the Rudolph Wurlitzer company in New York, who 
welcomed him with open arms. This was the start of 
the "mighty Wurlitzer", the most successful and 
beautifully engineered of all theatre organs. 

Now Hope-Jones started life as a telephone engineer, 
so he knew a great 'deal about relays and the idea of 
miles of wire did not daunt him at all. And this is the 

AL 

ANUAL 

OF C4 

/ 
PEDAL KEY D1 

volume. The lower keyboard is a later addition to the 
pipe organ and is called the choir because it contains a 
selection of quietly voiced stops to accompany singing 
(of a choir, not a full congregation). This manual is 
often enclosed, that is, has moveable shutters enclosing 
pipework to regulate the sound; but-equally, it is often 
not enclosed. 

You can see from the above that each keyboard is a 
complete organ, with its own independent pipes, 
though some of these can be interconnected by 
mechanical means. 

THE MIGHTY WURLITZER 
When we examine the last category, we find an 

entirely different conception of organ playing. When 

2' 3' TO 2' 51/2 

TOP FACE OF KEY 

so? Well, the first example is certainly non-commital 
and quite logical; but it is little used. The second 
example can only refer to the church organ because 
these names have been so used for several hundred 
years. This is a good opportunity to explain these 
names. The swell manual is an expressive one, so 
called because the sound "swells out" when shutters 
regulating the volume of enclosed pipes associated with 
this manual only are operated. The middle keyboard, 
the great, was not always so called; but at all times it 
has been the main source of sound and to this end, no 
pipes on it are ever enclosed so none can be altered in 

CHURCH ORGAN DESIGNATIONS 
Now, having assembled the parts which will control 

the organ, we begin to see the difference between the 
church and theatre approach. In our Fig. 3.1, we 
could call the manuals, from the top downwards: 
upper, middle, lower; or, swell, great, choir; or solo, 
main, accompaniment. 

All these designations appear in the literature; why 
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All readers are aware that sáme organ voices are 
smooth and luscious; some are thin and keen; yet 
others are sonorous and reedy. Does this not suggest 
it is going to be rather hard to form all of these from one 
single kind of waveform, no matter what its shape? 
It is done, of course, but as a rule the circuitry is 
formidable and some restrictions are necessary. Or, 
alternatively, all the voices become degraded and lose 
fidelity. Then again, we have to be able to mix stops; 

square wave output. This would be available at many 
pitches, and since one must key the signal directly with 
constantly-running dividers, the problem of click 
suppression becomes very serious at high frequencies. 
A square wave of this kind is devoid of even harmonics, 
but we must have these for some voices so when we 
come to discuss this divider system for actual use, we 
will show how even harmonics can be introduced 
when required. 

I01 

organ. So let us have a quick look at generating 
methods. 

ELECTRONIC GENERATING METHODS 
It is taken for granted that we are not interested in 

precision-made electro-mechanical systems and must 
concentrate on static electronic circuits. So, there are 
only two forms open to us; those having an 
independently tuned oscillator for every note; and those 
in which only the notes of the top octave are 
independently tuned, all other notes being obtained by 
frequency division. There is something to be said for 
both, and indeed organs by the most eminent makers 
use both systems. 

great effect. Naturally these oscillators cannot be 
sinusoidal, but it is possible to retain a sinusoidal tank 
circuit, which is good for stability, and obtain some 40 
harmonics elsewhere in the circuit. Of course, one 
could be very clever and use grain-oriented laminations 
or powdered iron cores; and at once these advantages 
disappear. There is an economic limit to the number of 
these so-called free-phase oscillators one can use, but 
we can profitably form the main core of the organ with 
this circuitry. 

FREQUENCY DIVIDER SYSTEM 
The divider arrangement is very economical in cost 

and space, but is phase-locked and limited to (usually) a 

non-tonal stops, e.g. tremulants, etc. Incidentally, why 
the name stop? Again, we go back nearly 400 years 
to find the "wooden shaft which, when pressed in, 
stopped the wind from entering that set of pipes". 

The foregoing should help the reader to understand 
why the different parts of the organ are so named, and 
naturally with pipes we would expect a very different 
kind of sound from the two types; but with electronics, 
this is not so likely to be so, since only in the most 
elaborate and costly organs would we fiñd separate 
generators for each rank, i.e. an exact correspondence 
with pipes. More than likely, we would find a worse 
state of affairs, where one set of generators has to be 
shared out amongst all the tonal requirements of the 

But these factors are not so important as the basic and 
inescapable fact that in a pipe organ-church or 
theatre-one does not hear all the sounds at the same 
instant and that, although perhaps in theory the 
harmonic content is equally regulated for each pipe in 
each stop, it is not so in fact and in any event the pipes 
do not stand in tune for more than a few hours. Thus 
we find innumerable small beats and phase differences 
which impart a great richness to the sound. 

Now in a system having independently tuned 
oscillators we get just this, if these oscillators use 
inductances. Small differences in the iron/air ratio, 
stacking factor, grain orientation, etc. provide 
differences in harmonic amplitudes which can be used to 

accompaniment; the other manual (if used) being 
sometimes called "main", sometimes nothing at all. 

So, with fully floating action there was no need for 
couplers except perhaps from manual to pedal, since 
this department alone had larger and more massive low 
pitched pipes which could not be played in chords. 

COLOUR CODING FOR STOPS 
Hope-Jones also at this time (55 years ago) introduced 

his colour-coding system for stops, which is still in use, 
and he also designed the large and comfortable stop 
key found on theatre consoles. This system uses 
white for flutes, tibias, and diapasons; red for reeds of 
all kinds; yellow or amber for string tones; black for 

L 

Modern Wurlitier organ, fully translstorlsed 

if all come from a common waveform there can be 
considerable losses. 

and wave noises, bird calls, rain, thunder and various 
other effects useful in the cinema. All had to work 
with precision, reliability and the correct loudness. 
Hope-Jones called this his "unit orchestra". 

Therefore, whereas in a church organ each keyboard 
has its own pipes, Hope-Jones put his sets on unit 
chests, which merely means that anything which 
made contact with this chest could operate all the pipes 
thereon. So it was quite easy to make the chests 
"float", in other words, all the chests would appear on 
all manuals and pedal and be playable from all. So 
there was now no difference between the sounds possible 
on the various manuals, and they were called solo and 
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r 

electro-mechanical switching system capable of 
instantly connecting or cross-connecting almost any 
conceivable tonal arrangement by pressing buttons. 
Included in these tonal schemes were cymbals, drums, 
gongs, even full-sized pianos. Non-tonal adjuncts 
were train and boat whistles, sirens, motor horns, wind 

- 

- 
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PART 2 
RUBY LASERS 

The ruby laser was the first type of laser to be 
developed; it first appeared about 1960. It provides 
an intermittent output in the form of light flashes of 
high intensity, whereas the output of the gas laser is 
continuous. 

The ruby crystal itself used in this type of laser 
consists of aluminium oxide containing about OE05 

per cent of chromium oxide. The crystal is in the form 
of a cylindrical rod, perhaps 10cm in length by 1cm in 
diameter. 

The two ends of the crystal are carefully polished 
and made parallel to each other before a re- 
flective coating is deposited on them. The ruby 

By J. B. Dance M.Sc. 
The power output of a ruby laser can be very large. 

Power levels of over one megawatt can be obtained 
for a period of about one millisecond. If a suitable 
lens is used to focus this light, the energy is adequate 
to punch small holes through a steel plate of considerable 
thickness as shown in Fig. 6. 

Such lasers can obviously cause severe burning 9f the 
skin and suitable precautions must be taken whert 
they are being used. They are lnding medical applica- 
tions, especially in the treatment of detached retinas, 
but are also being used against certain types of cancer. 
lt has been suggested that they might be used for drilling 
minute holes in teeth. They are not likely to be used 
for communications work, since their light output is 
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The output flash from both the flash tube and from 
the ruby crystal has a duration of about one milli- 
second. The laser action stops when the number of 
atoms in the excited state is too small for photon 
amplification to continue. 
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Q-SWITCHING 
The ruby laser can provide a much higher power 

output than a gas laser, but a technique known as 
"Q-switching" can be used to increase the output power 

crystal is placed at one of the foci of an elliptical mirror 
(see Fig. 5), a flash tube being placed at the other focus. 
The mirror is polished on its inner surface. Almost 
the whole of the light emitted by the flash tube is 
focused by the mirror onto the ruby crystal. . Some 
ruby lasers employ simpler systems without an ellip- 
tical mirror. 

The flash tube used is similar to the type of flash 
jube used in photography, but may be much more 
powerful. The energy emitted by the flash tube raises 
the energy level of many of the atoms in the ruby 
crystal, but almost immediately the excited atoms lose 
some of their energy to the crystal lattice, which is thus 
raised in temperature. 

The atoms are left in an excited metastable state. 
Photons emitted by some of these atoms travel through 
the crystal and are amplified as they move by normal 
laser action. The amount of light builds up very 
quickly and escapes through one of the end mirrors. 

intermittent. 
The cost of a ruby laser varies with the power output 

which it is designed to provide. The ruby crystal used 
in a fairly small laser will cost about £100, but the 
price increases rapidly with increasing crystal size. 
The flash tube and its power supply are quite expensive 
items, whilst the elliptical mirror is not by any means 
cheap. Thus it seems unlikely that ruby lasers will be 
used by many amateurs. 

The ruby laser is one example of a class of lasers 
known as doped crystal lasers. The crystal used in 
these types. of laser contains impurity atoms dispersed 
in a crystal of another material. It is one of the inner 
orbits of the impurity atoms which give rise to the laser 
action. The electrons in these inner orbits are essen- 
tially isolated from the effects of the neighbouring 
atoms. Another example of a doped crystal laser is 
the neodymium doped glass type, but this qin operate 
only in the mfra-red region. 
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I clarity Fig. 8. A semiconductor laser 
FLASH TUBE RUBY CRYSTAL 

Fig. 5. SectIon through a ruby laser 

MIRROR MIRROR LENS FIg. 6 (left). The use of a ruby laser to punch-a hole 

RUBY the ruby crystal and thé flash tube has been omitted ' 
/ 'L through a steel plate. The elliptical mirror around 

for clarity 

[ FLASH TUBE 
LIGHT. BEAM PLATE 

MIRROR MIRROR 

RUBY Ji 
I FLASH TUBE 

I 

Fig. 7. A ruby laser with a Kerr Cell 
for Q.switching. The output beam is 
taken through one of the end mirrors 
which is only partially silvered. The 
elliptical mirror has been omitted for 

that laser action cannot take place whilst the number of 
excited atoms is increasing. When the, number of 
excited atoms has reached a maximum, the absorber is 
removed and the whole of the stored energy is released 
in a minute fraction of a second. 

In practice an electronic absorber (such as a Kerr 
Cell) is used, since it can be made transparent to the 
radiation in a minute fraction of a second by the appli- 
cation of an electrical pulse (See Fig. 7). A laser has a 
Q factor very similar to the Q of a tuned circuit. The 
introduction of an absorber lowers this Q factor. Thus 
the operation of the laser occurs when the Q is switched 
from a low value to a high value. 

SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS 
A completely different form of laser has been made 

using gallium arsenide pn junctions. It has been 
known for some time that a gallium arsenide junction 
diode will emit mfra-red light when suitably biased. 
However, if two opposite edges of a gallium arsenide 
crystal are polished (Fig. 8) so that they form parallel 
faces, and the current per unit area passing through the 
junction is great enough, a kind of laser action occurs 
which results in the emission of coherent light from the 
junction region. - 

Although gallium arsenide is the most- commonly 
used material in semiconductor lasers, various other 
semiconductor materials can be employed. Gallium 
arsenide emits mfra-red light, but other wavelengths 
in the mfra-red region can be obtained by the use of 
other semiconductor materials. 

In a semiconductor laser the electrons injected into 
the junction region lose some of their energy when 
photons are formed. These photons can cause other 
electrons to lose energy and form photons by stimulated 
emission. The Jaser action cau take place only at 
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air temperatures where a very high et1ciency cai-Ç be 
obtained. An applied potential of the order of i volt 
at some tens of milliamps will produce a light output 
power of the order of ten milliwatts. 

Barr and Stroud laser rangefìnder for objects up to IO 
kilometres distant. The transmitter - uses a Q-switching 
ruby laser with a peak out put of I megawatt 

i. 
('Q -.. 

considerably. It is not possible to feed an unlimited 
amount of power from a flash tube into a ruby crystal, 
since the crystal would be damaged. 

An upper frequency limit (typically two flashes per 
minute) is imposed on ruby lasers, since the crystal 
would overheat at higher rates unless the energy per 
flash is reduced. In the Q-switching technique the 
total output energy of the flash is not much increased, 
but the energy is delivered in a very much shorter time, 
perhaps in one hundredth of a microsecond. 

In a Q-switched laser an absorber is introduced so 

high current densities where the number of electrons 
in the conduction band exceeds that in the valency band 
of the semiconductor material. 

The semiconductor laser is a small and rugged device 
which has an appearance somewhat similar to that of a 
transistor to which a suitable window has been fitted. 
At room temperature a semiconductor laser should be 
operated only by pulses, since if a continuous current 
high enough to produce laser action is used, the 
heat developed will damage the semiconductor junction. 

These lasers are much more commonly used at liauid 
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General Guide to the Safe Use of Lasers" published 
by the Electroniç Engineering Association. 

Attention is concentrated ori the hazard to vision, 
but it should not be forgotten that laser devices often 
use high voltages and that normal precautions must be 
taken against electric shock and the explosive failure of 
ancillary equipment. 

Danger to the Eyes in Direct Viewing 
The focusing action of the lens in the eye may con- 

centrate the light on to a small spot on the retina for a 
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Various other types of laser have been developed, 
but at the moment they are seldom found outside laser 
research laboratories. 

Much research is being carried out on new methods 
of introducing the pumping energy in an attempt to 
raise the efficiency of the system. In one type of laser 
the pumping energy is provided by a chemical reaction 
in the material surrounding the active laser material, 
whilst the use of nuclear fuel inside a laser to provide 
the required energy has been suggested. 

THE SAFE USE OF LASERS 
There being as yet no statutory regulations governing 

the safe operation of lasers, there is published, by the 
Ministry of Aviation, a document "Laser Systems- 
Code of Practice". The notes given here were com- 
piled from this document and extracted from "A 

chosen carefully for the wavelength required and 
marked distinctively to prevent accidental use of the 
wrong type: S 

When' using protective glasses the pupil is likely to be 
enlarged because of the reduced ambient light reaching 
the eye, and this should be taken into account. 

In the present state of medical knowledge, it is 
clearly desirable to exclude from further risk those who 
already possess obvious retinal defects. It is, therefore, 
recommended that those about to undertake work 
with lasers should have a retinal examination, and that 
a photographic record should be taken. * 
The head of the M.E.L. laser is in the form of an elliptical 
reflecting cavity in which the flashtube is mounted along 
one foci and the laser rod along the other. In this photo- 
graph the twß halves of the cavity have been separated 
to show the construction 

its low output power. Nevertheless 'the brightness 
(light emitted per square centimetre) of the junction 
region is very great, although the junction is very small. 
Owing to this small junction area, the light beam will 
have a divergence of a few degrees due to diffraction 
effects. 

Semiconductor laser light is easily modulated by 
altering the current flowing through the junction region. 
However, the frequency is not very stable and therefore 
the use of semiconductor lasers in communication 
systems would tend to provide a noisy output. 

OTHER TYPES 

caution. The effective "range for safe viewing" and 
polar diagram for the laser should be known accurately, 
taking account of possible reflections and off-axis lobes. 

Safety Spectacles 

There are a number of commercial spectacles avail- 
able which give some protection to the eyes from laser 
radiation. They may be either of wideband absorption 
or narrowband reflection type. Neither type should 
be relied on to give a major part of the protection 
between a laser beam and the eye. Before use they 
should be tested to ensure that they do not shatter or 
become transparent during exposure. They should be 

 

The G. E. Bradley ruby laser. The ruby crystal and flash 
tube are contained in the elliptical box to the right of the 
mouth of the operator 

The main limitation of the gallium arsenide laser is 

the visible region. 

Effect on the Skin 

At sufficiently high levels energy will produce 
burning of skin; other damage, such as rupture of the 
cell walls, is also to be expected. Investigation of 
these effects is at an early stage. 

Note that some gas lasers, for instance those using 
argon, produce considerable amounts of ultra-violet 
radiation from the Sides of the tube which can cause 
burns also. 

A laser should not be used in the open without great 
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considerable range of visible and mfra-red wavelengths. 
If the energy in the beam is sufficient, tissue will be 
heated and killed, resulting in blindness at that spot. 
Higher energies will cause damage to the cornea, iris, 
lens and eyeball itself. Complete blindness may result, 
while the subject may be unaware that damage is taking 
placé. This is particularly so with lasers working 
outside the visible region. 

Other Effects on the Eye 
mfra-red radiation is known to cause corneal 

cataract (so-called "glass blowers cataract") with 
excessive exposure. Many laser wavelengths are now 
in use experimentally which might cause this effect. 
The common helium-neon laser, for example, often 
works at ll5u and at 339jt wavelengths as well as in 
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leading tape could match. 
We did. 
And we can prove it. 
So can you, the very next time 

you buy tape. 

Kodak Sound Recording Tapes- 
Standard, Long, Double, Triple and 
Quadruple Play-are available through 
Kodak PhotographicDealers everywhere. 

Look for the yellow box, and ask for 
Kodak Tapes by name. 

Name ............................................................................... 

Address .......................................................................... 

PE. 

'Kodak' is a registered trade mark 

if we couldn't make the best 

When you're a company whose products are 
world-famous quality leaders, you can never afford 
to be as good as' ¡n anything. - 

You have to be best. 
In entering the tape market, Kodak had to make 

a tape with a combination of features no other 

To Kdak Limited, Dept. lOA, 
Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Please send me literature on - 

Kodak Sound Recording Tapes. 

, - 
We wouldn't be in tape 
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duetive device which acts as a light 
sensitive resistor and becomes more con- 
ductive On exposure to light. Strong anti 
reSabie they have many applications sehen 
fitted at light triggering devices into 
simple control circuito, I.e. Tape recordero. 
cars, flashing breakdown lights, exposure 
meters. automatic controls for honte or 
induotry. Non'polarltv conscious, eespon' 
xvotoentirrvl,lbleiightrange. .t,CorDC. 
ONLY 9/fl. P. 't P. 1/6. 

FIELD TELEPHONES 
Operate up to 17 
miles. NUilt-in 1011 
V. band generator 
for ringing cur. 
rent, 2 standard 

- 1.5 "D" Torch 
reilo for talking 

cuirent. tom' 
.piete with tor. 
dy carrying 

1 case and strap. 
í " 10'X8X4'. 

Weight 141b. 
Simple screis- 
adju,tnsent for use 
with commuti 
batter)' oy,l.eni. 

BREAKTHROUGH! 
AT LAST! 
9 TRANSISTOR RADIO 

WITH AIRCRAFT 
BAND 

Atnai 
eothosfo,to, tics Is 
history, LISD.A1R the first in the Seid 
once again i SANYO airerait medium 
w-ave portable radio, 'I transistors. '2 

diodes, 1 thermistor, 4 X 2' oval 
speaker. 101 to 135 nseters. Twin outlets 
for private earphone. 6 penlight batteries. 
Telescopic aerial. Leather carrying can' 
anti straps. OUR PRICE ONLY £17. 
P. 't P. 5e.. £I.JIITED QLIAXTITI' 
AVAILABLE, 80 »Oh"? .111185 IT! 

IT SOUNDS BETTER 

SUPER 8IRS/DD 
Undoubtedly the best and most popular 8" unit ever 
made in this Country 
Frequency range 40 c/s - 20,000 c/s 

THE ELECTRONICS & SCIENTIFIC CENTRE 

PBS7 "CONTINENTAL" 
AM/FM STEREO 

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

I-_ 

Outstanding chassi, of advanced design 
incorpornting famous "Gorier Tuning 
Heart for VRFIFM. Negutive feedback 
on each channel together wIth A.V.0 with 
tape facIlities. Long medium and short 
wave und VHF/FM. 7 valVes, 2 diodeo. 
Controlled by 6 piano key puoh buttons: 
on/off wavechange-gram. To inconcentric 
controlo. Tone tunIng und dual balance 
Volume controls. Sockets: A.E. dl-paie, 
Stereo PU, Stereo LS., Tupe "Record- 
Ploy" 200-250e. 80 C/s AC. Built-in 
ferrite rod aerial with simple sii-pale aerial 
tor VRP(FM, 78 ohms loup. Dioteooions: 
Chassis 154' X 8' X r- Dial sor X 4. 
f'RICM 025/U/O. P. w P. 10/6. 

CADMIUM 
SU LPHID E 

POWER 
PHOTO-CELL 
tor simple Auto 
matic Control 
A uoeful photo-con- 

PBS6 "CONTINENTAL" 
Push Button AM STEREO 

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

Long, medium and short wave. 6 valves. 
O piano key pooh button control; wave 
change-gram-on/oft. Twin concentric con- 
trols, tone-tuning, dual baiance volume 
cor.tsolo. AM.. Stereo P.13. and Stereo 
LS. Sockets (complete to-Ith leads). 200. 
20ff volto 00 C/s. AC. AVC coloured 
illuminated dial. Sire 1G)' X 4'. Chassie 
15_x 8)'. Cocioplete wIth built-in ferrite 
cod aer:at. PRICE 017)1(11. P. & F. 8(51. 

BRAND NEW GRAM DECKS 
FROM STOCK 

(With Cartridge ordesa stated) 
MOR UA 16 £0.96. 
GAR BARD 
1000 (Mono or Stereo) 6gno. 
woo (Stereo) SOns. 
SF20 (Mono) £919.6.; (Stereo) £1019.6. 
ATOO (Mono or Stereo) £10.96. 
401 (Less Cartridge and Arm) £2819.11. 
LAB SO (Leo, Cortridge) £2419.6. 
WB1 Base £318.0. 
WB2 Base £810.3. 
Postage & Pockitog 2/- on euch. 
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MANY MORE INTERESTING BARGAINS AVAILABLE AT THE SHOP 
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PRICE £611916 per pair. P. k P. 10,-. 
200 yard drums of TWIN FLEX 75/-. 
Other quantities available on application. 
Also: Portable hand generator in octal 
eases with webbing slings. 
TELE-L: Price 69/6 pee paie. P. h P. 10/-. 
TELE-F: Pelee 65/19/0 per pair. P. ¼ P. 
lo,. 

SELECTOR 
DRIVE 

9tct! 

tooth a-heel. A switch water asid contacts 
are coupled to this and are arranged 
to be on for 10 paIses oust OIT lar the ,sext 
15. An aaxiliary contact s norusally Oli. 

but oli for one in every 25 pulsee; complete 
with suppressor resistors and s sErles coIs 
tact to lucidIate continuous. operatioa. 
Absolutely steal for window dIsplays. 
switching lamps or nsodelo. 12 or 24 V. 

D.C. Brand Nosy an,! B0nr.i. 12/6. 
flol'. h P. 

PROFESSIONAL.ow-_- 
ELECTRIC INSTANT 
HEATSOLDERGUN i 
Ideal for model nia. 
hero, honte repairs. 
electronics, radio, TV, 
etc. Unique features 
pelade interchange. 

able tips. extrnsion barrels, comfortable 
ge:p with trigger control. 'U'. shsspe,i 
i:n. bit to snininiiee wear. Light beoni 
la satomatically directed onto end of 
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large capacitance ensures that no transient fluctuations 
(such as lightning at night) will affect the calendar. 

As the voltage falls so does the base current into TRI. 
Hence when the base current has fallen sufficiently TRI 
will leave saturation and the collector voltage will rise. 
When it reaches the striking voltage of VI, VI will 
ignite. Due to C3, VI thinks that it is striking from a 
low impedance source and so gives a good pulse into the 
base of TR2. 

By choosing the ratio of R4 and R5 correctly, VI 
cannot oscillate but will settle down to a stable con- 
dition. As the base current into TRI is further 

(c) Unit construction and installation. 

BOARD ONE-FUNCTION 
The operation of the ring counter can be seen b 

considering one of the cold cathode tubes conducting. 
The common rail voltage will then be the sum of the. 
maintaining voltage of the tube and the voltage 
developed across the cathode resistor. This is arranged 
to be less than the striking voltage of any other tube and 
so the condition is stable. 

1f the common rail voltage is reduced, i.e. by closing 
the shunt switch SI, S3 orS4, or by firing the shunt 
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number ring to control the number of elements in this 
ring in accordance with the number of days in each 
month. See Fig. I. 

The calendar is told when to change date in the most 
appropriate way, i.e. by the coming of dawn, detected by 
än externally mounted cadmium sulphide cell. When 
not illuminated this cell has a very high resistance, and 
so the voltage at the junction of VR! and R2 is high. 
R3 is chosen such that there is sufficient base current in 
TR! to ensure saturation. Hence the collector voltage 
on TRi is very small, with all the voltage dropped 
across R4. 

With light now falling on the cell, its resistance 
decreases arid so the voltage across C2 falls. This 

leap year/ordinary year switch to correct for the 29th 
day in February. In the position shown it is an 
ordinary year. It should be changed (if necessary) at 
the beginning of a new year so that it is not forgotten. 
Switching it at any time other than the 28 or 29 February 
will obviously not affect any other date. 

The construction of the device has been divided 
conveniently into three parts: 

(a) Board one. This holds the three ring counters. 
(b) Board two. This holds the remainder of the 

circuit with the exception of the relays, the large 
smoothing capacitor Cl, the manual controls 
and the cadmium sulphide cell. 

to put his hand a bit deeper into his pocket and con- 
struct this equipment, he will obtain some useful 
information from the article and appreciate the 
tremendous variety of uses of the host of modern 
components. 

RING COUNTERS 
The circuil is essentially a counting 'circuit using cold 

cathode tubes as elements, chosen as they are relatively 
cheap and are self-indicating with a pleasing orange 
glow. 

The day name and day number rings are stepped in 
parallel, and the month ring is driven in series from the 
day number ring. Feedback is applied to the day 

TRi is held at a safe level by the voltage drop across R4 
due to the current flow through VI. 

The current pulse into the base of TR2 is amplified by 
TR2 and is then fed into the gates of SCR1 and SCR2. 
Hence these thyristors will fire and as explained later 
will step the day name and number counters by one. 

The feedback system from the month ring to the day 
number ring is a bit too complex to describe in the space 
available, but it can be seen that when day number 1 

tube strikes it feeds a current pulse into the base of TR3 
which amplifies it and feeds it into the gate of SCR3 
which then steps the month ring. 

The push to make switches SI, S3 and S4 are provided 
to enable the correct date to be set up initially. S2 is the 

T HE DESIGN of this auto-calendar is interesting as it 
attempts to combine factors which, as usual, often 

conflict with one another, and so compromise is an 
essential ingredient. For example, long life must be 
attained as a prime requisite; low power consumption 
is desirable as the apparatus is left on continually; 
moderate cost; insensitivity to mains voltage 
fluctuations, small overall physical size and so on. 

It is hoped that the design presented is a reasonable 
compromise and that, even if the reader is not prepared 
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reduced, it is effectively cutoff. The collector voltage of 
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Fig. 3. MountIng de jails of diodes and cold cathode tubes Fig. 4. Test circuit for Board I. The battery can be a 
on Board I. Resistors and capacitors are mounted similarly variable d.c. supply unit 
to the diodes 
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FIE. 2b. Underside view of Board I showing copper strip breaks and connections 
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With the high density grouping of components 
required to keep the overall dimensions of the unit 
within reasonable limits, construction on Veroboard is 
essential. Design of layout is considerably eased by the 
repetitive nature of the ring counters, which also helps 
to reduce assembly errors. 

Ho 

itself is first to check that the connections are correct 
and that faulty components are located while it is still 
relatively easy to change them. If testing is omitted 
before the complete unit is built then, due to the close- 
ness of components, fault finding will be made very much 
more difficult. 

Board one holds the day name, day number and 
month ring counters, and will measure about 8m X 4m 

and about lin in depth. These figures will depend on 
the pitch of the Veroboard used. 

The layout is such that the cold cathode tubes (being 
self-indicating) are viewed end on as indicated in Fig. 2. 

Board i will be attached to a face plate which is 
drilled such that the holes correspond to the positions of 
the cold cathode tubes. Hence at any one time there 
will be three cold cathode tubes glowing, one indicating 
the month, one the day name and the other the day 
number. 

COMPONENT LAYOUT 

is now ready for testing. 
Connecting pins are inserted in holes B2, E2, F2, F46, 

G2, K2, L2, M2, T26, T30, T34, U25, U29, U33, and 
U37 for easy accessibility during testing and inter- 
unit connection. 

TESTING BOARD ONE 
For adequate testing of Board I, a variable stabilised 

power supply, giving 250 to 360 volts 2mA d.c. will be 
required with two resistors: 150 kilohms, i per cent, 
I watt; 100 ohms, 20 per cent, 4 watt. See Fig. 4. 

One press-to-make switch and a capacitor 4ìzF 250V 
are also required. The purpose of testing Board i by 

long to ensure that the tube which was conducting is 
completely de-ionised. Hence the next tube with its 
cathode negative has a greater voltage across it than any 
other and will strike first. 

In this way the glow is transferred round the ring. In 
the case of the day name and month rings the loops 
contain a fixed number of elements (seven and twelve 
respectively). In the case of the day number ring the 
number of elements is controlled by feedback system 
from the month loop so that the number of elements is 
varied from 28 to 31 to cater for the different number of 
days in different months. The 29th day of February in 
a leap year is taken care of by a manually operated 
slider switch, S2. 

too much. Bend the centre lead as shown (Fig. 3.), so 
that the three leads fit neatly into the three holes. 
Again, cut the leads before soldering the tube in. 

Mount the tubes vertically, to the board so that when 
the face plate has been drilled the glass pips at the top 
of the tubes coincide with the holes. 
jt will be noticed that there is some variation in tube 

length. As it is desirable to keep the distance from the 
top of each tube to the board the same, it will be 
necessary to mount the shorter tubes a little further out 
from the board, but keep leads as short as possible as 
this will give the tubes greater rigidity. 

When this has been done solder the wire links, añd' 
then check carefully all the soldered joints. The board 

thyristor, then the tube which was conducting 
extinguishes. The capacitor joining the cathode 
resistor of the extinguished tube to the cathode of the 
next tube is charged to a voltage equal to the voltage 
across the cathode resistor. Due to the diode this 
capacitor cannot lose its charge, and so the cathode of 
the next tube is made negative. 

if the switch is opened (or the thyristor extinguished) 
the common rail voltage starts to rise with a time 
constant determined by the shunt capacitor and the 
common feed resistor. This time it is made sufficiently 

A useful technique when assembling components 
vertically is to cover one of the holes on the copper side 
with solder. Then, holding the board in the left hand, 
keeping the component in the desired holes with 
pressure from your left-hand index finger, touch the 
solder blob lightly with the iron when the lead will slip 
through the hole and be held in place by the solder. 
The board can then be laid flat and the leads soldered 
normally. 

When all the resistors have been fitted, the capacitors 
and diodes should be assembled. Observe the correct 
polarity connections. The utmost care should be taken 
when the cold cathode tubes are being fitted as the glass 
around the lead-outs will break if the wires are strained 

i: . 
s e - , 4. 

I 2 3 4 * I I9 QIl 

I 5S5 5.55 
i$ 14 II io , i 9 20 2) 2* 

r' 1* 24 21 3 22 24 IP 2 Ii 

ASSEMBLY 
Assembly of board one, although time consuming, is 

relatively simple if approached in a methodical manner. 
First cut the board to the right size, giving 23 copper 

strips each with 50 holes. Then place the board in 
front of you, plain side up and insert a piece of wire 
through hole C5; turn the board over and remove the 
copper from around this hole; proceed like this until all 
the holes similarly shown in Fig. 2b have been done. 

The resistors should be mounted first and they will 
take heat better than other components. Bend one 
lead of the resistor alongside the body of the resistor 
ànd then cut the leads as shown similarly for the diodes 
in Fig. 3. Do this to all resistors. 
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Er 
L 

The pitch of the Veroboard has been given although 
this will depend on the size of the components used, 
especially the capacitors; it would be best therefore to 
buy the Veroboard after the components, choosing the 
smallest pitch that enables you to site the components 
without too much difficulty. 
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then check carefully for dry joints. 1f one tube refuses Next month: Board 2 construction and assembly 

Ill 

Connect pin B2 to point Y on the test circuit. 
Connect pins E2, F2, F46 to point Z on the test circuit. 
Switch the power supply on. It is likely that more 

than one tube may ignite as there is no preferential 
priming of any one tube. Adjust'the d.c. supply to 
about 280V and then press the switches and release. 
Continue doing this until one tube is glowing and then 
leave the circuit alone for about two minutes. This is to 
allow time for any priming of any other tube to dis- 
appear. 

Adjust the supply to 300V and by pressing the switch 
step the glow around the ring. 1f the glow steps around 
correctly then the components and joints appear 
satisfactory. 

This test should then be carried out with supply 
voltages in the range 270v to 360V. The circuits 
should still perform properly. If the glow jumps about, 

cathode circuit is faulty. Check this with an ohmmeter 
after switching off the h.t. 1f this appears to be all 
right then it is possible that the cold cathode tube is 
faulty, in which case it should be replaced. 

Day Name Ring 
Connect pin G2 to point Y on the test circuit. 
Connect pin E2 to point Z on the test circuit. 

Carry out tests as above. 

Day number ring - 

Connect pin K2 to point Y on the test circuit. 
Connect pin E2 to point Z on the test circuit. 
Connect capacitors (the ones which you have used on 
the board) between pins U25-T26, U29-T30, 
U33-T34, U37-L2. 

Carry out tests as above. 

C14 4jF elect. 300V (T.C.C. Elkomold) 
C15 004F or 0ljF paper 150V (T.C.C. type 

CPI 13G/4G) 
C16 004F or 0ljF paper 150V (T.C.C. type 

CPI 13G/4G) 
C17 0ljF paper 150V 
C18-C44 004F or 0ljF paper 150V (T.C.C. type 

CPII3G/4G)(27 off) 
C45 5F elect. 50V 
C46 004F or 0ljF paper 150V (T C.C. type 

CPI 13G/4G) 

Fuse 
FSI IA anti-surge cartridge fuse with holder 

Miscellaneous 
Veroboard 015m hole matrix, 375in X 7m, 

24 strips 
Perforated board same size to match above 
Aluminium sheet 18 s.w.g. Sin X I7in 
Wood for case required later 
Tube for mounting Xl required later 
Tinned copper wire 20 s.w.g. 

Month Ring to ignite the likely cause will be that the diode in its 

R23-R49 I5k1 J,W, 5%, high stab. (27 off) 
R50 lM1 
R51-R53 I5k1 W, 5%, high stab. (3 off) 
R54 I50kLì 1W, 1%, high stab. 
R55 4701-}W 
R56-R67 I5k +W, 5%, high stab. (2 off) 
R68 I20kû 1W, 5% 
P.69 120kQ 1W, 5% 
R70 22k1 1W, 5% 
AIl 10%, Watt except where otherwise stated 

Potentiometer 
VRI IMiTI linear ¿arbon preset miniature 

Capacitors 
CI 2001zF elect. 350V 
C2 l61zF elect. 350V 
C3 lF paper 150V 
C4 0l1zF paper 150V 
CS l01zF elect. 50V 
C6 4F elect. 300V (T.C.C. Elkomold) 
C7-C13 004F or 0IsF paper 150V (T.C.C. type 

CPI l3G/4G) (7 off) 

Thyristors 
SCRI, 2, 3 CR74 or CRS 140 (S.T.C.) (3 off) 

Diodes 
DI BYlOO 
D2-59 0A202 or 0A200 (Mullard) (58 off) 
D60, D6l 0A202 (Nullard) (2 off) 

Cadmium Suiphide Cell 
Xl I watt, type 2 (Proops Bros.) or ORF IS (Mullard) 

Relays 
RLA, RLB I4ktT, 2 sets of changeover contacts 

(2 off) (Magnetic Devices Ltd. series 2400) 

Switches 
SI Single pole, on/off, push to make 
S2 Single pole, changeover, slide switch 
S3 Single pole, on/off, push to make 
54 Single pole, on/off, push to make 
SS Double pole, on/off, slide or toggle switch for 

the mains (optional) 

R2 IMa C48 4F elect. 300V (T.C.C. Elkomold) 
R3 I2MÛ 0O4F or OlF paper 150V (T.C.C. type 
R4 330kûW 

,C49-C60 
CPII3G/4G)(lloff) 

R5 33k1 C61 3ÓF elect. 150V (Hunts) 
R6 I5kû 
R7 22Mû Cold Cathode Tubes 
R8 220kû VI 16L (NE2) (Hivac) 
R9 I50k1 1W, 1%, high stab. V2-V5I ZAIOOI (Philips) (50 off) (Henry's Radio) 
RIO 47011 W Tansistors Rl I-Rl7 lSkû +W, 5%, high stab. (7 off) 

TRI 25018 R18 lSOk11 1W, 1%, high stab. TRi 2S0I7or2S0l8 
R19 
R20 

470ûW 
330k11 TR3 2SOI7or2S0l8 }(Texas) 

R21 15k11 +W, 5%, hIgh stab. . TR4 2S018 
TR5 2S018 R22 68kû 

COMPONENTS... 

Resistors C47 004F or 0IF paper 150V (I.c.c. type 
Rl IOOQ6W CPII3G/4G) 
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versed in "wireless lore" if one 
harboured any hope at all of per- 
suading authority to part up with the 
coveted permit. 

This was done by means of a 
rather curious device called "the 
line of experiment". In the 
'Twenties the British amateur trans- 
mitting fraternity were licensed to 
operate their stations "for experi- 
mental purposes", not for general 
communication as is the case today. 
Forbidden to transmit the CQ 
general call to all stations, they 
became the only group of amateur 
transmitters in the world to use the 
word TEST as a synonym for the 

sidered to be "experimental"!) 

Climate of Caution 

All in all, a climate of caution 
prevailed, created by the difficulty of 
seeing where the future of "wireless", 
developed immensely by war, truly 
lay. This caution was exhibited in a 
special degree as a phobia against 
"interference". Even the tran- 
mitters of the British Broadcasting 
Company were under an obligation to 
close down at certain intervals lest 
they should jam "official" stations! 

It was within this climate that 

was very largely self taught. And space could be heard with increasing 
even though there was no Radio amplitude. Somewhere in the middle 
Amateurs' Examination to measure were the poor amateurs-the 
the strength of a person's claim to be "licensed experimental stations". (For 
granted a transmitting licence, it was a time even the nation's quarter- 
still necessary to show oneself to be million receiving stations were con- 

the case exactly what they must do to 
get it. 

They can obtain from the Post 
Office a useful pamphlet (and it is 
free) called How fo become a radio 
amateur. 

They can buy a variety of books to 
help them to pass the Radio 
Amateurs' Examination. 

They can sit this examination very 
conveniently at the local "tech". 

And as for morse code, today's 
"young hopeful" (and the old hope- 
fuls too) can work up his speed to the 
obligatory "twelve per" by following 
one of the slow morse broadcasts 
which are organised by the R.S.G.B. 
in many urban areas. For a final 
polish up of his code speed he can 
seek the co-operation of one of his 
local transmitting men-and there 
are 13,000 of the,,, the length and 
breadth of the land. 

SeIf Taught 

Forty years ago there were a bare 
2,000 of them-and none of the 
facilities described above. Morse 
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Mr james W. Mathews is one of the band of amateur radio pioneers who, 
though not professionally engaged in electronic engineering, made a consider- 
able contribution towards the art of communication. Licensed in the Twenties, 
"G Six Double Eli", as he is generally known, opened up the lO metre band 
at a time when its potentialities for world wide contacts were virtually 
unknown. In later years he was one of the first operators to use the 2 metre 
band when it was allocated to British amateurs after the war. Today in retire- 
ment in a Hertfordshire village, Mr Mathews continues to operate actively 
on several v.h.f. bands, with equipment very different ¡n appearance from that 
shown in this picture, taken of station 6LL when it was in CIa pton, London, e 
forty years ago. - 
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"No Royal Road", part two 

"There is no royal road to obtain- 
ing an amateur radio transmitting 
licence". Thus had said Mr Smith 
of Herne Bay to the young hopeful 
of whom we wrote here last time 
hopeful of becoming a transmitting 
amateur, less hopeful when he dis- 
covered the definition of "royal 
road" to be "a means of attaining 
without trouble". 

Mr Smith by the use of this phrase 
had made it clear that, like most of 
the worthwhile things in life, the 
transmitting permit was not to be had 
for the asking: it would need to be 
worked for. 

All this was in the mid-Nineteen 
Twenties. Yet what was said then is 
true today; and although, still, no 
royal road exists, aspirants to the 
transmitting licence in the mid- 
Nineteen Sixties enjoy the consider- 
able advantage of knowing much 
more accurately than was formerly 

"general call". They were "testing" 
in the interest of their "lines of 
experiment". At least this charac- 
teristic was a distinguishing feature of 
the U.K. radio man! 

Said the Post Office to the mid- 
Twenties applicant for a transmitting 
permit (the term "licence" is a post- 
war one): "Convince us that you are 
engaged on a particular line of 
experiment that justifies the need to 
transmit and we will consider your 
case". 

Many and varied were the 
"experiments" dreamed up by young 
hopefuls like our correspondent- 
with-Mr Smith, but what can be 
said with some truth is that if you had 
a good "line" the Post Office would 
swallow it! 

One one side of them were "the 
military", keen to hold on at all costs 
to the wavelengths ("frequency" was 
not yet in use) which they had 
occupied during World War One and 
the years following. On the other 
side sound broadcasting's claim for 

young men in increasing numbers, 
fascinated by this quite new scientific 
thing, "the wireless", feltthe desire to 
use it as a means to communicate 
with one ànother. It must be said to 
the credit of the Post Office of the 
time-and turbulent times they were, 
politically-that any young man who 
could show them that he took "wire- 
less" seriously-that he had a con- 
vincing "line of experiment", 
generally with aerials, that justified 
permission to transmit-would be 
able to travel that far from royal road 
with a reasonable degree of hope. 

Upon that confident note we could 
well leave the story of the young 
hopeful and Mr. Smith, were it not 
for the fact that one further 
phenomenon peculiar to the amateur 
radio world of the 'Twenties has not 
yet been described, and that is the 
"artificial aerial" transmitting permit. 
But this, and the overtones which it 
has produced in the amateur radio 
scene of today, must wait until next 
time. 
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location in the centre of NewYork City, its performance on the AhOV. : One of the new JOY- 
higher frequencies is excellent; the Joystick is certainly the MATCHÍ'EASYT0 E/SE' unit.v 

with the built-in RF indicator for 
answer to the Antenna problem for apartment dwellers." transnision. 

U.S. Patent No. 3274600 
S. Africa Patent No. 63 /4389 
U.K. and World Patents Applied for 

u uuu u uu lu uuuu. 
THIS BROCHURE GIVES YOU THE FACTS 

AND ONLY THE FACTS! 

SEND TODAY! 
PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LTD. 
CAISTER HOUSE PROSPECT ROAO BROAOSTAIRS KENT 

NAME CALLJBRS No. 

ADDRESS u- 

// u. 

u 

u .1 

ii u 

: 

I 

volume-many say they now hear signals thatthey did not know existed before they 
rigged up their Joystick System. 

- Patents have been applied for all over the world - and we recommend you to send 
I 

for a brochure and full information immediately. 

SWL John D. Thompson, 13 Old Park Road, Dover, Kent. Says: 
"Yesterday evening I was tuning in YV's on 15m. band with the 
HF tuner and later on switched round to the 160m. band and a 
couple of GM stations rolled in like the home service. Frankly, 
1 am astonished by the ability of the Joystick-surrounded ast am 
in a built up area-well within a town and in a valley with 
considerable hills around me." (JOYSTICK INDOORS)! 

WA2WOR/W4WFL, New York 23 says: Not only does the 
Joystick make it possible for me to operate on 160m. from my 

The Short Wave listener can cover all the ham bands from 160 meters to 10 meters, 
trawlers, distress wavelengths and the international short wave broadcasting stations. 
Transistor receivers in particular respond very well to the highly selective property of 
this system. 

Tuning units are available to allow the system o be used for Medium Wave reception. 
Licensed amateurs all over the world are radiating excellent signals using the transmitting 
Joystick Systems and are also enjoying a considerable improvement in reception quality. 
in fact, the latest figures show that over 10,000 systems are flow in use. 

Hundreds and hundreds of enthusiastic testimonials are flowing into the Joystick 
office. These show that in particular users who have difficult locations, live in flats or 
EVEN iN A BASEMENT have experienced a remarkable increase in sensitivity and reception 

 

I NEVER KNEW EXISTED 
Says SWL G. WHYTE- ABERÖEEN 

I 
The Joystick System is based on an entirely new "Variable Frequency Aerial" principle. 
The aerial rod and the associated tuning unit together possess the unique quality of 
extremely high sensitivity and efficiency at any desired frequency from 1.8 M/cs 
to3OMc/s. 

"DRAGS IN STATIONS 
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V R1I ITS TRUE VALUE! Yes, 8 separate wave bands, including Standard Long, Msdium and Short to cover 
the entire world. Unique side control wave band selection unit gives incredible ease of station 
tuning! Thousands of stations and different transmissions at your finger tips 24 hours a day, even 
including amateur 'Hams,' 'Pirate' radio stations, ships, eec.!-truly nothing is secret! The Radio enthusiast 

can have the world in the palm of his hand! You must heur it to believe it! Listen to the superb, sweet tone! Control it from a whisper 
to a roar that will fill a hall! Runs economically on standard batteries-take it anywhere. Perfect also for use In your car-any speed, any 
direction! SIZE IO x 7 .: 34'. Made to give years of perfect service. Beautifully designed, Attractive contrasting colours. 
Complete with internal ferrite rod aerial and built-in telescopic aerial extending to full38 length. Also coloured Radio manual, 
including simple operating instructions, and circuit diagram. Can also be used as extension amplifier for record player, radiogram, tape 
recorder, or public address. 12 months' guarantee and after sales service. Refund guarantee. Callers welcome at any of 8 stores, 
thousands of bargains on view, Save L L L's. - 

Headquarter & General Supplies 
I, Thur.. 8). 166 North End. Croydon (Wed. I, Fri. 7). 149 High St., 

Guildford (Thurs.7). Ill High Sc., Coichester (Thur.. l,Fri.7). 93-95 High St., Bromley (Wed. i, Fri.7). 66 South St.. Romford (Wed.7,Thur., I). 
All Scores open daily until 6p.m. including Saturdays. 

8 
THIS MAG- AIA%! Q A RI I" IOTRANSISTOR 

V V V J I V I PORTABLE RADIO RADIO RE 

ANIRON CURTAIN MIRACLE' GETS WOflLD wIJ5TEcEPTIoIJ PRESENTS 
RAD/Ornir ThAItAIIh,sEtrVAlJ THE FINEST 
rECHNOOS,CAL - wSMlssaOliß. VALUE WE 

WE COULII MAKE THEM EDO THIS PRICE ! O rl -. - _____________ - dealer and see 
- iP OEÜ fo r your s el f. 

Iwn1 

LÒ 
tIIR Oj!. £ 9i9'6 4'6 DEPOSIT 
'C1I0n1 . 

dard batter- 

F 
les 5/. extra. The impossible has been done. The Russians have triumphed in producing this fantastic 8 Wave 

T RLD 
Band Radio that YOU can have for hardly more than the cost of an ordinary single wave cheap Transistor 

O 
Another proof of the fantastic ability of Russia in the field of electronics H. & G., BritaIn's great discount 
house has secured a huge quantity allocated to the U.K. They've Just arrived. Brand spanking new and ready 

I for use. YOU GET THIS AMAZING SET FROM US AT A PRICE THAT BEARS NO RELATION TO 

IFC8O 11/- jOPLI 1016. METAL WORK - PANELS - CHASSIS i PeO? 7(8 I JOPL13 12/- 
PCC84 8/-I 35L60T 8/- FOR P.W. P.E. i 
PCCO9 11/- 3IZIOT 5/8 

PCC18911/- 
I 
DOLGUT 8/8 CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS 

J 
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8 St. Chad's Place, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1 
Technical enquiries t: 
VERO ELECTRONICS LTD., Chandler's Ford, Hanta 

OLRUS ELECTRONICS LTD. 
PADdinyton 1515 

9 NORFOLK PLACE (off Praed St.) LONOON, W.2 

FACTORYNEW FULLY GUARANTEED 
VALVES TRANSISTORS - DIODES - ZENER 

DAI91 4/6 FCF(I 71- AC107 10/- flET1I3 5/- 0AZ210 6/6 
I 

0070 4/- 
D.9f 6/6 PCF8I 8/6 

I 
AC126 6/6 (3ET114 4/- 0ÀZ211 016 I 0071 4/- 

DF)I 31- PCLS2 7/- AC127 7/6 CETII5 9/- 0AZ212 8/8 0072 5/- 
DF9 7!- PCL83 8/8 I AC127Z 9/8 (.1T1IU 0Az213 616 OC7I 7/8 
DK9I 5/8 PCL84 7/6 I 

.'C12M 616 I 12/O 0AZ222 9/6 OCTh 61- 
DKP2 8/- FCLJ 9f- I 

WI7I 716 
I 

NKT2I3 8/- 0AZ242 4/8 
I 

0076 5/- 
DK9i 7/- PCLR S'6 ACVI7 8(6 NKT2IU 7/6 OAz24 4/6 I OC7 7/- 
DL9Q 5/- PL3 9/- ACVIM 58 

I 
KT251 5/- 0AZ246 4/6 

I 

0078 5/- 
DL94 5/9 I'L81 7/- CV19 6/6 

I 
NKT25 6/6 0AZ247 4/6 

I 

OC7I) 5f- 
DLl; 7/- PLS2 6/6 .1V2O 5/- I NKT:304 S/- 

I O.z2o 9/6 
I 

0081 5f- 
DISh 6/4 FL83 /6 A(V21 6f- K T4o:4 0ÄZ291 96 

I 

0081 D 5/ 
EBC4I 7/6 rLg4 /6 AI)14U 16f- 

I 
17/6 

I 0AZ292 9/6 
I 

0081M 5/- 
EBCM 613 FL500 13(6 AI)14' 18f- OA., 4!- OC1G 20/- OC8IDM S!- 
EBC9O 4/3 Ii32 8/8 1)Ii 11/- 

I 

0A7 4f 
0C19 7/8 OC8IZ 9/- 

EBF89 6/9 
EVCf1 4/- 

I'VRI 6/- 
516 

D162 11/- 
I 

OAIO 3/- 
A0T140 0A47 0C22 10/- 0082 6/- 

I'182 
15/- 

I 
oA7o 2!- 0C23 12/6 OC82D /- 

ECC82 5/- FY83 6/- 
0A7:4 216 0C24 17/6 

I 

OC$3 51- EX83 5/6 - 1188 713 .tIIO2 18/- 
OC2 916 

I 

OC4 6/.- 
E(X 5/- UB041 7/8 ÀY114 6/8 0A79 2/6 

8/- OC2. 716 
I 

0C122 15!- 
ECFSO 7!- 
EC1435 1019 

UBCS1 7/6 
(C'CHo 6/6 

-U'IIS OASI 
AF116 6/6 OANo 3fr OC2 12/6 

I 

0C139 7(6 

91- AF1I7 51- O%8 4/- oc'o ist- 
i 

0C140 9/6 
F.CU42 tCH42 8/6 

1216 2f6 0C3b 12/8 
I 

0C11!) 5/- ECR8I. 5/2 VCH8I 6f3 .tFIIM OADO 
AF124 9f- O.t91 2/6 0C3li 12/6 j 0C170 / ECHs1 8/10 UCL$2 713 
SF125 8/6 0À95 3(6 0c41 6/- 0fl 6/- 

ECL$O 7/- 1L41 8/6 8- 0A200 f3 0C42 5/- j OC200 7/6 CL$2 61$ UL-1 813 .E126 
8/- 413 

I 

0C43 I- 
I 

0(201 116 ECLlIi' 9/- i:y 5(6 AY127 O.2o2 1- O)21O 0C44 5/- OC202 1:3/6 EF84) 51- 
Er8 6/3 

U25 9/0 
U26 816 

ÀF119 7/6 
I 

AI1$ 19/8 
i 
oA2ll 9/6 

I 

0C44M 5j6 0C204 1Q8 

EF1$: 8/4 5U4(;R 6/6 .FI9 22/8 0AZ20011!- OC4 4/- 0c201 15f- 
EF1M4 6f4 Y3UT 5fr AIZIl 17f- OAZ2OI1O/ 0C45M 4/ 00205 15fr 
EL:4 9/6 5Z4(T 8/- tFZI2 1216 OAZ2O2 8/8 O46 5(6 oc20i 22fb 
EL4I 8/6 6F2: 10/- t$V2 6/6 I O%2203 8(6 OCIT 7/6 

OC7 1I- ORI2 8/6 
EL84 4/9 GL6(C 7/6 6/6 

I 

0AZ204 8/6 OCR 17/6 
oRruo 5/- 

I M84 7/- 
EY5I 7/- 

6l47(TB7/- 
4VOflT 

ÂSZ2O 7/6 0.\Z205 
(ET2O 10/- OAZ2O 816 OCMI 18/6 

18202 4/6 
I 28012 20/- 

E186 6/6 6X5(T &/- (ET1O2 6/- 0ÀZ207 g OCGO 17/6 
I 2S012.t 

EZ4O 7/8 2L6(T 8/6 (.TI03 4/6 OÀZ2OM 6/6 0065 22/6 
I 

EZ8O 5f- 3OCI 10!- ETIO5 816 0AZ209 6/6 0CG6 25f- 2,OI 20/- 
EZ1 5f- 3OFLJ 10/6 
EZ9(J 4/- OpjI411/- C.W.O. ONLY 

10f- 30L15 11f- pp 2 in £ 0Z34 10f- 
Fc86 uf- 

30P12 91- 
30p19 13/- II- Minimum - 

IBAKER 12m. "GROUP 25" 
Designed to stand up to long periods of electronic power tnput. I 

I Ideal for Vocal G roups, Bass, Lead and Rhythm 
I Guitars, Electronic Organs, PubIc Address ana 
I ll Sound Systems. 
I Maximum Power 25 watts Available ' 

Flux Density 2000 gauss 
Voice coil diameter 2 Radio & 
Voice coil impedance IS ohms Hi-Fi 
Voice coil material Copper Dealers 

Bass Pesonance 80 c.p.s Irom all i 

Useful response 30-10,000 c.ps 
Cone surround RoIl 5 G ns Chassk material Solid aluminium 
Overall diameter ll' Post Free 
Send for New catalogue and enclosure plans 

Baker Reproducers Ltd 
(DPTPE4) 

Bensham Manor Road Passage. Thornton Heath. Surrey THO 1665 I 
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either that they are too expensive or The first is a tool kit containing 18 
too heavy, consequently not suitable tools in a neat zip fastened wallet. 

I 
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Security Alarm by Bulgin 

which is the nerve centre of the system 
and, keeps the bell ringing 
once activated; Battery Magazine; 
4 in Uiderdome bell; Pressure 
Switch; and the system is completed 
by twin plastic coated wire, screws, 
tacks, keys and protective Door 
Striker Plates. There are many 
accessories available and seems well 
worth investigating. 

A safety device of particular 
interest to the experimenter is the 
Rendar Safebloc available from DTV 
Group, 126, Hamilton Road, West 
Norwood, London, S.E.27 or by post 
from Guildford Mail Order, 6, 
Leapdale Road, Guïldford, Surrey. 
This device provides a quick ad safe 
method of securing 2-core or 3-core 
bare ended connecting wires to the 
mains. 

Another item which should be 
considered a must in the workshop or 
house is a fire extinguisher. The 
usual excuse for not having one is 

and any circuit modifications can be 
made instantly-well almost. 

Some time ago we.used "Master- 
boxes" from Cockrobin Contro!s, in a 
series of constructional articles (issues 
now entirely out of print and un- 
obtainable). These proved very 
successful in obtaining a good 
presentable finish. Now this firm is 
producing a series of four design 
sheets to help layout circuits and aid 
in choosing the best type of boxes to 
be used. Our photograph shows a 
model railway control panel which is 
a typical example of the type of unit 
that can be first laid Out OFI these 
sheets. 

Develoboard marketed by Livingston 

.- 

-IE ILSE OF FLAIL 

Major 750 Firemaster extinguisher 

A problem that seems to always 
confront us when building battery 
powered equipment is how best to 
mount the batteries? A spring Clipi 

mounted on one side of a cabinet is 
usually possible, but with equipment 
that is likely to be subjected to some 
form of vibration there is a tendency 
for the batteries to become dislodged. 
However, Bulgin are now producing 
a complete range of battery holders 
in various styles, base mounting, 
panel mounting, and types for fixing 
to chassis tugs. All have highly 
insulating moulded bodies, corrosion 
resisting metal tags and springs and 
reversed polarity prevention. 

TOOLS 
Three aids to wiring and soldering 

are the next components of interest. 

Barking, Essex, which provides pro- 
tection to the average household at a 
reasonable cost of £12 lis 6d. The 
basic system, once installed as 
instructed, is very efficient and con- 
sists of six units: Latching Door 
Switch, having special one way 
operation; Keyswitch Control Box, 

I- v- 
' I '\ 

jflhTYALM 

Rendar Safebloc mains connector 

for the lady of the house. With the 
introduction of a new range of 
extinguishers from Firemaster 
Extinguishers Ltd., these arguments 
are no longer valid. Of the dry 
powder type, they are light, 221b, 
powerful and easy to use and range 
from £2 19s 6d to £4 9s 6d. They 
are covered by a three year guarantee 
and there is a low cost replacement 
service for used extinguishers. 

CONSTRUCTORS AIDS 
A fairly new "electronic bread- 

board" that will appeal to the 
hobbyist is being marketed 
exclusively in the U.K. by Livingston 
Components Ltd., called the Develo- 
board it consists of a breadboard 
chassis assembly which employs 
solderless connectors, enabling han- 
sistor circuits to be made up rapidly 

Deac batteries. These batteries are 
now available direct from Deac 
(Great Britain) Ltd., Hermitage 
Street, Crewkerne. Somerset. 

IRF 
IX NGUISh" 

9remaste 
MAJOR 750 

10.1St 

q 

Items mentioned in this feature are usually 
available from electronic equipment and com- 
ponent retailers advertising in this magazine. 
However, where a full address is given. 
enquiries and orders should then be made direct 
to the firm concerned. 

SAFETY FIRST 
The first item this month is the 

Bulgin Security Alarm from A. F. 
Bulgin & Co. Ltd., Bye-pass Road, 

- 

'k 

size coupled with low leakage currents, 
and to ensure proper charging after 
extended idling periods. 

A specially designed capacitor for 
this application is the "Lectroflash" 
manufactured by TCC Division of 
Plessey and available from most 
good retailers. The capacitor ¡s 
available with ratings from 2OOuF to 
l,75OjiF. The discharge energy varies 
between 16 and 92 joules. 

Whilst still on electronic flash guns 
we have in the past recommended 

mARKET 
COMPONENTS - 

The basis of portable flash equip- 
ment for photography is the use of 
rechargeable low voltage batteries as 
a primary source of power with an 
electronic circuit charging a capacitor 
to a much higher voltage. Electro- 
lytic capacitors are used because of 
their large capacitance for a given 
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some research on a job I'm doing". 
There are quite a number of new 

items in the Home Radio Catalogue, 
price 7s 6d, which arrived in the 
office and has already disappeared 
into the Editor's office. 
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is that you have to lay the lettering on 
the panel before mounting any com- 
ponents. But provided the lettering 
is sprayed with Letracote protective 
coating it will withstand rough 
handling and abrasion. 

 i: 
Henri Picard & Frère tool kit 

can be adjusted quickly to the wire 
thickness required by the special 
pre-set selector gauge, which is now 
conveniently marked at each setting 
with a letter for simple identification. 
At 8s 6d this seems to be a worthy 
addition for the tool box. 

LITERATURE 
Two of the most treasured items in 

our workshop have been the 
catalogues issued by Home Radio 
(Mitcham) Ltd., and Henry's Radio 
Ltd. The only trouble is that they 
keep disappearing and a frantic 
search follows until a voice casually 
mentions "Oh! I've got that, I 
borrowed it and took it home to do 

Model 8 wire-stripper from Multicore 
Solders 

- * 
- d O - k «r. 

tS 

1 

Masterboxes from 'Cockrobin 
Controls 

FINISHING TOUCH 
How to finish oft' one's final 

project has always been a problem, 
particularly the front panel which 
either makes the equipment look 
professional or amateurish. With so 
many decorative plastics self-adhesive 
papers available (and not forgetting 
the well-known technique of rubbing 
an aluminium front panel with glass- 
wool) the panel itself presents no 
real problem until you come to 
lettering the ficia. This is where the 
trouble really starts, hand painting 
and labels are alt right but do not 
really fulfil the requirements: 

We have recently started using 
Letraset (Letraset Ltd., 195, Waterloo 
Road, London, SE.!) instant letter- 
ing and find this is one of the best 
methods so far. The only drawback 

Model 8 wire-stripper from Multicore 
Solders Ltd., which cuts and strips 
most standard wires accurately. lt 

!L :". 
.tÍ1Y 

t 

1JJ' cathode ray tubes is available from Q Brimar Publicity Department, Thorn- 
AEI Radio Valves & Tubes Ltd., 7, 
Soho Square, London, W.1. No 

Rubis No. 5A tweezer price given. 

'b 

r 4' . 

Q 

E.C.4. 
The second is a tweezer shaped in 

such a manner that it enables much 
steadier and positive use as indicated 
in the photograph. Available from 
J. A. C. Wilkinson Co., 5, Beeches 
Avenue, Carshalton, Surrey, this 
tweezer is known as the Rubis 
No. 5A, is Swiss made, and sells at 
l2s 9d for a standard carbon steel 
model and 14s 3d for a stainless steel 
version. 

The third item is the well-known 

and the smaller companies. The 
catalogue is called Electroniques 
Hobbies Manual and lists corn- 
ponents and equipment from over 85 
leading manufacturers. Priced lOs 6d 
it contains details of complete 

/ designs and kits, technical data, 
/ practical tips and formulae as well as 

./ 1 the vast amount of stock parts 
Ii' required to construct electronic 

/ // apparatus. 
/! A new Brimar, Data List No. 33, 

valve booklet covering 542 valves and 

The selection of tools include a 14mm 
magnifying mirror, a 30 watt solder- 
ing iron, a flexible screwdriver and a 
variety of miniature screwdrivers and 
tweezers. This kit is intended mainly 
for transistor circuits and is priced at 
10 guineas from Henri Picard & Frère 
Ltd., 34/35, Furnival Street, London, 

A third catalogue has just been 
added to the above list and we 
strongly recommend readers to obtain 
a copy for reference. It. is part of a 
new service just started by Eke- 
troniques (Prop. STC Ltd.),. 
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex, 
specially for the home constructor 
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ARCH ISSUE ON SALE FEB. 17-2/6 

- Order now and make sure of your copy 

\ 
Th;s highly sensitive photo-electric 

'eady 

warnuig' device responds immediately to 

the presence of a human body-or of any 

animal. 
Variety of applications in house, garage, 

garden, etc 

RADIATION 
COUNTER 

Transistorised dr- 
cuit drives a digital L 

relay which displays 
the count from a L 

halogen-quenched 
Geiger Muller tube. 

Suitable for deter- 

mining the day-to- 

day change in 

cosmic radiation or 

for the accurate 
quantitative analy- 

sis of liquid 
samples. 

-1 
, 1 

A small synchroniser for remote operation of 

more than one flash gun. Does away with the 

need for inter-connecting 
wires. 

AUTO CALENDAR 

ii!!.! 

GOG 

ít!lllllLLjjllT1[ffjjlj11/If/Jffffffff 
il j. 

Concludes the how-to-make instruc- 

tions begun in the February issue. 
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L ± 

use batteries in this particular application seems at first setting of VRI, which may be adjusted to vary the time 
to defeat the purpose of the transformer. Any rectify- delay. If a short delay is required, a smaller value 
ing circuit would have to be on continuously and include potentiometer should be used. 
electrolytic capacitors, which have a habit of breaking It is expected that one Ever Ready PP7 battery will 
down after a few months continuous use. operate this unit 1,800 tines for a period of 2 minutes 

Group photograph of the various units wired together. Left to right: bell, push button, transformer, repeater, indicator 

_ 
4 

restricted to the time that the bell is ringing, and if the 
bulb is not noticed at once its effect is lost, so that the 
illumination must be sustained. 

Secondly, many bell systems are powered by a.c. 
mains via a suitable transformer, which is unsuitable 
for any form of standard timing circuit. 

TIME DELAY 
Both these problems are overcome by the circuit 

described.. Only the transistor circuit of the unit need 
Ie operated on d.c. The bulbs may be run off the low 
voltage a.c. used to supply the bell. 

The whole idea of using a transformer to power the 
bell is to save the frequent purchase of batteries, and to 

R4, and TRI through R3, thus keeping the quiescent 
current low. At the same time, it keeps Cl fully 
discharged. When the relay is operated RLA2 
connects the indicator bulb across TI secondary. 

Contacts RLAI connect Cl to the base of TRI via 
R2. Cl charges through R2, VRI, and R3, and biases 
TRI negative. TRI conducts via the bell and Dl 
supplies a continuous negative bias to TR2, which 
sustains the relay. This condition continues until the 
charge of CI approaches a maximum when the bias at 
TRI drops to a point where TRI can no longer sustain 
TR2, and the relay drops out. Cl is then discharged 
by Rl, and the transistors once more are "grounded". 

The speed at which CI charges is dependent on the 

I 
although the Unit featured in this article was originally 

designed for the hard of hearing, it will find a use in 
most households with an inadequate bell system or 
while television is on. 

The problem could be tackled in a variety of ways. A 
louder bell is the obvious solutiòn, but this is often 
disturbing to the neighbours. The existing bell could 
be moved to the living room, but since this normally 
leads to confusion with bells included in the televised 
programme, it is not effective. 

The alternative is a visual indicator displayed -in a 
prominent position, but the practical difficulties are 
rather more formidable than would at first be expected. 

Firstly, if a bulb is used, the illumination period is 

quiescent and running currents have been kept to a 
minimum, being 25-60/zA (depending on ambient 
temperature) and 45mA respectively at 9 volts. 

The timing factor uses a slightly modified version of 
the better known type of delay circuit. Potential 
dividers have been eliminated in the quiescent state, and 
the time constant is derived from the charge time of a 
capacitor- rather than its discharge, thus there are no 
capacitors across the battery supply. 

As. can be seen in Fig. 1, a.c. is fed from the bell 
through Dl; the consequent d.c. is smoothed by C2. 
This produces a few volts bias at the base of TR2, and 
switches it on operating the relay. The relay in the off 
position serves to "ground" the base of TR2 through 

I I 

by G.E. COUCHER 

IT WILL probably seem obvious to the reader that, To offset the disadvantage of using batteries, both the I 
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L 

Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the doorbell 
repeater, beH, and indicator. LPJ and 
LP2 are flàshing lamps with a bimetal 
strip contact 
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Fig. 3. Dimensions of the repeater housing showing the position of VRI añd the details of the keyhole 
slots to be cut in the back plate 
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Fig. 2. Component layout and wiring of the Veroboord Unit 
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No2 xIIi long wood screw MATERIAL: connecting cable to pass through to the lamp unit. 
n 6 positions l/ Hardboard 

or Plywood Blocks are eliminated, saving a great deal of space. 
Fig. 4. Indicator lamps are housed in a small box with The whole unit is covered in decorative plastics 
opalescent Pers pex on two sides laminate to give a pleasing appearance. * 
120 

HOUSING 

OPOheCent unit will probably be mounted on a wall. Overall fl Size and appearance were borne in mind, since the 

krykcshztt sizes of the two units are 3in X 4in x 2in and 
'/8thIck 

3m x 2in X I*in. Two inverted "keyholes" were cut J 

I 

A partition 2in wide made of plywood is used 
21/21 

the wall. 

small gap is left between the base and partition to allow 

i \fr' 
in the back of the large box for mounting on screws in 

the battery leads access to the battery. 

Ij prevents damage to the underneath wiring. 

to separate the battery from the main assembly. A 

The Veroboard is secured to the base by four round- 

i 

3' 

headed in screws, and pieces of plastics cable sleeving 
are used to space the board from the base. This 

A hole should be cut in the side of the box to accom- 
/4' modate VRI and another in the left-hand side for the 

Battery 
BYI 9V (type PP7) 

Lamps 
LPI and LP2 6VO4A flashing bulbs (Pirco) 

Switch 
SI SIngle-pole on/off push button 

Miscellaneous 
Veroboard 2ln x 2m, 015m hole matrix 
Electric bell 8V 
Battery connectors, screws, wire 
Plywood for boxes (see diagrams) 
MES. batten lampholders (2 off) 

l5ømA. This is important, as Dl has to supply about 
4OmA to the relay via the base-emitter junction of TR2 
when the battery runs down. This switches the relay 
on and off twenty times per second, even without the 
battery supply and illuminates the bulb at half power. 
This automatically throws suspicion on the battery, and 
nothing else. 

The indicators chosen were Pifco 6V flashing bulbs, 
which flash at a rate governed by a bimetal strip, 
situated near the filament. Because of their voltage 
rating, two must be used in series, but they are relatively 
inexpensive to run. The two may be displayed in the 
same room or in different parts of the house. - 

C2 elect. ISV - 

Transistors t 

TRI 0071 (Mullard) 
TR2 NKT2I7 (Newmarket). 

Diodes 
Dl and D2 0A81 (Mullard) 

Relay 
RLA 185û with two sets of changeover contacts. 

Type MH2P with socket or type MH2 without 
socket (Keyswitch Relays) 

Transformer 
TI Primary 200-250V a.c.; Secondary 8V (Bell / 

transformer) 

Figs. 2 and 3. 
The relay is a plug-in type chosen for its high per- 

formance, clean action, and ease of replacement. If 
economy is important, an MH2 type may be used and 
directly mounted without a socket. If the socket is 
used, however, this should be ordered with the relay, 
and suitable holes should be cut in the Veroboard to 
accommodate it. 

Supply voltage to the unit may be varied between 
5-25v without serious deterioration of performance, 
but a high voltage is rather impractical in view of 
battery size. 

Noñe of the resistance values are critical, nor the 
capacitance of C2, as long as this is about 8F or more. 
Diodes Dl and D2 have a maximum curreñt capacity of 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
RI l5Oûï) 
R2 47kL All lO%* watt carbon 
R3. 47ko 
R4 27kLJ . 

Potentiometer 
VRI 50k11 linear carbon 

Capacitors 
CI 25OF elect. 25V 

___ ___ il 
SS 

The repeater unit and flashing indicator box. The battery 
has been removed 

COMPONENTS f 

Vero board construction is used for simplicity, and the 
device kept as small as possible. Layouts are shown.in 

/ 

per operation at IO operations per day, or 3,600 
operations using a PP9. It follows that this figure 
would be doubled at 1 minute periods. 

Although the initial current is about 45mA at 
switch-on, this drops steadily to 45mA during illumina- 
tion, at which point the relay drops out. 
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Q4lcuft. gives an idea of the robust construction. 

121 

is known as the Charnwood and sells at £21 16s Od, 
The drive units are a Celestion hf: radiatot 
and an E.M.I. 13m by 8m elliptical for bass. This 
firm, well known for its small labyrinth enclosures 
has now restyled its Lab 8 model in a Mk3 version, 
which is priced at 14 guineas. 

Nichols Acoustical Fitments, of Church Street, 
Bubwith, Yorks, offer a range of robust enclosures and 
supply drive units by leading makers. Advice is 
available on suitable combinations to meet individual 
needs. The Derwent Minster (fl9) and Major (fl5), 
the largest models, have characteristics which Suit the 
Celestion 12m Units. The Minor, at £11 lOs, has a 
volume of i 66cu ft and th Bookshelf (5 5s) encloses 

from the U.S.A. The imposing equipment consoles, 
substantial and built to luxury standards, are mostly 
expensive, but there are large (6cu ft) loudspeaker 
enclosures which sell at a little over £70 a pair. Hand 
finished, oiled walnut is standard for these cabinets. 

A British firm making high class furniture of 
specialised type is Balmforth and Battye, The Forge, 
Marland, Rochdale. Elegant cabinets, made in two 
sizes, are supplied for practically any combination of 
hi fi units. A new venture is an efficient horn enclosure 
for Lowther PM6 or PM7 drive units. Priced at £22 
the enclosure contains a folded horn of 9ft total length, 
but the external dimensions of the cabinet are quite 
moderate. The weight of this model, 56 pounds, 

from the case if cabinet mounting is preferred. 
Eagle products marketed by Adler (see Audio Trends, 

November) include a transistor stereo pre-amplifier 
which provides the extra stage of voltage amplification 
needed when a magnetic pick-up is used with an 
insufficiently sensitive amptifier. This little mains 
powered unit, type PRE3O2, costs £5 16s 6d. Thereis a 
mono version. Bookshelf speakers from this firm 
have a rosewood finish and are available in several 
Sizes, the smallest of which is the MS4O (8 lOs 6d). 

NEW SPEAKERS 
A new bookshelf speaker by LNB of Loughborough 

r 

Model PE34 four-speed 
turntable unit. IJ I 

/ . 

This firm is also importing Barzilay cabinet kits 

HI FI UNITS 
Redesigned tuners and other transistorised units 

have been introduced by the Chapman Division of 
Derritron. Tuner model FMI003A, for f.m. only, is 
fitted with a stereo decoder and sells at £39 I Is 3d 
when prepared for cabinet niounting. A shelf mount- 
ing version is obtainable and there is also an a.m./f.m. 
tuner type FM1005A for which outstanding signal-to- 
noise ratio and Sensitivity are claimed. This latter 
model has entirely separate sections for a.m. and f.m. 

Also new from Chapman is model 310 integrated 
stereo amplifier which, at £50, is supplied as a free 
standing unit in a wood case. Output rating is 10 wâtts 
per channel and there are the usual inputs for pick-ups 
(magnetic and crystal), radio tuners and tape recorders. 
The amplifier and control unit sections can be removed 

Model S33 speaker enclosure by Design Furniture 
Ltd. measures 27m by 16m by 12m and is intended for 
use with various well known drive units. It is available 
in walnut, teak or mahogany finishes. A new equip- 
ment cabinet, model EQC18, has features which were 
determined to some extent by the results of a design 
competition held some time ago. For details write to 
the firm at Calthorpe Manor, Banbury, Oxfordshire. 

There are two additions to the already extensive 
catalogue of Scandinavian audio furniture, a speciality 
of Howland-West. The "Viking Standard", 39m by 
191m by 12m, is an equipment cabinet finished in teak 
with matt black contrasting sections. The Perspex 
turntable cover runs in grooves and can be pulled to 
one side. This model costs 20 guineas and the solid 
teak plinth is an extra 6 guineas. 

A similar "Major" model, 51m long, is priced at 
24 guineas (plinth extra). The mounting board for 
the pick-up and turntable measures 19m by 18m. 
Model PE34 four-speed transcription turntable and 
arm, distributed in the U.K. by Howland-West, now 
retails at £30-considerably below the original price. 

o revised Heathkit catalogue, now obtainable from Day- 
.)., / strom Ltd., Gloucester. 

ii" The Triaxiom 212c, a triple-element drive unit for 
I j high fidelity use, has been added to the Goodmans 

' .4 range. The basically similar 1220c, with a 20 wast 
rating, is already well established; the new version, 
rated at 15 watts and again of I 2m diameter, costs 

O £15 lOs. This type of unit is essentially a twin-cone 
with a horn loaded pressure tweeter mounted 

renspeaker Z in the centre. 

AUDIO FURNITURE 

Next a note for those who like to make a practical 0Ot1CG EQiJ, contribution to their speaker system. The Decca 
Kardioid, until now a ready-made speaker, has been 
introduced in kit form at 40 guineas. This is the 
system which incorporates the Kelly ribbon h.f. unit 
and an acoustical lens device. Also of interest is the 
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4 0101 
Method I (divide by 10 as an example) 5 0 I I O 

The binary divider shown in Fig. 15 divides by 1,0. 6 0 I I I 

A "truth table" is shown giving the output conditions 7 I' I O I 

of each divide by 2 circuit for each input pulse. A 8 I I I O 

9 I I I I "0" signifies no output and a "1" signifies an output. - 

Fig. IS. Binary divide by IO circuit Fig. ¡6. The NOT output D and normal out- 
put D from a flip4lop 

voltage discharge tubes and low voltage incandescent, 
lamp displays. In general, it is simpler to use the 
first group with decade counters and the second group 
with transistor counters and we will proceed on this 
assumption. 

Now let us see what the display circuits of the clock 
have to do. We want a count oføto 9 and Oto 5to 
display the minutes and I to 12 to display the hours 
(or O to 23 on a 24-hour clock). Once again this means 
using frequency divider circuits. The only difference 
is that we want to know the state of tie count at any 
instant. 

Using binary circuits (the flip-flops already con- 
sidered) there are two waYs of doing this: 

pressed as A B C D. The bar over the B and D 
means "not B" and "not D". The "not" output is 
taken from the opposite transistor to that giving the 
normal output in the flip-flop. This is shown in Fig. 16. 

Input 

Pulse 

N um be r 

2 
3 

Table I 

Output from 

DCB A 

0000 
0.0 O I 

o o i o 00 I I 

AST month, various pulse circuits for driving Dekatron 
clock counters were described. Here we go on to see 

how the divider ciríits can be matched to a display. 

NUMERICAL DISPLAY 
There are two main types of numerical display: high 

One has to be careful here; "O" outpút means that 
the output transistor is off, therefore the output 
voltage is highly negative; "1" output means that the 
output transistor.is on therefore the output voltage is a 
very low negative voltage. 

The conditions shown in this table must then be 
interpreted to light the appropriate number lamp; 
to light lamp 4 "A" must be on, "B" must be off, 
"C" must be on, and "D" must be off. This is ex- 

J. D. LOCKE A.M.I.E.R.E. 

11 

_rivsi 
r 
L 

) 

SL 
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Fig. 2!. Indicator drive stage using a Dekatron and Digitron 
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et FigZ2 see 
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Circuit as Fiç.12 Circuit as Figs.12 &14 
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Fig. 24. Lamp driver for 4.' +2v 

ring counters - Fig. 27. Delay circuit 

Fig. 28. Block diagram of an electronic clock using Dekatrons I 
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building up a complete clock such as shown in Fig. 28. 
The circuits given will form a good basis for a clock 

but may need adjustments to get the best out of them. 
Power supplies are not shown but are conventional 

and will be well within the compass of anyone attempt- 
ing a project of this kind. It is stressed that the cir- 
cuits given are only intended for guidance for the 
experimenter. 

The estimated cost of the transistor version would be 
about £75, for the Dekatron version £25, excluding 
hardware. * 

calculators there are chapters on basic and advanced 
computer mathematics which in some places become 
very advanced indeed. 

By itself this book is of little value to those wishing to 
learn about the principles of electronic analogue 
computers, although coupled with Book 2 it would 
probably be appreciably better. On the other hand for 
anyone wishing to investigate the properties and 
capabilities of mechanical analogue devices it should be 
of considerable use and can be recommended. 

S.T.A. 

125 

This circuit is only uitable for counts from 0-9 and 
not for 0-5 and 1-12 as are also required for the clock 
display. For a count of 6, an output must be taken 
from cathode 6, inverted and fed on to the reset line, 
as shown in Fig. 22. 

In order to obtain a count of 12, a further stage is 
required. An output from cathode 1 of this extra 
stage is used to "gate" an input which is obtained from 
cathode 3 of the previous stage. The output of the 
gating circuit provides a reset pulse to reset the addi- 
tional stage to "O" and the previous stage to "1". 
Thus as soon as the indicators try to go to 13 they are 
reset toread 01. 

Figs. 23 to 27 are supplementary circuits used in 

some otherwise inexplicable peculiarities. Certainly, it 
came as a slight shock to find a book, supposedly on 
computer design, which did not contain a single circuit 
diagram of any sort. Throughout the book the 
emphasis is almost exclusively on mechanical means of 
calculation with lengthy discussions on the wheel-and- 
disc integrator, differential gear systems, the cam, and 
related devices. Apart from the occasional mention of 
electrical-mechanical analogies the subject of electronic 
calculation is left untouched. In fairness, though, it 
would seem that this deficiency is at least partly 
corrected in Book 2, the contents of which include a 
chapter on electronic calculating devices. 

In addition to the descriptions of purely mechanical 

are in the "O" state, including the driving stage. 
The next input pulse switches the driving stage to "1". 

This feeds a pulse to the outer ring to drive all those 
connected to it to "O". The only stage to be affected 
is stage 2. This theñ produces an output from its "O" 
terminal which will switch on stage 3. The next 
input pulse switches the driving stage from "1" to 
"O", producing a pulse on the inner ring, which switches 

ff stage 3 and in turn switches on stage 4. Once 
tgain, a current amplifier is required to drive the 
amps. 

The final method of indicator drive is by using a 
Dekatron to drive a Digitron. This is shown in Fig. 21. 

paragraph headings will make a search for information 
mor rapid than the time it takes to cure a fault. The 
book is well ptoduced on semi-glossy paper with a 
durable cover, and it contains photographs. 

( D.B. 

COMPUTER BASICS-INTRODUCTION TO 
ANALOGUE COMPUTERS 

Published by Fouisham-Sams 
288 pages, 8*in X Skin. Price 30s 

THIS voLuME, which is of U.S. Navy origin, is only the 
first of a series of five books and this may explain 

This method is basically a ring counter made up of 
flip-flops, only one of which will be on for each lamp 
lit. 

An example of a ring counter, one for driving 6 
lamps (0 to 5 for tens of minutes) is shown in Fig. 19. 
Notice that the inputs to all the outer flip-flops are 
split, i.e. separate inputs to each transistor. Thus the 
input to the circuit shown in Fig. 1 has to be modified 
as shown in the redrawn section, Fig. 20. The two 
outputs labelled "0" and "1" are the outputs from 

ITR and TR2 respectively. 
The operation of the ring counter is as follows: 

assume that stage 2 is on and all other stages are off, 
i.e. TR2 is in the "1" state and all the other stages 

reader. 
The contents are as follows; transistor fundamentals, 

d.c. tests, signal condition testing, audiá amplifiers with 
a disappointingly short section on video amplifiers, a 
good chapter on r.f. testing which includes u.h.f. tuners 
and boosters, tape bias/erase and other lowish frequency 
oscillators, radios, and a brief look at hi-fi amplifiers. 
Some of the circuit examples have component values 
and five fault diagnosis charts are provided. The 
concluding chapter, after a discussion of test equip- 
ment, becomes severely practical with printed circuit 
and soldering advice, and a list of "don'ts" for the 
unwary. 

The index does little to help the reader, but clear 

voltage will be high only if all the inputs are in the '1" 
condition. The output of the transistor is then fed 
to an emitter follower to give current amplification 
sufficient to drive a lamp (in this example 6V, 01 A) (Fig. 
18). 

RING COUNTER 
The arrangement described above requires a large 

number of diodes, 112 for the AND circuits, but only 
15 flip-flops for the display. There is an alternative 
method which uses more flip-flops but no extra diodes. 

By Gordon J. King 
Published by George Newnes Ltd. 
151 pages, 8in X 5in. Price 30s 

ALTHOUGH this book is aimed primarily at first year 
students, service technicians, and enthusiastic 

amateurs, the author avoids the usual lengthy com- 
parisons between valve and transistor circuits, thereby 
saving valuable space for.a more direct treatment of 
up-to-date equipment. The emphasis, as the title 
suggests, is on fault finding, but there is a great deal of 
general information in the text to interest the casual 

Having found which circuit conditions have to light 
the lamps, we have to find a circuit which will satisfy 
these conditions and also provide enough power to 
light the lamps. An AND circuit will do the first and an 
emitter follower will do the second. The AND circuit 
is shown in Fig. 17. 

The transistor will be nearly cut off and its collector 

Book reviews 
RAPID SERVICING OF TRANSISTOR 
EQUIPMENT 
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cated pulse circuitry which gives ....; 
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higher speed line location 
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I .j I ------ 
Dialled digits are stored until 

- Ft .__ - -: 

the final digit is registered, then '1 c' il It it II liii Iii lift 1d1 i 

the complete code finds the re- liii ihui I h 
L -. 

(J 
quired line in 50 milliseconds ... 
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11(1 liti lti 
Faults are detected automatically liii III 

liii Ill 
'' I I I I I I 

and the exchange finds another . ... 
.. ... -. - 

' J.- 1i4. .l.(... . 

path and prints out the fault on 'J ii ji iii - '. il i it I I i i 
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papertapeforservicingengineers. . LLHJ ......... 
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,. . 

It is possible ïn electronic 
. . . - . . 

- ------- 
PABX installations that the caller 

. f . . 

. .1111 '. - i i 

can dial direct into the required I! 
' .......... .. -. . 

. (J 
.1 

extension. Although Ambergate ' 

t 

I \ ¡ . . . ".- ..'-.'. . 

.J 
carries only about 900 lines at 11 j ¡ liii 1il lf ii 
present, a "large" exchange II - .. . 1 k-L LI 1:1 
version (more than 2 000 lines) is . - 

. I . '...- ..-. 
. 

II 
expected to be ready later this 

lj 
ii ii 

L __ 
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ir 
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IIÍI 
The equipment is built by . 

11.1 1 
jii i ij 

Ericsson Telephones, one of the . L 
;. r i 

' 

Plessey Group of Companies, to . .. ILL 
- 

Post Office specification. . .1 

H 

special applications. The use 
of photoconductive tubes fl simplifies the associated cir- 
cuitry, reducing both éapital and 
operating costs. 

2 
Electronic Exchange in Service 

TJ 
first production electronic 

telephone exchange, Pentex 
TXE 2, was brought into public 

D 
service on December 15 at 
Ambergate, Derbyshire, by the 
Postmaster-General. This new 
system relies on reed relay 
switches instead of the conven- 
tional types. It vastly cheapens 
relay production and improves 
reliability. However, this lower 
cost is offset by using sophisti- 

L - -. I - 

- 

ir 

1t' 

iI1i 
.' iuíiil 

'. _ - 

ll,I 

lii I Ill II I 

-- 
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Cheaper TV Camera 

THE ultimate in performance is 
expected from the latest tele- 

vision camera, the Mark VI, by 
Marconi. This camera uses a 
Vidicon photoconductive tube if for black and white pictures 
although it can be changed for a 
Philips Plumbicon tube for 
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Missile Use Teleprinters 
AROW of advanced com- 

munications equipment 
bearing a resemblance to a line 
of slot machines are seen here at 
the Aerojet-General plant in 
California. The devices are 
actually teleprinters awaiting 
assembly into flight communica- 
tion systems for installation at 
U.S. Air Force Minuteman, 
ballistic missile launch sites. 

27 
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Solar Cell Television ,&.. 

rHE FIRST SUfl powered television translator to cover areas i 

I w where a signal is weak or non-existenl is being installed j 
in Jamaica. It is designed by TIE. (Communications) 
Limited using components manufactured by Hoffman i 

Electrônics Corporation, Marconi Company Limited, and 
- Nife Limited. 

The first installation has been deliberately located in an 
accessible area so that data from its operation can be easily i 
received and evaluated. Subsequent installations will 
tend to be in remote areas, where mains electricity does not ,j 

exist and where the provision of fuel and maintenance for 
engines is both difficult and expensive. 

The Jamaica installation, opened in December, demon- 
strated for the first time that a television picture can be 
made available for some eight hours a day, or more, relying 
on sunlight as the only source of power. 

-H 

Uhost Tractor 

Aw development in farming 
in this country is this 

remote control farm tractor. 
The unit here has been lifted, out 
of its housing on the back of a 
tractor to show a 28-channel 
digital receiver built up on 
plug-in Veroboards. 

Information is transmitted in 
binary code by onloff bursts of 
carrier. A memory store retains 
any required operation in the 
"on" or "off" state until a 
"change" signal is received. The 
electronic control system is the 
work of C. & L. Developments, 
of Weybridge in conjunction 
with te Ford Motor Company. 

t 

i-, -.,----. 

i 
'f f 
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Basic Circuit 
One r.f. amplifier VR 100 (KTW63) 
Mixer - 

VR99 (X65) 
Two i.f. amplifiers, both VR 100 (KTW63) 
Beat oscillator and a.g.c. diode VR 101 (DL63) 
Demodulator and audio amplifier VR 101 (DL63) 
Tuning indicator VI 103 (Y61) - 

COMMENT: 1f the Rl 155 is purchased unmodified 
three valves additional to the above will be found on the 
chassis. These are associated with the direction 

externally should be connected to this. 

Controls 
It is the big crescent shaped tuning scale that gives 

the R1155 its immediate recognizability. All bands are 
visible at a glance, and the big pointer may be set at once 
with a direct drive knob to the area it is desired to tune. 
A second concentric knob gives slow motion tuning of 
that area. For quick frequency setting this receiver has 
àdvantages over certain other subsequent sets in which 
laborious winding of the tuning knob is necessary to 
reach a desired frequency area. 

crystal filter. This situation, although depressing the 
post war selling price of the R1l55, has added to the 
attractiveness of the receiver to persons desiring to 
embark on short wave reception at minimum cost. 

Like most classic communication receivers the Rl 155 
went through many "marks" of which the most 
important from the private listener's point of view is the 
R1155N, a variety introduced for air to surface vessel 
communication. Because this version covers the 160 
metre amateur band it generally fetches a pound or two 
more than other varieties. On the "N" version the four 
most populated amateur bands occur, namely, 18Mc/s, 
35Mc/s, 7Mc/s and l4McJs. For the 21 and 28Mc/s 
bands an external converter(s) would be needed, as also 
for the v.h.f. bands (see important note under "Modifi- 
cations" below).. 

Intermediate Frequency 
560kc/s (lt will be noted that a gap has been left for 

the i.f. in the above tuning ranges). 

Power Requirements 
A small power unit delivering 6OmA at 220 volts and 

25A at 63 volts will be adequate if the receiver is used 
"as is" but with the three D/F valves removed. 1f an 
output stage is added for loudspeaker operation the 
power requirements will rise to about 3A 1.t. and bOrnA 
ht. 

SPECIAL NOTE. The h.t negativerail ofthe RuSS 
is not at chassis level, a biasing resistor being interposed. 
A separate h.t. negative point is on the 8-way power 
input plug on the front panel and any power unit used 

Origin 
WHEN fl 1940 the new RI 155 receiver (with its 

companion T1154 transmitter) was released in 
small numbers to .units of the R.A.F., its advent was 
greeted with surprise delight by signals personnel, for 
nothing quite like this had been seen (or heard) -before. 
Offering one-knob operation allied to high performance, 
it brought about a revolution in the technique of air to 
ground communication, hitherto performed largely 
with the TRIO82/1083 combination that used a t.r.f. 
receiver with adjustable reaction and 2 volt battery 
valves! 

In later years the R 1155 came under the shadow of - 

receivers more recently developed and offering such 
improved facilities as greater audio output and a 

finding facility and have little or no value for amateur 
band reception. Their removal provides enough space 
for a small transistorised v.h.f. converter to be installed, 
or a IOOkc/s calibration oscillator. Although all valves 
are conveniently 63 volt types it is well to check through 
all heater lines to ensure that. none are in series-parallel 
modes. 

Waveranges Covered 
(Standard version)75kc/s to 200kc/s. 

200kc/s to SOOkc/s. 
- 600kc/s to I ,SOOkc/s. 

- - 3,000kc/s to 7,SOOkc/s. 
7,SOOkc/s to 18,SOOkc/s. 
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Fig. I. Block diagram of the RllSS 
. 

I, 
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Additional Audio: In its airborne applications the 
RllS5 was required only to feed aircrews' headphones. 
Ifa 6V6 output stage is built into the case to furnish high 
level audio it can conveniently occupy one of the 
redundant D/F valve sockets, suitably rewired. 

I4]: 

signals. The existing ganged r.f. and a.f. controls can 
be readily separated; or one of them put out of com- 
mission, its leads wired to a new gain control of like 
value mounted on the front panel. 

Redundant D/F Valves: If these and their associated 
components are removed the heater connections to 
socket pins 2 and 7 may conveniently remain to facilitate 
subsequent adaptation of these valve sockets to such 
purposes as audio output stage or crystal calibrator. 

_1Iu_ u 

- 
u 

bands except "160" and "80", and using the set solely 
as an i.f. strip to give improved bandspreading. And 
because "160" occurs only on the R1155N an external 
converter for that band, too, may be worth considering. 

Apart from the tuning control and wavechange 
switch,the only other controls requiring attention are the 
volume control, the b.f.o. pitch control (a trimmer just 
above the main scale), the master switch bottom right, 
which selects a number of functional operations, of 
which only the "AGC ON" and "AGC OFF" are of 
importance to tl-ie amateur user, and the audio filter, 
bottom left. 

Recommended Basic Modifications 

pin i to its tapping on the r.f. stage grid input coil, and 
to substitute for it a length of 80 ohm coaxial cable 
brought to a panel mounting coaxial socket on the 
front. Only by this means will it be possible to 
minimise if. breakthrough caused by reception on the 
receiver's main tuning range. 

Mute Switch: It is desirable to fit a toggle switch on 
the front panel to cut the h.t. positive line; or if the set 
is to be used alongside a transmitter a small relay can be 
fitted inside the case, arranged for the contacts to be 
closed to apply h.t. during receive periods. 

Separating the Gain Coútrols: Many users like to do 
this in order to facilitate reception of single sideband 

COMMUNICATION RECEl VERS 

COMMENT: Unfortunately, the amateur bands, Aerial Input: In Service applications pin 2 received a 
which will be the main preoccupation of most users of long wave aerial, and may be ignored. For short wave 
the Rl 155, are rather cramped and can be passed over reception pin i of the front panel 8-way socket is the 
with only a few turns of the slow motion drive. There is correct one to use. If external converters are to be 
certainly a case for utilising external conveters for all employed it will be desirable to trace back the lead from 

receivers, we come to a well known British 
model, popularly called the Marconi Eleven 
Fifty Five. Being obtainable more cheaply 
than many other receivers of similar age 
and performance, the Rl 155 is particularly 
attractive to younger purchasers wishing 
to embark on short wave listening for the 
first time. 

in this series, to obtain at the time of 
purchase at least a circuit diagram 
together with as much other technical 
literature about the receiver which the 
vendor is able to provide. 

lt should be noted that handbooks for 
receivers featured in this series are often 
available from advertisers. 

In this, the fifth article in our short series Readers acquiring this model are recom- 
dealing with classic communication mended once again, as in previous articles 
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ìndìeator 
by A. M. CRUNDY 

in ohms, and C4 is iq microfarads. 
Using a typical 500pA movement, with an internal 

resistance of 500 ohms, and C4 at 2501uF, the time 
constant is 0125 seconds (nominal). The tolerance of 
the meter and the capacitor will modify this slightly. 

It was found that this value was the most satisfactory, 
as it gave indication of sharp music transients, without 
flicker at low frequencies. Other designs investigated 

Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the recording level indicator 
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RELATIVE 

PonetW 

VOLTAGE 
ACROSS 
METER 0.5 

0.368 -- - - 
. 

IV SnaI) 
cutofV TIME - 

Fig. 3. Tim. constant cM.,oct.ristic of the meter 

'Dug r\, 
rectifying the a.c. input, from TRI and giving a d.c. 
output at TR2 collector. 

Zero drift is slight, and may only be caused by 
changes in ambient temperature, as the voltage is 
stabilised by the Zener diode Dl. However, a "set- 
zero" control, VR2, is supplied to make any adjustment 
to the zero calibration if this becomes necessary. 

The time constant of the meter is the time t taken for 
the meter to fall to 037 of its initial value, as shown in 
Fig. 2, and is dependent on the value of the internal 
resistance of the meter Rm and C4. The relationship is 
given by the formula t = C4R milO6 seconds, where Rm is 

h - 

'IA 

e 

- 

- 

- 

ALTHOUGH recording level meters are standard 
equipment On some of the more expensive tape 

recorders, many cheaper, and older recorders still use 
the magic eye to perform this function. It is true with 
some older machines that after long periods of use, the 
"eye" suffers from low emission and becomes dull. 

Peering at the small segments of, for example, an 
EM34 can be rather trying and one longs for the clear 
indication of a meter. A meter is useful for giving 
reference levels of the matter to be recorded. The unit 
described here is a simple circuit for fitting in any tape 
recorder. 

CIRCUIT 
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The first - 

stage is an emitter follower, to give the unit a high input 
impedance so that it will not in any way affect the 
recorder circuit with which it is used. 

The second stage is, at first sight, an ordinary 
omrnon emitter amplifier. Closer inspection reveals 

that R3, the base bias resistor, is of a high value, 
i megohm. This means that TR2 is only just con- 
ducting; the base-emitter junction is acting as a diode, 

I 
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RADIO COM PONENT SPECIALISTS 337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, WEST CROYDON 
Written guarantee with every purchase. (Export: Send remittance and extra postage, no C.O.D.) Buses 133, 68 pass door. SR. Stn. Selhurst. Tel.: TIlO 1665 
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LIN. LIS 3/-. D.P. 5f-. FRINOELOWLOSSI IL 
STEREO L/S 10/6. OP. 14/6. Ideal 625 lines I"7d 
COAXIAL PLUG 1/-. PANEL SOCKETS 1/-. LINE SOCK- 
ETS 2/-. OUTLET BOXES, SURFACE OR FLUSH 4/6. 
BALANCED TWIN FEEDERS 6d. yd.. 80 oC 300 ohms. 
TELESCOPIC CHROME AERIALS. Bin. entends to I3hs. 
6/6 each. CAR AERIAL PLUGS 1/6. SocketS 1/3. 

TV REMOTE CONTROL - 
For PHILIPS 19TG111A. 
121.A, 125A, 142A, 
23T0111A, 113A. lIlA. 
130.A,S TELLA ST1O33A " 4 39A. 43A. ISA. 
COSSOR CT191OA. 21A. 
CT231OA. 21A. 31A 

PHILIPS Pace 3 rus. 

12'6 Pert 
Free 

Brand New. Inclades lilt. 7-way cable, 
MULLARD OASi 2 pots,, 3 switChes. 5 reSistors 

RETURN OF POST DESPATCH Minimum 

BLANK ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 sut. 2/sn. sides, 
704m.. 516; 90 7m.. 6/6; llo3in. 6/6; llo7in. 7/6; 
130 9m. 9/6; 140 lito. 11/6; 150 14t0., 15/-. 
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 5mg. lOx lOin. 5/6; 140 9m. 
4/6; lIxSin. 3/6; lOx7jn. 2/9; 8x6hs. 2/-; 6x4In. 1/6. 

ALL PURPOSE TRANSISTOR PRE-AMPLIFIER I 

Gain 14:1. 260v. or 9v. lisput. Ready built with Ms Mclii I 

Input Iraoslormer tor Hiker. Pick-Ups, Tuners. 
15/- Instructions and circuit ropplied. Port Free. 

'THE INSTANT 
BULK TAPE 

ERASER AND 
RECORDING HEAD 

DEMAGNETISER 

35/- 
Lea0et SAE. 

208/2901v. AC. 
PP. Charge ¡/6 unless otherw/se stated. C.O.D. 5/- 

WORE-WOUND 3-WATT WIRE-WOUND 4-WATT 
POTS. T.V. Type. Values STANDARD SIZE POTS. 
10 ohmS to 30 K., 3/3, LONG SPINDLE VALUES 
Carboo 30K. to 2 meg.. 3/-. 50 OHMS to 100 K.. 7/6. 

VALVK HOLDERS. Ont. Oct. Od. Mazda Oct. Bd.; B7G. 
BOA. BOG, BOA, Monlded Od. Ceramtc 1/-. 37G, BOA 
Caos 1/-. Valve base plugs B7G, BOA, lut. Oct., 2/3. 

C.R.T. BOOSTER TRANSFORMERS 
tor beater cathode short or tailing emission. l5 and 50% 
optional boost. 200/250v. AC taPai. 15/6 Stute tobe voltage required, Sor 6 or 10 n. 

BRAND NEW QUALITY 

In tough cream plastic cabinet 
with 2010, lead aud adaptors. For 

EXTENSION LOUDSPEAKER 

any tcauszstor radio, intercom, 
mains radio, tape recorder, etc. 
3 to 15 ohm matching 3 Post 
Size: 71 X 51 x 3 Free 
extra. Full List 1/-. CALLERS WELCOME 

MOVING C9IL MULTIMETER TX 25. 47x6 O-1.000v. A.6./D.C., ohms O to 100k. etc.. I 
MOVING COIL MIJLTIMETER EP1OK. 79'6 0-1.000v. AC/D.C., ohms O to 3 meg. etc.. I 

MO VINO COIL MIJLTIMETER EP2OK. 
O-2.500v. D.C. 20.000 ohm, per volt. O-1.000v. A.C. 99 '6 Ohres O Io O meg. 50 Micro.mp, full ¡Cale. ¡ 

NEW MULLARD TRANSISTORS 
0071 6/-; 0072 7/8; OC81D 6/-; 0081 8f.; AFilO 8/-; 
AFS14 8/6; 0C44 8/-; 0C45 6/-; 0C171 9/-; 0C170 8/0; 
AF117 7/-. 0C28 12/6; AD14O 15/-; 0C35 15/- Holder, 1/3. 

ARDENTE TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS 
03035. 7.3 CT 1 Push Pull to 30km, tor 0072, OCS1.. 11,- 
D3034, 1.75 OCT. Puck Poll Driver tor 0072, 0081 .. 111- 
D3058. 11.5: 1 Output toO rime Sor 0072, OCOl... 

TRANSISTOR MAINS ELIMINATORS. FAMOUS "POWER 
MSTE"..9 VOLT. SAME SIZE AS PP8 BATTERY. 4 - FULLY SMOOTHED. l5OmA. FULL WAVE CIRCUIT. 

WEYRAD PIO - Transistor Coils 
RA2W O tu. Ferrite Aerial Spare Core, .................. Od. 
with car aerial coil ...... 12/8 Driver Trans. LFDT4 ...... 9/6 
0cc. P50/OAC ............... 5/4 PrintedCtrruil,PCA1 .... 9/8 
I.F.PSO/2CC 470 kc/s ... 5/7 IB. Tuning Gang ...... 10/6 
3rd IF. P5013CC ......... 0/- Weyrad Booklet ............ 2/- 

Volume Controls 800bmCoax6dyd. 
Long opinAte,. Midget Sire Ocmi-oir spaced Cable 
SL ohms tu 2 Meg. LOG or 40 yd. 17/8. 60 yd. 25/-. 

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERTS 
1/ X Ito. 6/0; BM3 1 X 110.7/0; ACOS 1) X ito. 8/6 
TANNOY CARBON MICE with Switch ............... 5/O 
MOVING COIL HEADPHONES 100 ohm, leo. Govt.) 12/8 
HR. HEADPHONES 2000 ohms...12/8, 4000 ohm, . .15/- 
HR. HEADPHONES 2000 ohm, Super Quality ...... 25/- 

1967 GRAM - £10.10 

CHASSIS - ' - .. - 

.5--- L:: 

Three Wavebnods: Fire Vulves: ECH81, EF89. 
Long.. Med., Sbort. Gram. EBC81. EL84. EZ0O. 
12-month guarantee. A.C. 200-250 y. Ferrite Aerial 
5 watts 3 ohm. Chassis l3lio. X 7m. X Sin, dint sise 
1Mo X 4m. Two pilot Lump,. Four Knobs. £10 IO Aligned calibrated. Chassis isolated term mains 
DE LUXE STEREO GRAM CHASSIS VHF.. MW, SW 
19-50m. SW 60-180m. Magic eye. pusb buttons. I I 
O valve plus rect. Sise 15o 7' oOhigb 

HIGH GAIN TV. PRE-AMPLIFIER BAND I B.B.C. 
Tunable channels i to 5. Gain 18 dB. ECC84 volve. 
Ktt prIce 32/8 or 55/- wIth power pack. Details Od. 

BAND III I.T.A,-sarne prices. Tuouble channels 7 lo 13. 
Bund I or III. Coito and circuit only, 9/6. Chai,is 4/9, 
B.B.C. 2 SUPER BOOSTER transistor model. Ready both 75/-. 

NEW MANUFACTURERS SURPLUS 010F BBC 2 AERIALS 
BBC 2 Double Gold Ring Set Top Model .................. 22/8 
BBC 2 Five Element Loti Model. ............................. 32/6 
BBC 2 Five Element Outdoor Wall Mounting ............ 42/6 

* RADIO BOOKS * IPosluga 9d.) 

Rodio, T.V. Vulves. Diodee. Traosiotue eqaivnleuts ...... 10/8 
High FideSty Speaker Enclosure, and Plan, ............... 5/- 

Transistor Superhet Commercial Receivers ............... 7/8 
Mullard Audio AmplIfier Manual ........................... 8/6 
Radio Valve Guide, Books 1. 2. 3, 4, or S ............ each 5/- 
Practical Radio Inside Oui .................................... 4/0 
Trnoeiator Audio AmpS0er Manual ........................ 3/6 
Shortwave Tounaistor Recetvers .............................. S!. 
Traojiotor Commontcattoo Seto .............................. 8/. 
Internnttooal Radio Stations List ........................... 2/e 
Modero Transistor Circuita tor Beginners .................. 7/e 
Sub-Miniature Transjolor Receivers ........................ 5/. 

Wireless World Radia Valve Dala ................ 9/0 
At a-glance valve equivalents .................... 6/- 

RESISTORS. Preferred value,, 10 obmo to 10 meg. 
5w..-w..lw.,20%4d.;lIw.8d.;2w.1/./w.SO%Od. 
HIGH STABILITY, -5 w. 1% 2/-. Preferred 
10 ohms to 10 meg. Ditto 5%. 10 Ohms to 22 meg.. 

value,. 
Od, 

5 watt 1 S.S to 8.2 ohm 3 w. f 1/8 
10 wall > WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS 'S 1/9 
15 watt J 10 ohm, to 0,000 ohms L 2/- 
10K. 15K. 29K. 05K. 10W. 3/- 
MAINS DROPPERS. Midget. With ,Itderu. 
0.3 n.. 1 K.: 0.2 a., 1.2 K.. 0.15 n., 1.5 K.. 6/- eacb 
LINE CORD 100 ohms ft. twin plus resistance. 1/- ft. 

INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER4wat per channel. 
A splendid example of functional design and value. Gold 
enamel cabinet, aine 7 X 3 X Sia. 200-250v. A.C. Seara1e 
Gram and Tuner inputs. Seil contained 
pie-amp, and all controls. 

Q MAX CHASSIS CUTTER 
Complete; a die, a punch, an AUen screw and key 

lin. 14/6 lin. 15/9 lIta. 18/- 1/ia. 20/6 25iu. 37/S 
in. 14/S Un. 18/- lIla. ls/e lIta. 28/6 21m. 44/3 
in. 15/S lAin. 18/- lIta. 20/- 2m. 34/3 lia. sq. 81/6 

BARGAIN XTAL PICK-UP ARM Complete with 
ACOS LP-78 Turnover Head and Stylii 22/-: Stereo 30f-. 

SPEAKER FRET Tygan various colours, 52m, wide, from 
10/- ft.; 26m, wide tram 5/- St. SAMPLES SAE. 
EXPANDED METAL Geld or Silver 12 X 12 ta. 6/-. 
NEW GARRARD GRAM MOTORS lOO-130v. AC. 15/- 
pair for 200/250v. /in nenes>, or 30/- eaCh Post Free. 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS: 
2, 6 or 12v. outputs, 15 amp., 8/9; 20. 11/3:4 o.. 17/6. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped tsnpat 200/280 y. 
lar charging at 2,6 or 12v., 1/ amps., 17/6: 2 amps., 21/-; 
4 ampv.. 251-. P. & P.2/S. Circuit tree. Meter 5 amp, 10/6. 

SPECIAL OFFER! NEW B.A.S.F. TAPE 
7 in. L.P. 1.800 ft. (Cat. L.GS3S) 45/- 

7 in. D.P. 2.400 ft. (Cat. L.GS26) 70/. 

Spare Spools 2/6. Tupe Splicer 5/-. Leader Tape 4/8. 
Tape Heads.; Collaro 2 track 28/6 potr. B.S.R. 4 track 99 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 2/6 cork 
E.M.I. 280.0-280 100 mA. 8.3 y. 4 a. 8.3 y. 2 a. .. 19/6 
250-0-250, SOmA. 6.3v. 3.5 u. Rectiier 6.3v. 25/-; 1 a. 
ors y. 2 a; DItto 350-0-350, 29/6. 
MT. 510f300-0.300 o. 120 mA., 6.3 y. 4 o ....... 2916 
MINIATURE 200 y. 20 mA., 8.3 y. 1 a ......... 10/6 
MIDGET 220 y. 45 mA., 6./S y. 2 a ............... 15/6 
SMALL. 300.0-300 V. 70 mA,, 6.3v. 4 u ......... 1916 
HEATER TRANS. 6.3v. 1/ a., 7/8; 6.3 v.4 u ..... 10/8 
Dub tapeed ser. 1.4 e., 2,3.4, 5, 6.3 y. 1 amp. . . 10/6 
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE. Oulpulv 3, 4. 5, 
6, 8, 5, 10, 12, 15. 18. 24 and 30 y. at 2 a ......... 25/- 
DItto. 1 amP., 5,10.15,20, 25. 30. 35. 40, 55, 60.. 29/6 
Sub.Min. Malos toO v.00 mA. 1 X 11 X lila ....... 7(6 
AUTO TRANSFORMERS 0-115-230 y. Input/Ootpslt, 
60w. 18/6: 150w. 25/-; 500w. 82/6 

4 p. 2-way, or 4 p. 1-way, 3 6 each. 
Wavrckange "MAKITS "1v. 12-way, 2 p. 6-way. 3p. 4-way. 
4 y. 3-way, Sp. 2-way. Prices Inclnde click spindles, adjoslable 
itops, spaces, etc.. 1 waler, 10/6; 2 wafer. 15/-; 8 waler, 19/6; 
4 wafer, 24/-: 5 waler, 28/6; entra wafers, 4/8, 
TOGGLE SWITCHES, s,ts.. 2/-; d.p., 3/6; d.p.d.t., 4/-. 

joins 14161 
4 CHANNEL TRANSISTOR MICROPHONE MIXER. Add 
munirai higlilightu and sound effects to recordings. WIU 
mix Slicrophone, records, tape and tuner with 59/6 separata controls into single output. / 

2 WAY INTERCOM and BABY SITTER. Alt transistor, 
2 way call banner. Desk or wall mounting. Very good r 

valsssoe. Fur home office or shop. 59/6 

Ready built. Printed Circuit. Ferrite A 
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with volume control 

-- 

DE LUXE PLAYERS 
4-Speed Playera 2-tone 
Cabinet. 17x 150 81m. High 
Sao loudspeaker and High 
Quality AmpliSers ready 
built. Qnalily ontpnt. Volume 
and Bass controlo. e' 
Special instructions . 

enibleassemblyan 
30 minutes, only 5 
wire, to join. 
12 months' 
guarantee. 

TO BUILD 

YOURSELF 

PORTABLE CABINET 'SUPERIOR AMPLIFIER. 
As Illustrated. To St Ready made and tested. 
standard player 69 '6 Guaranteed better sonad! 
or autochnager. f Fully siclaled AC Main, 
RIS AMPLIFIER 3 Tranolorsaer 4 watt 
WATT. Ready made and ontpot. ECL86 triade 
tested with UCL82 triodo pentode valve. Volume 
peatode valve 59/ and tone controlo with 
und laadopeaker. I hnobs. Quality 8916 
SINGLE PLAY UNITS Loudspeaker. 
BSR 0137 04.19.6 AUTOCHANGE UNITS 
Garrard SEP12 04.19.6 ESE Soperalim 04.19.6 
Garrard SPIS £1519.8 Garrard 1000 £5. 9.8 
Philips AG1S16 £12. 9.6 Darned 2000 06.19.6 
Garrard A70 019.19.6 Garrard 3000 £8. 9.6 
Garrard LAB8O 024.19.8 Gatrard AT6S with 
Oarrard 492 £2919.6 . diecaat turntable £1019.6 
GARRARD TEAKWOOD BASE WB.1 Ready 72/6 cot for mounting 1000, 1000. 3000. SP25, ATtO. 

STELLA RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER 
4 watt. 2 tag.. 3 to 7 ohm. Net, teed back. UCL82. UY85. 
200-250v. AC, tapped input. Chassis size So 2f a 4io. high. 
Gold/Walnut koobs. Volume and Tone controls on separate 
Polished Wood Pane! 6 o Iso. Brand new with 78 6 makers' guvrantee. BARGAIN PRICE P, & P.1/6. 

NEW TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS CAN TYPES 
2/ 350 e. .. 2/3 100/25 V. .. 21- 81600 y ..... 9/6 
4/350 y. ., 2/3 250/25 y. . 2/8 161600 s. . .. 12/8 
8/ 450 y... 2/3 500/15 y. .. 3/- 16+16/500 e. 7/6 
20/490 e. .. 3/- 8+0/450 e, 3/6 32+32/450 e. 6/- 
32/450v. .. 3/9 8+1d/450v, 3/9 50+50/350v. 7/- 
25/25,. .. 1/9 16+16/450 v.4/3 60+100/350v. 11/8 
50/50,. .. 2/- 32+32/350 y. 4/6 100+ 200/275 v.12/8 

PAPER TUBULARS 
350v-S.l 96., 0.5 2/6; 1 mid. 3/-; 2 mid. 150v. 3/-. 
900v-0.001 to 0.05 9d; 0.1 1/-' 0.25 1/8; 0.5 31-. 
2.000v.-0.00S, 0.0222,0.0047, 6.01,0.02, 2/6; 0.047,0.2 2/6. 
E.H.T. CONDENSERS. 0.05lmid., 7kv.. 6/6; 25kV., 10/6. 

SUE-MIN. ELECTROLYTICS. 1, 2, 4,5,8.16, 25,30,50.100. 
250 mid. 15v. 2/6; 550, 1000 mid. 11v. 3/6; 2000 asid. 25w. 7/-. 
CERANIIC.500 . i PF. to 0.01 mId.. Sd. 
SILVER MICA. Close tolerasce (plo, or minas I PF.). S to 
47 pF.,1/-; ditto 1% SOto 800 PF. 1/.-; 1.000 to 5,000 pF. 2/-. 
TWIN GANG. '0.0" 208 pF.+ 178 pP., 10(6; 365 0P., minia- 
tore 10/-; 500 pF. standard with trimmers. 9/-; 550pF, 
midget lesa trimmers, 7/6; SSS pP. lIon motion, standard 9/-; 
small 3-gang 500 pF. 18/8. Single "S" 365 pP. 7/6. Twin 10/-. 
SHORT WAVE. Single 10 PF., 25' pF, 50 PF., 75 pP., 
100 pF.. 160 pF., 5/0 each. Cao be ganged. Coupler. 9d. each. 
TUNING. Solid dielectric. lOS pP.. 300 PF.. 500 pF., 3/6 each. 
TRIMMERS. Compression ceramic 30. 50. 70 pF.. 96.; 
100 pF. 150 pF., 1/3; 250 pP., 1/6; 600 pF 750 pF. 1/9. 

2lOv.RECTIFIERS. Selenium f wave 100oA 5f-i BY155 10/-. 
CONTACT COOLED wave 6OmA. 7/8; Full wave 7SmA 10/-. 

BAKER 12 in. STANDARD 
The ideal High Fidelity Loudspeaker for high 

output at home or public address, etc. 
Voice Cod impedance 15 ohms. - - - 
Mao. Power ........ 20 watte - 

Bass Res ......... 40/50 cps. 
FInn .......... 14,000 gauss. 
Voice Coil material.... l so. 
Response .... 40-14,500 cpa. , 

Chausis Solid Aluminiam Il 

Overall dia ........... 12 in 
Overall dvpth .......... 6to .1 

PRICE £8 ESE1 

CATALOGUE SAE. 

GROUP MODELS FOR VOCALS 
BASS. LEAD aad RHYTHM GUTCARS 
30-10,000 cpv. Voice Coils 15 ohm,. Heesy duly 

'Group 25' 'Group 35' 'Group 50' 

Sgns. 8gns. I8gns. 

s.QUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHMS. 20m.. 3m.. 4m.. Sin. 
7m. X ein., joie earS; Ola, Soie; Olin. 32/0; 00m. soi-; 
12m. 30/-; (15 OSsus 35/-); 10 ft 6m. 30/-I 0 X Sin. 21/-; 
EM.!. Double Cane l3lX8in., 3 t 159km models, 45/-. 
W.B. 1Ssn.HP1S1I, 05,10,0.; 8m. HFS12. 04.10.0. CrossoVer 
35/-. Hotus Tweaters 3-16 Kc/s. buy 28/6; 20w 20 Kr/s. 99/8. 
JAOX SOCKETS Std. open-circuit 2/6, close-circuIt 4/6. 
Chrome Lead Socket 7/6. DIN 3-pin 1/3; Leid 3/8. 
Phono Plots 1/-. Socket 2/-. Banana Plugo 2/-. SOckets 1/-. 
2ACK PLUGS STANDARD. Chromo 3/-. DIN 3-plu 3/8. 
WAVE-CHANGE SWITCHES WITH LONG SPINDLES. 
2p. 2-muy, orI p. 6-way. or 3p. 4-way 3/6eack;.lp.12-wuy,er 
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Fig. 4a. Component'layout on s.r.b.p with connections to Fig. 4b. Clr.kit is stuck to the underside in strips to give 
the input, VRI, and 63V a.c. supply the required connections between components 
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u C4(iF) 200 500 1000 1500 2000 5000 

Ifa meter of different resistance is to be used, or if t is 
not covered by Table I, the value of C4 may be cal- 
culated by the formula, CONNECTING TO THE RECORDER 

The take-off point from the recorder to the unit can - F be the grid tag of the magic eye valveholder but, if - R, preferred, it can be the anode or grid of the output 
where t is in seconds and is in ohms. valve which feeds the recording head. Screened wire 

Fig. 3 shows a method of wiring in a selection of is recommended to avoid misleading readings due to 
values for C4 using a rotary switch. hum. Connect the screen to chassis. 

WIPER TO1R 
. . - 

o /1//fl i I fl - - 

SIGNAL 

(((f 
R. R41 

- - 

IN 

C2 

C!R 7D' t 

RBZ 

RI TRI j R5 II.,j1 

\\R3: 
. 

o o - o 

Fig. 3. A pre-selected switching 
arrangement providing four different 
time Constants. Table I 

by the author had much larger time constants. 1f this 
is found desirable the value of C4 can be modified to 
suit. Table I gives values of C4 for some different 
values of t, for a 500 ohm meter. 

Table I. = 500 ohms 

t (sec.) 01 025 05 075 IO 25 

Transistors 
TRI, TR2 0C44 (2'off) (Mullard) 

Diodes 
DI 0AZ204 (6.2V Zener) (Muflard) 
D2 0A5 or OAIO (see text) 

Meter 
MI 5OOiA moving coil 

Miscellaneous . - 
Cir-kit adhesive copper kit (see page 96) 
Screened cable for input 
P.\.C. wire 

rMl 500uA( 

C4a 
I + 

I, 100011F 
I 

RI 330k[ RS 47kC 
R2 47kL R6 330û 
R3 IMÛ Rl 15kû 
R4 I5k RB 47Øû 
All 10%, watt carbon 

Potentiometer 
VRI IMûIog.carbon 
VR2 5kQ linear, preset carbon skeleton 

Capacitors 
Cl 0IF polyester 2SOV 
C2 0lF polyester 2SOV 
C3 2tF elect. 15V 
C4 25OjiF elect. 6V (see text) 
CS l000iF elect. 15V 

R5 

-ve Components. . . 

Resistors 
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two (January 1966 to DecenTher 1966) is now 
available price Is 6d inclusive of postage. 

Orders for copies of the Index should be 
addressed to the Post Sales Department, 
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, South- 
ampton Street, London, W.C.2. 
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JOINT MEETING 
Dale January 31 
Title: Colloquium on Adaptive Control For 

Aircraft" 
Time: 2.30 p.m. 
Address: lEE., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2. 

This is a joint conference sponsored by 1.E.R.E., R.Ae.S. 
and l.E.E. Tickets are available from lEE., Savoy Place, 
London, W.C.2. 

should not rise above this. 1f desired, a red line may be 
painted on the meter scalê at 400, to indicate the SOUTHAMPTON - 

maximum. Date: January 17 

The instrument could be used as the basis of an Title: Colour Television, S. M. Edwardson 
ac. millivoltmeter. * Time: 6.30 p.m. 

Address: Lanchester Theatre, University of 
- Southampton. 

- (Sponsored by the I.E.R.E. and lEE.) 

INDEX - 

An index for Practical Electronics volume 

STAFFORD - 

Date: January 17 
Title: Electronic Exchanges, E. S. Grundy 
Time: 7.15p.m. 
Address: Stafford College of Further Education, 

Tenterbanks. . - 

Having connected up the unit to the recorder, set 
VR1 to the earthy end of its track, and VR2 to the 
negative end of its track. Switch on the recorder and 
check the voltage on the negative line (point X on Fig: 
1). This should read about 6v. The meter Ml should 
read around 100 to 150, providing VR2 is set in the 
above condition. 

Adjust the set zero control VR2 to bring the pointer 
to zero and then set the recorder controls to "record". 
Inject; at the recorder input, an audio tone of about 
400c/s from a signal generator, being careful not to 
overload the pre-amplifier 'stage, and adjust the record- 
ing level control, so that the vanes on the magic eye 
indicate maximum signal level. Then adjust VRl, so 
that MI reads 400. 

On normal recordings of speech and music the needle 

LONDOÑ 
Date: January 17 
Title: Symposium on "Radio Microphones" 

M. L. Gayford, G. R. Pontzen and R. W. 
Swain 

Time: 6p.m. 
Address: London School of Hygiene & Tropical 

Medicine, Keppel Street, Gower Street, 
London, W.C. 1. 

HORNCHURCH 
Date: January 26 
Title: Some Applications of Electronics to 

Oceanography 
A. M. East 

Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Address: College of Further Education, Ardleigh 

Green Road. Hornchurch. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Having located suitable signal, earth and heater 

take-off points (a circuit diagram of the recorder is useful 
here), if a continental D.I.N. pattern 3 or 5 way socket 
can be added to the recorder, then the level meter may 
be connected via twin screened microphone cable. The 
prototype was finally fitted into the recorder,, but any 
suitable case will suffice. 

The circuit was built up using the Cir-kit technique 
(see page 96); the layout diagrams are shown in Fig. 4. 

SETTING UP 

Address: Large Conference Room, Council House, 
Bristol. 

SOCIETY OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO 
TECHNICIANS 
BIRMINGHAM 

Date: January 17 
Title: Post Office Tower, London 

K. J. Lonnon 
Time: 7.15 p.m. 
Address: University of Aston in Birmingham, 

Gosta Green, Birmingham, 4. 

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO 
ENGINEERS 

Power for the meter circuit can be obtained from a 
simple half-wave rectifier, which is run off the 63v a.c. 
heater line. The voltage is stabilised by Dl, a Zener, 
to avoid mains voltage variatis affecting the 
sensitivity. Alternatively, the Unit may be powered 
from a 6V battery, such as PP1 or four-pen cells. The 
life of a battery will almost equal its shelf life, since 
the current drain is only about 2mA. 

Diode D2 is given in the components list as an 0A5 or 
OA1O; however, the base-emitter or the base-collector 
junctions of a transistor such as an 0072 may be used, 
the base being the cathode. 

LONDON - 

Date: January 16 - 

Title: Semiconductors for Power 
K. G. King, D.F.H., C.Eng., M.LE.E. 

Time: 6 p.m. - 

Address: I.E.E. Lecture Theatre, Savoy Place, 
London, W.C.2. 

BRISTOL 
Date: January 31 
Title: The Future of Telecommunications 

D. A. Barron, C.B.E., M.Sc., C.Eng., 
F.I.E.E. 

Time: 7.45 p.m. 

The unit has a high input impedance and plenty of 
sensitivity (OE6V minimum for f.s.d.). If the signal is Meetings . 

taken from the anode, a setting of only a quarter of fs.d. 
is needed. The frequency response is substantially INSTITUTION OF ELECTRiCAL AND 
flat from bc/s to above 5Okc/s. ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN ENGINEERS 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UI 
®To: 

GOLDRING MANUFACTURING CO. (G.B.) LTD.. 486-488 High Road. Leytonstone, London, Eli. 
P/ease seno' me o'esc,,p,ive leaflets on N a me ____________________________________________________ 

Address_________________________________ 
D TURNTABLE UNITS D TRANSCRIPTION ARMS 

I 

I 

D MONO & STEREO CARTRIDGESD HI-FI ACCESSORIES ¡o Goidring Manufacturing Co. 1GB.) Ltd., 486 High Rood. LOgfonfons, 
London, (.88. Telnphons: Lsytonstons 8343 

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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changeable head-slides, and is raised 

and lowered by on/ott siIch. Wired -. - 

tor mono and sTereo. f19.1O.7d. 

- -"S 

«: ì_ 
cartridge for as little as 11 gns. Then there's the highly 
popular GL 68 (see left) and, for the man who wants 
the best he can get there's the GL 70 transcription unit 
with integrated transcription arm at a little under £30, 
or the sophisticated G 99 without arm, at around £22. 
Goldring hi-fi equipment includes transcription arms 
from 7 gns. upwards and a wide choice of cartridges. 
The coupon will bring you full descriptive leaflets. 

GOLDRING HI-FI EQUIPMENT 

GOIDRING-LENCO G.99 
Incorporates the unique Goldring-lenco 

continuously variable speed control and 

vertical drive features. Machined 8 lb. 

non-magnetic turntable. Push-button 

switching. Neon-lit stroboscope. Speed% 

constant within 1% for uy to 13% 
mains voltage change. f21.19.bd. 

GOLDRING-LENCO GLG8 
Continuously variable speed control 

with adlustable click-in positions for 

standard speeds. Arm takes inter- 

:---- 
There's a Goidring,' or Goidring-Lenco unit to match 
any amplifier-whether you build it or buy it. At the 
modest end of the scale there's the G.66 integrated 
hi-fi unit that comes complete with pick-up arm and 

GOLDRING HI-FI 
TURNTABLE UNIT 
FOR YOUR A MPL IF/ER 

L S IGETA 
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i AMP I .5 portbl fccd mcI lar cell. wich optic window. Both units are MM 26 magnetic 
I 

'aoltmeter.kmp..awitch.etc.L8.IO.O single hole fixing. Price per pair £210.0 
subminiature micro- p. & c. loi-. Similar co ubove _ _ phone. For built - In un,p.L9.I7.6. P. 

IOOTWERRHEOSTATS(NEW) I 

UNISELECTOR SWITCHES applicabon £3.1O.O 
75 ohm coil 24 V. D.C. __________ 

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VALUES 

: 

16 
Bank 25 position. 5 non-bridging I MM3O1 magnetic 

Bridging Wiper micromodule. Ultra 
5 Bank 25 positiOn, 4 non-bridging I sensitive. For built in 

I ohm, IO a.; 5 ohm, 4.7 a.; IO ohm, 3 a Bridging Wiper application £4.180 25 ohm, la.; 50 ohm. 1.4 a.: lOO ohm, I a 

16 
Bank arranged to give 3 bank, 50 wiper 

250 ohm, .7 a.; 500 ohm, .45 a.; 1,000 ohm 8 Bank arranged to give 4 bank, 50 wiper - MM61 'fountain 280 mA; 1.500 ohm, 230 mA: 2,500 ohm. .2 a. Diameter These switches have been carefully pen' microphone. High 3*in. Shaft length sin., dia. AUn. All at 27/6 removed from equipment. output. Special cable P. & P. 1/6. All at 35/- each. P. & P. 2/6. - on request £5.19.O 25 WATT POWER RHEOSTATS 
IO ohm, 1.5 a.; 25 ohm, I a.; 50 ohm, .75a.; loo ohm, .5 Way Uniselector, 3 Bank + 

' For farther detaIls 250 ohm, .3u; 500 ohm, .2 a; 1,000 ohm, .15 a; 1,500 ohm, Homing 25 ohm coil. l2-24v. 
of all Sennhelsers 

..2 
_2/6P,&, 

r 
dynamic microphones 

J2a2,500ohmatI4/&P.&P/ 
CABY" MULTI-RANGE TEST1DEMONSTRATIOI 230 VOLT A.C. GEARED MOTORS 

Model B40. D.C. volt, 05 RHE0STATEspecialIy1 
5 r.p.m. 17 lb. inch ¿2.9.6. P & P.2/6 contact your dealer 

METER o., 25 o. at 0,000 ohm designed for edu- 13 r.p.m. 45 Ib. inch £217.6. P. & P.2/6 or send C.W.O to 
per volt. Ideal for transis_I 

catiorsal use. 0101 80 r.p.m. 26 lb. inch ¿2.2.0. P. & P.2/6 
tor circuit testing. A.C. ohm in precision 

- and D.C. volt, IOv.,SOv., I ohm steps. METERS 2V" Flush Round AC. Audio Engineering Ltd 

4,000 ohm pervolt. Revis- 5 amp. size. 0-20 Amp. All 21/- each, p. & p. 
33 Endell Street' London WC2 TEM 0033 

tance. 2 K ohm, oo K N e i g h t . I 9 - extra. A.C. VOLTMETERS 0-25, 

230 y., 500v., 1.000v. at Maximumcurrent AMMETERS 0-1, 0-5. 0-10,0-lS, 

ohm, 2 meg., 20 m'eg. Repair service Width 1l1 Depth 0-50,0-150V. All 21/- each, p. & p. 

avoilable Price includes Test Leads, 6 . Price £4. 19.6. extra. 0-300 V. A.C. mfc Rectifier 
Buttery, Instruction book, Packing P & P. 7/6. ¿1.9.0 

and Post (U.K.). ¿6.2.6:' 3 additional r- RAPID SERVICING OF models available from 54/- to ¿14.14.0. A complete composite apparatus, corn- 
Leaflet gladly sent on request. Stcnzyl Type '.. prising a Transformer and electro- 

TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT 5 A. AD/DC VARIABLE V0LTAj magnet with removable coils and 
pole pieces. Coil tapped for 

OUTPUT UNIT 
Input 230v. AC 36, 110v. A.C. These coils are siscor radio television, cape and hi-fi equip- 

Ammeter and VOL-. 
4DI1_tJ, 230v, 220v. 110v, 115v; 6, 12, A systematic guide co the servicing of tran- 

Oucput O-260v. AC also used for D.C. experi- ment. Output 0-240v DC merits. Complete with all 
Fitted large Scale accessories as shown. £17 + by G. J. K ng 

15/- carriage. Leaflet on 
30/- Postage 1/- meter, Neon Indicator, Fully Fused, 

I 
request. 

Strong attractive metal case I5 + 81 
u WIMSHURST ELECTROSTATIC GENERATORS + 6. Weight 24lbs. Infinitely Vari- 

, £13/1716, car,. U.K. (B.P.S.) lOf-. Leaflet on request. able, smooth stepless Voltage Varia- 1 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 
INPUT 230/240v. A.C. 50/60- LIGHT SENSITIVE SWITCH 

- _ .. OUTPUT VARIABLEIO-260v. Kit of parts, including ORPI2 Cad- 
- - 

BRAND NEW Carriage Paid. mium Sulphide Photocell, Relay, 
.,., Buy direct from the importer, Transistor and Circuit, etc., 6-12 

keenest prices in the Country. 
Types Spares) 

volt D.C. op. price 25/- plus 2/6 All (and from p g p ORP 12 including circuit 
.. I _, to 50 amp. from stock. 10/6 each plus 1/- p. g p, 

.a 

.;. 
OPEN TYPE (Panel Mçunting) 

amp,3. 3. 0. imr(1. lO. 0. 
A.C. MAINS MODEL 
Incorporates Mains Transformer, Rectifier 
and special relay with 3 5 amp mains do 

r, :;U SHR UDD TYPE 
I amp,L4. lO. 0. 2.5 amps,I contacts. Price inc. circuit 47/6 plus 2/6 

LS. Il. 0. 4 amps. £8. 7. 6.___ ' ....... 
- Samps.L9. 0. 0. 8 amps,1 LIGHT SOURCE AND PHOTO 

50 AMPS £13. IO. 0. lO amps, £17 0. 0. CELL MOUNTING li amps, £19. IO. 0. IS amps,I Precision engineered light source with 
£22. 0. 0. 20 amps. £32. IO. O. focusible lens assembly und ventilated lamp 
31.5 amps. £65. 0. 0. 50 amps,I housing, to take MBC bulb. Separate photo 

£83. 0. 0. I cell mounting assembly for ORP.l2 or 51ml- 

M ICRO 
rniniat u r e 

microphones 
The Sennheiser sensation 
that shook the United States. 

MM 23 magnetIc 
lapel mIcrophone 
Cable with iack on 
request £515.0 

SERVICE TRADING CO 
All Mail Orders-Also Callers-Ample Parking Space Personal callers only 

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, LONDON, W.4 9 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET 

Phone 995 1560 CLOSED SATURDAY LONDON, W.C.2 Tel.: GERrard 0576 
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TUE MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

British and American Technical Books 

19-21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON, W.2 
Phone: PADdington 4185 

tiens over full range. Price £30. 
I VENNER 14-DAY CLOCKWORK TIMESWITCH 

5 amp. 230v. contact on/oft every 24h. Fitted In metal 
SENSITIVE GALVANOMETER case with key. Used but guaranteed. 41/. +3/-P.&P. 

Centre Zero 300.0.300. Mi- BUILD AN EFFICIENT STROBE UNIT 
Cro amp. 90 ohm. apprOx. 

R ONLY 37/6. We supply a simple Circuit diagram Calibrated 30-0-30 in clear FO 
divisions. Mounted in sturdy ,, I and all electrical parts including the NSP2 Strobe tube which 
sloping front case wich top will enable you to easily and quickly construct a unit for 
terminals. Price £4.100. P. & P. 1/6. infinite variety of speeds, from I flash in several seconds to 
Matching volt metercalibrated 0-3 and several thousands per minute. 37/6 plus 31- P. & P. 

D.C. Ammeter O6a and 03a. £4.10 O 

O-15v. D.C. £410.0. P. & P.2/6. MIEARY 
P. & P. 2/6. 6-9 volt DC operation 30 ohm coil 2 X IO amp c/o contacts, 
Set of 3 matching instruments, will handle up to 250 volt AC. Size l" high X 2 X l. 
£12.l9.0. P. & P. 4/6. JPrice 7/6 plus 1/6 P. & P. 3for2O/-post paid. 

fl.rTR FE TXI prim a22T0 v. 
Type No. Sec. Taps Price Carr. 

CONSTANT VOLTABE TRANSFORMER 30. 32. 34,36v. at S amps ....... £3.5.0 7/6 

[J 
I 

2 30, 40, 50 y. at 5 amps ............. £S.S.0 9/- 
Input 105-250v. A.C. Output 2303 lO, 7, 8v. at IO amps .......... £3.I0.0 7/6 

4 6.12v. at20 amps ................ (4.17.6 7/6 e. A.C, Capacity25O watt. Attrac- 

'S 17, 18,20 y. at 20 amps .......... £5.126 10/6 cive metal cue. Fitted red signal 
lamp. Rubber feet. Weight li 6 6, l2,20v. at 20 amps ............. (5.5.0 9/- 
lbs. Price £1 1.10.0. P. & P. 15/-. -' 17 24v. at IO amps ................... £3J5.0 7/6 

GUIDE TO BROADCASTING 
STATION S. 15th edition. Compiled 
by ' W.W." 6/-. Postage 6d. 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS TRAN- 
SISTORS, by C. Brown. 8/6. Postage 6d. 

HI-Fl YEAR BOOK. 1966/7. 15/-. Post- 
age 1/6. 

TRANSISTOR POCKET BOOK, by 
R. G. l-Iibberd. 25/-. Postage 1/-. 

RADIO VALVE DATA. 8th edition. 
Compiled by "W.W." 9/6. Postage li-. 
REFERENCE MANUAL OF TRAN- 
SISTOR CIRCUITS, by Mullard. 12/6. 
Postage II-. 

MEASURING METHODS AND DE- 
VICES IN ELECTRONICS, by A. C. J. 
Beerens. 35/-. Postage /6. 

100 IDEAS FOR DESIGN, b)i Electronic 
Design. No. 66. 15/-. Postage 1/-. 
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SEVERAL types of anti-theft devices for cars have 
appeared commercially, but these have two main 

disadvantages. Either they are relatively expensive or 
they give inadequate protection. Investigation shows 
that a simple ignitiOn immobilising switch does not 
afford enough protection, as a skilled thief can easily 
overcome the action of such a device. What is required 
is a cheap device protecting two or more points of entry 
to the car in addition to an ignition immobilising switch. 
Such a device is described in this article. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
The alarm sounding device used in this system, as in 

most conventional systems, is the car horn. When the 
driver leaves his car he actuates a concealed switch 
outside the car, which engages the alarm system. The 
alarm can be set off in several ways, as detailed below: 

(a)If the thief forces open a window this tilts the 
car sufficiently to actuate one of several critically- 
placed mercury switches. 
(b) If a skeleton key is used to open any door, the 
interior light switch closes and sets off the alarm. 
(c) If the car is disturbed in any way (i.e. in a hit- 

Cit thussis 
uitabIe for +ve 

or -ve eorth 

RIAl 
Car 

Battery 

Tì:1 
To Interior light 

n switch 

$wtth 

To IgnitiOnswitch 

1A2 

S2 

RIA i -energisd con ditiori. 

Fig. I. Comp'ete circuit diagram of the mercury 
switch (SI and S2) alarm system 

Car 
F3JL2©[LL\LK 

Syt ni' 
By M.J.BUNCE 

;, 

\ 
Th 

r 

1 

caIed switch S3 is actuated, thè coil of the relay RLA is when the alarm system is engaged, and makes the 
effectively connected, in series with the interior light system even more satisfactory in operation. 

137 

and-run accident) the alarm is set off. 
Any attempts to stop the alarm by getting out of the 

car or closing the door will be foiled by the action of a 
set of hold-on relay contacts in the system. The only 
disadvantage of this system may appear to occur if the 
car is parked on a hill. In practi, however, this does 
not arise, as the mercury switches are arranged in such a 
way that they are actuated only by sideways movement, 
as a car is rarely parked broadside on to a slope. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The only components used in the system are two or 

three mercury switches as required, a two-pole change- 
over relay, and a concealed switch of suitable type. 

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1, and the system 
ODerates as follows. When the car is left and the con- 

(door) switch, across the car battery. The mercury 
switches S2, S3 etc. shunt the interior light switch, and 
to make the system completely foolproof a normally open 
relay contact (RLA2) is also connected in parallel with 
these switches. The mercury switches are normally 
"open", as is the interior light switch when the door is 
closed. 

If the concealed switch S3 has a double-throw change- 
over contact, the open contacts can be connected in 
series with the ignition lead to the key switch on the 
dashboard. This effectively immobilises thé vehicle 
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THE CONCEALED SWITCH 
Any form of switch can be used for S4, but it is 

advisable to use a type in which the on and off positions 

138 

This "aerial type" of switch is of course a simple 
single pole on/off device, and no provision can be made 
for connecting up to the ignition circuit in this case. 

* 

problems, :the mercury switchés may be mounted 
longitudinally at the expense of being unable to use the 
alarm when parked on steep hills. 

An alternative system is to attach the mercury switch 
to the inside of the boot lid, to protect this in the event 
of a break-in. ¡ri this case there is less likelihood of a 
slight disturbance setting off the alarm accidentally. 
This setting-up is rather critical and may take a few 
minutes to achieve the optimum setting. 

A number of systems of this type are shown in Fig. 2. 
With such a system, the driver, when he leaves his car, 

simply retracts the aerial, thus engaging the system. 
Before re-entering the vehicle heraises the aerial with the 
special key which is supplied with such aerials. There is 
no reason why an aerial should not be used as a switch 
even if a car radio is not used as few car thieves would 
suspect an aerial (especially retracted) of concealing the 
master switch of a highly efficient burglar alarm system. 

harness. The box wilt then function more or less as a 
convenient junction box for all the leads. 

SETTING-UP PROCEDURE 
The mercury switches (which can be obtained quite 

cheaply on the surplus market) are best mounted in 
Terry clips. The switches should be fitted across the 
car so that they are almost making contact under normal 
conditions. When 'the car is rolled, they will then 
operate. If, however, roads with a steep camber cause 

Aerial securing 
ferrule -_.. 

Metal stud,_- - 
contacts 

Fig. 2a. Two metal studs in an 
insulated tube are short-circuited 
when the aerial is retracted 

cannot be confused. A very ingenious type of switch 
will now be described, based upon a car radio aerial. 

Certain types of fully-retractable car radio aerials 
have non-n-ietallic tubes into which the aerial collapses. 
As the car radio (if fitted) will not be used with the 
aerial retracted, it is a simple matter to arrange a pair of 
contacts which close whert the aerial is fully retracted. 

switdi 

Fig. 2b. A microswitch 
button is depressed when 
the aerial is retracted 

Switch btoJ 

Microswitch 

Fig. 2c. A microswitch is 
operated when mounted 
underneath the aerial 

CONSTRUCTION SI, S2 (etc.) Miniature mercury switches 

lt is recommended that the alarm unit is built in a 
S3 Double-pole, changeover switch, or as described 

reasonably sturdy metal box secured in the engine 
in text - I 

. . 

compartment of the car. The box will house the relay Relay I and one mercury switch. Most electrical connections RLA Relay, uy coil; i pole' ihangeover contacts i can be made here,with the possible exception of the horn 
i switch contacts and, of course, the interior light lead. Miscellaneous : 

The connections to and from the unit can be made via Suitable metal box, e.g. 6m x 4m x 24m aluminium 
an octal plug and socket with a suitable cable harness, chassis with top plate. Octal plug and socket. I If several mercury switches are required, these can be 

- Terry clips. - 

I fitted outside the box and connected via the cable 

One advantage of this system is that it uses no current 
COMPONENTS . . . whatsoever unless the alarm is actually operating. 

When the alarm has been set off, the only way it can 
be silenced is by operation of the concealed switch S3, 
due to theaction of the hOld-on relay contact RLA2. 

I SICS - - 
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4 CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK... INCLUDING. 

VALVE EXPERIMENTS 
TRANSISTOR EXPERIMENTS 
AMPLIFIERS 
OSCILLATORS 
SIGNAL TRACER 

PHOTO ELECTRIC CIRCUIT 
COMPUTER CIRCUIT 
BASIC RADIO RECEIVER 
ELECTRONIC SWITCH 

SIMPLE TRANSMITTER 

A.C. EXPERIMENTS 
D.C. EXPERIMENTS 

SIMPLE COUNTER 
TIME DELAY CIRCUIT 
SERVICING PROCEDURES 

This new style cour3e will enable anyone to really understand electronics by a modern, practical and visual method- 
no maths, and a minimum of theory-no previous knowledge required. lt will also enable anyone to understand how 
to test, service and maintain all types of Electronic equipment. Radio and TV receivers, etc. 

i ÒWN and 
HANDLE a 

complete range of present- 
day ELECTRONIC PARTS 
and COMPONENTS 

II 

2 BUILD 
-_' andUSE 
a modern and profes- 
sional CATHODE RAY 
OSCI LLOSC OPE 

In 
u 

- 

4- 

a new 4-way method. of. mastering 

ELECTRONICS 
by doing - and - seeing. . 

VISUAL! GI. 
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* Metal Knobs (Silver pointer marked) * Professionally designed Front Panel (Silver) * Operatinglinstructions booklet * Ready built and tested (in our free cabinet) 

ONLY £6.19.6 
Postage/Ins/parcel and packing charges Extra, 2S/. 

Power supply for che same acailable separately. Price list on request 
P.0./Cheques with orders. Write' to 

CEE CO,, la CARLYLE ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 

'(40 

SIZE 12 BIB MODEL 3 

Ideal for home WIRE STRIPPER 
COnstruCtors. AND CUTTER - Contains 102 f 

.. Strips insulation of 
1 8 s.w.g. Ersin 

Multicore Savbit without nicking 
the wire, cuts Alloy on a plastic 

reel. 15/- each 
wire and splits 
plastic t win4lex. (Also available i 4/- each 

in other sizes) 0 Q 

From Electrical or Hardware shops. If unobtainable write to 
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.. Hemel Hempstead. Herts. M29 

r 

C E E C O proudly offers IDEAL GIFT 

f 
ç 

fyi. 

A new fully Transistorised 
10 wa 

Pre-Amp and 
At a sensible price tt Amplifier 
I * STEEL Cabinet (with ample room fori 

FREE 
with the I 

you to add-on stages AM/FM, etc.) f following: I * 10 watt Hi-Fi Pie-amplifier and power amplifier I * Volume, Tone and Treble Controls I 

For quick, easy faultless soldering 
'ERSIN 

5:.ORE ? S0LDER 

Easy to use and economical. Containing 5 

cores of non-corrosive flux, instantly 
cleaning heavily oxidised surfaces. No extra 
flux required. Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy 
reduces wear of copper soldering iron bits. 

- rtvv SILL ib 
.I HANDY SOLÒER 21 ft Coil of 60/40 

I 5 DISPENSER 
i 

Alloy. 22 s.w.g. in 

Contains 1 2 ft. of a dispenser. Ideal 

,,, coil 18s.w.g. - 
= forsmallcompon- 

Ersin Multicore I 
ents. transistors. 

Savbit Alloy. Quick i 

diodes. etc. 

and easy to use. 
I 

3/- each 

2/6 each 

2 IO App. Sil. Roct. 50/loo PIV 10/- 5 0A5 Gold Bondnd Diodn Mullurd IS!- 
8 Diodos 4 OA7O, 4 0A79 .............. IO!- I 2N1 32 PNP PLANAR Tronc. Sii ........ 15/ 
I 5 AMP SCR lOO PIV .................. lO/- 2 2N697 NPN PLANAR Tronc. Sil ....... 15/- 

3 Sil.Tronc.25303 PNP .................. lO/- 4 GERM. Powor Tronc.oqvt.0C16 Mullord 15/- 
5 0E7884 Tronc. Eqvt.0C44 ............. 10/- I UNIJUNCTION Trunc. 2N2646 G.E ...... 5/- 

IO Accortod Computor Diodo, ............ 10/- 2 SiI. Tronc. 6OVCB 200 MfCc. ZT83/84 15/- 
4 Zoncrc 5,68. lo. 12 VItc .............. lof- I Sil. PLANARTruno. 8SY25 NPN lOOM/Cs 15/- 
4 2G417 Trn1. Eqvt. AFI 1,16/117 ......... 10/- I Sil. Tronc. lSlO4 ISO MICo HFE 200 NPN 15/-. 
2 200 M/Cs Sil. Tronc. 6SY26/27 .......... lOf- 2 SCRo 50 Ply I Amp. TO-5 con ......... 15/- 
2 Bi.dlrocrionol Tronc. ASY66 ............ 10/- I Tunnel Diodo lN3120 (TD-5) G.E ...... 15/- 
4 High Current Tronc. 0C42 Eqvt lO/_ I 2N2160 UNIJU NCTION Tronc. TO-5 con 15/- 
2 Power Tronc. 0C26/35 ................ 0/- 2 Sil. Regt. 5 Amp. 400 Ply Stud ......... 15/- 
5 Sil. Rects. 400 PIV25OmA .............. 0/- I Tunnel Diodo AEY Il STC. 1050 M/Co 5/- 
3 0071 Tronc. Mullurd ................. 10/- 2 GERM. PowerTruns. OC28129 .......... 5/- 
3 0075 Tronc. Mullord ................. 10/- 2 Zonero 25 woct 18 und 22 voltc ........ 5/- 
3 NPN Sil. Tronc. 70 MICo .............. lO/- 6 Sil.'Rect. TypeBYlOO 800 PIV SSOrnA 20/- 
I Power Tronc. OC2O 100 VIto ........... 10/- 8 SiI. Rect. 400 Ply 200/500mA .......... 20/- 
5 0A47 Gold Bonded Diodes .......... 10/- I Truncictor Monuol by G.E. 648 pugcc 30/- 
4 0A202 Sil. Diodes Sub-Mm ............. 10/- I Silicon Controlled Red. Munuol G.E .... 30/- 
3 0077 Tronc. Mullurd ................. 10/- 25 Mioed Sil. & GERM. Tronc. Now Morked 30/- 
8 OA8I Diodes CV448 ................. 10/- 40 Miond Semiconductors New Morked 40/- 
3 SiL Potts. 400 Ply 500 mA .............. 10/- I Logic Module Hondbook & Cutologue . 17/6 

6O 
SILICON 

DIODES 10/- 
200 mA 

16 

SILICÒN 

RECTIFIERS 10/- 
750 mA 

TOP-HAT 

SILICON BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
NEW TESTED 

600 Ply 2 Amp. ut 55C ..................... 25/- EACH 
800 PIV 2 Amp. ut 55C ..................... 30/- EACH 

A COMPLETE RANGE OF SILICON RECTIFIERS 
Our yost stocko chongo duily with hundreds ol Minimum Order IO!-. CASH WITH ORDER 
Semiconductor burgoins becoming uvoIubIe. Just PLEASE. Add If- po,togn und pocking por 750 mA TO 25 Amp. 50-1000 PIV NOW IN STOCK. 
send 2/6 to cover 3 montho enoiling o( our blest Order. GUARANTEED by return postol Servite. 
otock listo, eqvc. chorts. tirtuits, ecc. Overonos odd ectru (or ArwoiI. ASK FOR PRICE LIST 

LOW COST SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS (THYRISTORS) FACTORY TESTED 
I AMP (TO-S con) I AMP (STUD) 16 AMP (STUD) Free OCR Literoture including 
PIV EACH PIV EACH PIV EACH Circuit Diogronu for Light 
50 ............... 8;6 00 ......... 10/6 lOO ............. 6/6 Oin,mero, Speed Control/ero, 

lOO ............... 9/6 400 ......... 30/- 400 ............ 40/- AC Power Switch. ntc., with 
200 ............... 12/6 600 ......... 45/. 600 ............ 55/ 5CR ordern or on reqoent. 
400 ............... 22/6 400 PIV Power 5CR 30 A,np Speciol Price ................ -80/. 

FREEOne 0/- Puck of your own 
choc: free with ordro 

LOGIC MODULES FREE FREE otio et.:iio' 
TRANSISTORS 

VALUE PAK 50 l0/ 
UNMARKED. UNTESTED 

IO SCR SVOLTA I ArnP2O/_ UD 
3 0C139 Troni. NPN Mullord ........... 10/- 3 High cit. AF Trono. PNP ACYII ........ 15/ 
2 Drift Trono. 2M 225 lOO M/Co PNP ..... 10/- 5 Sil. Rect. l5OmA lOO PIV TEXAS ....... 15/- 
6 Motched Trono. 0C44/45/8l/81 D ....... lO/- 3 BSY9OA Sil. Trono. STC ............... 15/- 
4 0MO Dioden Mollord ................ lO/- 3 Sii. Trono. 0C200 Mollord ............. 15/- 

IS Red SpotAFTrono. PNP ................ 0/- 2 Sii. Power Regt. 6 A,np. 200 PIV BYZI3 15/- 
IS White Spot RFTruno. PNP ........... $0/- I AF139 GERM.Tronn. 1500 MICo ........ 151- 
4 Sil. Recto. 3A 100/400 Ply ............. 10/- I Sil. Power Trono, lOO M/CoTK 2OiA NPN IS!- 
4 NPN Trono. DCI 392Ml 302. ETC ...... lO/- 6 Zener Dioden 3-lSvltt. Mixnd 400mW 15/- 

1ÌO 
GERM. 

SUE-MIN. DIODES 10/- 

1O 
ALL TYPES 

lINERS 10/- MIXED VOLTS 

I) IKIINSISTORS 10/- 
IF SIL. I II 

L Mico hilf11 

Ì O 

I 

GERM. 

RECIIFIERS 10/- up to 
300 PIV 

8 RADNOR HOUSE * VALUE PAKS FOR '67 
I BI-PAH SEMICO DOCTORS 

93/97 REGENT STREET 
LONDON, W.I * - NEW UNTESTED - 
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place for other values of IB. This tendency to pass 
large collector currents at large collector voltages is 
obviously not healthy for the transistor and the only 
thing to do is avoid high collector voltages. 

- COLLECTOR VOLTAGE - VOLTS 

Fig. i. Characteristic curves of typical silicon planar 
transistor 
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purposes to dispense with the usual vacuum-tight 
hermetically sealed encapsulation and simply embed the 
transistor in synthetic resin. This, again, makes for 
cheapness, and so we find that, despite the fact that 
transistor-grade silicon is extremely expensive, these 
"epoxy transistors" can still' be sold for a few shillings 
each. 

WORKING CONDITIONS 
A glance at the collector characteristics (see Fig. I) of 

a typical silicon planar transistor shows nothing which 
differs substantially from the familiar germanium 
transistor characteristics. A closer look shows that one 
curve is apparently absent: the curve for Ir = O. The 
reason is simple: a germanium transistor with no base 
current still passes enough collector current to show up 
on the curves, because of internal leakage. But in 
silicon transistors the leakage is so small that the curve 
for IB = O virtually coincides with the X axis, until a 
certaip critical collector voltage is reached. Then, 
as the curves show, the collector current tends to rise 
indefinitely. A shari, rise of collector current takes 

= 

t) 

o 
'.4 

IfVff U iwiiii 
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MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES 
Silicon planar transistors are made by techniques in 

which the fiat, polished surface of a silicon "chip" is 
treated so that selected areas are modified to produce 
the base, emitter, and collector. In the transistor 
factory, the percentage of "good" transistors (the 
yield) is high, partly because the fabrication techniques 
are more precise than the old fashioned alloying 
process, and partly because the surface of the silicon is 
protected, during and after manufacture, by a layer of 
silicon oxide. 

This layer gives the transistor such good protection 
against chemical attack that it is possible for most 

that it conducts and short-circuits the high-voltage 
"spike" which occurs on switch-off. 

(There is nothing peculiar to silicon transistors here. 
Germanium transistors behave in the same way. But it 
is worth making the point again.) 

EMITTER-BASE VOLTAGE 
The curves of Fig. i do not show the one circuit 

voltage which is quite different from the corresponding1 

one in germanium transistors. This is the base-emitter 
voltage VBE which exists when the transistor is passing a 
given collectòr current. It is much bigger (05-1V) in 
silicon than in germanium transistors (01-03V). 

SILICON planar transistörs are now becoming almost as 
cheap as germanium transistors. They are extremely 

versatile. The same type is often useful for both audio 
and, radio frequency applications. But these new 
maids-of-all-work do differ in certain respects from the 
more familiar germanium transistors, and to get the 
best out of them these differences must be taken into 
account. This article is a brief guide to practical 
applications. 

by G. Wareham 

A good rule of thumb is: do not work the transistor 
at more than half the absolute maximum voltage 
quoted in the manufacturer's data. Thus a transistor 
with VCE max = 18V will generally be all right at a 
battery voltagé of 9V. The important exception is 
when the load is inductive. In this case, if the transistor 
is cut off abruptly, the collector voltage may rise far 
above the battery voltage. The situation is familiar 
to people who use transistors to operate relays, and the 
usual remedy is to connect a diode across the relay, so 

Silicon Planar 
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the gains of transistors on the working point. By 
calculating Rc, RF and Rn for an average transistor we 
arrive at values which can be used for any transistor. 
lt is necessary, if the system is to work really well, for 
the currentgain to be high. Fortunately, the general- 
purpose planar transistors now coming on the market 
do usually have high gains (lire = 50-300) so this 
condition is easily met. 

f42 

Silicon planar transistors are often noisier than their 
germanium counterparts at audio frequencies, yet they 
make excellent low-level audio amplifiers. The 
explanation of this paradox lies in the behaviour of the 
transistors at low collector currents. In general, 
reducing the collector current reduces the noise. But it 
also reduces the gain, so there is a limit below which 
reducing current serves no useful purpose. 

The a.c. input resistance is only 4 per cent of the d.c. 
resistance. Thus a bias network which shunts the d.c. 
input resistance heavily does not necessarily shunt the 
a.c. input signal heavily. This is precisely what we 
want for good stabilisation combined with small signal- 
loss. A satisfactory compromise is to make RB five 
times the a.c. input resistance. It is then typically one- 
fifth of the d.c. input resistance. In a germanium 
transistor, with VOIE = l5OmV, the ratio rin/RIN would 
have been 1/6 and the best compromise factor 
V6 25. 

Bias circuits designed by this technique have the 
effect of compensating for the effects of differences in 

/ RI C2 <.VRI cj,,C4 
>470 - 10 

Çkfl 

.1 1 

Fig. 4. In this "starved" amplifier TRI passes only about 
IO micro amps, and therefore generates very little noise. 
Amplifiers like this can often be incorporated into existing 
valve amplifiers, since they require very little current and 
the polarity of the supply voltage is the same as that of the 
existing high tension supply 

LOW-NOISE AUDIO CIRCUITS - 

rn 25hte Ic (mA,mV) Ris ¡E VflE/lFE 

Now, if lIFE is large, Ic is very nearly equ1 to ¡E. 

Also, under typical operating conditions, l're and FiFE 

are about equal. In this case, 

rin 25 

VBE 

In a typical planar transistor used in the type of circuit 
in question, VBE is not likely to be very different from 
625mV, and so 

rin I 

RIN25 . 

1 

Fig. 3. General-purpose audio pre-amplifier. Both tran- 
sistors may be high-gain 2N2926 (hre over 50) 

+9v 
R2 R3 O.2m4 
47o 221 

ka 

I- Ic Q5F C, 
TRI I 

</50 PI! 
J2N2926 2N2926 

r, 

heavily, and so cause a loss of input-signal current, but, 
on the other hand, they should stabilise the working 
conditions against variations in temperature and 
transistors. The first condition-not to shunt the 
input-calls for high values of Rb and R and the 
second-good stabilisation-for low values. These 
conditions are incompatible, and the system seems a bad 
one, until one takes some actual examples: 

The d.c. or large-signal input resistance of the 
transistor is simply VBE/IB = RIN. The ac. or 
small-signal input resistance is 25 hre/IE rin. Now, 
IB = Ic/hFE, where lIFE is the large signal current ampli- 
fication factor, SO.RIN = VBE hFE/IC. Taking the ratio 
of small-signal to large-signal input resistances we have: 

R3 R4 O.6mA 
27 

kfl kLI 

C3 
f3V 

TRiP 

I 

2I H 
2926 IOOpA 

2ijF 

2N29261+24V 
500pA 

R5 RI 

T 
33 

«i 

However, the. high VBE can be turned to good 
advantage, and this is the second and more important 
result. A particularly simple and effective biasing 
system is possible with silicon transistors. This is 
shown in Fig. 2. Two resistors Rt and Rb form a 
potential divider across the, collector-emitter circuit. 
Their values are 'selected 'so that the required VBE is 
set up across Rb. A method of calculating the required 
values is shown on the diagram, but readers might be 
interested to know the reasoning behind it. 

The important thing is that the bias resistors should 
not-shunt the base input impedance of the transistor too 

f'CE 

c; 

VBE 

_________L 
Fig. 2. The two-resistance bias circuit for RC amplifiers 
using high-gain silicon transistors. This compensates for 
both temperature and .transistor Variations and uses no 
electrolytic capacitors 

This has two practical results. One, not usually 
important, is that silicon transistors will not work from 
quite such low voltages as germanium ones, since there 
must always be enough voltage to provide the working 
VBE, and this means, say, 06V minimum, whereas 
many germanium transistors will work with lower 
voltages than this. 

Rb 1/E/51B 
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i, 

ticularly if it is of the epitaxial type, is likely to be high- circuit, and to bypass this at h.f. with a capacitance 
a few hundred Mc/s. Special u.h.f. types go to (Fig. 5). The required values are best found by trial 
I ,000Mc/s or higher. Ideally, one would like to and error, but are often in the range 100-1 000 ohms and 
operate well below cut-off, e.g. one-tenth of the cut-off l00-1,000pF. . 

Fig. 7. Frequency to volt- RI R5 86 
age converter. Here TR2 
squaresthewaveform,and 82 220 . kfl Cs 

C4 differentiates it. The 
kil kil kfl 

result is to make TR3 pass 
a current proportional to C3 C4 

the input frequency. The mt I- -II- voltage across R7 is like- 
wise proportional to fre- . - quency. Capacitor C4 sets 
the range and CS smoothes 

I 
2N2926 2N2g26 

the output. If the circuit »__F 
is used as a frequency IOO»F I 

: 

meter CS should be large, 
while for use as a discri- R2 

27 
M 221OO C2 

minator it should bypass kil k 

cl.i_ 
the carrier frequency but 

T'"' not the audio output o _ 

+ 
R7 

8.2 

kil 

2N29 

O OUTPUT 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY 

VALUE 
OFC4 OFC5 

100c/s tuF IOOuF 
jkc/ OiF IOiF 
lOkc/s 0-OtuF tuF 
tOOkch ØOOIuF 0IF 

tMc/s tOOpF 0015F 

impedance of the signal source. 
Using cheap epoxy transistors such as the 2N2926 

series, amplifier circuits are "designable" with 
Ic = lOQuA, in the sense that fixed values of resistance 
are adequate. At lower currents, it is advisable to 
include one adjustable resistance to provide for 
variations from transistor to transistor. Two typical 
amplifier circuits are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

RADIO FREQUENCY CIRCUITS 
Radio frequency circuits are no different in principle 

from germanium transistor circuits. The cut-off 
frequency of a typical small planar transistor, par- 

and are suitable for use without neutralisation. 
The cut-off frequency is generally reduced if the 

transistor is operated at lower or higher collector 
currents than those for which the value of [T is specified. 
Collector voltage should be reasonably large (5V) for 
high-frequency working. 

WIDE-BAND AMPLIFIERS 
There is no difficulty in making amplifiers with usefùl 

gains at frequencies of several megacycles. The main 
problem is keeping the gain reasonably constant over 
the full bandwidth-there is a natural tendency to get 
more gain at the lower frequencies. One simple 
technique is to include some resistance in the emitter 

Fig. 6. 'Silicon npn transistors can readily be used in conjunction 
with germanium pnp transistors. In this circuit TRI and TR2 form 
an untuned r.f. amplifier feeding a detector 

In the case of a germanium transistor', the gain 
usually falls off rapidly below about OE5mA. But com- 
parable silicon planar transistors usually work quite 
happily down to 01 mA, and a high proportion still have 
useful gains (Izr over 10) at 001 mA (10 microamps). By 
taking advantage of this good low-current performance 
we can achieve lower noise with silicon than with 
germanium. The input resistance goes up as fc goes 
down, and this can be useful for matching the 

frequency. In practice, transistors must often be used 
at frequencies close to cut-off. In this case the gain is 
inevitably low, but may still be useful. 

Whether neutralisation is necessary in a tuned 
amplifier depends partly on the stage gain and partly 
on the size of the collector-base capacitance COB. In 
the cheaper transistors, with COB around lOpF, 
neutralisation is probably required. Special r.f. types, 
with Con less than 1 pF, are just coming on,the market, 

RtJCZ 

Ñb P1 

Fig. 5. In wide-band RC amplifiers an 
emitter resistor and capacitor provide 
high-frequency compensation 

E2TJL 
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now associate rne,nbers. 
Applications to the old class of associate have now been 

abolished. A new grade of associates is open to those 
applicants in other professions who are interested in or 
associated with the activities of the LEE. These may 
include doctors concerned with medical electronics, 
architects, teachers, and technicians who do not qualify for 
other grades of membership. 

a large radio and electrical firm, Ekco, Mr. Cole made his 
- first mains set in 1925. He was then working as an 

I 

electrical engineer at Southend. His company, which grew 
to become one of the foremost in the industry, was merged 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS into Pye Öf Cambridge a few years ago. Mr. Cole was 65. 

Pulse Counting Receivers 

Push-Pull Neoñ Driver 

Short Wave Preselector 

New lEE Brading Structure 

To 
CONFORM to an agreed scale of membership grades, on 

which constituent institutions of the Council of 
Engineering Institutions are collaborating, the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers has changed its membership 
structure. 

Full members are nôw designated Fellows; associate 
members are now members; graduates and associates are 

For the same reason, the base will not pass large 
currents. 

The reverse base-emitter breakdown voltage for a 
planar transistor is usually about 6v. If there is danger 
of exceeding this, a diode must be connected in the base 
lead so that, when the base voltage is such that the 
transistor is cut-off, the diode is reverse biased. In this 
condition the diode absorbs most of the reverse 
voltage and the transistor is protected. 

A typical wave-shaping circuit, due to Marconi 
Instruments, is shown in Fig. 7. This is a frequency-to- 
voltage converter, and it could be used as a frequency 
meter or pulse-counting f.m. discriminator up to 
about lMc/s. * 

At an opening cermony on November 30, GBR was 
switched on by Capt. C. B. H. Wake-Walker RN., 
Director of Naval Signals. The new transmitter is now in 
regular use for naval traffic and time signal emissions. It 
can be received by warships and submarines in all parts of 
the world. 

The output power is 450-500kw and the radiated power 
from the large aerial array (a prominent landmark in the 
midlands) exceeds 60kw. - 

Mr. E. K. Cole 

NEWS OF the death of Mr. E. K. Cole last November will 
have brought back memories of the early days of 

broadcasting to many readers. 
A pioneer of the mains operated radiø set and founder of 

impedance path for h.f. disturbances on the positive 
line to RF1 and enough might get back to the base of Vi 
to cause instability. Resistor Rc2 is included to 
provide d.c. bias to the detector. (In practice, thç 
resistance of the choke is often adequate). Essentially 
the same pnp-npn technique can be used in the audio 
stages. 

NON-LINEAR CIRCUITS 
Planar transistors may be used in the usual switching 

and waveform-shaping circuits, but one or two special 
features should be borne in mind. Unlike alloy 
transistors, planar transistors have practically no gain in 
the "inverted" condition, i.e. with collector and emitter 
connections reversed. This is because the base is small. 

they work and somè of their uses. 

OBR Returns to the Air 

THE historic call sign GBR can once again be heard on the 
very low frequency of l6kc/s (18,750 metres) after an 

absence of 12 months. 
Originally designed and built in the early 1920's by 

G.P.O. engineers, the Rugby Radio Station made history 
as the world's most powerful transmitter using valves. 
Now the old transmitter has been completely re-designed. 
The most striking changes are in the main amplifier stages 
where 54 water-cooled valves have been replaced by nine 
vapour-cooled amplifier valves; and in the modulator 
which can generate precision frequency-shift signals as well 
as the original c.w. signals at speeds up to 72 bauds. 
Transistors are emoloved in the driver stages. 

stage gain must be reduced (by using smaller Rc) as the 
bandwidth is increased. The bandwidth is always less 
than fr, since at this frequency the "gain" is unity. 

MIXED NPN AND PNP CIRCUITS 
Constructors who are accustomed only to pnp 

circuits are often worried about the prospect of mixing 
pnp and npn transistors. In practice this is no problem, 
and often results in cheaper circuitry. 

A typical case is shown in Fig. 6. Here the two 
transistors form a wide-band amplifier feeding a 
detector diode. The input is from a ferrite rod aerial, 
and the whole circuit is a simple t.r.f. receiver "front 
end". Note that RE2 is bypassed to the negative line. 
(If it were bypassed to positive this would create a low- 

Solid State Physics on TV 

ANEW 
BBCI television series on modern solid state 

electronic devices called "The New Electronics" 
started on January 8. Integrated circuits, Gunn oscil- 
lators, silicon-controlled rectifiers, field effect transistors- 
these are some of the newest devices in a technology which 
was almost unknown ten years ago. They are all semi- 
conducting devices. They all depend on the production of 
very pure solids in very exact crystalline forms. Impurities 
are added to these in amazingly small coñcentrations to 
make the p-type and the ,,-type materials which are the 
basis of the devices themselves. 

These ten programmes which are intended for electrical 
engineers, teachers in schools and colleges, undergraduates 
and sixth forms exDlain how the devices are made. how 

Assuming a low-impedance signal-source ("voltage 
drive") the mutual conductance of the transistor with 
emitter resistance Re is roughly 1/Re, and this holds (4 E ì%lS B R I E FS good for Re of loo ohms or more at collector currents of 
lmA or more. As with all wide-band circuits, the 
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 TAPE HEAD 

DEMAGNETIZER 

(\d MODEL TD.79 

CthlPr 
nove ,oagnetioni fròm tape heads pera 
iudtting Improved recordings. Reduces 
harmonio distortion 
and noise level. 

Also Two Probe ,'rrsina TUlIOS, 38/S 

J. -___ 

MCK.2. MORSE CODE KIT 
T'so stoti.,a ,o.,rns craIe k,t sssppiled 
with inotructiono, 2Oft. of connection 
vto and morar code £22.0 

AIWA. TP. 1002 
2-Speed, 1-Track Mains 
seed Battery Stereo Tape 

P pIchel)' self-contained i- 
sleet,! stereo tape recorder, operatina 
on i,atteelco and AC mains. Uses 2' 

pei Vg°tpe 
n , pl high Od lity roc rd 

Ing. Flee pooh-button controlo. 
Stereo inputs aro provided for the 
two microphones and for two 

- high level signale, such as radio, 
- record player, TV, etc. One nudo- 

phono has start-stop switch for 
remote control. A A 

Complete gns. 
Also available MODEL TP 712 

(Mono) 26f go., 

FOR FULL DETAILS OF THESE AND MANY OTHER ITEMS SEND FOR FREE 
COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE. EAGLE NEWS AND ORDER FORM. ALS5 ITEMS 
AVAILABLE POST FREE AND COVERED BY 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE. 

CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR HI-FI SHOWROOM 

WIRELESS INTERCOM 
No aireo. on inotallution needed, 
simply plug these into AC power 
point sfld talk. Unito hace press. 
l.a-talk lock switch and on-ott volume 
control, Ideal Intercom or Buby Alarm 
for home, office, I I fl Corn- 
facto, y. ploie. 

0P303. DOOR PHONE INTERCOM 
Ultra sensitive tranoictorised Intercom 
designed mo that you may onower 
the doer from within for greater 
convenience und vafety. 

L 4 1 2 6Other intercoms 
sv»iluble. 

WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
WMNO9 (a.', illnotrated) 
Pocket I'M Wireless 
transmitter complete 
with tie-pin miveophone. 

ow. Teauuetseltu clearly up tu. 
100 yals, and io fully 
tunable over the entire 

ak FM fami. Simply aced i with an FM raIl,, or 
Super. £140.0 

Aloe avallni,lr WMSON 
Prm,le,u,i,.nl stuck type 

tando. Features a large filo, vernier 
tuned, etched ireular dial for easy 
accurate frequency udjuotmento. 
Cemplsteioith £20.1 5.0 

TE1SO. SINE SOUARE WAVE 
AUDIO GENERATOR 
SINE WAVE: 20-200000 cpu in four 
hands. 
SQtIABE WAVE: 50-3000f) cpi. Input 
impeilunee 0-2.000 ohsno. Eopechafly 
designe.) toe H1.Fl Radio and TV 
Service roen who require a depen.lai.le 
Inosesamont, £21 .19.6 

covers 1.250 

° fiV' Cali1 

heated bida. Can also be caed o. 
frequency checker. Deteclo indurirel 
radiatIon 0e spurIous frequencIes. EF). 
measured on an accurati 
200 .sA punel meter. 

conibines a host of nluaneod features that easily makr it the One.t AM.F1d tunee In It. 
elms. A tuned-RP otage on FM, AFC circuit und u ho.cy flywheel giving smooth but 
efloetleris timing, built lo AM Ferelte aerial. F5l.Sll-IOtlMc. £ O O AM 535-1605 K/n. 

MS8O. 20W ROSEWOOD SPEAKER 
SYSTEM 
The perfect anewer for the music lover who wants full emige - - - 

fidelity w a compact system, Pentures un Sin, full ronge 
high compliance speaker with on output cop.city 0)20 watts 
EMS. Feequency response: 30-20,000 cp,.. Resonunl 
frequency: 30-40 c.p.a. Scncitivily: 97 db/w. Fluo 
density: Over 12,000. lncpvdunee: 16 obus. Sise if)... 
highs 10°/ln. widen Sin.deep. £1 4.14.0 
Ac cell au thi. tseaotltully slenignesi speukee thers' ace two 
othee models M961. 10 antIc RMS at 012.12.0 uniI M640 
5 watt. EMS £5.100. 
All three .ipeakves are finished In magnificent ruu,'s:',snl cml 
the entire osbisset Oiled with amustie dau:ping ,,,aiu'r,sl, 

EAGLE PRODUCTS AuecviewedlnHiFi News, Sept. 1965. 

MAGNETIC STEREO CARTRIDGES 
M100?0 GOLD M1007F. SILVER 

Stylo.: 0.5 Mii liunnont 01,15..: 0.7 MII lisanossI 
TeckIng l5res.auee Trucking Precoce 

1-2.5 grasso, i-4 gesisi.. 

£6.12.6 £514.6 
Itoth feature singularly cmoothreprodus'ti.m and incisivi' unuratl... i: otees, chance 

reproduction. Output 20 oust.. Impe. 
dance 16 ohms Respcnse 
1,500.18,000 OP. 
CROSSOVER NETWORKS CN.23- 
3 ohm, 5 way 14/6. CN.216-16 ohm. 
Sway 14/6. 

ALL TRANSISTOR MONO & 
STEREO PRE AMPLIFIERS 
PeovisIv rotea stage of amplificution foe 
liso with s,asgnetIc cartridges, tape and 
oileeoehono lupus.. Both model, feature 
cliii band pam callee, 20-25)000 cpu. 
PER 301 -MONO £4.12_S. 
l'RE 305 STEREO £515,6. 

WI-2. TRANSISTORISED 

TT.144. Dynamic 
Transistor Tester 
Tests in-circuit or 
outofcircuit.Idrnti- Ø 
0es PlOP and 7OPN o - [_e 

Zode 
cults, short circuito 
ml curceut drain. . 

completo with in- 
structions £410.0. 

TT.145. De luxe 
Translster Diode 
Tester. £9.76. 
MULTIMETERS 
TK.20A 3,000 o.p.v. £215.6 
TK.25 3,000 o.p.v. £215.6 
EP.1OK 10,000 o.pv. £417.0 
EP.1OKN 10,000 o.p.V. £58.0 
EP.20K 26,000 o.p.v. £519.0 
EP.20K8 20,000 o.p.v. 06.8.0 
EP.30K 30,000 ope. £719.6 
EP.30K.N 30,000 ups. 09.0,0 
EP.SOKN 50,000 o.p.v., £1t19.e 
10P.I0010N 100,000 o.p.v. £1419.0 

H 
TE-188. RF StGNAL GENERATOR 
A 'table whir range signal generator 

- with o rasscr ut 120 Kels-200MeIs ur, si 

ALL ITEMS SENT POST FREE 

- SR165. ALL BAND essa 
- - j. tin crate, o, that the kann coltehing can le 

an-comptichei rnpl,tiv. £48.O.O 
UD4OH CLRDOID DM24HL DYNAMIC MICROPHONE DM31C. CARDOID 

5050 hrn ins' £7.70, sp'.. 
psolance 00.6. 06.6.0. 'Ø 

27 other microphones evituhle. 

EAGLE SA100, low INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER 

EAGLE AFM100. AM-FM TUNER 

A compact, versatile integrated 
mit loe nir,ia,lral or stereophonic 

EAGLE FMI41. FM TUNER 
8o5.mini.to,e ft transistor 3dkole F.M. 
Toner. Covers 8$-106 Mc. Operated 
Irme 9-volt battery, micro mIniatore 
circuIt giving brilliant FM recirptton. 
Ready to snort, cimply connect to yoor Hi 
Fi aropliher. Instructions nmrpplierl. 

LA9P. AC ELIMINATOR 
with a 40511,1 wound step down tranolor. 
.55er to perote 9v Ita,lkcs. 
etc., trum AC Main,. 

HT.20 
RECTANGULAR 

HORN TWEETER 
Ideal for 2- way 
and 3-way 
speaker 
systems eu- 
curing smooth 
and Clean 

RADIO HI-FI ÇOMPONEHTS o TEST EQUIPMENT 
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name 

address 

2PE/67 

AC. inpat tapped 200220, 240 V. RE0CLIFFE HT. 
TRANSFORM ERS 

tapped A'C output of 
79, 8'S. 05, lO, 10.6 e., li amp Pri. tapped 200-250v. Sec. 3 separate 
Totally enclosed in wall mounting windng of 130 e. 450 m/n. 
metal case, size 16 X IO 8m. Tropicalised table top connections, 
Brand new, £919.6, carr. 5/.. 45/' Carr. 6/-. 

P.V.C. EQUIPMENT WIRE 
23/0076 lOO yard toils. 5 coilsdifferent LOW RESISTANCE 
colours. 32/6. carr. /- SMOOTHING CHOKES 

VARLEY A.C. SOLENOIDS Shrouded type 005 H. 07513 2 amp., 
200-250 e.. 20 Ib. pull. Spindle 39/6. PP. 4/-. 003 H 0413, 
length I/in.. Base sign 2 S 2/in. 4 amp.. 49/6. PP. 4/6. 002 H. 
Intermittent rating. Brand new 025. 8 amp. 55/-. PP. 61-. 
25/-, pp. 2/6. 

HORSTMANN CLOCKWORK SMITHS 4 MINUTE TIMERS 
IS-day jewelled movement. 250 e. Switch contacts IS amp. 250 n. 
5 amp. switch contacts. Once AC., complete with chrome betel 
on/off every 24.. hours. Complete and control hnob. Min. operation 
with moanting brachet and winding time. 30 seconds. mao. 4 minutes, 
hey. brand flew 1716. pp. 2/6. 

giving excellent results with a good amplifier. 
Our 222 was expressly designed for these pickups. 
It has all the other facilities you look for in a high 
fidelity amplifier and a choice of matching FM and 
AM-FM tuners. 

222 STEREO AMPLIFIER £28-i 5-O 

223 AM-FM TUNER £31- 9-O 

224 FM TUNER £25- 2-3 

OPTIOÑAL CASE, teak and vinyihide 
as illustrated. Ail models £3-1O-O 

M5 STEREO RADIO DECODER £14-1O-O 

For full details and technical specifications of all 
models, plus list of stockists, post coupon or write 
mentioning 2PE/67. 

ARMSTRONG AUDIO LIMITED 
WARLTERS ROAD, LONDON, N.7 

Telephone: NORTH 3213 

SAMSON'S MOTORISED UNI-SELECTOR 
ELECTRONICS LTD. 

'.1' 
9-IO CHAPEL STREET 

2 
A'nge o give 4' 

baqks,Pt 
LONDON, N.W.I tion,. Ex cquipment, but in perfect 

Tel.: PAD 7851 Tel.: AME 5125 
condtion. 63.19.6, pp. 6/-. 

AUTO TRANSFORMERS 
Foe 110v. equip,nent. Input 240v., HEAVY CURRENT 
output llOv.,3,000watt,.Co,npletely TRANSFORMERS 
nclocxd strong ,,,caI case. Output tapped 4.6.11 volts, 200 amp. r,nnal oc output. LIS, Carr. front 240 volts £10.196. Care, ¡0/-. 

2,000 watts. Enclosed ib case fitted 
with two 2-pin American sockets or 
terminal block,. Neon indkator. SPECIAL OFFER OF 
On/off switch and carrying handle. PARMEKO 
£IlIs906 H.T. TRANSFORMERS a'1a.' Completely 
shroaded. fitted wich 2.pin American Prreares tapped 230 and IlSe. No. I 

sockets, or terminal blocks. PlCasg 960v, CT 500 mA R.M.S. Terminal 
state which type required, block connections. Bate mounting 
Wattage Price Caer. un,hrouded. Brand new. 57/6. 
1.500 ........ 67.15.0 .... 8/6 Carr. 7/6. 
1,000 ........ 64.19.6 .. .. 7/6 No. 2 950-0 959 e. 30 MIA and 

500 ........ 63.15.0 .. . . 6/6 57.0.575 y. 50 mA, Sv., 2 A. 
300 ........ 62.9.6 .. . . 5/6 cowpletIy sealed chastis mounting. 
ISO ........ 61.19.6 . .. . 4/6 Brand new. 49/6. caer. 7/6. 

60 ........ 61.12.6 .. . . 4/- Parmeko Chokes. 4 Henries, SSO mA 
D.C. res. 40 0 25/-, p-p. 6/-. ___________________________________ 

WESTINGHOUSE LT. SUPPLY 

222 STEREO AMPLIFIER 

There are a number of ceramic pickups capable of 

size iflci-- 
- Manufactured ¿n France 

British Patents applied for 

Gran slte 200, thickness 55/lOO mm., bots faces diamonded. For quick 
cleaning of industrial relays and switching equipment, etc. 

Grain size 300, thickness 55/loO mm., both (aces diamonded. For smaller 
equipments, like telephone relays, computer relays. etc. 
Grain size 400. thickness 25J100 mm., one face diamonded. For sensitive 
relays and tiny contacts. Two close contacts facing each other can be 

individually cleaned, because only one face of the spatula is abrasive. 

Sole Distributors for the United Kingdom 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS (DISTRIBUTORS) LTD. 
81 PicCadilly, London, Wi. Phone: (01) 629 9556 

As supplied te the War Office, U.K.A.E.A.. Elestricity Generatinq Boards, British Railways 

and other public authorities; also lo leading electronic and industiial u,eri throughout thi 
United Kingdom. 

CERAMIC 
PICKUPS 

powder has been deposited 
by a special process. No deep 

scratches are possible be- 

cause density is controlled 
and the polishing of the 
contacts is achieved by a 

gentle brushing motion. 
With coloured nylon 
handle for complete 
insulation and easy 

THE 
AMPLIFIER 

(847 re ¿'xfaaiO1E4# 
by using a 

DIACROM SPATULA 
The " Diacrom" is a metal 
spatula upon which diamond 
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electronic science is surely the power icences! And what a boon the 
to enable man to communicate with Tatter would be to our other Auntie ii 

"I had a nice little number before 

his feiJow. To spurn modern innova- her present straitened circumstances. f 

the shakeout" 
I 

49 

While the technocrats are winning 
the battle against fog at London air- 
port, we find the bureaucrats at 
Westminster resolved on maintaining 
the "fog" which engulfs their pro- 
ceedings so far as the public is 
concerned. 

Rejection of theproposal to have 
trial sound and vision recordings 
made in the Ffouse during sessions 
seems to me most regrettable. 
Quotations I read from time to time 
in newspaper reports of Parlia- 
mentary debates do of course go 
some way to explaining the reluctance 
of our elected representatives to 
allowing a wider audience to listen or 
look in! 

One of the greatest attributes of 

is another computer. (What fun it 

must be devising these names).. 
If the suggestions made by the 

Conservative Political Centre ever 
come to fruition, this particular 
machine (Automatic Unit for 
National Taxation and Insurance) 
will know all facts about our incomes 
and any social beneût5 we may be 
entitled to receive and would produce 
a single statement showing the 
balance due to (Or from) the State. 

The logic of having this kind of 
system is hard to deny. In fact I feel 
sure that this is inevitable in time. 
and the facilities of the computer 
will be extended to cover, other 
personal particulars. 

Yes, even dog, car, and te!erision 

tainly London airport is at present 
unique in that it is equipped for 
blind landings. 

Technically proved, the system has 
yet to receive official blessing so 
permitting its use for normal 
passenger flights. But the latest 
tests under extremely limited visibility 
must have hastened the day when 
automatic landing becomes fully 
operational. 

BUT HERE . FOG PERSISTS 

can proauce an accompaniment Dy 

the flick of a switch-a frequency 
dividing circuit does the rest. 

So this is the long awaited 
American reply to the Beatles! 

ANOTHER DEPENDENT 
RELATIVE 

When I refer to AUNTIE, you 
probably think i am alluding to that 
much maligned old soul who resides 
in Portland Place. But you would 
be wrong. The Auntie in question 

appreciate the possibilities of this 
electronic tool, as a recent court case 
revealed. 

Multifarious and marvellous are 
the tasks performed by the electron. 
lt can guide a satellite-carrying 
rocket far out in space, it can solve a 
quadratic equation in a minute 
fraction of a second; but is it not 
rushing in where angels fear to tread 
when it tries to couple up for life two 
of nature's most imponderabie 
creatures? Theres really no logic in 
it at alt. . . 

FOG CONQUERED 

Down at London airport great 
strides are being made in overcoming 
the fog problem. The Autoland 
system came through the latest tests 
earlier this winter with flying colours. 
A BEA Trident airliner made a 
number of landings in thick fog and 
the aircraft touched down within 3ft 
of the runway centre line, on each 
occasion. 

This is an achievement of 
distinction, a credit to the designers 
and manufacturers of this equipment 
and also to the airline authorities for 
pursuing this idea so fervèntly. Con- 
quest of the fog menace is one of the 
biggestchallenges presented by nature. 
It is nice to know that in this field, 
Britain is well to the fore, if not way 
out ahead of other countries. Cer- 

tion without good reason suggests an 
unawareness of the realitie of 
presént times. 

THE SAX IS BACK. 

Are our ears about to be assailed 
by yet another "new sound" from the 
jazz and popular music world? 

I learn that the electronic saxo- 
phone has just been launched on the 
American market. Probably by now 
this latest creation is on its way to 
these shores, and soon the air will be 
filled with soft cooing sounds 
reminiscent of the mid '20's. 

With this "Varitone" electronic 
unit, the characteristic tone of the 
saxophone can be modified with 
tremolo and reverberation effects. 
Those who do not like playing alone 

JOHN VALENCE 

NO LOGIC AT ALL 
One can dwell on the subject of 

computers, imagining all kinds of 
applications to exercise their nimble 
brains. As servant of the Govern- 
ment the computer might be thought 
as hastening the arrival of the Brave 
New World. 

Perhaps this is rather frightening. 
Turning to private enterprise, one 

application that seenis to have quite a 
future is the "match-making" 
business. There have been many 
accounts of computers being used to 
match up compatible couples, but 
these were usually light hearted 
exercises conducted for the amuse- 
ment of the operators between more 
serious stints. 

However, the professional match 
makers have not been slow to 

 detached 
particles 
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research scientists indicate that my 
suggestion of alpha-radioactivity 
influencing generation of thunder- 
storm electricity (P.E. October 
1966) are considered probably 
correct and very important. 

Of all the processes previously 
proposed to explain thunderstorm 
electricity, the one put forward by 
Mason has long been the favourite. 
It is based on the fact that defect 
protons (analogous to defect elec- 
trons in conventional semicon- 

to the turbulence, for large-scale 
electric charge separation. in the 
manner described. 

Turning to a related question, I 
would like to reply to Mr C. B. 
Sibley regarding possible thunder- 
storms on Jupiter which he com- 
mented in his Radio Astronomy 
feature (P.E. August 1966). 
Thunderstorms of the required 
ferocity to account for radio' 
signals received from Jupiter are. 
indeed possible if a Mason- 

us, or at least direct us to a supplier. 
J. W. Norton, 

Immingham Youth Centre, 
Immingham. 

Although we have not so far published any 
constructional information in this field, we 
are sure you will be interested to learn 
that very shortly we will be commencing 
a short series on this subject by a well- 
known authority on radio astronomy. 
This series will include details of a 

simple station that can be set up for 
observation of the sun. 

Our apologies for the omission of the 
switches. SI is 4-pole 3-way; 52 
single-pole on/off or changeover; 53 
double-pole on/off. As stated in last 
month's issué the diodes should be 0A95. 
TR3a and b can alternatively be 
NKT0003 

Alpha-rudiouctivity 
Sir-Comments from many leading 

electric yield will be proportional 
to the number of defect protons 
available in the ice. 

I already showed in my thunder- 
storm article, that the ionisation 
current yield of the total alpha- 
radioactivity in a thundercloud is 
quite adequate to supply the 
currents involved in all thunder- 
storms. It now seems evident that 
this ionisation current will actually 
appear as copious additional defect 
protons for the Mason process. 
Thus it will be coupled efficiently 

utiructions 
Sir-I would appreciate informa- 
tion of any kind, concerning the 
construction of a radio telescope. 

We have a group of members 
interested in electronics, and would 
like to purchase blueprints, and 
equipment. 

I trust you will be able to assist 

article no switches are given in the 
components list. 

Although I know that this 
amplifier is of top quality design 
and up to yóur usual yery high 
standard, is it not pointless to 
specify something which is 
unobtainable from normal 
suppliers and which can cause the 
amateur a great deal of trouble 
when he finds he cannot obtain 
components?, 

P. G. Dunstan, 
Mill Hill, 
London, 

N.W.7. 

releases numerous ice spiinters 
during further freezing of the drop. 
Originating from the coldest parts, 
the ice splinters will be carrying the 
drifted protons and are thus 
positively charged. They are 
rapidly blown to the crown of the 
thundercloud, whereas the much 
larger hailstone continues to fall. 

This convincing process definitely 
takes place in all thunderstorms, 
but was so far not recognised as the 
final explanation of thunderstorm 
electricity because it is too weak by 
a factor of 5 to 25 compared to the 
requirements of numerous intense 
storms. It is easy to see that its 

Eorthcoming... 
Sir-I am interested in building 
a trace doubler. 

I would like to know if you could 
perhaps send me a circuit or let me 
know if you will be printing one in 
any later issues. 

Any information you can give 
me on this equipment will be a 
great help to me. 

G. G. Redding, 
Rogerstone, 

- Mon. 
A trace doubler will be appearing in the 
near future. 

A SELECTION FROM OUR POSTBAG 

Stereo amplifier 
Sir-With reference to your article 
in PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS on the 
Integrated Stereo Amplifier. Having 
had great difficulty in trying to 
obtain the 0A99 diodes as specified, 
I have been informed that these 
diodes are not in production and 
therefore unobtainable. Would you 
therefore inform me if any altera- 
tions to the circuit are required. 

I also note that in the same 

ductors) drift towards the colder 
regions of ice, crystals, charging 
them positively there. 

Most of the precipitation of 
thunderstorms is produced via soft 
hailstones which grow by accretion 
of supercooled water droplets and 
then melt in the cloudhase to 
produce the heavy raindrops. Each 
water droplet thus captured by a 
growing hailstone first forms a thin. 
skin of ice which bursts and 

possesses suitable daytime tempera- 
tures around -100°C which would 
be necessary for an ammonia 
thunderstorm. -Radioactive em- 
manations would doubtless be 
present just as on earth, and the 
chemical properties of liquid and 
solid ammonia would suggest much 
greater proton semiconductivity in 
response to alpha-radiation, than 
that obtainable with ice under 
terrestrial conditions. 

M. L. Michaelis, M.A. 

Dr B. J. Mason will be giving a talk on 
"The Generation of Cloud Electricity" at 
the I.E.E., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2 
on January 18, 6.30 p.m. 

Michaeis process operates on 
liquid and solid ammonia instead 
of water and ice. 

The jovian atmosphere is believed 
to contain ammonia and also 
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 WENTWORTH RADIO 
GENUINE HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS 

GENUINE LOW PRICES - 

NKTI2I 9/- NKT227 8/6 ÒC44 2/6 0C201 10/6 
NKTI22 6/5 NKT228 4/4 0C45 216 AFI 14 4)6 
NKTI23 5/3 NKT261 3/6 0070 5/- AFII5 4/6 
NKTI24 8/5 NKT262 3/6 0071 2/6 AFI Ii 2/6 
NKTI29 5/I NKT263 3/6 OC72 2/6 AFI 18 6/- 
NKTI4I 6/- NKT264 3/6 0074 6/- AC127 6/6 
NKTI42 5/I NKT26S 3/6 0075 5/- AAI2O 6/- 
NKTI43 5/- NKT27I 3/6 0Cl? 3/- AC154 6/- 
NKTI62 4/II NKT272 3/6 OC78D 5/3 AC157 6/- 
NKTI63/25 4/II NKT273 3/6 ocie 5/3 AC165 6/- 
NKTI64/25 4/Il NKT274 3/6 OC8ID 2/6 AC176 6/- 
NKT2I2 4/7 NKT275 3/6 OC8I 2/6 ADI4O 10/- 
NKT2I6 8/6 NKT676 4/4 OChO 3/- ADI6I IO!- 
NKT2I7 8/- NKT7I3 6/6 OCI7I 6/- ADI62 10/- 
NKT2I8 
MWflÌ 

4/4 NKT773 
A,ÌI )JWT774 

5/- OCI72 
Çl_ flflnn 

4/6 0C35 
IA ori,. 

0/- 
IflI_ 

la Wentworth Court, Aiston Road, Barnet, Iferts 
BAR 3087 

BARGAIN OFTHEMONTH 

GENUINE MULLARD 

AF116 

ONLY 3/- EACH 
12 OR MORE POST FREE 

OASI 1/3 0A95 Ii- 0A91 2/- OA7O 2/- 

FULL RANGE TEXAS AND NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS. 

MATIOO 7/9 MATI2I 8/6 PXAIO2 1/6 lSOmw ZENER 
MATIOI 8/6 GET573 12/6 XAIO2 1/6 DIODES 
MATI2O7/9 PXAIOI l/é ORPI2 9/3 4/-each 

- W RESISTORS IO - 22M 2d. ,,W I0° IO. IM 6d. 
MAGNETIC EARPIECES WITH LEAD ONLY 1/. each 
MINIATURE TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS FULL 

RANGE 1/2 

JACKSON TUNERS 208-176pf with trimmers 
ONLY 7/6 

HI-STABS I', W If- 
CERAMIC CONDENSERS 4d. 30/- per lOO 

SILVER MICA IOpf-I000pf 6d. - 

MINIATURE POTS. LIN. 2/- 

LISTS AVAILABLE. 5K, lOK, 25K. 50K, lOOK, 250K, 500K, IM, 2M, 2-5M. 

LATEST COLLABO MAGNAVOX 363 TAPE 
DECK DE LUXE. Thron speeds,2 track, takes up 
to 7 in. spools. IO gns. Plus 7/6 carr. and ins. on 
each. (Tapes extra on both.) 

QUALITY PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER 
CASE. Brand new. Beautifully made. Few only at 
49/6. P. & P. 5/-. 

ACOS CRYSTAL MIKES. High insp. Fordesk 
or hand use. H/gh sensitivity, 18/6. P. & P. I/k. 
TSI. CRYSTAL STICK MIKE. Listed at 45/.. 
Our price, 18/6. P. & P. 1/6. 

VYNAIR AND REXINE SPEAKER AND 
CABIN ET FABRICS app. 54 in. wide. Usually 35/. 
yd.. our price 13/6 per yd. length (min. lyd.) 
P.& P.2/6. S.A.E. for samples. 

Beautifully designed and 
precision engineered by 
Dormer, and Wadsworth 
Ltd. Supplied ready fitted 
with twin .0005 tunsng con- 
denser for AM connection. 
PvoIigned FM section 
Covers 86-loi MC/s. IF. 
output 10.7 McJs. Complete 
with ECC85 (6Ll2) valve and 
full circuit diagram o tuner 
head. Another special bulk 
purchase enables us to offer 
these at 11/6 nach. P. & P. 
3/.. Order quickly t 
Limited nambvr ako avail. 
able with precision geared 
3: I reduction drive. 
30/.. P. & P. 3/. 

instruction booklet 1/6. (Free with parss.) All 
parts sold separately. ONLY £7j9'6. P. & P.8/6. 
Also available ready built and tested complete 
wish std, input sockets, £9/S/.. P. & P. 8/6. 
Carrying Case for above 18/6. P. & P.7/6. 

MATCHED PAIR AM/FM l.P.s. Comprising 
1st IF, und led F, discriminator. (465 Kg/s/lO.7 
Mg/s) Siae V' a l H. Will match FM/AM 
runerheadoolert. lll.ar. P.&P.2.. 

HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTDn 
170 HIGH ST., MERTON, S.W.19 CHErrywood 3985 

Open all day Saturday Early closing Wed., I p.m. 
A fese minutes from South Wimbledon Tube Station. (Piense We/le clearly) 
OVERSEAS P. & P. CHARGED EXTRA. SAE. with all enquiries 

WELL-KNOWN MAKERS' SURPLUSI 
ONE TRANSISTOR PRE-AMP. 

Suitable for use with Medium or High Impedance 
mikes, guitars, gram pickups, tupe decks, etc. For 
operation from 200/300 volt HT, rail or 9 volt 
battery. Gain appron. 14:1. Fully isolated input 
by Mu-Metal screened transformer. Stat 4( X I - 
X I', Ready built complete wich fall circuit diagram 
and instructions. ONLY 15/-. Post rece. 

SPECIAL. PURCHASE! TURRET TUNERS 
By famous maker. Brand new and unused. Complete 
with PCC84 and PCF8O vulves 34-38 Mc/s IF. Biscuits 
for Channel I to S and 8 and 9. Circuit diagram 
supplied. ONLY 25/-tuch.' P. & P. 3/9. 

GÖRLER F.M. TUNER HEAD 
88-100 Mc/o 10.7 Mt/s. IF., 15/-, plus 2/- P. & P. 
(ECC85 valve, 8/6 entra). 

TAPE DECKS 
B.S.R. MONARDECK (Single speed) 31m. 
per snc., simple control, uses 51m, spools, 16/15/.. 

3 ohm 23/6. 
8Ml. 3) o 8 in. with high fluo ceramic magnet, 
42/-. (IS ohm, 45/-). P. & P. 4 & 52/-, 6" & 8 216. 
IO' & 12' 3/6 per speaker. 
E.M.I. PLASTIC CONED TWEETER. 
2f'. 3 ohm. Limited number: 12/6 each, P. & P. /6. 

SPECIAL OFFER t 
Limited number of 12 In. IO watt " RA." Speaker,: 
3 ohm 25/.; IS ohm. 27/6. P. & P. 3/6. 

7-IO watt OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS to 
match pair of ECL 86's in push-pull to 3 Ohm out.' 
put. ONLY 11/-. P. & P.2/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMER for transistor power 
supplies. Tapped prI 200-2SOv. Sec. 40-0.40 at I 

amp (with electrostatic screen) and 63v. at'S awp for 
dial lamps etc. Drop thro mounting. Stack sloe 15' 
o 35' o 3 27/6. P. & P. 4/6. 
SMOOTHING CONDENSER. 2800 mfd.25v. 
I dia. X 3 high 3/-. P. & P. I/-. 
MATCHED PAIR 0F2)WATTTRANSISTOR 
DRIVER AND OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. 
Stack sian I/ic II n lin. Output crans, tapped for 3 
ohm and IS ohm output. 10/- pair plus 2/- P. & P. 

SPECIAL OFFER! FM/AM TUNER HEAD 

Comprehensive circuit diagram, practical layout 
and parts lists 2/6 (free with kit). 
This kit although similar itt appearance ta HA34 
employa entirely different and advanced cirCaitry. 

10/14 WATT HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT 

d md dc 

announcements to follow each other. Fully shrouded 
section wound output transformer to match 
3-15Ç] speaker and 2 independent volume controls. 
and separate bass and treble controls are provided 
giving good lift and 
6CC83, EFO6. 

cat. Valve line-up 2 El.84s, 
and EZ8O rectifier. Simple 

 Built on 
printed circuit panel, sioe6o 3m. 

Generous size Driver und Output Transformers. 
Output transformer tapped for 3 ohm and IS 

ohm speakers. Transistors (GET 114 or SI 
Mullard OCBID and matched Pair cf OCØI olp). 

9 volt operation. Everything supplied, 
wire, battery clips, solder. etc. comprehen- 
sive easy to follow instructions and circuit diagram 
1/6 (Frac wich Kit). All parts sold separately. 
SPECIAL PRICE 45/ - P. & P. 3/-. Also ready 
built and tested, 52/6. P., & P. 3/-. A pair of 
TAls are ideal for stereo. 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 
Incorporating 2 ECL86s and I EZ8O, heavy duty, 
double wound mains transformer. Output 4 watts 
per channel. Full tone and volume controls. Abso- 

- ai lately complete. 

£419.6 
h 

j P.&P.6/6 

a'ba55. v:lp:;db;:o:5 
P. & P. 6/6 

QUALITY PORTABLE R/P CABINET 
Uncut motor board. Will take above amplifier 
and B.S.R. or GARRARD Aatochanger or Single 
Record Player Unit. Sian 180 1408k in. 
PRICE t3/9/6. Carr. 7/6. 

4-SPEED PLAYER UNIT BARGAINS 
All brand new in maker's original packing. 

SINGLE PLAYERS 
B.S.R. TU/Il ............... £31916, Cerr.5I6. 
GARRARD SF25 De Lone... £12/I0/6. Carr. 5/6. 
B.S.R. GU7 with unit mounted pickup arm. 

£4/18/8. Curr. 5/6. 
AUTO. CHANGERS 

Latest B.S.R. UA25 Super slim ............ £6 2 6 
GARRARD loco with special Hi-Fi cart- 
ridge................................................... £6 19 6 
GARRARD AT6 £9.100. Carr. 6/6 on each. 
All the above units are complete with do mono head 
and sapphire styli or can be supplied with compatible 
stereo head for 2/6 extra. 

BRAND NEW CARTRIDGE BARGAIN I 
ACOS GP67-i Mono complete. List price 11/-. 
Our price 13/6, P. & P. I/-. 

BRAND NEW. 12' lSw. H/D Speakers, 3 or IS 
ohm. Current production by well-known British 
maker. Offered below list price at 89/6. P. & P.5/-. 
Guitar models 25w. £5.50; 3Sw. £88.0, 

BRAND NEW 3 OHM LOUDSPEAKERS 
5 in., 1216; 6) in.. 15/-; 8 in.. III-; IO in., 15/-; 
7in.x4in., I5f- IOin.x61n.,26/. 
E.M.I. Bin. z Sin, with hielt flux ceramic macnet 

separate Bass, Treble and volume controls. 
Negative feedback line. Output 4-f watts, Front 
panel can be detached and leads eotnnded for 
remote mounting of control,. 
The HA34 has been specially designed for us and 
our quantity order enables us so offer 
them complete with knobs, valves, 
etc.. wired and tested for only P. & P. 6/-. 

HSL 'FOUR' AMPLIFIER KIT 
A.C. Moins 200/250v.. 4 wott. using ECC83, 

EL84, 

EZBO calece * Heavy duty doable-. 
woisndneninstrsesíormer 

* Separate Bass, Treble 
- and volume controls, giving 

fulI ear/able boost and cas 

loss. * Heavy negative 
O a 

feedbckloopovr2tcage 
excellent quality with very low distortion factor. * Suitable for use with guitar. microphone or 
record player. * Provision for remote mounting 
of controls or direct on chassis' * Chassis 
size only 7 in. wide * 4 n. deep. Overall height 
4) in. * All components and valves are brand 
new. * Very clear and concise instructions enable 
even the inexperienced amateur to costruct 
wish lOO, success. * Supplied complete wIsh 
valves. output transformer (3 ohms only), screened 
lead, wire, nuts. bolts, solder. etc. (No extras to 
buy.) PRICE 79/6. P. & P. 6/-. 

i 

HIGH GAIN 4 TRANSISTOR 
PRINTED CIRCUIT 
AMPLIFIER KIT 
Type TAt 

Peak - 

lì watt,. i 
All Stan- 

QUALITY RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER 
A top-quality record player amplifier. This amplifier 
was used in a 29 gn. record player, employs heavy 
duty double wound mains transformer, ECCS3, 
8L84, EZBO valves. Separate Bass. Treble and 
Volume controls. Complete with output trans- 
former matched for 3 ohm speaker. Size lin, w. 
n 21m. d. n 51m. h. Ready built and tested. PRICE 
69/6. P. & P. 4/9. 
ALSO AVAILABLE mounted ort board with out- 
put transformer and 6m, speaker ready to fit 
into cabinet below. PRICE 89/6. P. & P. 5/9. 

3-VALVE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
MODEL HA34 

I i'-' Designed for Hi-Fi repro- 
duction of records. AC. I' 

- 
- 

" Mains operation. Ready 
built on plated heavy tauge 

- 

metal chassis, size 74m, w. 
n 4m, a. n 44w. h. lrrcor- 
porates ECC83, ELB4. EZ8O 
valves. Heavy duty, doublt 
wound mains transformer 

and oatpat transformer mutched for 3 ohm speaker, 
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neon,o.ngpncp. 
I 

CONVERT ANY TV SET l'sto in Oneilloncope. 
C. H. SERVICE (Dept. PE) Diagr,iii,o and l'istri,ctio,in, 12/6. RJDMUID, Lu.t.d Hall Lane, Tatsfleld. K.nt. 42 J)t,i Close, Portnlade, Sussex. 

Address. 
To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS 

30 Baker Street, London, W.1 
Please supply Service Sheets for the 
following: 
Make ........................................... 

Model No.- ................. Radio/TV 
MakeS .......................................... 

Model No .................. Radio/TV. 
Make ........................................... 

Model No.- .................. Radio/TV 
I also require the new 1967 list of 
Service Sheets at 1/6 plus postage. 
(please delete items not applicable) 

I enclose remittance of ..................... 

itesc ,u,li,lattur. (ctlttjnitìrttln I tUl ,wtnk'otsductors. 
ltritdv etui of Jsinuary. Mend for your copy 
NOW. 3/- l'ont. Free. ARTHUR SALLI$, 
Radio Control Ltd., 93 North itosid, Brighton. 

ELECTRIC 
SOLDERING IRON 

FANTASTIC 
BARGAIN OFFER 

ONLY 
Lightweight Pistol j 
Grip hndie. 40 ¡ - 
watt. 240 - 250v 
AC. dng h 

'v'n POST FREE 

for iron when not in use. With 
4jft. Safety 3.cors flex. Indis. 
pensable for every home handy- 
man. A boon to model makers and 
o necessity for every electronics 
enthu,iast. Offered to yoo at this 

38 set Technical Instructions .... 3/6 PP. 6d 
46 set Working Instructions 3/6 PP. Od 
88 set Technical Instructions 5/- PP. 6d 
BC. 221 Circuit and Noten ...... 3/6 PP. Od 
Wavemeter Class D Tech. lnstr. 3/6 P.P. 6d 
18 set Circuit and Noten ...... 3/6 PP. Od 
BC.l000 (31 set) Circuit & Notes 3/6 PP. Od 
CR.I0O/B.28 Circuit and Notes 8/6 P.P. 9d 
R.107 Circuit and Notes ........ 5/- PP. 6d 
A.R.88D. Instruction Manual . .15!- P.P. lié 
62 set Circuit and Notes 4/6 P.P. od 
52 set Sender & Receiver CIrcuits 6/-. post tree 
Circuit Diagrams 3/- each post tree. 
R.I Ilk/A, R.1224/A. R.1355, R.F. 24, 25, & 26. 
Al 134. T.l 154 (alI models) BC.342. BC.312. 
BC.348.J.E.M.P. BC.624. 22 sec. 
Resistor colour code indicator 1/6 P.P. 6d. 
SAE. with all enquiries please. 
Postage races appiy to U.K. only. 

Mail order only to: 
Instructional Handbook Supplies 
Dept. P.E., Talboc Mousy, 28 Talbot Gardens 

Leeds 8 

MISCELLANEOUS 

RADIO TELEVISION, ovvr 8,000 Models. 
JOHX (.1 LIRE11! TELEVISION, 1h Shep- 
herds Thisli Ilil., IdnnIoiI, \V.6. SHE 8441. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
4/- each, plus postage. 

We have the largest supply of Ser- 
vice Sheets for all makes and types 
of Radios and Televisions, etc. in the 
country. Speedy Service. 
To obtain the Service Sheet you 
requtre, please complete the at- 
tached coupon: 
Froni: 

Name: .......................................... 

CRACKLE PAINT. Illacic or Grel'. pillt tins 
4/-, post. Ail. from tise coltiliolielIt specialists. 
SERVIO RADIO, 150-8 Mertoii Iload, 
Wimbledon, Loiislorì, S.W.19. 

HAMMERITE 
HAMMER PAflERN 
BRUSH PAINT FOR 

PANELS, METALWORK 

3(6 TIN S JUST BRUSH ON S 
WITHSTANDS 150'C, OIL, WATER, Etc. 

21 oc. tins 3/6 galIon 35/-' 
4 pint 7/6 I gallon 58/. 
I pint 15/- 1° sent by rood) 

Carriage Orders up te 5/-, 9d; up to 10f-. /9; 
over I 0/-, 3/-. CoIours Blue, Silver, Bluck or 
Bronze. Return oF post service, Monday to Friday. 
From your component shop or direct from the 

monufocturer: 
FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (PE) 
Mlckley Square, S,ouksfield. Northumberland 

Tri. Stocksfield 2280 

ExcIting new lllsistrateti cotalogue, no. 17. 
(Sovernilient itiltl nia infactiirero' surplus rlec- 
troislr ('.(iIipiile(lt Also ii large selection of 

4x I5OD -VHF. Power, Valves - 17/6 
GL6442 - Ceramic Triodes - 12/6 
NSP-2 - Flash Tubes - 5/- 

Postage If- per valve-5 or more post free 

Ill Groby Rd., Glenfleld, Leicester 

PHOTO-MATIC unit. Kit of parte for 
convertIng any 12-volt parking lIght to 
automatic operation. Simply plugs into 
existing socket. 35f- (post free). D. .SSIITR 
(ELECTRON I(S), 339 Both Rd., Kettering, 
Northants. 

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

SURPLUS HANDBOOKS 
19 set Circuit and Notes ...... 4/6 P.P. 6d I 

1155 nst CircuIt and Noces . ... 4/6 PP. 6d 
H.R.O. Technical Instructions .. 3/6 PP. 68 

INCORPORATED PRACTITIONERS in Radio 
and Electronics. (J.J'.It.E.) LTD. Condi- 
tions of Memberahip and Examination Syllabus, 
1/.; 1966 Examination Question Papers, 2/-; 
Sample Copy of 1.P.R.E. "Review", 2/-. 
Dept. F, :12 Kidniore Itomi, Caversham, 
Iteading, Berkshire. 

SERVICE SHEETS 

SERVICE SHEETS for ali makes Radio, T/V, 
Tape Recorders, 1925-1066. Prices from 1/-. 
Catalogue 6,000 modele, 2/6. Free fisult- 

ndIisg guide with all sheets. Pieuse send 
stamped addressed envelope with ail orders/ 
enquiries. HAMILTON RADIO, Western ltd., 
St.. Leonards, Sussex. 

CIRCUIT, COMP., VALUES, Ayo model 7. 2/6 
plus SAE. 'TELHAY, Maudiand Bank, 
Preston. 

SEE MY CAT. for this ami that. Tools, 
materials, mechanical and electrical gear- 
lots of unusual stuff. This Cat, is free for the 
asking. K. It. WIIISTOS (Dept.. CPE), 
Sew Mills, Stockport - 

"A COMPUTER FOR 59/lid? 
YOU MUST BE JOKING!" 
Digi-Con.p is no joke. lt is a complete ,nechani- 
cal equinalent of a giant electronic brain. 
designed so that you can see just what it is that 
makes a Computer function. Digi-Comp calcu- 
lates, soIns problems and plays games, und ¡s 
accompanied by an instruction and programming 
manual that xplains binary methods and ele- 
mentury logic in terms comprehendable to 
anyone who can count-primary school to PhD! 
Send 59/Il or.4d. stamp for details to: 

I-COR SYSTEMS (Mechanical Section) 
18 STAMFORD HILL. LONDON, N.b 

TIME SWITCHES reconditioned 14 day clock 
once on once off every 24 hours, fully guaran- 
teed, Venner, 15 amp. 37/6. 5 amp. wIth 
Horstmann clock, 32/6. P. d P. 4/6. A. R. 
EATCHELOII (P.R. Dept.), 4 Park Road, 
Bromley, Kent. 

FOR SALE. Oscilloscopes - Galvanometers - 
Evershed & Vignolies Meggers. Also Other 
items oid components. Free list. Stamp 
please. SL. & E. MART, Box 9, G.P.O., 
Tunbridgc Wells, Kent. 

VALVE SCOOP 
Ex-equipment tested and guaranteed 

2C39A -UHF. Power Valves - LI 
2C42 - Liehthouse Valves - 5/-. 
TT-15 - Double Beam Tetroden - 5/- 
QVO4-7 -VHF. Beam Tetrodes - 2/- 
5B254M - Miniature 807's - 7/6 

The pre-paid rate for classified advertisements is 1/- per word (minimum order 12/-), box number 
1/6 extra. Semi-displayed setting £3. 5 . O per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, 
etc., to be made payable to PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." 
Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance,- 
should be sent to the Advertisement Manager, PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, George Newnes 
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, WC2, for insertion in the next available issue. 

NOTICES FOR SALE FOR SALE 
(continued) 

Practical Electronics Classified Advertisements 
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HOME STUDY COURSES in Practical Elec- 
t.ronlc. Free Brochure without obligation 
from: BJMTISIL NATIONAL ItADJO 
SCHOOL, Iteading, Bcrhs. 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
RADIOTELEGRAPHY 
RADAR MAINTENANCE 
Full and Part-time Training Courses 

Apply:-Director, British School of Telegraphy, 
20 Penywern Road, Earls Court, London, S.W.5 

ALDERMASTON COURT POSTAL TRAINING 
for B.Sc. (Eng.) Part 1, A.M.I.E.ILE., 
A.M.S.E. ('ity k GAilds, G.C.N., etc. prepares 
you privately for high pay and security as 
Technician or Technologist. Thousands of 
passes. For details of Exams and Courses 
in all branches of Engineering, Building, 
Electronics, etc. (including latest information 
ois C.Eusg.), write for 132-page Handbook- 
FIlER, l'lesse state interest. BRITISH 
INSTITCTE OFE (lEE1tING TECH- 
NOI,OUY, (Dept. 125K), Atderiitaston court, 
AIdt'rtuiastoui, llerks. 

* R.T.E.B. RADIO AND TV SERVICING CERTIFICATE. 
RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION. 
P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY. 

Examination Students Coached until Successful. 
NEW SELF-BUILD RADIO COURSES. 
Build your own 5-valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator and multi- 
meter-all under expert tuition. 
POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find, out how I C S can help YOU in your 
çareer. Full details of I C S courses in Radio, Television and Electronics will be 
sent to you by return mail. 
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES. 

International Correspondence Schools 1 

INTERNATIONAL I (Dept. 152), lntertext House. Parkgats Road, 

I London, S.w.l I I 
CORRESPONDENCE i NAME .................... .... .................... -. ........ .: ........................ 

Block Capitals Please I 
SCHOOLS - 

I 
ADDRESS .. .... I 

I I 
AWHOLE WORLD p . 

- .... .. ........................................................... I 
OFKNOWLEDGE .. ......................................................................................................... 2.67 1 

AWAITS YOU L__ _. -------------- -. 

i 

CHAMBERS GUIDE (New). Details of 293 
Careers and spare-time Business, Technical and 
Examination Courses. A' Mine of friendly 
"know'how" for go-aheads. For free copy 
write-CHAMBERS COLLEGE (Dept. 856K), 
148 Rolborn, Ecl. 

SEMICONDUCTOR EXPERIMENTS; the 
practical way of learning electronics at 
home. With each experiment you receive 
ail components, full instructions, test 
circuits, tabulation and graph sheets with 
sample results. Also low cost test equip. 
ment kits. Details tree. 

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTS 
49 HEATH LANE. BRINKLOW. RUGBY 

TECHNICAL TRAINING by 

i' C s IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

First-class opportunities in Radio and Electronics await the I C S trained man. 
Let I C S train YOU for a well-paid post in this expanding field. 
IC S courses offer the keen, ambitious man the opportunity to acquire, quickly and 
easily, the specialized training so essential to success. Diploma courses in Radio! 
TV Engineering and Servicing. Electronics. Computers. etc. Expert coaching for: 

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS. 
C.& G. TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS' CERTS.' 
C.& G. SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES. 

TRANSFORMERS Rewound. Output or 
mains. Specials made to order. Reasonable 
prices. SAE. enquiries. RATCLIFFE, 27 
Station Road, Holmflrth, Yorks. 

EDUCATIONAL 

A.M.S.E. (Elec.), City & Guilde, G.C.E., etc., 
on "Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms. 
Wide range of Home Study Courses in 
Electronics, Computers, Radio, TV., etc. 
132-page GuIde-FREE. l'lease state subject 
of Interest. BRITISH INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 
124K), Atderniaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks. 

Prospects of promotion to grades in 
salary range £l,032-El,691. There are a 

few posts carrying higher salaries. 

Annual Leave allowance of 3 weeks 
3 days, rising to 4 weeks 2 days. Normal 
Civil Service sick leave regulations apply. 

Application forms available from: 

Recruitment Officer (RT154) 
Gsvernment Communicatisns Headquarters 
Oakley 
Priors Road 

CHELTENHAM, Glos. 

Candidates should preferably be studying for 
O.N.C. or equivalent and have some experience 
in industry or should have an 'A' level science 
subject but consideration would be given to a 

school leaver with a good basic education who 
had a practical bent. 

Please apply: Personnel Officer 
MO. VALVE CO. LTD. 

Brook Green Works 
Hammersmith, W.6 

Telephone No. 603-3431 

CONTINUED OVERLEAF 

PRINTED CIRCUIT SERVICE 
Prototypes, Layouts, Photo Work, 

ProductIon Runs, or One Offs 
Express Service on all Orders 

MECELEX & CO. 
Whycliffe Mills, High Church Street 

Basford, Nottingham 
Tel.: Nottingham 77357 

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. PANELS, Etc. QuIck 
service,.' One-offs' welcome. Send sketch for 
quotation (Stamp please), Trade SuppLied. 
FAIRISGR.ADES LTD., Barling, Nr. South- 
end, Essex. 

primarily Cheltenham. There are also 
opportunities for service abroad. 

Applicants must be 19 or over and be 

familiar with the use of Test Gear. They 
must have had Radio/Electronic workshop 
experience and . offer at least " O 
Level GCE passes in English Language, 
Maths and/or Physics, or hold the City 
and Guilds Telecommunications Technician 
Intermediate Certificate or equivalent 
technical qualifications. 

Pay according to age, e.g. at 19-E747, 
at 25-E962 (highest age pay on entry) 
rising by four annual increments to £1,104. 

RAINEE ENOINEER 

(ELECTRICA or MECDANICA) 

to work on the development and production 
of the most modern microwsve tubes. Selected 
applicants will work initially in our Research 
Laboratories at Wembtey and will be trained 
in the techniques of microwave tube manu- 
ficture. Eventually they will form part of a 
team producing these devices in our Hammer- 
smith factory. - 

Age lS-24 years. 

MISCELLANEOUS - SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT 

(continued) (continued) (continued) 

'PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS" Tape Recorder 
Control Unit. Remote Temperature Measure- 
ment. Integrated Stereo Amplifier. Model 
Train Controller. Lumostat, and ali const.ruc- 
tional projects going back to Issue 1. Send 
sae. for your choice, of 'itemised price lists. 
AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18a, Rumbold Road 
1u1ham, London, S.W.6. 

RADIO TECHNICIANS 
A number of suitably qualified 
candidates are required for permanent 
and pensionable employment in various 
parts of the U.K. including 'London, but 

G.E.C. HAMMERSMITH 
require 
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A. J. THOMPSON (Dept. P.E.) I I i BLACKLEY 
LODGE," CODICOTE. RITCR1N, HERTS STOCKPORT, . CHESHIRE 

I i I 

Phoe:CODICOTE 242 j O 

MANCHESTER 9 

154 

STELLA NINE 

RANGE 

A new range of instrument 

cases including most of the 
designs used in Practical 

Wireless and Practical 

Electronics, from September 

1966 issues. 

These will be made for 
stock, ready for 

return-of-post service. 

Send now for free 

photostats and price lists. 

Money back guarantee on 

all goods if not satisfactory 

E. R. NICHOLLS 

46 LOWFIELD ROAD 

FAMOUS TRANS/RECEIVER 
Covers 2-45, 45 - B Nc/s. 
(150-37 metres) in two 
bund,.230/250v.A.C. Mains. 
II valve superhet receiver 

and transmitter designed 
/ for voice and C.W In. 

corporates test and tun. 
ng 500 pA meter (or 

' t7,k" 
tags, 

aer 

Panel controls Freq.P.A. Tuning Gain MCW. 
CW RT, Het Toce. Netting. On/Off Quench, 
Aerial, AVC. LT-HT Tests. Supplied complete. 
Fully tested and working. Price £12.I0.0. Carr. 
(1.0.0. 
RCA AR880. RECEIVER (Brand New) 
Freq. 540 Kcls-32 Mc/s,6 mgvehand. Mechanical 
Band spread with Loggiec scale. Auto und Man. 
Vol. control, ditto Noise Limiter. BFO, Pitch 
und Var. HF Tono controls. RF & AP Gain, Var. 
selectivity with Crystul Filter. Complete with 
Instructions! Service Manual. £70. USED 

1,ODEL Fully tested and working £45. Carr. 

NATIONAL H.R.O. SENIOR RECEIVERS - 5T MODEL 

- 

- In e,,cellenc tested 
- condition,CompIste 

,i tt2 -.,with 9 coil. 50 kc/.- 
- .-. 30 Mg/s end Pow.r 

r 
Unit. £3 1.10.0. Curr. 

32 ft. TELESCOPIC AERIAL MASTS. 
Comprising 20 ft. 4 section tubular steel tele- 
scopic mast and 12 ft. folding whip; Can be 
erected in less than 5 minutes. Closes to Sit. 
9 in. Weight 21 lbs. Must have cost well over 
£20. Price 67/6. Carr. 7/6. 
ROTARY TRANSFORMER. 12v, D.C. in- 
put, 250v, D.C. output at 125 mA, Site 3) e 
S) in. Brand new 17/6. P. & P.5/-. 
ALL 19 SETS AND PARTS AVAILABLE 

Complete list of other bargains, 1/.. 
SAE. all enquiries. Credit Terms Available. 

TRANSISTORS AND COMPONENTS 

OC7l, 0072, 0C44, 0C45, OCal, OC8ID, 
3/- each (post paid). 0083, 6/. + 4d. pp. 
0073, 3/6. AFI 16, AFI li, 0C170, AFI 15, 
AFI 14, 3/6 (post paid). 
SILICON RECTIFIERS 
BYIOO 800 PlY. 550 rn/a, 5/. + 4d. pp. 
BYZI3 200 Ply. 5 arnps. 5/4 each (p.p.). 
BYZI5 200 P.l.V. 40 arnps. £217.0 each. 
800 PlY. 5 arnps. 6/6 each. 
800 P.I.V. 400 m/a, 4/- each + 4d. pp. 
TEXAS TRANSISTORS 
2N I 302 ASY28. 6/6 each. 2G3O2GET872, 
7/6 each. 2G301 =GET873, 6/6 each. 2G339A 
= AC 127.2/6 each. 20374= 0075, 2/4 each. 
2S301 audio, 3/- each. 0M0290A uhf cut of 
freq. 700 Mt/s. 19/6 each. 2N 1304 ASY29, 
7/6. BSY95A Transistors, 10/6 + 6d. pp. 
NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS 
NKT27I, 8/.. t1KT773, 0/.. NKT278, 6/6. 
NKT7I3. 12/6. NKT279A, 3/4. NKT2I4, 
6/6. NKTI28, 13/.. 0C26, 7/6. A5Y28, 
8/6. ACY22, 3/6. AFI IB, 3f-. OCl72, 3/-. 
AÇI26, 8f-. AFll9. 3/-. AFYI9, 7/6. 
I GETI IO + 2 GETI 19 I watt audio, 6/6. 
0A81. 1/6 + 4d. pp. 0A90, 1/6 + 4d. pp. 
ACOS RECORD PLAYER CARTRIDGE 
Suitable for Collaro, Garrard, BSR, etc., with 
needles, 12/6 + 6d. pp. 
I 0C44 + 2 0C45 + I 0A81 + I OC8ID 
+ 2 OCal, 12/6 + 6d. pp. Denco DTB4 
Technical Bulletin Coils, ecc., 2/. + 6d. pp. 
Radio, Television Industrial Tube and Diode 
and Transistor Equivalents Manual, 10/6 
6d. pp. 
MAT TRANSISTORS 
MATIOI, 8/6. MATI2I, 8/6. MATIOO.7/9. 
MATI2O, 7/9. (Mail order only). 

J. ROBINSON (RADIO T.V.) 
4 HIGHCLIFFE ROAD 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

BARGAIN PARCEL. Government surplus 
resistors and capacitors (mixed). 100 only 7/6. 
Post free. C.W.O. or S.A.E. for list. G. W. 
BATTLE, 110 Church Road, Higher Tranmere, 
Birkenhead. 

COM PONENTS, VALVES, TRANSISTORS, etc. 
Call or send 6d. for list. ROGERS, 31 Nelson 
Street, Southport. 

Very good general purpose transistors, type 
GET3, perfect for switching, multi-vlbrators, 
etc. Sample II-. Makers sealed pack of 10, 
8/6. Silicon rectIfiers. 50. ply. 15A. 400. 
ply. O75A, 2/6. 12v 5%. LW. zeners, 3/6. 
J. COO1'ER, Outwell, Wisbech, Cambs. 

ches, Ste ................................................. lOf- 
* TRANSISTORS - Matched Output Kit: 

OC8lDand2.00ØI ................................. 9/6 
R.F. Kit: 0C44 and 2-0C45 ..................... 9/6 
0C44, 45, 70. fl 81 and 910 Equinolent. 
noch ...................................................... 3f.. 

* CAPACITORS- Miniature Polyester Foil: 
60 VDC/I00 yAC. 

33 PF to .1/aF:5 off, one preterred aalue ... 3/6 
.I5iF to .47iF:5 off, one nuise .................. 5/- 

(P. 8. P. 1/6 per order, C.W.O.) 
ELMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
Island Farm Avenu, West Mol.sey, Surrey 

FIRST GRADE SEMICONDUCTORS 
Silicon FIT's N-2N38l9 15/-: P-2N3820 15/- 
UJ.T. BEN3000/T1543 to trigger 5CR, 8. Iii- 
5CR 2N3529 400PRV.2A.RMS @ TtuJ25C 11/6 
SCR 2N3525 400PRV.SA.RMS @ Tc/75C 15/- 
5CR C220 .400PRV.74A.RMS 18 Tc/80C 35/- 
2N3702 5/6; 2N3704 5/6; 2N3663 11/6; 0083 5/6; 

2N2926 ALL TYPES 4/-; 2N3055 11/6 
MILLTRONICS 

I Ulluwater Road, L.n.rstock Gr..n 
H.m.l H.mpstead. Ilsrtfordshire 

C.W.O. Pott Free. SAE. List Mou Order Only 

BYlOO, RectifierS coneplete with IO watt res. 6/-. 
Pont 6d. Fi,.baII Tuners, less cocer cans 9/. pont 
paid. 

Video, printed circuit panels,.ideal tor stripping 5/6. 
Post 1/6. 5 tor LI post pad. 
TV Tubes traen LI, callers only. 
Line output trunstormers, Scan coils, tuner,, etc. 
SAE. tor pron,pt reply. 

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS 350v, 680, 
821, 1800, 2200, 2700, 5600, (5800, 0018, 
0022, 0033. 125v. 1000, 1200, 1500, 1800, 
3300, 3900, 4700, 8200, 001, 0012, 0015. 
2/- doz. any selection. TransIstors, 1/6 
XA143 pnp germanium 75 megs. 2/. 2N377 
npn germanium equiv. 00139. 3/6 planar 
silicon npn 200-300 megs, 2N70(SA, 2N743, 
2N753, 2N916, BSY18, BSY26, BSY28, 
BSY29, BSY85, BSY95A. Compsitor boards, 
two types average 30 planar epitaxial tran- 
sIstors, 27708 or equiv. 300 megs. 30 dIodes, 
Histab resistors. IS/S each. Minimum order 
5/.. Post '1/.. NEW CROSS RADIO, 6 
Oldhani Rd., Manchester. 

Engineers required by progressive electronics 
company. Apply Chief Engineer, DIM. 
Production & Development Limited, 
Winchester House, Chertsey Road, St. 
Margareis, Twickenham, Middlesex. Tel. 
PøPesgrove 6234 

TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, ETC. 

TAPES TO DISC-using finest professional 
equipment-45 r.p.m. 18/-. S.À.E. leaflet. 
DEROY, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, 
Lanes. 

0075. 0076, 0078. OCI8D, Oc8i, OC8ID. 4/- .ach 
AFiJA. AF115, AF116. AF117, AF118. AC12S, 
AC127. AC128,:.0C170. 0C171, 0C172. 4/6 each: 
0084, 0C169. AFI19. 8/- .ach : 0C23. 0C26. 0es8, 
0C200. AC1O7. AD14O. 
All th abov. er. fully T..t.d and guaren- 
tsed. Aleo available unte,ted. unmarked Tray.- 
,ator,4Ofor 0/-. A. MARSHALL & SON 
28 CrickI.wood Broadway. London, N.W.2 

________ 
T.l.No.: GLAOI6I _________ 

COMPONENTS 
* ASSORTED CAPACITORSNew Paper, 

Polyester. Electrolytic. etc.. 100 off ............ 9/6 

* ASSORTED RESISTORS-I-I i-Stab. 300 off 
(5%, -, f, ..pwatt, worth £3) .................. I 5/- 

*SELECTED COMPONENTS-Over 00 
Hi-Stab,., Capacitors, Pots, Rectifiers. Swit- 

L & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE 
Dept. P.S. 

44 Market Street, Bacup. Lanci. Tel. 465 
Salvage Valves Good Emission Guaranteed 
EF80 1/6 30P4 7/- 3OFLI 5/- 
ECC82 3/- EB9I I/- U801 1/6 
ECL8O 3/6 EF85 5/- PL82 4/6 
30F5 5/- 3OPiJ 5/- PL36 1/- 
PCF8O 4/- EY86 4/- PCC84 4/- 
PL8I 5!- 6U4GT 5!- PY8I 3/6 
PZ3O 5/-' PY33 6/_ U301 6/- 
SPEAKERS Ex TV 3 ohm Imp, 5' Rad. and 6' X 4 
3/6. 8' Rad. 6/-. Post 2/6. 

SITUATIONS VACANT RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

(continued) (continued) 

LECFRONIC ENGINEERS 
Junior and Senior Test and Development 

RECEIVERS AND, COMPONENTS 

(continued) 

TRANSISTOR BARGAINS COMPONENTS BONANZA! S.A.E. for big list! 
3. eh: 0C44, OC4, 0C46. 0071, 0072. 0072, I A. J. BASSETT, 28 Park Road, Clor1ey, Lanes. 
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Build 10 EXCITING 
PHOTOELECTRIC DEVICES 
on a Printed Circuit Chassis 
CONTENTS: 2 P.C. ChossisBoards. Chemicals 
Etching Manual. mfra-Red Sensitive Photocell. 
Latching Relay. 2 Transistors. Rosis. Cond. 
Pot. Terminal Block. Elegant Case. Screws. 
etc. In fact, everything yoa need co build u 
simple bat efficient Photo-Switch/Burglar 
Alarm/Counter. etc. (Project No. I) which can 
be modified for modulated tight Operation 
(Projects Nos. 2 & 3) 

a n 

Also Essential Data. Circuits and Plans for 
building IO PHOTOELECTRIC PROJECTS. (I) 
Simple Photo-Switch. (2) Modulated Light 
Alarm. (3) Long Range Stray-Light Alarm. (1) 
ProJector Lamp Stabilisnr. (8) Electronic Pro- 
jector Modulator. (9) Mains Power Supply 
Unit. Automatic Car Parkihg Lamp Controller. 
Basic Kit: 39/6. Post and Packing 216 (U.K.) 

OPTICAL KIT 
Everything needed (Eocepn plywood> for baild- 
¡ng I Folded-Beam Projector and I Photocell 
Receiver to cuit PHOTOELECTRIC PROJECTS. 
CONTENTS: 2 lenses. 2 mirrors. nfra-Red 

3/- each. 0C44, 0C45, 'C70, 
OC7I, 0081, OC8ID, 0C200, 
Get 16, Get 20. 

4/- each. AFII4, AFII5, AFII6, 
AFII7, OCI7O, 0C171. 

5/- each. 0CI39, 0C140, Get 
7, Get 8, Get 9, XCI4I, BYIOO, 
0A21 I. 

ZENER DIODES 
3.9v. to 26 volt, +w. 3/6 each, 
1.5w. 5/-, 7w. 6/- each. 

Send 6d. for full lists: Inc. S.C.R. 
Zeners. 

BSY 27, 7/6 each. 0C20, 10/- 
each. 

Cursons 
78 Broad Street 
Canterbury 
Kent 

all 5.5V. D.C. WKG. Any three 4/ + Od. P. h P. 
MAGNETIC EAR PIECES: Pricen ace do-n-YOU 
benefit. i7onrplete wiSh 35mm. $ack plug, only 2/O 
each + Osi. P. Ir P. 
AERIAL WIRE: Pure copper, insulated; nIllI 
available in 76 lt. reels t esceilent price 015/- + I/- 
P. & P. 
CAR BATTERY CHARGERS: An elegant yet robust 
4A. charger with fitted ammeter. 6112V. Guaranteed 
5 year-SO/fl + 5/- P. & P. 
RELAYS: 
5. Miniature Plug-in with 2 light duty rio contacts. 

Coil 161 Ohss:c. 41/16V. D.C. 15f-. 
2. MinIature Plug-in with I light duty c/a Contacts. 

Coil 130 Ohm,. 9115V. D.C. 18/6. 
3. Heavy duty cur alarm relay 6/12V. D.C. 3 heavy 

duty e/o contacls 27)6. 
Pontage and packing or: above ¡tersas 1/- each. 

4. Base for ¡ter:: (2). 3/9 P. dr P. fia. 
SEMICONDUCTORS: We curry a wide range of 
transistors, diodes. reetillero antI Other devices to 
nsect your every neerl at conspetitive prices, e.g.: 
1. Transistors 0C41, 45, 71, 72, 81, S1D. 2/6 each 

+ 64. P. & P. 
2. lODI minIature rectifier sllode. 100V. P.LV. 

IA invaluable irr all lore-voltage power supplies. 
5f- each + Ort. P. dr P. 

LOUDSPEAKERS: We Carry a range of speaker, to 
suit every application. Typical examples are: 
1. Westuell 0.2W.; 80k:::; 2iln. dia. 7/6. 
2. Westoell 02W.; 8 Ohr::: 3m. dias. 9/6. 
3. Richard Alls':: 12m. 3 Ohm. uith tweeter. 37/6 

+ 3/- P. dr P. 

TEST METERS: General purpose test ureter, lYS-2. 
20K/Ohrrma per Volt. 09/O + 3). 55, , P, 

Write or call now Sor our cOnsponenta lint 

L _IiiBOTHWELL 

ELECTRIC 
SUPPLiES (Glasgow) LTD. 
54 EGLINTON STREET 
GLASGOW. CS. Tel. 041 SOUth 2904 

)J*srrbr of lOe Ls,,mkr Grasp 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS' 

(continued) 

REPANCO Transistor Coils and Transformer. 
for the Constructor. Send stamp for lists 
RADIO BXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS 
LTD., 33 Much Park Street, Coventry. 

I PHOTOELECTRIC. KIT 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

(conlin.ued) '.. 

SPECIAL OFER 
I Watt S.T.C. 300 MC/S N.P.N. 
Silicon Planer. Transistors; With 
data. Limited Stocks. LI for 6. 

EXCLUSIVE TO BOTHWELL ELECTRIC 
SUPPLIES (GLASGOW) LTD. 
Doe to a massive purchase frsm abroad, we can still 
offer you at the fantastic price of 3/6 (P. h P. 1/- 
per horn) a miniature high frequency horn, suitable 
for ose osa burglar and Sre alarm; motor cycle alarm. 
and all earning devicre. Demand for this uniqur 
Offer has been great, so order flow and avoid 
disappointment. 1.5/4 5V, D.C. only. 
CAPACITORS: 
1. Yet another snip from Bothwells-Piessey 100 X 

400 MFD. 300v. WKO. ihn, dia. X Sin, long 
opprore. Only 6/- each + 1f' P. .t P. 

2. Transitoe Capacitor,: 50. 16, 32, 50, 100 MFI) 

155 

P,Iter, 2 45 dog. Blocks. Proinctor Lonp 
Holder and Bracknt. Plans, ncc. Optical Kit: 
19/6. Possagn and Packing /6. 

Send a S.A.E. for full particulars 

"YORK ELECTRIC S" 
181a, York Road, London, S.W.11 

TRANSISTORS for recent designs. BC1O7, 
7/6: NuT 0003, 10/8. 2N3819(F.E.T.),251-. 
1KT 217, 8/-. I4KT 274, 3/6. NKT 675, 4/8. 
NKT773, 5/-. 2N2147, 11/-. 2N410, 2/-. 
All brand new. P. & P, Sd. C,W,O. mail 
only. M. HARVEY, 29, The Drive, Potters 
Bar, Retta, 

ECONOMY SEMICONDUCTORS 
New Cramic Transistors made in U.S.A. 

CS2926 md $55-I 103/6. Silicon Planar. 
CS2926 orange $90-I 80319. 120 Mdc ft. typ. 
CS2926 yellow $150-300 4/.. ISV 300ncW 'nao 
CS2926 grnnn $235-4704/9. Low noise NPN. 

Ultra High Gain Ceramicu,U.S.A. 
6645 red $250-550 3/6. Silicon Planar. 
6645 blue $500-10004/3. 15V 300,nW NPN. 

Medium Power Silicon Planar 
2N3053; ÑPN 60v. 1W na,,, 100 Me/s ft. ein. 
11/6. 40319, PNP 40V 1W ncao. 100 Mt/s 
ft.n,in. 15/6. 

These are 2W moe. with heat sinks. Sd. each. 
High Powsr H.P. Silicon Planar, NPN 

2N3054 6W @1 100C cose, 90v, 4A, 25 Me/s 
typ. 26/-. CP407 15W V/i 75'C case, 60V. 
lOA. 00 Mc/e ft. ein. 56/3. 

High Power Silicon NPN 
2N3055 65W /if l00'C case, 100V, 15A coax. 
22/9. 40250 16W 5/ l00'C Case. 50V, 4A 

G,rn,aní,arn Low Power 
2Nl304 NPN 'I, 20V 15W mao. high gain 
2N1305 PNP .1 $120 typical 4/3 nach. 
ASYSO PNP 20V '2W, $30 typ.. low Cost 2/-. 

Gs,man,cam High Power PN P 
NKT4OI 80V. 8A coax. $15-50 V/' 6A, 12W, 
171.. NKT4O46OV, eA max. $50-ISO V/i IA 
12W, 1219. 2N3731 300Vpk, 6A roux. 
ocie. 5/ 6A, 5W, 19/6. 

Complementary Matched P*irs 
2Nl304/2N1305, 2N2926/2N3702, 9/- pair. 
Rnsistors 1W5'%carbonfiln,2/3 doe. 17/3 lOO. 
Skeleton presets 2505) to 1MO 1/.. Electro- 
lytict, 10V. 5,10,25, SOpF Sd. 100, 200IaF lid. 
All Teeas. IR, Newn,arket devices ovailable. 
All components brand new. Catalogue 6d. 

E LE CT RO VA LU E 
6 Mansfield Place, Ascot, Berkshire 

WANTED 

WANTED. Copies of Practical Electronics 
for Nov., Dec. 1964, Jan., Feb., March 1965. 
State price wanted to STEEL, 23 \Vadhani 
Drive, Manor Park, Frenchay, BrIstol. 

TRANSFORMER8 

TELEVISION:! 
From your OWN Car Battery 

Famous DELCO TRANSFORMER trans 
forms 12 or 24v. supolv 
to mains Power 
for TV, r drills, 
etc. 
NOW ONLY 
£6- IO -O 

C.O.D. 3/6 extra. - 
SMALLER MODEL. 12/24v. input, 20/- 110/250v. Output 
MAGNETIC RELAY SWITCHES. 
12v., 40 amp. Contacts for 13/6 remote switching ............. Each 
INDOOR TELEVISION AERIAL. I'7 IL 
Extending i4ingle dipole. Each I I ¡U 
VIBRATOR POWER-PAK. Stopl2v.up 
to MAINS.output. S'or Universal A('/DC 
razors, small fluorescent fittings, 37/6 radios, etc ...................... Only 
GENERATING SETS. Brand I'ew. TINY 
TIM. 12v. 300 watts. In packing case. 
SELF STARTING. OrsnaI List 
l'rieegl6. £37- IO-O Price Dcliv cred 
GENERATING SETS. CHOREHORSE 12 
volt, 300 watt sets. £27- IO-O Tested before despatcis. 

Send NO W-Delireey bai cOuacs 
JAMES WALKER, ILECTRONICS DIVISION 

School House, Wood Walton, Huntingdon 
Phone Abbots Ripton 368. 9am, to 10pm. 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
INFORMATION SERVICE 

'Available by return of post, we hone the 
latest editions of the following publications: 

R.C.A. TRANSISTOR MANUAL (480 pp.) 
23/6d. Post free. 

Provides specifications of over 600 RCA 
transistors, diodes, rectifiers. etc., and a 

wealth of information on sen,iconduCtor 
circuits (theory and design), applicseions, 
outlines, etc. 

R.C.A. TUNNEL DIODE MANUAL 
(160 pp.) 

23/6d. Poet free. 
Covering basic theory, specifications. 
applications, and circuit design procedure. 
etc. 

G-E TRANSISTOR MANUAL (648 pp.) 
30/- Post free. 

Contains abridged specifications 0f oxer 
2,000 American transistors of the 2N-series, 
and also brief ratings of a wide range of 
diodes and rectifiers, etc. The bulk of this 
book is devoted to circuit design procedure 
and includes a large number of extremely 
useful practical circuits. 

G-E TUNNEL DIODE MANUAL 
- 16/6d. post free. 

Specifications, applications and Circuit 
designs for the range of G-E tunnel denices, 

M. R. CLIFFORD & COMPANY 
(C 5E) 

109A, MONUMENT ROAD, EDGBASTON 
BIRMINGHAM 16 

P.S. - Are you on our mailing list f If not 
send a 2/- P.O. and receive our current 
price list of Oxer 1,000 transistors, and 
amendment bulletins covering substitutions 
for obsolete types, release of flew devices, 
and price changes. etc.. etc. 
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CAPACITOR PACKS 100 well assorted 
silver micas, ceramics, polyesters, papers, 
electrolytics, etc. lo/-. P.P. 1/6. 

VALVEHOLDERS B9A paxolin 2/. per 
dozen. PP. 1/6. 

UX7 10/- per dozen. P.P. 2/6. 
HEADPHONES German made. S and 

2,000 ohm versions. 20/.. PP. 2/.. 
TRANSISTOR BARGAINS Send for 
complete lists. Quotation by return for 
any type of transistor. 
BRIAN J. AYRES & CO. 

Dept. ED, 8 HartfiSld Road 
Wimbledon, London; S.W.I9 
Telephone: Wimbledon 6063 

FOOTBALL POOL COMPUTER CIRCUIT and three 
other analogue cIrcuit,. 4/8. 

DIOITAL COMPUTER CIRCUIT 
A simple digItal Adder/Subtracter unizsg s,citchcc 
and lamps only. A fascinating demonstration of 
Binary arithmetic. Full circuit, wiring diagram 
and notes on the Binary system, 3/8. 

NOUGHTS AND CROSSES MACHIRE CIRCUIT. U,es 
standard miniature switche, and lamps only. Tin. 
machine cannot be beaten. Full circuit, wiring 
diagram and instrucUons, 3/8. 

j, High Stuhihty Re,i.ior, 
4 ott 1, 2/- each. Full rance 10 obus, to IO 
Mec. Stock Lint available. 

SEND P.O. FOR 1/6 TO: 

DEPT. PE!3 

dca ELECTRONICS LTD. 

28 UXBRIDGE ROAD 

EALING, W.5 

INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER 
(Dec/Jan. PE.). Send for ¿ompetitive 
quotation for parts. - 

HEAVY DUTY RELAYS 9-14v. D.C. 
coil, single pole, switching up to 40 AMPS. 
at low voltage, 2/6, P.P. 1/6, discount for 
quantities. 
HI-K CERAMIC CAPACITORS (DISC) 

500v. D.C. working. 1,000 pF 2/6 per 
doz. P.P. 9d. 10,000 pF 3/9 per doz. PP. 9d. 

SUBMINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS 
100 mfd. 15v., brand new, at the fantastic 
price of 9/6 per dozen. PP. 9d. Send for 
lIst of other bargains. 
POTENTIOMETERS 5Ko lin, 10Ko lin, 

l00K lin. 250KO lin, 1Mo log. 2MO log. 
2Mo lin. If- each. PP. 6d. 

With double pole switCh 500Ko lin. 1MO 
log. 2/. each. PP. 6d. 

:With single pole switch 10KO lin, 50Ko 
lin, 2/. each. P.P. 6d. 

Pre-sets 250KO lin. 250KO log, 300KO lin. 
2MO lin, 1MO lin. 1/- each. P.P. 6d. 

FERROXCUBE TOROIDS Leaflet on 
complete range available on request. 

TOROID TRANSFORMERS for invertef 
applications, etc. 20 watt version: l2v. 
Input, 250v. 8OmA output. 19/6. PP.4/6. 
60 watt version: 12v. input, 300v. 200mA 
output. 39/6. PP. 5/-. Toroid transformers 
also supplied to your requirements. 

RESISTOR PACKS loo well assorted 
values and types, mainly w. by-stabs, but 
also some I/lOw. Aw. 1w. 2w. 1% to 10%. 
A super buy at ut. PP. 1/6. 

HIGH SPEED MAGNETIC COUNTERS (4 X 1 X 
lIs.). 4 digit. 12/24/48V. (stats n'hiCh) 6/8 each, 

P. & p 3/.. 

COPPER LAMINATE BOARD (81 X 55 X Als,). 
2/6 S for 10/.. 

BULK COMI'ONENT OFFERS 
loo Capscltoro liateot typen) SOpP to 500F. 

220 Carbon Resistors j & 5w. (Tronslstor typ). 
220 Carbon Resstor. -} & 1w. 
150 RIgh.Otab Resistors . j & 1w. 
100 CeramIc CapacItors 2-1000 PF. 
25 VItreous wf W Resistors (5%). 
12 PrecisIon Resistors (1%). 
25 Close Tolerance CapS. (2%). 

ANY ITEM 10/-. ANY 2 ITEMS £2. 

PHOTOFLASH ELECTROLYTIC 200000F. 275V. 
17/6, P. & P. 2/6. 

ELECTROLYTICS 10000F. 60v. 2/6; 20000F. 220V. 
2/8; 100 A 40000F, 275V. 8/6; 20000F. 100v. 4/-; 
100000F. 50V. 5/-; 300000F. 100V. 7/6; 5000UF. 20V. 
7/6. P. 0 P. 2/6 In £1. 

PATTRICK & KIN NIE 
81 Park Lane, 

Romford, Essex 
ROMford 44473 

NEW ELECTRONICS' 

CATALOGUE. 

THE SHOP AT YOUR ELBOW 
FULLY COMPREHENSIVE 

INCLUDING: 

COMPONENTS' 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
VALVES 
TRANSISTORS 
HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES 
RECEIVERS 

AMPLIFIERS- 
AND SPECIAL SERVICES - 

TAPE SPOOLS 
7 inch 219 4 inch 2/3 
5f inch 2/6 3 inch 1/3 
5 inch 2/ 
INTERNATIONAL TAPE 
7 nch 2,400 it. - 15f. 
7 inch 1,800 fc. - 211- 
5) inch I,200ft. 15/. 
5 inch 900it. 12/6 
5 inch 600 it. IO!- 

We have large stocks of electronic components 
and (eel that a visit to our premises would be to 
your advantage. Send II- for our catalogue, 
Please include postage with orders, 
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BATTERY ELIMINATORS 
The ideal way of running your TRANSISTOR 
RADIO, RECORD PLAYER, TAPE RECORDER. 
AMPLIFIER, etc. Types ava0able 9v; 6v 41v 
(single output) 39/6 eaCh. P. & P.2/9. 
9v + 9v; 6v + 6v; or 41v + 41v (two separate 
outpots) 42/6 each. P. & P. 2/9. Please state 
output required. All the above units are 
completely isolated from maies by double 
wound transformer ensuring I00%safety. 

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIOs LTD. 
(Dspt.P.E.). II Oliner Road. London. 8.17 

FOUNDED 1885-OVER 
150,000 SUCCESSES 

CHAMBERS COLLEGE 
(lncorp. National Inst. of 
Engineering) (Dept. 850F) 

148 HOLBORN 
LONDON, E.C.I 

CRESCENT RADIO LTD. 
TELEVISION & ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS 

40 Mayes Rd., Wood Green, N.22 

Telephone: BOWES PARK 3206 
TRANSISTORS 

NKT274 3/8 IB4OKIO 33/. 2N397 3/6 
NKT713 5/3 2N3819 30/- 0C38 11/6 
NKTOOI3 9/.. 2G339A I/k A0140 13/6 
NKT2I7 Ill- GET873 3/- OC1I 3/6 
NKT4O3 16/3 GETI 14 4/- 0C45 4/. 

SPECIAL LINES 
BYIOO 5/6 0A70 1/6 ORPI2 10/- 
BYlO5 5/6 0A8l 2/6 M3 116 

P.U. cartridge with both styli 8/6 
B.S.R. dolly with both styli (T.C.8) 15/- 
Sonotone stereo cartridge .......... 18/6 

Tweeter. 
25lnch3ohm ............ 9/6 
3}incis8oh,e ............ 13/6 
5 inch 3 ohm dual cone 18/9 
5 inch IS ohm ............ 14/6 

Speaker 
3 Inch 20 ohm ............ 9/6 

5to 4Opf trimmers ......... 3d. e.Ch 
4to 2lpftrin.mers ......... 3d. nach 
5Opf air spaced trimmers 6d each 
Bohmearpieces ......... Ij6each 
Deac cells 2.44 volt .......... 6/. each 

VERO BOARD - 

25X5 3(8 35X5 512 
2k X 35 3/. 35 X 31 3/8 

Vero pack, 5 boards, I spoIlaGe cutter... 9/9 
Vero pins 1/. per doc. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
9X Sinch ............... I/Il 
Off Cut ............... 9d. each 

1% Wlrewouod ResslOc 
1( i watt, i ohm to OK, 3/3; to 20K, 4/6; 5% 
add 3d. Your value wooed to order. 
200 (snorted 2 watt ReoiotOr., 1% to 20,, 12/8. 

PLANET INSTRUMENT CO. 
25 (E) DOMINION AVENUE. LEEDS 7 

TWO-BOB PLANARS 
Brand new, first grade NPN silicon planar 
transistors at the ridiculous price of 2/. euch. 
Designed for r.f. stages, mixers, and if, stages, 
may also be used for Iow.level uf. stages. Low- 
feedback capacitance (2pF). High cut-off fre- 
quency. Robust. Physically small. Data sup- 
plied. MEl 018=30 @ I mA. 20V, 200 Mc/s, 
250mW, lOOmA. ME3OIS=20 @ ImA, 
12V. 600 Mc/s, 250mw, SOmA. Both types 
I for 2/6. 3 for 6/-. And of course we still 
supply our popular range: High gain 2N2926; 
(1=90-lOO, 3/6; 150-300, 3/9; 235-470, 4/6. 
Medium power: 2N3702 (PNP). 5/-; 2N3704 
(NPN) 6/-; Low noise input, 2N3707, 5/-. 
V.H.P. T1407, 6/-. C.W.O. Mail order only. 
No C.O.D. 

AMATRONIX LTD., 396 Selsdon Road 
Croydon, CR2 ODE 

FI RST-C LASS 

RADIO AND T/V 
COURSES..., 

GET A CERTIFICATE! 
After brief, intensely Interesting study- under- 
tBken at home in your spare time-YOU can 
secure a recognised qualification or extend your 
knowledge of RadIo and T.V. Let us show you 
how: 

FREE GUIDE 
The New Fre Guide consain (20 pages of informa- 
tion of the greatest importance to both che amateur 
and the man employed in the radie industry. 
Chambers College provides first rate postal courses 
for Radio Amateurs' Eoum., R.T.E.B. Servicing 
Cert., C. & C. Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also 
gives details of range of diploma courses in Radio! 
TV. Servicing Electronics and other branchns of 
engineering, tognther with particulars of our re- 
markable Guarantee of - 

SUCCESS OR NO FEE 
Write now for your copy of'thio invaluable publica- 
tIon. lt may well prove to be the turning point in 
your career. 
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10/- FREE! .. 10/- FREE! 10/- FREE! 10/- FREE! 
10/- FREE!. Any Eleven Items for £5/-/-! 10/- FREE! 

Please include If- for post 

Rush your order now! These prices carinot be repeated J 

G. F. MILW.ARD 
Il PEEL CLOSE, DRAYTON, BASSETT, Nr. TAMWORTH, STAFFS. 

Phone: TAMWORTH 232! POST ONLY 

10/- 3 Television Smoothing Condensers. 200/200u1., 

lOOIIOOuf., 3001125/50u1., 275 volt. 101- 

101- 50 asorted Watt 5% Resistors. (Long Leads). 101- 

101- lOO assorted to 4-watt mixed resistor types, values. lo/- 

ial- 100f to 3 watt Close Tolerance types. 10/- 

101- lOO assorted Silver Mica/Ceramic/Polystyrene Con- 
densers. 101 

10/- 50 assorted paper condensers .001 to .5uf. 10/- 

10/- lOO miniature paper condensers (Mixed values). 101- 

10/. 50 untested TRANSISTORS (excellent value). lof- 

10/- ACOS MONO. PICK-UP HEAD COMPLETE WITH 
NEEDLES. 10/- 

lOI- 3 Miniature earpiees complete with plug and lead. loi- 

10f- 20 Diodes. Very high quality. 10/- 

10/- Magnetic Lapel Microphone with plug and lead. lo/- 

ial- 3", 4" or 5" Low impedance LOUDSPEAKER. 10/- 

10/- SIGNAL INJECTOR R.F./I.F./A.F. parts and circuit. 10/- 

lOf- Car Rev. Counter. Parts and Circuit (excl. meter). 10/. 

10/. Ii pre-set potentiometers mixed. 10/- 

Remote control units for Philips/StelIa/Cossor/T.V. 
Cost 3 gns. Special Bargain 10/. 

 ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE PB 2 
Thank ziou for your credImi Onoto they Ort everyth li,y you said 

they ,ro,dd be... T. T.. LONDONDERRY Signatur. 
(If 

............................................................................................................... 
under 21, signature of par,.nt or guardian) 

A realty silent efl,cieat lastrado, . . 4 W., ill ERO II 
NAME ..................................................................................................................... 

BLOCK LETTERS BELOW 
FULL POSTAI. 

POSTNOWFORTHIS OFFER! ADDRESS ................................................................................................................ 

10/- BARGAIN SALE! 10I_ 
lOf. PISTOL-GRIP SOLDERING IRON (USUALLY 25/-) 10/- 10/- 6 NPN or PNP SwitchingTransistors (min. 200 mcfs). 101- 

101- 20 weIl assorted TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS. io'- 10/- IO Transistor I-folders. lOf- 

d2 

J 
The serle will be of 
exceptional value in 
training mechanics and 
tschnlcians in electricity, 
Radio and Electronics. 

WHAT THIS MONTH'S ENTHUSIASTIC 
READERS SAY 

Too, 5oo) oro jase tic job. Sge. RB., B.F.1'.O. IO 

r 
, 

' TO SELRAY BOOK CO. 

I 
60 HAYES HILL, HAYES, BROMLEY, KENT 

l'lesse send me Without Obligation to Purchase, one of the above sets on 7 Days Free 
Triai. I will either return set, carriage paid, in good condltioB withIn 7 days or send the 
following amounts. Basic Electricity 70/- Cash price or Down Payment of 15/- 
followed by 4 fortnightly payments of 15/- each. Basic Electrinlcs 82/- Cash Price 
or Down Payment of 15/- followed by 5 fortnlghtly payments of 15/'. each. This offer 
applies to UNITED KINGDOM ONLY. 
Tick set required (only OYE set allowed on frro' trial) 

BASIC ELECTRICITY 70/- D BASIC ELECTRONICS 82/- D 
BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 40/- D 
BASIC INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY 40/- D 
BASIC SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS 88/- D 

YDURSFREE0RIDA VS 
The New'Picture - Book' way of learning 

ELECTRICITY (5 VoIs) 
D i ELECTRONICS (6 VoIs) 

fi 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (2 VoIs) 

O INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY (2 VoIs) 
___ SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS (2 VoIs) 

Yonit ûrnt ft oay to baro wtb tbiroott.ndlngby ceotoI 'Fha books are based on the latest research foto simplified 
new pictorial methód-'thr essential facto are explained frs, learning teehoiqor.. Tb!. bas proves! that the Pictorial 
the simplest language one at a tinse; and each ir iIIngfrfed Approach to Iearmng Is the quickest and roomiest way of 
by an accurate cartoon-type drawing, gaining mastery over these subjects. 
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THE LARGEST RANGE OF LOW PRICED SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS (THYRISTORS) IN GT.SRITAIN. 
amp (TO 5 can) i amp (stad) I6 amp (stud) 

PIV each PIV each PIV nach 

4 Packs of poar own choice to 4 
loo 9/6 lOO 1016 lOO I 6/6 FREE SCR Iitnrasare ¡ncludwg circuit 

FREEche value of IO!- with all FREE 400 25/- 200 15/. 200 25/- diagrams for light dimmers, speed controllers 

orders over £4 in calan 300 25f- 300 30/- AC power switch, etc., with all SCR orders or 
400 30/. 400 40/. on reqaest 
500 40/- 500 50/- 
600 45/. 600 55/- 

FIRST EVER LOGIC KITS. Learn for yourself how MAKE A REV. COUNTER FOR YOUR CAR. THE NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM 
computers work, even make one for yourself. Fall 'TACHO BLOCK'. This encapsalated block will MINIMUM ORDER IO!- CASH WITH ORDER 
instructions fora noughts and crosses machine, binary tarn any 0-ImA meter into u perfectly linear and PLEASE. For completa lists and substitution charts 
counters, timers. etc. L. I. 5 gns. L.2. IO gns. No accorate rev, counter for any I send Ii- in stamps, add I/-post and packing per order. 
need to purchase both kits, you can start with L.2. Gar. Stute 4 or 6 cylinder. i eac OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR AIRMAIL. 
which incorporates LI. DETAILS FREE. , . I 

- SEMICONDUCTORS P RE PAK DISTRIBUTED DAVIS & WHITWORTH LTD. 
EXCLUSIVELY BY 222.224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX 

PRE-PAK FOR QUALITY PRE-PAK FOR VALUE PRE-PAK FOR SERVICE 

No. PRICE TRANSISTORS PRICE TRANSISTORS PRICE No. PRICE 
AI. 6-Silicon rectifiers 8YI00 typo . . 20/- ACIO7 6/- OC8l 2/6 CI, 15-50 colt, trons., gore, switching . 15/- 
A2. lO-Relcys, wined typos cnd volccges. 20/- ACI26 2/6 OCelO 2/6 C2 I-Uni jonction, 2N1I60 or2N2646 IS!- 
A3. 20-Mined, warked and tested trans. . ACI27 :: :: 2/6 0083 4/ 

CL 5-A,ado kw, NKT278/275/2iIi'773 
A5. 8-SiI, recs I0O-400PIV.0-5-IA 20/- ACI28 . - 3/- 0CI39 .. - .: 2/6 C4 2-R'. p°ownr tr,s., 0C22 an'd'BLIYI ¡ 

I 

Al. I-500 Mt/s epsa,ocl wesa. PNP2N700 20/- ACYI7 ..... 5/- OCI4O 5/- CS 2-Sil, power rets. 200PIV. 6 amp 15/- 
AB. 6-Sob, win. zeners, 3-6-ISV, 400mW 20/- AFI 14 ..... 4/- 0db 216 Ch 5-Sil, rets., I omp, 100/200PIV 15/- 
A9. l-2N174 real power trans. BOy., APIS 3- OCI7I ' _ C9.' ,2-lOO/60V, sil. crans.. 200Mc/s, 

150W 20/- AFI 16 3/ 0C200 5/ C14 
ZT84/86 ........ 

2-3 watt planar,2N1613.2N1893 
15/- 
15/- Al2 I-H h h' I 2 024 wer, ts, , API Il 4/- 0C201 6/- C15 4-Sil, pep. trans., in the 25300 series 15/- l0W1' 

- 
20 

API IO 3/6 20301 2/6 C16 I-SiI, power 85 watts, 2S721 series . 15/- 
W API 19 3/6 20302 2/6 TO I 2Slo3/4 Ç: A 4-2N60lp/ 3ov 10M / AF 78 10/- 20344 2/6 I-2N1 lI3 

l 

BI. 
B2. 

50-Unmarked, ontested, trons, new 
4-Solar cells inc. Book olins ..... 10/- 

10/- 

. 

ASY66 2/ 20371 2/6 
C20 
C2 I 

3-Germ. NPN crans., 2N1302/4/8 
3-Germ. pnp crans.. 2N 1303/5/7/9 

15/- 
15/- 

B3 4-OAS old bonded d'ode MolI rd IO'- BCZI I . . ' 5/- 20417 2/6 C22. l-300Mc/s germ. ASZ2I, Mollvrd .. 15/- 
BPY5O ..... 15/- 2N691 5/- C23. l-35 amp sil, ret., IOOPIV, stod ;. 15/- 

84. I 6-Germ. d,odes. 5OPIV, 4OMc/s .. 10/- 
BSY2S Io - 2N706 5/_ C25. 2-Power crans., germ., 0C28/29 type 15/- 

05. 
Bi. 

6-Matched sec. OC44/45/810/Bl . 

I-60 watt power crans, 5Mt/sNPN 
10/. 
10/- 2 

- - 
2S303 2/6 
POWER TRANSISTORS 

C27. 
C28. 

4-800PIV, 500wA. sil, rets., STC . 

5-Sil, rets., 400PIV. amp .... 15/- 
15/-. 

BO. 2-Power trans. 0C26/35 type . 10/- BS''27 5/ OCl6 5/ C29. l-200Mt/s low noise trans., APZI2 . 15/- 

89. l-Light sensitive cell, ORPI2. type . 9/- 
B5Y28 5/- 0C20 10/-. C30. 2-Sil. trans., narrow ga,n spread, 

BCZI I 15/- 
BIO. 8-50V trans. germ. PNP. latest type.. 10/- B5Y29 .... 

BSY9SA .... 5/- 
5/- 

0C22 .... 
0C26. .... 5/- 

5/- DI. 
........ 

25-W hi'sab. resistors wined .. 5/- 
BI I. 2-Comp. pa,r, AC128. ACI76 .. 10/- GETIO2 .... 2/6 0C28 .... 1/6 03. 3-Germ. d,odes, 0A70, OA79. 0A81 5/- 

B13. 7-BAI IS GB. diodes TV. video .. 10/- GETI 14 .... 2/6 2N60I .... 5/- 04. 2-Sil, rets., Sob, min., 400/600PIV 
815. 8-'Bi.d,retcioval trans.. ASY66 .. IO!- NKT2I3 2/6 DIODES 400wA ...... 5/- 

B20, 4-Assorted NPN crans., TO-S. TO-le IO!- NKT2S2 ..... 2/6 AAY42 .... 1/- 07. 2-Zevvr diodes, Sly., 250wW .. 5/- 
- 

821. 2-Sil, rets, IO amp., 50-IOOPIV , . 10/- OC4I .... 2/6 OAI0 .... 2/ 09, 10-Assorted capacitors, all types . . 5/- 
B32. 4-1 amp. recs:200/300PIV .... 10/- OC44 .... 2/6 OA7O .... I/O DIO. 20-Transistor heat sinks .... 5/- 

833. 10-Gern-, diodes, assorted types . . 10/- OC45' . . , , 2/6 OA79 .... ' I/O 014. 3-Low imp. varphones, less plsags . . 5/- 
834. 8-Silicon diodos, assortod typos .. IO!-. OC7I .... 2/6 0A81 .... 1/9 EI. 2-214458 watched power trans., 
BSS. 2-2 onver d,odes I /W., 7 and IO volts 10/-. OC72 ..... 2/6 OA182 .... 1/- 15Cv,, 80W ........ 30/- 
B36, 10-Gold bonded, diodos, assortvd . . 10/- OC73 .... 5/,, 114914 .... 1/6 E2, I-2S026 power trans.. lOOv, 100W.. 30/- 
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\, /, SUPPLIERS OF 

ELECTRONIC 
p1,.p I. -w 

TO... 
* UNIVERSITIES 
* COLLEGES OF TECHNOLOGY 
* COLLEGES OF FURTHER 
EDUCATION & SCHOOLS 

* ALL ENTHUSIASTS 

OFFICIAL SUPPLIERS TO MANY 
EDUCATION AUTHORITIES 
Usual Educational Discounts 

OUR NEW 1966/67 
illUstrated catalogue 
NOW AVAILABLE 
(send 1/- in stamps 

for your copy) 

INCLUDES 
Valves, Transistors, Transformer., Loud- 
speakers, Recording Tape, Coils, Resistor, 
Condensers, . Potentiometers, Chassis, 
Rectifiers, Test meters, Microphones, 
Tool., Solder, etc. 

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
103 Leeds Terrace 

Wintoun Street, Leeds 7 

Telephone 25187 

1EW RANCE U.H.F. AERIALS FOR 

BBC 1(615) line transmissions 
All UHF. aerials now fitted nuls 1111mg bracket 
and 4 element geld reflectors. 
I.oft Mounting Ari'a),, element, :131-. il element, 42/41. 14 element. 344/-. lB element, 
37/li. IVail 5I.muntlng wills ('eanhucel Arm. 
7 element. 1.41/-. 11 element, f71-. 14 element. 
71'-. 18 element. 442/6. Mast Mounting with 
2m, clamp. 7 element. 12/6: 11 element. 33/-: 
II element. 4.2/-: 18 element. 70/-. ('hinsne 
Mounting Arrass. Complete, 7 element, 
72/ 11 element. 4401-: 14 element. 87/6:18 element. 
514-. Complete assembly instructIons wills even 
unit. Low Loss Cable. 1/6 Sd. t'.Ii.V. Pre'- 
amps from 75-/. State clearly channel number 
required on all orders. 

BBC ITV- F.M. AERIALS 
BBC (Band 1). Telescopic 
loft, 21!-. External S/D. /-. 

"H". £210.0. 
IYV IBand 3). 3 element bft 
array, 25-!. 5 element, 33/-. 
Wall mounting. 3 element. t.-. 

element. 43/-. 
Comblnc,l BBC/ITV. Loft 
1+3. 41/3; 1+5. 48/9; Wall 

I mountIng 1+3.36/3:1+5,63/*. 
I Chimney 1+3.6219; 1+5,71/3. 

VHF transIstor pee-amps from :c.- .4-- 

F51. (Band 2). Loft S/D. 12/6, "H", 30!-, 3 
element. 52/4.. External units available. Co'a. 
cable, Hl. yd. Co-ax, plugs, 11:1. Outlet boxes, I.e. 
Dipleser Crossover Bones, 12fb. C.W.O. Or COD, 
P. & P. 5,". Send 6d. stamps for Illustrated lists. 
Quotations for special arrays asailalil,' 
- on request 

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.E.) 

27 Central Parade, New Addington 
Surrey 

LOD 2266 

TRANSISTOR 

SPECIFICATION & SUBSTITUTION 

HANDBOOK 

New 1967 Ed. By Tec-Pess' 23/6 

Contains over 5,000 American, Japanese. 
Brit/sh, etc., types, and over 30,000 com- 
puter selected substitutes. 

Radio Valve Data, new 8th ed., by 
5Nireless World. 10/6 

ABC'. of Silicon Controlled Rectifier., 
by Lytel. 17/- 

Hi-Fi Year Book, 1967 edition. 181- 

Transistors in Logical Circuits, by Altet. 
16/- 

Having Fun with Transistors, by 
Buckwalter. 22/. 

Computer Basics, Digital Computers 
Mathematics and Circuitry. 31/6 

Rapid Servicing of Transistor 'Equip- 
ment, by King. 31/3 

Solid State Power Supplies and Con- 
verters, by Lytel. 21/- 

Basic Piezoelectricity, Theory and 
Applications, by Shields. 21/- 

All pr/ces include U.K. postage 

Where possib/e 24-hour service guaranteed 

UNIVERSAL BOOR 00. 
12 LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2 

(Leicester Square Tube Station) 
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PRACTICAL BOAT OWNER HELPS YOU GET THE BEST OUT OF BOATiNG MONTHLY 3'6 

159 

F REE 
FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE INCLUDE 

BUILOINO A BOAT? Or hoping to? 
First of a series for non- 
experts that makes the lob 
easy. 

I N SI DE FAMILIES AFLOAT. Children can be 
safe, snug and contented, 

SKIPPERS' SAFETY _____ says our woman's page 
writer . . . even tots in carry- 

CHECK CARDS 
I 

cots. 
TREAT YOUR OUTBOARD MOTOR RIONI. A 

Two waterproofed, handy. photo series on stp-by-step 
size cards to keep ¡n the I ._ care and maintenance. 
cockpit for instant check. 

PLUS Gadgets to make. Buyers' 
1. THE RULE OF THE ROAD 

---- Guide to essential equip- 
ment. New craft for family 

2. WARNING SIGNS AND BEACONS fun. Fire protection. New life 
for an old boat. Essential 

More FREE cards in the following issue . knots and hundreds of other 
practical tips. 

1__ j 

iL 

and out to sea. 

Month by month Practical BOAT 
OWNER will advise on buying, 
building and maintaining sail 
and power craft. You'll learn all 
about the latest equipment 
and materials. Step-by-step 
instructions on everything from 
minor repairs to major overhauls 
will help you keep your boat in 
trim for the lowest outlay. 
Experts will guide you to safer, 
better seamanship. 

d' 

.,- .%L 

SgAHEJuI 

THE NEW MONTHLY ALL BOAT 

NTHUSIASTS HAVE ALWAYS WANTED 
D 

New and new ¡n outlook, excitingly different from ste 

li L 

to stern, Practical BOAT OWNER has been expertly 
\ planned to give the maximum practical help to all boat 

\\ enthusiasts, newcomers and old hands alike, up river 

NO.1 
I I I AT 

PRACTICAL 

i. oa er 
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I 

Many other items stocked-Export enquiries wekome 

160 

- - -- -.---- 
I 

TRANSISTORS j DIODES SPECIAL DEVICES 

ACI.26 6/- N)cT272 3/6 I 0À5 4/- ThermiMor, KS31W 2/- R03 23/- 
AC128 4/- NKT273 3/6! OA1O 3/- AOl 32/6 010 16/9 
ACYI8 7/6 NKT274 3/8 I 0A47 31- 
ACY20 5/6 NKT27O 3/8 I OA?O 1/6 
AD161 7/6 NKT676 4/4 

I 
0A79 1/6 LIght cell. ORF12 9/8 0CP71 19/8 

AD162 7/6 NKT713 8/6 OASi 1/6 OCF7I eqoivoleot 9/6 
atFiOl is!- NKT77O 6/- I 0A91 1/6 
AFilO 4/- NKT774 6 0A95 1/6 Thyriutor. (8CR,) 
AF116 4/- 
AF1I7 4/- 

0C28 16/- 
0029 19/- 

I 
0A202 

I 6X781 
2!- 
1/9 CR6400 400 PlY I aciP 1516 

BC1O7 7/9 0C33 12/8 GJSD 1/9 CR74 499 PIV 7 amp 27/6 
2N3528 200 Ply 3 smp 18/9 

BC1O9 7/8 0C41 3/6 CG6E 1/3 
BCZ11 13/8 0044 3/- BY199 5/- 
BFY2I 22!- 0040 3/ 

0071 4/- 
19100 
19101 

2/8 
3/3 

Uoijrmcttoo. 2N2160 16/- TJS43 18/- 
BF'h'26 7/- 0072 4(8 16193 4/6 

282646 14/6 D5E19 14/8 
BF'Yal 9/6 
BUYII 29/6 0073 2/9 19402 4/6 
GET105 4/8 0076 1/ 18404 8/- Field ESeci troonetor, 
NKTI21 9/- 0081 2/6 18410 4!- 283819 29/6 283820 29/8 
NKT122 00810 3/- 

0083 4/- 
19413 
19423 

9(8 
14/9 

NK'1'123 
NKT124 8/5 00123 17/0 T000el Diode, 1N3716/T03 29/8 

NKT129 
00170 4/- 
00171 7/6 Zener, 

300 mW. 
5% 

Epouy Planan 2N2926 NKT14I 6fr 
N1CT142 5/1 

Oc'lOo 7/6 23v 3/6 Red Beta, 33-110 4fr 

NICT143 5/- 
00202 7/8 
00203 7/8 

43v 
5-1v 

3/8 
3/8 

Orange 90-180 4f- 
Yellow 130-300 4/- 

NICT162 5/- 00204 7/8 02v 8/- Green 236-470 4/- NKT211 4/7 00205 10/8 68v 6/- Yellow-IS at 3/2 each NKT2I6 8/6 0C309 8/- 75V 3/6 NILT2I7 8/- XA702 6/- 92v 3/8 NKT218 4/4 ZT86 26/8 10v 1/8 Neoria 
NKT121 6/ 2N380A 11v 1/8 Mio/ature t-pe for 'neon novnitieu' 1/6 
NKI'227 8/6 15/6 Mnin type, very monet 3/3 
NKT22S 4/4 
N1CT161 1/6 

2N697 12/- 
28706 1 watt 5% 

NKT182 1/8 281132 19/8 29v 8/8 Bargain pick. 5 0061 10/ 
NKT263 1/8 2N1302 5/6 9 0073 10!- 
NKT264 1/8 3N1303 516 5 mitt 5% 4 0083 10!- 
NKT26S 0/6 281304 6/6 150v 12/8 1 0001D + 2 0081 7!- 
NKT271 8/6 281305 6/8 79V 12/8 1 0C44 + 2 0C4 8/6 

Postage & Packing 9d.-Callers welcome 
Please note our new Telephone No. Brentwood 7904 

WE OFFER A COMPLETELY NEW SERVICE TO 
ELECTRONIC ENTHUSIASTS WHO WISH TO MAKE 
THEIR APPARATUS INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM 
THE MOST EXPENSIVE PROFESSIONALLY MADE 
EQUIPMENT. 
FOR FREE QUOTATION AND FURTHER INFOR- 
MATION SEND S.A.E. AND WORKING DRAWING 
OF APERTURES AND WORDING REQUIRED TO:- 

OREYME LTD., 34 PANCRAS RD., ONDOM, Ñ.W.1 

VU kA SO PqOFE.'IONA,i 7WE Y(.'4'4/'/ .ZF' AE.OSOd.. ¿4"4 V - 
Get these AIR DRYING GREY.H4AJV1IVIER 
or BLACK WRINKLE (CRACKLE )FInishes 

I 
Yukan Aerosol spraykit COntains 16 ozs. fine quality 

Other Vukan - 
I Aerosols o 

. durable easy instant spray. No stove baking required. I inclode o 
Hammers available in grey, blue, gold, bronze. I Clear cor o 
Modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Crackle) all at 14/11 I lacquer, 

I Hammer, at our counter or 5/Il, carriage paid, per push- 
I Wrinkle button self-spray can, Also Durable, heat and water (crakle, anti- O 

. resistant Black Matt finish (12 ozI, self-spray cans u carh,sh cold. 
only) 13/Il carriage paid. l Slack matt 

O SPECIAL OFFER: I can plus optional transferable Lfie,.sl,. 
snap-on trigger handle (value 5/-) for IS/Il, carriage 

Q. paid. Choice of 13 self-spray plain colours and primer 
O (Motor car qualicy) alsó available. 

IPlease enclose cheque or PO, for total amount co 

YUKAN Dept. 307a Edgware Rd., London, W.2 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD. i COMPONENTS AND 
303 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2 EQUIPMENT. The largest 

PAOdiegton 1008/9 (STD: OS-723-5008) range fl the country. 7/6 p. I/- 
Open Mm. to Sat. 9-6. Thora. p,,, buys 1967 200-page catalogue 

st a.,.. r.,.._a.,.. with discount vouchers. 

SEE BACK COVER FOR MORE ITEMS OF INTEREST 

L.S.T. COMPONENTS 
23 NEW ROAD, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX 

ALL BRAND NEW GOODS-FULLY GUARANTEED 

0/put. 9-16V supply. 79/6, pp. 2/-. 
For use wit), any Transistor Amplifier 

FMT4I FM TUN ER. 6-transiotor, 
3 diode design. Cow- ¡Q o 0 pp. 
pletely built and tested 2/- 
(19) AMT3I. Mea. Wavc Tuner. Built 
ready to use. 79/6, pp. 2/-. 

YOU CAN AFFORD! AN iNDIVIDUALLY MANUFACTURED 

ENGRA VED FACh PANEL 

EiL 
(12) 

k/'s' 
J 

(9) 

p.p. ¿lo, 

The Finest High Fidelity at 
Unbeatable Priges 

23 WATT AMPLIFIER 
8-Transistor design. Push-pull out- 
put for 7 to 16 ohm speaker. 
l5OmV' input. 30c/s to 20k/vs 4- 1dB. 
For use with valve or transistor pre- 
amplifiers as item (IO) above. 
PRICE BUILT 7 IO L PP. 
AND TESTEO 3/- 
(Mains unit 79/6. pp. 2/6) 

f13) MULTI-METERS SCOPE 
PT34 6V 39/6 EP3Ok 306V £6.100 
TPIO 2kv 75/- EP50k 50kV £8.150 
ITI-2 206V 69/6 500 30kv £919.6 
TP5S 206V £519.6 EPIOOk IO0kVLIO.IO.0 

CTS2 Scope. £2210.0, pp. 0/- 
Complete ronge of tesi equipment ,n stock 

(16) NOMBREX TEST UNITS * ISO kc/s-350 mt/s RF Generator 
£10.100. All Transistor. * IO c/s.-I00 kc/, Transistor. £1619.6 
Audio Generator. 

(IS) GARRARO BATTERY 
2-SPEED TAPE DECK 

J / Specifications and usc. ' / Circoitt. 2 speed 2-track 9 volt 
operated. List Price 13 gns. 

s- Q lOA PSP. 
PRICE 3/6 

5P4 Mono/Stereo, 9 X 3* X 13m - 

£1019.6, p-p. 3/6 (front panel plate 12/6) 
ALL UNITS BUILT AND TESTED 

(12) MW/LW QUALITY 
TRANSISTOR RADIO TUNER 

Fully tunable superhet with encollent 
sens,tivlty and select,vity. Output up to 
+ volt peak. Complete with front panel. 
etc. 9 volt operated. For use with any 
amplifier or tape recorder. 
TOTAL COST ¿ IO L PP. 
TO BUILD 2/6 

(14) VHF FM TUNER 
Supplied as 2 Preassembled Panels, plus 
metal work Superhet design, 88-lOB Mt/s. 
9 voIt operated. 6 Mallard Transistors 
Total cost to assemble £12.176, p-p. 2/6 

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 
Two outputs. 3.6 volt and 9.6 volt up to 
250mA each. Transistorised und Zoner 
scabilised. 110 to 250 volt maIns nput. 
In case with leads. PRICE 67/6. pp. 2/6. 

(17) 5 WATT AMPLIFIER 
6-Transistor Push-pull, 3 ohms. 6mV ,nto 
1K. 12/18v supply. 2 X 2 X l+in. 
BUILT AND TESTEO LO/A PP. 
(optional maIns units 54/-) I 2/. 
1+ watt version 59/6. 
Matching Prnumplif,er, 6 inputs, treble/ 
bass/selector/volume controls. 6-IOmV 

.1/ 
-.2' . '' 

(16) -fl 

(17) 

I. 
(13) 

IO AND 20 WATT MONO AND STEREO TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER S 

(9) POWER AMPLIFIERS. IO wcc, (IO) PREAMPLIFIERS.8inpoc ,docto r 
RMS ootpoc. IOOn,V inpot. 30 c, Io Troblo. bois, Itor concrol,. p 
20 k/c, IdE. 6.Trn,i,tor Poh.poII. (mV co IOOmV inpots. BcIory oporgnd 
PtnI sitO 4 X 2+ X I in. H/S 4 X 4m. or from Mgins Unit. Oocpgt gp Io lSOmV 
MPA 10/3 3.5 ohm spkr. 14.10.0, pp. 2/6. RMS. 
MPAIO/I5 12.I6ohm,pkr.1S.S.0,p.p.2/6 MPI Mono 9+ X 2+ X 2m. 15.10.0, 

(14) (M.ns gnit for' I or 2. mplifìnrt, 59/6, pp. 2/6 (groy tnd gold front itonnl 8/6). 
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WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PACE 

TI-lE B.I.E.T. IS. THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 
Published about the 15th of the month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. Printed in England by 
THE CHAPEL RIVER PRESS, Andover, Hants. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH (Afsia) Ltd.: South 
Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY LTD.: East Africa: STATIONERY & OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD. Subscription rate including 

postage for one year: To any pari of the World £1 16.0. 

i _ . 

r 

-Radio A,nateurs' Exam. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
General Civil Eng. - Muni- 
cipal Eng. - Structural Eng. 
Sanitary Eng. - Road Eng. 
Hydraulics-Mining- I Valer 
Supply-Petrol Tech. 

BUILDING 
General Building - Heating 
& I'eniilalion - Pluinhing - Architecture - Carpentry - Painting - Decorating - 
Specifications & Quantities - Sur veying - Architectural 
Draughtsnzans/rlp. 

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS IN- 
CLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRU- 
MENT TECHNOLOGY, WORKS STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC. 

Which qualification would increase your earning power? 
A.M.l.Mech.E., A.M.S.E.. ANICE., ANtERE., B.Sc., 
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.M.I.. A.R.I.B.A.. A.I.O.B., A.M.I.Chem.E.. A.R.I.C.S., 
M.R.S.H.. A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.Mun.E., CITY & GUILDS, GEN. CERT. OF 
EDUCATION, ETC. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

316A ALDERMASTON COURT, ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE 

POST NOW! 1!/f1 
Uî B.I.E.T.. 316A ALDERMASTON COURT, 3d. stamp if posted nU 

ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE. an unsealed envelope. 

Please se,zd me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING 
I OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in (stale subject, 

exam., or career). 

ÌNAME............................................................... I 
ADDRESS......................................................... 

I I 

Have you had your çopy of "Engineering Opportunities"? 
The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" is now available-without charge- 
to all, who ate anxious for a worthwhile post in 
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely 
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every 
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering 
industry, irrespective ofage, experience ortraining. 

On 'SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEES terms 

This remarkable book gives details ofexaminations 
and courses in every branch of Engineering, 
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and 
describes our Special Appointments Department. 

WHICH OF THESE IS 
YOUR PET SUBJECT? 

MECH. ENGINEERING ELEC. ENGINEERING 
Ge,,. Mec),. Eng.-Mainten- General Electrical Eng. - 
once Eng. - Diesel Eng. Installations- Draughts,uan- 
Press Tool Desigcc - Sheet ship - l//u,ninati,,g Eng. - 
filetai If'ork - lVeldiccg -: Refrigerai io,, - E/e,,,. E/cc. 
Eng. Palier,, Making - Scie,,ce - E/vc. Supply - 
InspeCtion - Draughtsnini,s/cip .'.liicing E/cc. Eng. 
- Metallurgy - Prodctclio,, 
Eng. AUTO ENGINEERING 
RADIO ENGINEERING General Auto Eng. - A,,to. 

flfiflfrna,,cc' - Repair - Ge,,e,al Radio - Rad,o 
TV Ser,icing - TV Eng. - 

Aulo. Diesel Malnte,,ance - 
Teleco,,,cc,unlcatlons - Elec- Auto. Electrical Equipment- 
tronics-Sound Recording-- Garage Managen,ent. 
Auto,nalio,c-Proclicul Radio 

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU 
* HOW to get a better paid, more interest- 

Ing job. * HOW te qualify for rapid promotion. * HOW to put some letters after your nome 
and become a key man . . . quickly and 
easily. * HOW to benefit from our free Advisory 
and Appointments Depts. * HOW you can take advantage of the 
chances you ore now missing. * HOW, irrespective of your age, education 
or experience, YOU can succeed in any 

of Engineering. 
132 PAGES OF EXPERT 
CAREER . GUIDANCE 

PRACTICAL INCLUDING 
EQUIPMENT TOOLS 

Bast, Pra,tical and Th,orc Th, specialist Eh'c- 
titCoursis for beqinneu n tro,,ics Division of 
Radio. TV.. Electronics.Etc., BlET. 
AMPERE. City & Gccitds NOW offers you a 

Radio Ancateo,s (san. real laboratory t'ai,,. 
R.TE.B. Certificate ing at lion,, with 
PM.G. (e,citi,ate pràctica/ equip,,,ent. 

Practical Radio Ask for details. 
Radio &Teleyision 5ecricin 

P,a,ti,aI Electronics 
Elect,00kiEngineerinq 

You are bound to benefit from reading 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNI- 
TIES", and if you are earning less than 
£30 a week you should send for your 
copy ,,ow-FREE and without 
obligation. 

u) 
w 
I- 
z 

cc 
o 
Q- 
a. 
o 
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TO AMBITiOUS 

VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK 
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SPECIFICATIONS: 

TONE COLOURS (ROCKERTABS) lo DIFFERENT TONES CAN BE SELECTED 

SWITCHED VIBRATO CABINE( SIZE 301 X 154 X 9 in. WEIGHT 35 Ib. 

49 NOTE C-C FULLY SPRUNG KEYBOARD 6 OCTAVES OF GENERATORS 

P)ESET VOLUME CONTROL TONE COLOUR BLEND CONTROL 

FOOT, SWELL PEDAL OUTPUT UP TO 4 VOLT 110/250 VOLT 
MAINS OR 18 VOLT BATTERY S FULLY POLYPHONIC OPERATION 
PLUG-IÑ PRINTED CIRCUIT PANELS S SIMPLE LOCKED-IN TUNING 
DETACHABLE LEGS WITH STOWAGE 
FULLY DETAILED INSTRUCTION HANDBOOK, PHOTOS AND CIRCUITS 

FSTARTBUILDING. COMPLETE KIT WITH CABINET, 
FOR AS LITTLE AS I 

ALL COMPONENTS AND HANDBOOK 
£5-BUILD THE I. S ALL PARTS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY 

MAYFAIR A SECTION I 5 HP AVAILABLE FOR COMPLETE KIT 
AT ATIME 5 HANDBOOK SEPARATELY, 20/- post paid 

J 

I 

Dignd by ,. - 

L.W.ROCUE 
TO BUILÓ 
YOURSELF IN EASY 
STAGES. ALL PARTS 
SOLD SEPARATELY 
and FULLY GUARANTEED 

(CARRIAGE AND 

99 GlISI 
PACKING 30f. EXTRA) 

DETAILED LEAFLET FREE 
ON REQUEST 

CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION 

BUILD THE WORLD'S FIRST ALL 
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE ORGAN KIT 

* EASY TO BUILD WITH PRINTED CIRCUITS AND 
COMPLETE FULLY COMPREHENSIVE HANDBOOK 
RANGE OF * CIRCUITS USE 170 TRANSISTORS AND DEVICES 
ORGAN * 10 SELECTED TONE CØLOURS PLUS VIBRATO 
PARTS IN * PORTABLE TWO COLOUR CABINET WITH DE- 
STOCK. LET TACHABLE LEGS, MUSIC STAND, SWELL PEDAL 
US HA VE * THE ONLY COMPLETE KIT AVAILABLE IN THE 
YOUR - WORLD 
ENQUIRIES * FOR GROUPS, CLUBS, HOBBYISTS, HOME 

ENTERTAINMENT / 

MAYFAIR PORTABLE 
ELECTRONIC ORGAN 

ACCLAIMED 

TTt f\'. 

4 

ssppptaw- - 

TRANSISTOR CATALOGUE 1mI' DICES 

Completely new 24.page 1967 ilmA 12/R'Brand new at 
edition. Hundreds of new types fraction of normal price. 
with details. The lorgest ronge Free specs. supplied. 
available. Send 1/. for your copy. 

REtiENT-6 MW/LW 
Pocket Radis io Build 

(7) 6-Transistor suporhet. =t=jÇgn i:i 

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM STOCK 
MOST OF THE PARTS SPECIFIED 
ON CIRCUITS IN THIS MAGA- 
ZINE. SEND LIST POR QUOTA 
TION. 

'II". Ii 
- .,,,_ 

(I) 

FM STEREO DECODER 
7 Mallard Traoslatore. Printed 
Circuit Design with Stereo Indi- 
cator. For use with any valve or 
transistor FM. Uses pot cores to 
M,sllard design and fier. and 
silicon transistors. 
Complete P.?. 
Kit Prie. £5 19-6 2/- 
Xsoft el o,, reqnesl. 

4 SEEPAGEI6OFOR 
MORE ADVERTS 

nun. iamsnaarunsl DEAC RECHARGEABLE BATTERY HI-Ft 

S 
I AMP SERIES 

100 Ply 7/6 YOUR IAST CHANCE FOR TRIS OFFER Co?g in 
200 Ply .. 12/8 300 p5y .. 15fr / 0/ . p.p. 3/0 stock. Send list of 
400 Ply (200V Rois) .. .. 17/6 ... requirements for 
100 PlY, 3 Amp Stud Type o r roe 3.6 volt an 9. volt p.scLs. special price quote. 
400 Ply. 7 Amp (280V Rms) Stud Type - IY mmfls so ate 45/. P.?. Ri-11 de,000ctration 
400 Ply. 3 Atop ........ n mo e ° 

- room open. 
VALVE AMPLIFIERS AND TUNERS IN CABINETS Aleofros,.lork: 

5 SA100. 5 + 5 watt S SA101. 7/ + 74 watt S AFM 100. AM/FM AFM ISO. AM/FM ARMSTRONG 
Stereo. SO0scV Input FM version. .qlns Inputo for tuner to ,iatch SAIOO, tuner to match SAIO)) QUAD 
Timers. PU's. etc. 0/P 4 Mag Mir. Mag PUs. etc. etc. nclI.powrred mainS. Pp. 000DMANS 
tol0ohms. Muinsoprtd. PP. PP. gns. 7/6 LEAK 
£15 150 PP. 7/6 -s 5/- (AFMiOOand200osaybe ROGERS 

5f. uoed with any amplIfier) TRUVOX 

(4) BUILD A QUALITY I OR 4 
TRACK TAPE RECORDER 

3-speed version using new '363' decks 
TWQ-TRACK. Deck (11.11.0. Martin 
Ampi/Ocr (14.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 
7 gnu. Complete kits with FREE 7/s. 120lit. 
tape, Spare SPOOl. 
Today's Valae £45 gns. PP. 15/- 

S FOUR-TRACK. Deck (13.11.0. Marlis 
A,npliOer £iO.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 
7 gns. Complete hits with FREE lin. 120lit. 

spae,po 30 ens. ee 

TSASO. Tron.isior Siereo Amplifier in Cuso. 
44 + 41 watts. 3 to 16 ohms 0/p. loput nOmV 
Tuner and PIJe. Mains operated. 

P_P. 51. 

(5) VHF FM TUNER TO BUILD 
87/lOS Mc/u Trassittor Saperhet. Geared 
taniog. Terrific quality and sensitivity. 
For valve or transistor amplifiers. 4 N 34 X 
21m. Complete with dial plate. 5 Mallard 
Transistors (FM DecoderKit £5. 19.6.P.P.2/.) 
TOTAL COST ¿ lOA PP. 
TO BUILD 2/6 

(Cabinet Assembly 20/. entro) 

(6) GARRARD DECKS-BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED All other 
lOO mono £5 19 6 SP25 stnreo LII IO O 4illnsscart./armL27 IO O 

AT5 mono £6 9 6 5P25 Deram £14 IO O AT6 mono Mk.li £8 19 6 mal5en o 
2002 mono £6 9 6 AT61 less cart. LII IO O AT6stereo Mk.11 £9 IO O declsn nd 
20h stereo £6 16 6 AT61 mono LII 
3110 I m stereo £7 IO O AT60 stereo LII 

19 6 AT6 Deram LII 19 6 
IO O Deccadec Mk.ii £17 17 0 cartr,dge 

SF25 less cart. (IO IO O AT60 Deram LIS lo o Ala less cart. £17 li O in to k 
SP2S moco £10 19 6 LASSO less carta' o o (P. & P. 5/- osy type) 

(7) GLOBEMASTER MWLW/SW (8) TOURMASTER TRANSISTOR 
PORTABLE RADIO TO BUILD 

7-Transistor MW/LW Car Radio, il volt 
Full 3-waveband tus/sg. Pashbattos wave- operated. 3 watt output. Pash-button 
change. Supnrhet pr/sled circuit design, wave-change. SF stage. Supplied built. 
Black-chromed cabinet Il X 74 X 34 in. boned, ready to ue with Speaker and 

(SW il-Si metres). Ear/Record sockets. I 
Baffle. Cor Osino kit and manalactarers 

watt Pauh/Pull outpat. 6 Mallard Trasistors. a5t. ial Barta.s Offer. 

TOTAL COST £7 IO L PP ¿0015 
TO BUILD LEsI 7.51 3/6 L s s 3/6 

MARRIOT TAPE HEADS HENRY'S RADIO LTD 
4 Truck R/Rl'/3 Med z.7/6. R/HP/l Righe. 8/-. 
R/RP/Iliighz + R/E/leraeeon block. 19/6. 303 EDGWARE RD.. LONDON. W.2 
I Trank L/EP0/12 High a. 15/-. L/Rl'S/7 PAOdisgtos 1028/9 (STD 01-723-1008) 
Med ziO/O. L/E8/9 eesse. 12/6. Also liE-R? Open Mon. Io Sot. 9.6. Thues. I 9m. 
single track Eec/Play Med ° 6/8 Open sil doy Sotarday 

SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS 

(8) 

- - 
(5) 

(6) 

1967 CATALOGUE 
(isioiliskle end of January) 

Completely new and revised edition over 
200 pages pocked with componente and 
equipment Hundreds of new linee with 
data and illuatratioun. Complote with S 
free discount vouchers (total valuo 10/-) 
foc use on purchaves. The largest and 
float comprehensive range of items avail- 
able. 
PRICE 7/6, P. & P. 1/-. 
Hundreds sg new components, moro infor- 
mation and Illustrations, 

Catalogue Costs Nothing 
after using the vouchers 
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